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I am pretending to a unity that, deep inside
myself, I know does not exist. I am funda-
mentally mixed, male with female, parent
with offspring, warring segment of chromo-
somes that interlocked in strife millions of
years before the River Severn ever saw the
Celts and Saxons of Housman’s poem.

    
—W. D. Hamilton,
Narrow Roads of Gene Land
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1 Levels of Selection:
Burying the Units-of-
Selection Debate and
Unearthing the Crucial
New Issues

H. Kern Reeve and Laurent Keller

The purpose of this volume is to sample current theoretical and empirical
research on (1) how natural selection among lower-level biological units
(e.g., organisms) creates higher-level units (e.g., societies), and (2) given that
multiple levels exist, how natural selection at one biological level affects
selection at lower or higher levels. These two problems together constitute
what Leigh (chap. 2) calls the “fundamental problem of ethology.” Indeed,
as Leigh further suggests, they could be viewed jointly as the “fundamental
problem of biology,” when genes and organisms are also included as adja-
cent levels in the biological hierarchy. This generalization has the desirable
property of immediately removing the long-standing conceptual chasm be-
tween organismal and molecular biologists.

These two problems are just beginning to be addressed, but their study
promises in the decades ahead to generate crucial insights (perhaps the cru-
cial insight) into biological evolution both on our planet and on imagined
planets. To appreciate just how intriguingly intricate these problems are, we
use an analogy from particle physics to generate a heuristically useful pic-
ture of the myriad interlocking and concatenated selective forces acting si-
multaneously at different levels of biological organization (fig. 1.1). This
picture can be thought of as a visual guide to the kinds of multilevel selec-
tion issues addressed in the chapters in this volume.

First, however, we wish to make yet one more attempt to bury the issue
that usually usurps discussions of the levels of selection at the expense of the
truly interesting issues raised by these two problems; that is, the question of
what unit is the “true” fundamental unit of selection. This issue emerges in
cyclic debates about (a) whether genes or individuals are best seen as the
true units of selection, and (b) whether groups of individuals can be units of
selection. In our opinion, these questions have been satisfactorily answered
repeatedly, only to reappear subsequently with naive ferocity in new biolog-
ical subdisciplines (e.g., the group-selection controversy is currently generat-
ing copious amounts of smoke within the human sciences; see, e.g., Wilson and
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4 ▪ REEVE AND KELLER

FIG. 1.1. The formation of higher-level vehicles from lower-level vehicles. A higher-level
vehicle forms when the attractive inclusive fitness force (see box 1.1) for lower-level
vehicles overcomes the repulsive and centrifugal inclusive fitness forces.

Sober 1994 and responses; Sober and Wilson 1998). The particularly frus-
trating aspect of these constantly renewed debates is that, even though they
seemed to be sparked by rival theories about how evolution works, in fact,
they often involve only rival metaphors for the very same evolutionary logic
and are thus empirically empty.

Thus, we first pause to heap one more shovelful of dirt on the units-of-
selection debates (a) and (b) above by very briefly reviewing what we
believe to be their well-established, correct (if not universally known) reso-
lutions.
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LEVELS OF SELECTION ▪ 5

Burying the Debate over Whether Genes or Individuals
Are the Units of Selection

Organisms themselves are not replicated in the process of reproduction.
They die, and only their genes are passed on. This led Dawkins (1976, p. 12)
to propose that “the fundamental unit of selection, and therefore of self-
interest, is not the species, nor the group, nor even strictly, the individual. It
is the gene, the unit of heredity.” Dawkins referred to this unit of self-inter-
est as the replicator, or enduring unit of replication. Dawkins’s view, which
builds on previous ideas by Hamilton (1964a) and Williams (1966a), has
been criticized as too reductionist by those who argue that genes are not
directly visible to natural selection (e.g., Gould 1984; Sober and Lewontin
1984). That is, selection simply cannot pick among genes directly, but must
select among packages created by and containing these and other genes (e.g.,
organisms). Dawkins (1982), however, recognized organisms and perhaps
higher-level or laterally extended units as being vehicles, that is, the units
directly confronting selection. We expect that, as the result of natural selec-
tion, vehicles will possess properties that maximize the replication success of
the set of genes that cocreated them. This picture is slightly modified by the
possibility of intragenomic selection (e.g., meiotic drive) favoring certain
genes. In this case, selection may seem to choose among genes directly.
However, a useful distinction still can be made between the replicator as a
piece of genetic information and the “vehicle” as the physical stretch of
DNA containing this genetic information. Thus, even in this case, it is only a
vehicle (albeit a replicator-level vehicle) that directly confronts selection.

Thus, one internally consistent logical picture is that the unit of replication
is the gene (or, more precisely, the information contained in a gene), and the
organism is one kind of vehicle for such genes, a vehicle being the entity on
which selection acts directly. The debate is resolved: Dawkins (1976) em-
phasized that genes (i.e., bits of genetic information) are the enduring units
of replication, whereas Sober (1984) and Sober and Lewontin (1984) empha-
sized that individuals and possibly higher-level units, and not genes (as bits
of genetic information), are vehicles. Case closed.

Burying the Old Group-Selection Debate

It is still embarassingly common to read inaccurate statements in newspapers
and even in professional biological literature that frogs have to produce
many eggs to ensure the survival of the species because tadpoles suffer ex-
tremely high rates of predation, or that wolves have evolved ritualized dis-
plays to establish dominance hierarchies because physical combats would be
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6 ▪ REEVE AND KELLER

too disadvantageous for the species. These naive statements betray a wide-
spread and persistent misunderstanding of the level at which natural selec-
tion most commonly operates.

Wynne-Edwards (1962, 1993) has been the leading modern proponent of
the idea that animals behave for the good of the group. He suggested that a
population would become extinct if it overexploited its food resources; such
between-population selection has fixed population-level adaptations to pre-
vent extinction (such as animal displays to signal population density and
thereby limit the risk of resource overexploitation). The most important criti-
cism of this idea was formulated by Williams (1966a). Although selection at
the population level is theoretically possible, in practice, such selection will
be weak because of the high speed of within-population (between-individ-
ual) selection relative to that of between-population selection. Moreover, vir-
tually all examples of group selection given by Wynne-Edwards (1962) have
been shown to be better understood with the individual-selection paradigm
(e.g., Alcock 1998; Kitchen and Packer, chap. 9). In Dawkins’s terms, over-
whelmingly strong theoretical arguments and empirical evidence tell us that
individuals, far more commonly than populations, are the vehicles.

More recently, formal models of within-population group selection—that
is, selection that occurs when a single breeding population is temporarily
broken up into subgroups within which both cooperative and competitive
actions can occur—have been developed under the rubric of “new group
selection,” “intrademic group selection,” or “trait-group selection.” These
models simply partition ordinary individual fitness into within- and between-
group components—often using the clever covariance approach of Price
(1972)—and allow detailed predictions of the circumstances favoring the
evolution of traits affecting both within- and between-group fitness in var-
ious ways (e.g., Wilson 1975; Wilson and Sober 1989). These models are
mathematically equivalent to individual-selection (i.e., inclusive fitness)
models, however, and therefore do not point to a fundamentally different
kind of evolution (e.g., Dugatkin and Reeve 1994; Bourke and Franks 1995).
Thus, acknowledging the utility of these models should not be taken as a tip-
toed retreat to Wynne-Edwardsian interpopulation selection, as is often mis-
takenly feared because of the shared label of “group selection.” Acceptance
of these models also does not commit one to a particular view about the
relative balance of cooperation and conflict in nature, because either can
have any degree of strength in these models (Dugatkin and Reeve 1994).
Furthermore, these models fit comfortably into Dawkins’s (1982) conceptual
scheme because the “groups” in these models (e.g., animal societies) can be
viewed simply as vehicles above the level of the individual (Seeley 1997). A
distinct virtue of intrademic group-selection models is that they provide a
simple, standardized means of unveiling the structure of selection working
simultaneously at different hierarchical levels (e.g., Dugatkin and Reeve
1994; Reeve and Keller 1997; Keller and Reeve, chap. 8).
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Unearthing the New Issues

Most class lectures on levels of selection begin and end with a discussion of
the two (now stale) debates above. However, the current theoretical excite-
ment in theoretical and empirical research in multilevel selection centers on
the two problems set forth at the beginning of this introduction, namely, (1)
how natural selection among lower-level biological vehicles creates higher-
level vehicles, and (2) given that multiple levels of vehicles exist, how natu-
ral selection at one level affects selection at lower or higher levels. The
richness of these two questions can be conveyed with the help of figure 1.1,
which pictures interactions within and between lower- and higher-level vehi-
cles (e.g., for vehicles ranging from single-celled organisms, to multicellular
individuals, to social groups of individuals).

An analogy from particle physics is useful here. Higher-level vehicles can
be seen as composites of lower-level vehicles, each of which experiences
both evolutionary repulsive (,——.) and attractive (.—,) bipolar forces with
other units at the same level (fig. 1.1). The separated unipolar forces can be
viewed as having magnitudes equal to the absolute inclusive fitnesses for
peaceful cooperation with a same-level partner unit (—,) or for competitive
suppression (e.g., killing) of the same partner unit (——.). The outgoing ar-
rows ( ) refer to the absolute inclusive fitness of a vehicle that leaves the
group; thus, this represents a second evolutionary force, which we call “cen-
trifugal force,” that tends to break apart the group. In this scheme, a coop-
erative group of lower-level units will be stable only if, for every unit, the
attractive force exceeds the maximum of the repulsive and centrifugal forces
also acting on that unit. (See box 1.1 for elaboration of the exact nature of
these forces.)

Figure 1.1 makes explicit several key features of the evolution of higher-
level vehicles from lower-level ones. First, a higher-level vehicle is created
from a lower-level vehicle whenever an attractive force arises that exceeds
both the maximal repulsive and centrifugal forces. Interestingly, repulsive
forces among unbound lower-level units can create binding forces between
other such units, for example, as when ancestral multicellularity increased
the fused cells’ ability to outcompete single-celled organisms for resources,
or when social grouping increased the ability of individuals to defend re-
sources from intruding robbers.

Second, because the magnitude of each of the forces depends on inclusive
fitness, which in turn depends on both genetic relatedness and multiple eco-
logically determined costs and benefits of cooperation and noncooperation, it
follows that understanding higher-level vehicle formation requires knowing
both genetic and ecological factors that generate attractive, repulsive, and
centrifugal forces. Ecology will be crucially important in determining the
magnitude of the centrifugal force, by strongly affecting the expected repro-
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8 ▪ REEVE AND KELLER

BOX 1 .1 .  THE  ABSOLUTE INCLUSIVE
F ITNESS “FORCE”

By absolute inclusive fitness, we mean a focal vehicle’s direct reproductive
output plus the sum, over all related vehicles, of the product of its relatedness
to the vehicle times the reproductive output of that vehicle. Note that we use
absolute outputs, rather than changes in outputs caused by the focal vehicle
(the latter is used in most verbal formulations of inclusive fitness). The outputs
of vehicles unaffected by the focal vehicle’s actions will appropriately vanish
when the absolute inclusive fitnesses associated with the two actions by the
focal vehicle are compared by subtraction, because such outputs will have
exactly the same value in the compared inclusive fitnesses. For example, sup-
pose a phenotype A causes the focal animal to have x offspring and a relative
(of relatedness r) to have y offspring. The corresponding offspring numbers for
phenotype B are z and w. The magnitudes of the corresponding absolute inclu-
sive fitnesses (i.e., of the “forces”) are

x ` ry

for A and

z ` rw

for B. The “net force” is then obtained by subtraction and is readily seen to
equal

(x 1 z) ` r(y 1 w),

which is the same as Hamilton’s rule when set greater than zero (Grafen 1982,
1984, 1985). If action B did not change the reproductive output of the focal
individual’s relative, then y 4 w and the term r(y 1 w) would simply vanish.
If the net force is greater than zero, phenotype A is favored.

The use of absolute offspring number in the above inclusive fitness calcula-
tions may sound wrong to some because of well-known theoretical admoni-
tions against (1) including personal offspring added because of help received
from others, and (2) giving inclusive fitness credit for the reproductive outputs
of relatives that are unaffected by the phenotype, both of which can cause
gross overestimation of the kin-selective value of a cooperative strategy
(Grafen 1982, 1984). However, this is an error only when a strategy’s absolute
inclusive fitness is compared with zero, not when the absolute inclusive fitness
for one strategy is compared (by subtraction) with the absolute inclusive fitness
of another strategy. The latter procedure automatically yields the appropriate
description of net selective force by generating Hamilton’s rule. It should be
mentioned, however, that the “absolute inclusive fitness force” approach is
precisely true only if there are additive costs and benefits and weak selection
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LEVELS OF SELECTION ▪ 9

BOX 1 .1 .  CONT.

(Grafen 1984, 1985). Conditionality of phenotypic expression can make these
assumptions more likely to hold (Parker 1989).

Our characterization of the magnitudes of the attractive, repulsive, and cen-
trifugal forces properly ties vehicle behavior to the interests of the ultimate
replicators, the genes that create the vehicles. Why? This scheme correctly
specifies when kin selection favors cooperation as summarized in Hamilton’s
rule. That is, the sign of net inclusive fitness force determines whether kin
selection favors cooperation over killing or ejecting the partner and also over
leaving the group to reproduce independently. (The physical analogy breaks
down a bit here, because in the physical case, the net attractive force would
simply be the vector sum of all three forces, not the difference between the
attractive force and the maximum of the repulsive and centrifugal forces. De-
spite this, the physical picture is useful.)

ductive output of a dispersing, solitary vehicle. The most complete theories
of vehicle formation will thus be those that specify both the ecological and
the genetic contexts for vehicle creation.

Third, even if the creation of higher-level vehicles requires that attractive
forces exceed repulsive and centrifugal forces, this does not imply that the
latter two forces will disappear once the higher-level vehicles are formed.
They may continue to operate and shape the features of the higher-level
vehicle (just as the conformation of a stable molecule will depend on the
internal electrical repulsive forces). Indeed, repulsive forces may sometimes
strengthen sufficiently to cause subsequent vehicle breakdown. For example,
the attractive forces will often be sufficiently weak and variable that a com-
posite vehicle lasts only a short time, just as an unstable, heavy particle
created in an particle accelerator may leave only a short track on a photo-
graphic plate before disintegrating into component particles. Analogously, in
many if not most animal species, the only cooperative groups are fleeting
associations of mates during courtship, copulation, and mate defense; that is,
the inclusive fitness for cooperation (attractive force) exceeds that for nonco-
operation (repulsive and centrifugal forces) only until mating is completed.
A complete theory of social evolution will tell us not only the contexts in
which higher-level vehicles form, but also the contexts in which they break
down.

Finally, this model, represented in figure 1.1, predicts that larger coopera-
tive groups are inherently less likely to be stable. Suppose there are n lower-
level vehicles within the cooperative group (i.e., higher-level vehicle). If the
group is to be completely stable, the attractive forces must exceed the repu-
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10 ▪ REEVE AND KELLER

FIG. 1.2. Major problems in understanding the evolution of higher-level vehicles. How do
attractive forces come to exceed repulsive and centrifugal forces (A1 and A2; see text)?
How does the balance of these forces affect properties of the higher-level vehicle (B1
and B2; see text)? How does the interaction among forces within lower-level vehicles
affect the properties of the higher-level vehicle (C1; see text)?

sive forces for all n(n11) 4 n21n polar interactions, and, in addition, the
attractive forces must exceed the centrifugal forces for all n cases, for a total
of n21n ` n 4 n2 requirements. Thus, the number of Hamilton’s rule
requirements for group stability increases as the square of the number of
group members! This immediately suggests that larger groups will be prog-
ressively less stable, unless high genetic relatedness, positive correlation
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among subunits in the values of their inclusive fitness parameters, or some
kind of between-subunit interaction somehow forces the multiple Hamilton’s
rule requirements to be satisfied en masse. Furthermore, as lower-level vehi-
cles are nested to form higher-level vehicles, say from lower-level vehicles
consisting of nl subunits each to a higher-level vehicle of nh lower-level
vehicles, the total number of Hamilton’s rule requirements rapidly becomes
compounded to (nlnh)2. This immediately suggests that vehicles created by
the nesting of successively higher-level vehicles will become progressively
less stable, again unless some condition or process causes these requirements
to be satisfied at once.

Now we can represent the questions that together form the “fundamental
problem of biology,” and thus the conceptual structure of this book, in terms
of the picture in figure 1.1. Questions A‒C below refer to processes A‒C in
figure 1.2.

A1. What attractive evolutionary forces bind low-level vehicles (i.e., vehi-
cles nearly at the same level as the replicators themselves), like physical
stretches of DNA (replicators being the genetic information encoded in such
stretches), chromosomes, and cells, into intermediate-level vehicles, like
multicellular organisms? Under what conditions do these attractive forces
exceed the repulsive and centrifugal forces and under what conditions do
they not?

This topic is addressed in chapters 3 and 4. A central question in the study
of the origin of life is how cooperating groups of small replicator-level vehi-
cles could have arisen and how they could have protected themselves against
invasion by molecular parasites. Szathmáry (chap. 3) argues that synergism
(i.e., division of labor and complementation of functions) provided the most
important attractive force leading the first replicator-level vehicles to associ-
ate. Cooperation was also facilitated by genetic compartmentalization that
resulted from limited dispersal and bonding of different replicator-level vehi-
cles (which were therefore obliged to “sit in the same boat”; Szathmáry,
chap. 3). Compartmentalization represented an important step in the overrid-
ing of repulsive and centrifugal forces and also probably led to their subse-
quent weakening. Finally, the benefits of division of labor, together with the
many advantages of larger size, were probably the two important attractive
forces that favored the transition from unicellular to multicellular life
(Michod, chap. 4).

A2. Similarly (as we move up the hierarchy of nested vehicles), what
attractive evolutionary forces bind intermediate-level vehicles, such as or-
ganisms, into higher-level vehicles, such as social groups of individuals?
Under what conditions do these attractive forces exceed the repulsive and
centrifugal forces?

This topic is addressed in chapters 5, 6, and 8–11. In sexual species, the
necessity of finding a mate provides an inescapable attractive force. In most
species, however, this attractive force is transient because males and females
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12 ▪ REEVE AND KELLER

typically have low genetic interest in each other’s future (Lessells, chap. 5).
Another attractive force may keep parents together: their common genetic
interest in rearing their offspring. The magnitude of this attractive force di-
rectly depends on the degree to which greater parental investment increases
offspring reproductive success (Godfray, chap. 6). This positive force is op-
posed by the centrifugal force created by mating opportunities outside of the
pair bond. Thus, the dynamics of the attractive and centrifugal forces set the
stage for a variety of conflicts (new, subtle repulsive forces) between mates
over their relative investment in parental care (Lessells, chap. 5; Godfray,
chap. 6).

Attractive forces may also lead individuals other than mates to cooperate
when this increases either their survival or number of offspring produced or
the survival and fecundity of relatives. Higher relatedness increases the mag-
nitude of the attractive forces and decreases the magnitude of the repulsive
forces (because increased relatedness between interacting individuals en-
hances the inclusive fitness payoffs for cooperation and reduces the inclusive
fitness payoffs for group-destructive selfishness). Increased relatedness thus
increases the scope both for reproductive altruism (whereby individuals
forgo direct reproduction to help others) and possibly for group stability,
although models of optimal reproductive skew (Keller and Reeve, chap. 8)
predict that dominant members of animal societies may actually increase the
attractive force for potential subordinate helpers when the latter are less re-
lated, erasing any net effect of relatedness on group stability (Reeve and
Ratnieks 1993; Reeve 1998a). Not surprisingly, unreciprocated altruism oc-
curs nearly exclusively in groups formed by closely related individuals (Kel-
ler and Reeve, chap. 8; Kitchen and Packer, chap. 9; Maynard Smith, chap.
10). Groups of unrelated individuals are generally stable only when group
living provides direct reproductive benefits to all group members, when it
requires no reproductive altruism, and opportunities for cheating are limited
(i.e., repulsive forces are weakened) (Kitchen and Packer, chap. 9). The
other important factor shaping social life is the ability for individuals to
disperse successully and reproduce outside the group. Groups will be inher-
ently more stable when such opportunities are limited (weak centrifugal
forces).

Interspecific mutualism provides another interesting case of attractive
forces being stronger than repulsive and centrifugal forces, the two forces
that generally predominate in interspecific interactions. Interestingly, the
same positive force (the benefits of division of labor) that facilitated the
evolution of early life is also probably important in shaping the nature of
interspecific cooperation (Herre, chap. 11). Moreover, Herre provides exam-
ples showing that stable interspecific cooperation (or reduced virulence) is
facilitated by the long-term association of interspecific individuals and paral-
lel vertical transmission of the symbionts (from parents to offspring). The
consequence of symbionts being only vertically transmitted is similar to the
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effect of compartmentalization of replicator-level vehicles during the
early evolution of life because, in both cases, the interests of replicators are
aligned, increasing the magnitude of the net attractive force.

B1. How do attractive, repulsive, and centrifugal forces among lower-
level vehicles interact to shape the properties of intermediate-level vehicles
like individuals? Can different repulsive forces sometimes nullify each other
within intermediate-level vehicles (as when there is some mechanism of pol-
icing against intragenomic selfishness) and thus leave an imprint on the char-
acteristics of the intermediate-level vehicle (such as increased reproductive
efficiency resulting from greater internal cooperation)? Are there attractive
forces (perhaps arising only after the creation of the intermediate-level vehi-
cle) that would overcome all or some of the original repulsive forces and
thus leave an imprint on the characteristics of the intermediate-level vehicle?

These topics are addressed in chapters 4, 7, and 12. The two main forces
shaping the integrity of the organism are the attractive and repulsive forces
because lower-level vehicles (genes and cells) have little or no opportunity
to leave the organism and embark on independent and solitary lives (except
in some primitive multicellular organisms). The repulsive forces stem from
the benefits that lower-level vehicles (gene-level vehicles and cells) may
gain by increasing their reproductive rates at the expense of the other vehi-
cles forming the organism. Thus, genes may increase their reproduction by
subverting meiosis in diploid organisms. Similarly, cells may reap a short-
term reproductive benefit at the long-term expense of the organism through
uncontrolled cell proliferation (cancer). Michod (chap. 4) and Pomiankowksi
(chap. 7) provide examples of how repulsive forces can nullify each other to
decrease conflicts between genes and enforce fair meiosis. For example, it is
the mutual interest of genes in multicellular organisms in decreasing repul-
sive forces that probably led to the sequestration of a cell lineage set early in
development for the production of gametes (Michod, chap. 4). Mutual com-
petition (repulsion) between cell lineages might result in no net advantage
for either; moreover, such competition might greatly limit the efficiency of
the vehicle formed by their cooperation. The separation of the germ line
reduced the opportunity for conflict (greatly reducing repulsive forces) and
thus was a first step toward the evolution of individuality (i.e., a higher-level
vehicle with stronger attractive than repulsive forces). Similarly, because
most genes in the genome suffer from the detrimental effects of meiotic-
drive genes (unless linked with them), they are selectively favored to sup-
press the selfish actions of such genes (Pomiankowski, chap. 7). Nunney
(chap. 12) suggests that between-lineage species selection may cause the
long-run predominance of genetic architectures that decrease the risk of can-
cer (detrimental to the organism) and also that decrease the probability of a
shift from from sexual to asexual reproduction (the latter being detrimental
to the species). (Note that this is not Wynne-Edwardsian group selection,
because Nunney is only speaking of differential extinction among lineages
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that have different biological characteristics, the latter characteristics all hav-
ing been fixed by within-population selection.) Under this intriguing view,
lineages with relatively high repulsive and low attractive forces (i.e., those in
which lower-level vehicles are less likely to form higher-level vehicles) are
more likely to become extinct, leading to a long-term lineage selection for
clades that exhibit well-elaborated, high-level vehicles.

B2. Similarly, how do attractive, repulsive, and centrifugal forces interact
to shape the properties of high-level vehicles like animal societies? Can re-
pulsive forces sometimes nullify each other within high-level vehicles (as in
policing against selfishness) and thus leave an imprint on the characteristics
of the high-level vehicle (such as increased efficiency resulting from greater
internal cooperation)? Are there attractive forces (perhaps originating only
after the initial creation of the high-level vehicle) that would nullify all or
some of the original repulsive forces and thus leave an imprint on the char-
acteristics of the high-level vehicle?

These topics are addressed in chapters 8–11. For example, Keller and
Reeve (chap. 8) discuss how policing and bribing can promote intragroup
cooperation within animal societies by in effect weakening repulsive forces
or strengthening attractive forces. Similarly, Maynard Smith (chap. 10) in-
vestigates the conditions favoring the emergence and enforcement of social
contract strategies to punish selfish behaviors in human societies. Finally, the
evolution of co-adapted traits in obligately mutualistic species (e.g., figs and
their associates; Herre, chap. 11) provide yet another example of attractive
forces that arose or strengthened after the initial creation of a higher-level
vehicle from the mutualistic pair of organisms, that is, following the evolu-
tion of complete reproductive interdependence.

C1. Perhaps the most unexplored question concerns how interactions be-
tween lower-level vehicles might affect the interactions between intermedi-
ate-level vehicles and thus affect the properties of the highest-level vehicle.
For example, Keller and Reeve (chap. 8) describe one of Reeve’s (1998b)
hypotheses for the absence of nepotism within insect societies. Intragenomic
selection on parentally imprinted alleles involved in kin recognition (lowest-
level vehicles) might favor sabotaging of the potential nepotism-dispensing
machinery of individuals (intermediate-level vehicles), leading to the lack of
nepotism and thus increased cooperation within hymenopteran societies
(highest-level vehicles).
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2 Levels of Selection,
Potential Conflicts, and
Their Resolution: The
Role of the “Common
Good”

Egbert Giles Leigh, Jr.

Adaptation is shaped by the competitive process of natural selection (Darwin
1859). Genes are the units whose “self-interest” drives natural selection. In
other words, nothing nonrandom happens in the evolution of a species unless
it “serves the self-interest”—causes the differential reproduction—of some
gene (Dawkins 1976; Bourke and Franks 1995). Yet no one of these genes,
ultimate unit of self-interest though it might be, can do a thing outside the
context provided by the rest of its genome and the organism for which that
genome is appropriate. Alone, a gene is as useless as a fragment of a com-
puter program without the rest of the program, a computer suited to run the
program, and an operator capable of using the program and the machine. In
short, the units of competitive self-interest that make up a genome are utterly
interdependent. How did the competitive process of natural selection shape
so intricate a mutualism?

Ecological communities are structured to a large extent by competition:
competition among individuals for food or space, and competition between
consumers and their potential prey over who uses the resources in these
prey’s bodies (Hutchinson 1959; Paine 1966). Competition among plants for
light, water, and nutrients, and between consumers and their intended prey, is
particularly intense in tropical forest (Robinson 1985; Richards 1996). Yet
tropical forest is not only a climax of competition but an apex of mutualism.
Plants depend on fungi for the uptake of nutrients (Allen 1991) and on ani-
mals for pollination of their flowers, dispersal of their seeds, some-
times for burial of their seeds out of the reach of insect pests (Corner 1964;
Smythe 1989; Forget 1991). These mutualisms make possible the diversity
and luxuriance of tropical forest (Corner 1964; Regal 1977; Crepet 1984).
They constitute an extraordinary web of interdependence. A tree species that
needs agoutis to bury its seeds needs other tree species to keep the agoutis
fed when it itself is not fruiting (Forget 1994). The durian whose flowers are
pollinated by bats needs mangroves to keep these bats in nectar when the
durian’s forest has few plants in flower (Lee 1980). Although ecological
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communities are theaters of competition, their species depend on each other
in many ways. No species can survive outside an ecosystem that provides it
food, shelter, even the air that it breathes. How has competition among spe-
cies brought forth the interdependence that characterizes ecological commu-
nities?

Such questions are avatars of a fundamental problem in ethology (Moynihan
1998). All vertebrates, and many other animals, depend on some conspecific
for help of some sort, at least in conceiving offspring. Yet mates are poten-
tial competitors (Lessells, chap. 5). Who can forget Fabre’s (1989, vol. 1, pp.
1105–1106) account of the headless trunk of a male mantis, still continuing
to impregnate the female that has already eaten its head and is now chowing
down on its thorax? In view of such possibilities as this, what keeps compe-
tition from destroying the common good that could be created by cooperat-
ing?

The problem of which social mechanisms maintain cooperation among
potential competitors (Moynihan 1998), and how this cooperation evolved to
begin with (Hamilton 1964a), is most acute for animals that live in groups
(Keller and Reeve, chap. 8; Kitchen and Packer, chap. 9). Fellow members
of a group depend on each other for the advantages they derive from group
life: increased safety from predators or competitors, benefits of mutual assis-
tance such as grooming for ectoparasites, and the like. Yet fellow group
members are also each other’s closest competitors for food, mates, and other
resources. What keeps competition among a group’s members from over-
whelming their common interest in their group’s effectiveness and annihilat-
ing the common good of their cooperation? Ethology is now a marginal
subject: The more fashionable of its practitioners have hastened to label
themselves sociobiologists or behavioral ecologists. Yet this “fundamental
problem of ethology” is the unifying theme of this book. Moreover, we
wrote this book because we think that the recurrence of this problem at
various levels of biological organization is one of the grand unifying themes
of biology and anthropology.

Avatars of the Ethologist’s Problem

This fundamental problem of ethology is parallelled at other levels of bio-
logical and social organization, not least in human societies (Maynard Smith,
chap. 10). Perhaps it is no accident that a clear formulation and discussion of
this type of problem is already given in Aristotle’s Politics (Barnes 1984, pp.
1986–2129). Here, Aristotle is concerned with how best to achieve harmony
between the good of a city-state and the enlightened self-interest of its in-
habitants. Aristotle observed, “In all arts and sciences the end is a good, and
the greatest good and in the highest degree a good in the most authoritative
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[science] of all—this is the political science of which the good is justice,
in other words, the common interest” (Politics 1282b, 14–16; p. 2035 in
Barnes 1984). Aristotle considered that a city-state’s organization (constitu-
tion) was more likely to persist if it clearly served the common good of its
inhabitants; otherwise, it would be more liable to overthrow by conspiracy or
revolution. Indeed, the common good turns out to play a crucial role in all
avatars of our problem, for a mutualism will evolve only if it serves the
common interest of all participants (Leigh 1991).

An obvious, yet mysterious, avatar of the ethologist’s problem concerns
species in ecosystems. A crucial feature of ecosystems is the variety of inter-
dependence among species whose members are all competing for resources
needed to survive and reproduce. Ecosystems can be viewed as functional
entities, with producers, transformers, decomposers, etc. We speak of eco-
systems being injured by human disturbance, as if ecosystems are organized
to fulfill functions. Aristotle ( Physics 199b4, p. 340 in Barnes 1984) re-
marked that in systems organized to function, the abnormal and the disrupted
are usually less functional. Indeed, only if a system is organized to fulfill a
function can we speak of it as being impaired by change (Fisher 1958, pp.
41–44). Such talk leaves much unanswered. What is the “function” of an
ecosystem? Ecosystems are not units of selection, organized to reproduce
themselves. It makes more sense to view ecosystems, like human societies,
as commonwealths in whose integrity member species share a common
stake. The mystery lies in the nature of this common interest, and in whether
(and if so, how) this common interest affects the evolution of the ecosys-
tem’s species (cf. D. S. Wilson 1980).

Unlike nation-states, ecosystems, and many animal societies, the harmony
of cellular organization and developmental process seems so absolute that it
was long taken for granted. Yet, just as dysfunctions induced by gene muta-
tions provide essential clues to the mechanisms of gene action and develop-
mental process, so other dysfunctions—segregation-distorters, cytoplasmic
sex-ratio mutants, cancer, and the like—reveal that organismic harmonies
we once took for granted originated from cooperation among relatively inde-
pendent entities (Hurst et al. 1996; Michod, chap. 4; Pomiankowski, chap.
7). Indeed, each of these conflicts reveals a past evolutionary breakthrough, a
major evolutionary transition (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995),
whereby groups of relatively independent, cooperating entities cohered into
more integral wholes that then became the central units of selection. The
ethologist’s problem thus has fundamental parallels in developmental and
cellular biology. Indeed, it now appears that even molecular biologists would
do well to ask where and how the fundamental problem of ethology relates
to their work, as the following examples show.

Some alleles spread by biasing meiotic segregation-ratios in their own
favor. Nevertheless, at most chromosomal loci, meiosis is one of the fairest
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lotteries known to art or nature, in that a gamete of an individual hetero-
zygous at a given locus has an equal chance of receiving either allele from
that locus. Where meiosis is fair, an allele can spread only if it benefits its
carriers (and therefore the genomes these individuals carry). Accordingly,
fair meiosis represents the common interest of the genome as a whole (Leigh
1971). What factors preserve the honesty of meiosis and render segregation
distortion so rare?

In species whose members inherit organelles only from the mother, some
cytoplasmic (organellar) mutants cause female-biased sex ratios (Hurst 1993a).
Where both egg and sperm contribute organelles to a zygote, conflicts be-
tween maternal organelles and their paternal counterparts may threaten the
zygote (Eberhard 1980). Such conflicts of interest between organelles
and their host cells—traces of a time when organelles were independent
organisms that had somehow entered host cells (Margulis 1993)—raise the
question, How is harmony between cells and their organelles normally main-
tained (Eberhard 1980)?

Cancers represent a conflict between an individual and certain of its cells.
Yet the human body is considered the very archetype of harmonious service
of the whole by its parts (1 Corinthians 12:20‒25). How are conflicts be-
tween a multicellular organism and its constituent cells avoided or mini-
mized (Buss 1987)?

These examples raise several general issues. What advantages did the
original entities derive by joining in groups? How did natural selection en-
force the common interest of a group’s members in their group’s welfare?
What circumstances would lend this selection such power that the identity of
the individuals involved is almost lost in that of their group?

Community of Interest: Its Origin and Preservation

Advantages of Group Life and Symbiosis

Joining others offers two kinds of advantage. The more familiar, which ex-
plains the origin of most animal societies, is safety in numbers: more eyes to
share the watch for predators, more teeth and claws to help defend resources
against competitors (cf. Kitchen and Packer, chap. 9). The other advantage is
the complementation of different functions or, if you will, a mutually benefi-
cial division of labor, such as corals and their zooxanthellae gain from sym-
biosis, and plants and their mycorrhizae, pollinators, and seed-dispersers
gain from their partnerships (cf. Douglas 1994). The genes of a genome
share a common interest in each other’s presence because each gene pro-
grams a process that benefits the carrier on whose reproductive success all
depend (Szathmáry, chap. 3). The community of interest between a cell and
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its organelles, like that among the cells of a metazoan, is founded upon the
advantageous way the functions of the different parts of the organism com-
plement each other.

Protecting the Common Interest

A mutualism, however, is simply a reciprocal exploitation (Herre, chap. 11).
One or more partners to a mutualism might benefit, at least in the short term,
by parasitizing the others, so that the relationship no longer serves the com-
mon good of the parties concerned. What factors can preserve the common
good against such threats? I will outline several of the relevant processes in
the context of the major transitions to which they presumably gave rise.

self-sufficient common interest
Mixed bird flocks̶a characteristic feature of lowland tropical forest

(Moynihan 1962)̶remind us that common interest sometimes suffices of
itself to maintain a mutualism (Maynard Smith 1991a; Leigh and Rowell
1995). In a mixed flock, a pair of each of several nuclear species, sometimes
accompanied by their young, forage together in a jointly defended territory
(Moynihan 1979; Gradwohl and Greenberg 1980). Such a group often prog-
resses over a regular beat. As it does so, a bird on a smaller territory may
join when the flock enters it. Some birds with larger territories may move
from flock to flock (Gradwohl and Greenberg 1980; Munn 1985). The ad-
vantages of flocking are more eyes to watch for predators and the prospect
of coordinated defense (mobbing) against smaller predators (Moynihan
1962, 1979; Willis 1972, pp. 135‒147). Social relations within mixed flocks
are sometimes complex (Moynihan 1962), and there appears to have been
some coevolution among member species of some flocks to facilitate flock-
ing behavior (Moynihan 1968). Nonetheless, mixed flocks are assemblages
that are too loosely knit to function as units of selection. No mutual enforce-
ment beyond the natural tendency of each bird to exclude conspecific strangers
preserves this mutualism. In sum, a mixed-species bird flock simply ex-
presses the mutual benefit of safety in numbers.

By permitting genes to be carried from one individual to another’s off-
spring, sexual reproduction creates opportunities for a variety of conflicts:
between mates (Lessells, chap. 5), between a mother and its fetus (Haig
1993b) or older young (Godfray, chap. 6), and among the genes of a genome
(see below). Nonetheless, sexual reproduction usually reflects the unenforced
common interest of two individuals in producing more varied offspring than
either could unaided (Williams 1975).

Community of interest can maintain more elaborate mutualisms. In a mon-
key group in which coordinated defense against predators is essential, a
monkey that causes the death of a group member by failing to play its part,
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endangers its own life (Leigh and Rowell 1995). To begin with, it has dimin-
ished the group on which it depends for its own safety. Moreover, insofar as
predators return to groups that they have already raided with success, this
monkey may have hastened its own death. Under such circumstances, the
advantage of an individual and the good of its group coincide rather closely,
at least if such deadbeat monkeys cannot escape the results of their misdo-
ings by migrating to other groups. This proviso reminds us that social orga-
nization plays an essential role in aligning an individual’s advantage with the
good of its group.

selection among groups and the common interest of
a group’s members

The circumstances that allow selection among groups to override selection
within groups are quite restricted. Sometimes, however, groups are organized
so that selection among groups enforces the common interest of their mem-
bers. The effect of selection among individuals within a group on a metrical
characteristic is the intensity of selection on that characteristic (the regres-
sion of log fitness on that characteristic’s magnitude) times the variation
available for selection, as measured by the group’s heritable (additive ge-
netic) variance in this characteristic (Price 1970). Likewise, the effectiveness
of selection among groups is the intensity of selection among groups times
the heritable variance among group means (Price 1972). Selection among
groups is usually less effective than selection within groups because variance
among groups is usually smaller than variance within groups. Exchange of
migrants among groups and the joining of emigrants from two or more par-
ent groups to found a new group both reduce variance among, relative to
variance within, groups. Moreover, groups often live longer than their com-
ponent individuals, making selection among groups slower. Selection among
groups can contend with an opposing selection within groups on equal terms,
that is, a given percentage increase in the average group’s total number of
offspring groups can counterbalance the same percentage increase in lifetime
reproductive success of the average individual, only if the groups are orga-
nized in such a way that (1) less than one migrant is exchanged per two
groups per group lifetime; (2) a new group nearly always has a single parent
group where all its founders were born; and (3) there are more groups than
individuals per group (Leigh 1983, 1991).

If we treat organelles of a particular kind within a cell as a group, they
satisfy conditions that make selection among groups decisive (Leigh 1983).
Organelles do not migrate from one cell to another. A mitotically produced
cell obtains its organelles from its “parent.” Finally, zygotes almost always
inherit organelles of a given kind from one parent (Eberhard 1980). How
might organelles have acquired the social characteristics rendering them sus-
ceptible to group selection? The tendency of mitochondria to defend their
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egg against conspecifics invading with sperm (Eberhard 1980) suggests that
when protomitochondria originally invaded their ancestral hosts, presumably
as parasites (Margulis 1993), they benefited more by caring for their current
host than by increasing their transmission to other hosts at their current
host’s expense. This circumstance reflects the benefits of the complementa-
tion of functions between protomitochondria and their hosts (Blackstone
1995). Were it not for this fundamental community of interest between proto-
organelles and their hosts, the circumstances permitting group selection on
mitochondria would never have evolved. The territorial behavior of organ-
elles, prompted by interests in common with their hosts, set the stage for a
group selection in their host cells’ interest. Once this stage was set, the
effectiveness of this group selection was sealed by selection on their hosts
for anisogamy, which facilitates uniparental transmission of organelles to
zygotes (Cosmides and Tooby 1981; Hurst 1995, 1996a). The fate of organ-
elles was further identified with that of their hosts by the transfer of certain
organellar genes to the nuclear genome (Trench 1991).

Selection among groups also must have played a crucial role in the evolu-
tion of multicellular organisms. Metazoans, like vascular plants, all descend
from sexually reproducing ancestors. Ancestral multicellular organisms pre-
sumably arose as aggregates developed mitotically from sexually produced
zygotes. Therefore, variation within aggregates was lower than variation
among aggregates—provided that cells could not migrate from one aggre-
gate to another—so that selection among aggregates swamped selection
within aggregates (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995). Both sexual repro-
duction and the rarity of invasion of self by nonself were crucial to the
evolution of multicellular organisms. Transforming these aggregates into
genuine individuals, however, required the evolution of features suppressing
conflicts between organisms and their cells, or limiting their consequences.
Lowering somatic mutation rate and limiting the total number of cells per
aggregate restrict genetic variation within aggregates (Michod 1997a). Buss
(1987) has suggested that, in many metazoans, maternal control of early
stages of development and sequestration of the germ line limit damage from
rogue cell lines, and that in plants, which cannot sequester germ lines, rigid
cell walls keep rogue cell lines from spreading. Selection among aggregates,
however, had to be effective for such refinements to evolve.

A sort of selection among groups may also have played an essential role
at the very origin of life (Boerlijst and Hogeweg 1991). “In the beginning,”
RNA sequences capable of both serving as catalysts and being replicated
appear to have functioned as protogenes (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
1995). Because proofreading enzymes were yet to appear, these sequences
had to be short enough so that selection could keep replication errors from
accumulating (Eigen 1992; Szathmáry, chap. 3). Thanks to the small size of
each one, an array of different RNA quasi-species with complementary func-
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tions were needed to form a self-replicating network. This network was first
imagined to be a hypercycle, in which A enabled B’s production, B enabled
C’s, and so forth up to the final product, say F, which catalyzed A’s produc-
tion (Eigen et al. 1981). Szathmáry (chap. 3) now thinks such metabolic
networks were unlikely to be hypercycles; he thinks of them as miniature
ecosystems of mutually dependent catalysts. The compartmenting of hyper-
cycles or metabolic networks into protocells allowed a selection among
protocells to enforce the common interest of a network’s constituent proto-
genes or quasi-species in the good of their network (Frank 1996; Szathmáry,
chap. 3).

kin selection
It sometimes pays genes to program their carriers to sacrifice reproductive

output in order to help a relative if this assistance enhances the reproduction
of this related carrier. Such sacrifice is favored if the relative’s gain in repro-
duction, times the correlation between the genotypes of the relative and the
original carrier, exceeds the sacrifice in the carrier’s reproduction (Hamilton
1964a; West Eberhard 1975; Bourke and Franks 1995). Students of kin se-
lection love to cite Haldane’s supposed willingness to lay down his life to
save two (full) brothers, four half sisters, or eight first cousins (presumably
the ages and future reproductive prospects of each of these relatives
were comparable to Haldane’s own). Indeed, selection among groups can be
viewed as a form of kin selection, for selection among groups is efficacious
only if the intraclass correlation among the genomes of fellow members of a
group is high enough so that an organism benefits by helping other members
of its group in contests or competition with outsiders (Crow and Aoki 1982).

Kin selection played a crucial role in the evolution of insect societies
(West-Eberhard 1975, 1978; Keller and Reeve, chap. 8). Where there is
safety in numbers, or benefit from reusing old nest cells or building new
ones upon the old, wasps may benefit by nesting in groups. Group nesting
among related individuals of formerly solitary species was the first step in
the evolution of social wasps, and probably the first step in the evolution of
all types of social hymenoptera (West-Eberhard 1978). Nesting in groups
enhances competition among group members. Winners may eat losers’ eggs
or prevent losers from laying. Dangers of nesting alone may be such how-
ever, that if the loser is related to the winner, the loser may do best by
staying and helping its winning relative reproduce (West-Eberhard 1975).
The characteristic cycle of instincts in solitary wasps—egg development and
nest building, followed by provisioning the egg and larva once the ovary is
emptied—provides the foundation for an advantageous division of labor be-
tween winner and loser(s) (West-Eberhard 1987). If a subordinate’s newly
laid egg is eaten, or if a subordinate has resorbed an egg she was not allowed
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to lay, the empty ovary may enhance that subordinate’s instinct for provi-
sioning eggs or larvae, which can be easily diverted to the young of the
dominant, neglected because the dominant mother is attending to aggressive
interactions and nest defense, attention that also protects the nest from poten-
tial predators. The more essential it is to nest in groups, the greater the
proportion of the reproductive output dominants can monopolize without
provoking losers to leave (Reeve and Nonacs 1992; Keller and Reeve 1994b,
chap. 8). The dominant must also be clearly stronger than subordinates, to
avoid the prospect of subordinates fighting to the death to take over the nest.
Other processes, however, must come into play before kin selection can fa-
vor the evolution of truly complex insect societies. As we shall see below,
both ecological constraints and social organization must be arranged so as to
suppress the possibility of appreciable reproduction by workers before a
clear-cut, complete division of labor can become consistent with the com-
mon interest of an insect society’s members.

mutual enforcement
A group’s members can enforce the common good by punishing members

who violate it (Trivers 1971). Axelrod (1984) modeled the feasibility of
mutual enforcement by the game of “iterated prisoner’s dilemma.” Consider
a group of two. At each play, a member can cooperate or defect. If both
cooperate, each earns three points; if both defect, each earns one point; if
one cooperates and the other defects, the defector earns five points, and
the cooperator, none. Here, we have a potential “tragedy of the commons”
(Hardin 1968). Whatever the opponent does, defecting earns more at any one
play; yet, if the participants play each other repeatedly, they share a common
interest in continual cooperation. Cooperation is best enforced by a strategy
related to tit for tat: Cooperate on the first play, and at play n, do as the
opponent did at play n 1 1 (Axelrod and Hamilton 1981). In an error-prone
world, “win-stay, lose-shift” is more reliable. Here, the rule is, if the nth play
earned at least three points, repeat it the next time, otherwise shift (Nowak
and Sigmund 1993). Such strategies fail, however, if players can easily
change partners. To ensure cooperation, individuals must be penalized for
changing partners.

Hamlets, simultaneously hermaphroditic coral reef fish, avoid expending
half their reproductive effort on male functions by trading eggs for each
other to fertilize. Trading eggs avoids the need to produce excess sperm or to
fight for mates (Fischer 1981). Hamlets pair off at spawning time. Members
of a pair exchange sex roles in successive spawns (hence the egg-trading).
As the exchanges continue, each fish offers more eggs for its partner to
fertilize, as if it were becoming more confident of its partner’s good faith. If,
however, a fish tries to play the cheaper male role for two successive
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spawns, cooperation ends, and the cheater is penalized by the time required
to find and inspire confidence in a new mate (Fischer 1988).

In Monera—bacteria and bluegreen algae—genes are arranged in a single
circular chromosome, which expresses the common interest of its genes in
each other’s presence. This community of interest, however, is not unlimited.
Genes for bacteriophage l are sometimes part of the bacterial chromosome,
where they are well-behaved, but sometimes they leave the chromosome and
multiply explosively as independent virus particles, killing their host cell in
order to infect others (Watson et al. 1987, pp. 517ff). A gene’s ability to
spread independently to other cells undermines its community of interest
with the rest of its genome, just as the community of interest among a
group’s members would crumble if each could easily move to other groups.

A gene can create a conflict with its genome by becoming a “segregation-
distorter,” that is, biasing meiosis in its own favor, to spread itself through
its population. The conflict becomes manifest when segregation distortion
spreads an allele that harms its carriers (Lyttle 1977). How can the fairness
of meiosis be enforced? Alleles on different chromosomes segregate inde-
pendently of the distorter: None of these alleles can “ride the distorter’s
coattails.” If the distorter inflicts a phenotypic defect on its carriers, all these
alleles will suffer from it. At any of these unlinked loci, selection favors
mutants suppressing the distorter, for they spare some of their descendants
from the distorter’s defect that they would otherwise have inherited (Prout et
al. 1973). In this sense, a genome’s genes have a common interest in fair
meiosis (Leigh 1971, 1991). Selection for such suppressors is effective (Lyt-
tle 1979). Suppression of successive distorters appears to have eliminated
most of the possible means for biasing meiosis: How else are we to under-
stand the notorious difficulty of selecting for changed sex ratios in
species with chromosomal sex determination (Maynard Smith 1978; Wil-
liams 1979)? Nonetheless, other levels of selection must have been involved
in the spread of honest meiosis. Surely those lineages whose species were
less susceptible to segregation distortion lasted longer and radiated more
successfully (cf. Nunney, chap. 12).

Truly complex insect societies can evolve only when subordinates cannot
benefit by producing young of their own. This condition ensures that a sub-
ordinate’s only hope of spreading its genes is to help its dominant relative
reproduce (West-Eberhard 1975). Colonies of insects whose subordinates
seldom or never try to reproduce on their own, such as honeybees, army ants
and leafcutters, are marvels of self-organization, where each worker per-
forms its appointed tasks automatically, without any trace of compulsion or
even direction by the queen (E. O. Wilson 1980; Franks 1989; Seeley 1995).
Honeybee queens create a situation in which workers make it unprofitable
for each other to reproduce by mating with up to 20 males and mixing the
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sperm thoroughly. Thus, most of a worker’s colleagues are half sisters. A
worker is more closely related to its mother’s eggs than to a half sister’s, so
it eats eggs laid by half sisters. Mutual policing by workers makes it point-
less for them to lay eggs and thus creates a common interest among them in
helping their queen (Ratnieks and Visscher 1989).

The common interest of chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes, in their group’s
welfare leads them to enforce the rudiments of morality (de Waal 1996).
Chimpanzees can recognize each other and have the ability to imagine how
they would act if in the circumstances of another individual, a self-
awareness most clearly evidenced by the deceptions they practice on each other
(de Waal 1996). These abilities enable chimps to do unto others as the others
have done unto them, and to expect others to do to them as they have done
to those others (de Waal 1996, p. 136). Chimps have a clear sense of grati-
tude for, and willingness to repay, those who have done them favors; a desire
for retribution toward stingy troop members that do not share food; and a
desire to exact revenge if wronged, a desire whose excesses the troop
dominant is expected to restrain (de Waal 1996, p. 161). These attributes
suggest that chimpanzees have the rudiments of a sense of justice.

The mutual enforcement of morality among chimpanzees is manifested in
various ways. At the Arnhem Zoo, a whole troop of captive chimps under-
took to chase and thrash two adolescent females who delayed the feeding of
the troop for two hours by refusing to return when the troop was called back
to its shelter one evening (no ape is fed until all return). They learned: The
next evening they were the first to return (de Waal 1996, p. 89). Chim-
panzees also expect their dominants to be fair, and to protect the weak. In
this same troop, a young male who, with the help of an older colleague,
became the troop’s dominant, showed improper bias when he interceded in
fights: He invariably sided with his colleague and with a few high-ranking
female friends. Because this dominant was clearly not living up to expecta-
tion, coalitions of females prevented him from intervening in fights there-
after. His older colleague, who settled fights in a fair and restrained manner,
was accepted as mediator instead. Thus, the chimpanzee group has a say in
who functions as mediator and how he does it (de Waal 1996, p. 130). In
another captive group, females restrained the dominant male from taking
excessive revenge on a young male whom he had discovered mating with
one of his favorite females (de Waal 1996, p. 91). More generally, chimps
welcome and celebrate reconciliations between troop members who have
been in a fight (de Waal 1996, p. 205). Indeed, even though there are squab-
bles for position, chimpanzees have a common interest in the hierarchical
organization of their group, which is a framework for coordinating access to
resources, keeping the peace, and organizing the group’s response to preda-
tors or competing groups (de Waal 1996, p. 183).
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Understanding Genetic Conflicts Clarifies the
Study of Evolution

Genetic Conflicts, Natural Selection, and the
Biology Teacher

One of the scandals of biology teaching is how the directing role of natural
selection in adaptive evolution is usually argued. The student is told that
evolution is driven by, or consists of, changes in allele frequencies in popu-
lations (some would find even this an unnecessarily contentious remark).
Then the lecturer enumerates the possible causes of change in allele fre-
quency: sampling error (genetic drift), mutation, migration, and natural se-
lection (differential replication), and concludes that, because the only one of
these four that can lead to adaptation is natural selection, natural selection is
the cause of adaptive evolution. This logic leads to the extraordinary circum-
stance whereby “To buttress the theory of natural selection the same in-
stances of ‘adaptation’ (and many more) are used, as in an earlier but not
distant age testified to the wisdom of the Creator and revealed to simple
piety the immediate finger of God” (Thompson 1942, p. 960). An exercise in
“logic” has transformed a mechanistic hypothesis into a deus ex machina.

The analysis of genetic conflicts, however, enables one to look for foot-
prints of the decisive role of natural selection in adaptive evolution. For
selection among groups to achieve a major evolutionary transition, such as
the evolution of eukaryotes or the transformation of multicellular aggregates
into true metazoan individuals, certain conditions must be met (Leigh 1983,
1991). Migration among groups must be annulled. Either each group must be
founded by migrants from a single parent group (as in the uniparental trans-
mission of organelles of a given kind to a zygote, very probably the ancestral
condition for all sexual eukaryotes; cf. Hurst 1995), or there must be some
other means to ensure that among-group exceeds within-group genetic vari-
ance (such as the sexual production of zygotes, which then develop mito-
tically into organisms of many, genetically identical cells). The means by
which conflicts between cells and their organelles (Eberhard 1980) or con-
flicts between individuals and their cells (Buss 1987; Maynard Smith and
Szathmáry 1995) are suppressed or minimized provide unmistakable foot-
prints of the decisive role of natural selection in these transitions. Each
evolutionary transition has left traces of the genetic conflicts which that tran-
sition overcame and the means by which these conflicts were suppressed.
For that reason, Maynard Smith and Szathmáry’s study of the major transi-
tions in evolution represents the first book in which evolutionary history
testifies to evolutionary mechanism. Their book shows how to remove the
argument for the directive role of natural selection in macroevolution from
the domain of Cartesian analytic logic to that of empirical observation.
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Hierarchies and Evolvability

The greatest stumbling block for laymen (and many biologists) trying to
understand the theory of evolution by natural selection is seeing how natural
selection of random mutations could lead to the complexity and precision of
adaptation characteristic of living organisms. Quite distinguished minds find
this idea an oxymoron (Polanyi 1958; Gilson 1971; Fabre 1989). What char-
acteristics of organisms are responsible for “evolvability”? What features
allow living things to evolve by natural selection of random mutations? One
essential feature is modular organization, which allows mutation or selec-
tion to affect one feature of an organism without interfering with the others
(Wagner and Altenberg 1996; Gerhart and Kirschner 1997).

the virtues of modular organization
Fisher (1958, pp. 41–44) argued that mutations of small effect contributed

disproportionately to the raw material for adaptive evolution. He imagined a
system whose actual state was specified by a point X 4 x1, x2,  . . .  x n in an
n-dimensional space, whose optimal state was specified by a different point
O 4 o1, o2, .. on, and whose fitness was a monotonically decreasing func-
tion of the Euclidean distance \X1O\, the square root of the sum (x11o1)2

` (x21o2)2 ` . . .  ` (xn1on)2. Now imagine a mutation, a random
change that shifts the system’s state from X to X ` r. The probability that X
` r is more fit than X is the proportion of the sphere of radius \r\ about X
enclosed within the sphere of radius \X1O\ about O. This probability is the
smaller the larger \r\ relative to \X1O\. For a given ratio of these variates,
the probability of improvement is smaller the larger n, that is, the more
complex the characteristic affected by the mutation. The modular organiza-
tion, both of genes themselves and the characteristics they affect, plays an
essential role in making adaptive evolution possible, for modularity allows
one feature to be changed without changing anything else (Lewontin 1978,
p. 230; Wagner 1996; Wagner and Altenberg 1996). Indeed, episodic direc-
tional selection on one characteristic combined with stabilizing selection on
the rest of the phenotype could favor transforming that characteristic into a
relatively independent module (Wagner 1996). The principle here is analo-
gous to Popper’s (1991) argument that societies must be changed piecemeal,
so that the effect of each change can be assessed with minimum ambiguity.

Moreover, the capacity for accommodating a variety of phenotypic insults
can cause the various, independently programmed characteristics of an or-
ganism to adjust in extraordinarily appropriate ways to a major genetic
change in one of their number. Maynard Smith (1958, pp. 279–280) tells the
story of a goat, first studied by E. J. Slijper, whose front feet were rendered
useless by a mutation. This goat walked bipedally, which led to an extraordi-
narily adaptive series of rearrangements in its skeleton and musculature. This
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capacity for accommodation among modules raises the question of what
sorts of evolutionary jumps are possible when the environment is permissive
enough.

hierarchies, levels of selection, and evolvability
Students of hierarchies like to tell the parable of the watchmakers (Leigh

and Rowell 1995; Seeley 1995; Wagner 1995). One constructed his watches
in a modular manner, forming subassemblies of ten basic parts apiece, as-
semblies of ten subassemblies apiece, and so forth until he had finished his
watch. The other dispensed with subassemblies. Both watchmakers were
subject to frequent interruptions. When interrupted, the one only had to start
over on his current subassembly, whereas the other had to start from scratch.
Naturally, only the modular watchmaker finished any watches. A more ap-
posite story might be the organization of genetic algorithms, computer pro-
grams simulating natural selection of random mutation to solve complex
optimization problems. The most workable of these programs successively
evolve partial solutions serving as building blocks, which can then be com-
bined to generate the final solution (Wagner 1995).

Evolution seems to have followed similar paths. Time and again, major
evolutionary transitions occurred when larger wholes formed from smaller,
“ready-made” parts that had already been tested by natural selection (May-
nard Smith and Szathmáry 1995). Thus, organisms are modules of modules
of modules ... and so on toward Pascal’s infinitely small. Even genes seem
to be combinations of domains 100–300 nucleotides long (Eigen 1992, p.
22), which is about as big a gene as can be readily optimized by natural
selection of chance mutations (Eigen 1992, p. 30). Eigen believes that genes
acquired their essential features when they were much more mutable than
now—before they cohered into chromosomes.

Modules that are themselves living creatures, or at least units of selection,
have distinct advantages. When complementation of functions promoted
mutualism between cells and their organelles, organelles played the role of
self-designing macromutations for their host, macromutations with properties
beyond the wildest dreams of a Goldschmidt (1940) or a Løvtrup (1976). An
analogous capacity for accommodation applies to animals in societies. A
previous section mentioned West-Eberhard’s (1987) description of how the
complex and beautiful division of labor is built on the varied reactions of
solitary individuals to different environmental conditions. This same capac-
ity for accommodation made it possible for Smythe (1991) to create in one
generation a breed of social pacas from what is naturally a fiercely territorial
species whose adults live in pairs, by suitable adjustments in the rearing of
the newborn and very young. This capacity for self-design in the interests of
their group, among parts that have not yet ceased to be units of selection (or
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evolution) in their own right, must have played a crucial role in many evolu-
tionary transitions.

Levels of Selection and Truth, Beauty, and Goodness

Some theologians, like Jaki (1983, pp. 60–63), and some biologists, like T.
H. Huxley (1894) and George Williams (1989), place truth, beauty, and
goodness utterly beyond the reach of natural selection. I agree readily
enough with D’Arcy Thompson’s (1942, p. 13) remark, “Consciousness is
not explained to my comprehension by all the nerve-paths and neurones of
the physiologist; nor do I ask of physics how goodness shines in one man’s
face and evil betrays itself in another.” Nonetheless, our capacity to distin-
guish right from wrong, appreciate beauty, and know truly are related to how
natural selection affects social beings. A previous section discussed de
Waal’s (1996) evidence for protomorality among chimpanzees, and its foun-
dation on the troop’s sense of justice, which, in good Aristotelean fashion,
serves the troop’s common interest.

Whence comes a sense of beauty is an odder issue. Sexual reproduction
creates opportunity for members of one sex to compete for matings with the
other. One consequence of such sexual selection is the evolution by males of
characteristics that attract females: The peacock’s tail, the blazing colors and
gorgeous plumes of birds of paradise, and the like (Darwin 1859, p. 89).
Darwin’s assertion that male birds competed by appealing to the aesthetic
sense of females of their species caused some offense. Nevertheless, human
beings prize the colors, shapes, and sounds that many animals use to attract
mates, and the colors, shapes, and scents by which flowers attract pollina-
tors. Moreover, it is often essential for females to judge the beauty of males
aright, for a male’s beauty is often a good index of his health and suitability
as a mate (Hamilton and Zuk 1982; Saino et al. 1997).

Organisms do not need complete knowledge, but what they do know, they
must know truly enough to avoid predators and other dangers and to find
food and mates (Lorenz 1978). Darwin’s words of doubt about the efficacy
of a mind descended from a monkey’s, oft quoted by anti-Darwinians (cf.
Jaki 1983, p. 57), miss the point. Even we may not know “things as they
are,” but we must know enough about some objects in our environment to
predict their impact on us, or on each other, and to judge the impact of our
actions on them. The same is true, to a lesser extent, of other animals. Even
the animals that eat cryptic insects must generalize about the features that
reveal their prey. The complicated measures by which cryptic insects dis-
guise their head and legs are defenses against just this power to generalize
(Robinson 1985). The capacity to predict and generalize must be equally
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important in social life. Even a chimpanzee’s deceptions depend on its abil-
ity to predict how best to deceive its intended dupe, which appears to pre-
suppose an ability to imagine how it would respond to its acts were it in the
dupe’s place (Jolly 1991).

Concluding Remarks

Adaptive evolution presupposes modular organization. Indeed, a precise un-
derstanding of the nature and history of the modular organization of living
things is needed to assess their potential for adaptive evolution and may
reveal that living things are organized to facilitate their evolution by natural
selection of “random” mutations (Leigh 1987).

The most objective mark of evolutionary progress is the series of evolu-
tionary transitions where parts combined to form larger, more effective
wholes (Maynard Smith 1988). Each such transition involved potential con-
flict between different levels of selection. These conflicts, and the ways they
are resolved, comprise one of the grand unifying themes of biology.

Parts join to form larger wholes only if there is a genuine community of
interest among the parts, and if circumstances allow the enforcement of this
common interest. In the major transitions of evolution, community of inter-
est plays the same crucial role as in Aristotle’s Politics.

The traces of the means by which conflicts between levels of selection are
resolved in favor of the higher level represent unmistakable footprints of the
decisive role of natural selection in macroevolution. These traces are in-
stances where evolutionary history testifies to evolutionary mechanism.

Finally, evolutionary studies of social animals suggests that truth, beauty,
and goodness are not totally beyond the reach of evolutionary biology.
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3 The First Replicators

Eörs Szathmáry

The replicator concept of Dawkins (1976) has turned out to be extremely
useful in analyzing evolutionary questions. Here I follow the definition of
Hull (1980), who emphasized that replicators must pass on their structure
largely intact. Although selection acts on them directly, interactors (such as
organisms) do not qualify as replicators because their structures are not cop-
ied. I shall come back to this important conceptual issue at the end of this
chapter because organisms usually qualify as reproducers.

My primary interest here lies in the origin of the earliest units of evolu-
tion. Entities qualify as units of evolution if they meet the following criteria
(Maynard Smith 1987):

1. Multiplication. Entities should give rise to more entities of the same
kind.

2. Heredity. Like begets like; A-type entities produce A-type entities;
B-type entities produce B-type entities, etc.

3. Variability. Heredity is not exact; occasionally A type objects give rise
to A8 type objects (it may be that A8 4 B).
If objects of different types have a hereditary difference in their fecundity
and/or survival, the population undergoes evolution by natural selection.

To explain the origin of life, we need to explain the origin of heredity in
terms of chemistry. Heredity merely means that like begets like. This, in
turn, requires variation: multiplication of an entity that can exist in only one
form does not constitute heredity and could not form the basis of evolution
by natural selection. I argue that mere heredity is not enough. Ongoing evo-
lution requires “unlimited heredity,” that is, the existence of replicators that
can exist in an indefinitely large number of forms. Although, as I outline
below, heredity with a small number of possible types can exist without
copying, it seems very probable that unlimited heredity requires template
copying of replicators with a modular structure.

The first experiment relevant to the origins of replicators (and life in gen-
eral) was carried out more than a hundred years ago by Butlerov, a Russian
chemist. He found that, if formaldehyde is kept in a reaction vessel for a few
hours under moderately alkaline conditions, sugars readily form. Nowadays
the “formose reaction” appears to be a formidable network of interconver-
sions of sugars, among them ribose, which is a building block of RNA (e.g.,
Cairns-Smith and Walker 1974). Even more interesting is the fact that, given
a sufficient amount of formaldehyde, the accumulation of sugars follows
exponential kinetics, indicating that something is replicating in the solution.
It is the sugars that replicate: The “hard core” of the reaction is the cyclic,
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FIG. 3.1. The autocatalytic core, or seed, of the formose reaction. (a) The “spontaneous
generation” of the core autocatalyst. (b) The central autocatalytic cycle. Each circle
represents a chemical group including one carbon atom.

autocatalytic formation of glycolaldehyde at the expense of continuous for-
maldehyde consumption (fig. 3.1). (An autocatalyst catalyses its own forma-
tion.)

It takes some time until the first glycolaldehyde molecule is formed. The
coupling of two formaldehyde molecules is the spontaneous generation, as it
were, of the first replicator. This teaches us a general lesson: The first evolu-
tionary units must have arisen, logically, by means other than evolution by
natural selection.

There is practically no heredity in this system: We do not yet know of
alternative, repetitively replicating variants of this network, but this may not
be the final situation. It is noteworthy that the Calvin cycle, fixing carbon
dioxide in plants, is also autocatalytic (Gánti 1979) at the level of the sugar
phosphates: If one starts with three molecules of glyceraldehyde-3-phos-
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phate, then after one turn of the cycle, one has four molecules. It is poten-
tially confusing that this system is called autocatalytic, because every step in
it is catalyzed by a specific enzyme, not produced by the cycle itself. The
explanation is that there are two levels of catalysis in the system: one at the
level of small molecules (constituting the cycle as we draw it), and another
at the level of enzymes (also operating in cycles, of course).

For our topic we need examples of autocatalysts replicating without the
aid of enzymes, because the latter are evolved latecomers. Günter Wächt-
ershäuser, chemist and patent lawyer, proposed a hypothetical system of this
sort, which may have been an archaic variant of the contemporary reductive
citric acid cycle. This cycle fixes carbon in a variety of bacteria (organic
acids are produced at the expense of the incorporation of carbon dioxide by
the cyclic transformation of the same organic acids; the amount of organic
acids thus increases). (The reductive citric acid cycle is almost the exact
reverse of the well-known Krebs [citric acid] cycle, producing carbon diox-
ide by breaking down activated acetic acid.) Note that Wächtershäuser pro-
duced an elaborate scenario of prebiotic metabolism on the surface of pyrite
(FeS2, fool’s gold; Wächtershäuser 1988, 1992). His primary motivation was
that many students in the field became disenchanted by the classical “pri-
mordial soup” scenario for the origin of life (see Maynard Smith and
Szathmáry 1995). He envisaged a protracted phase of evolution of what I
call replicators with limited heredity. Indeed, he suggested a series of alter-
native chemical cycles, mutants of his archaic reductive cycle. At one time,
evolution must have given rise to replicators that were copied digit by digit,
in the fashion of contemporary nucleic acid molecules.

The crucial difference in the mode of replication of the aforementioned
autocatalytic small molecules and polynucleotides can be visualized as fol-
lows. If one takes a snapshot of polynucleotide replication, one can easily
decide about the degree of completion. It is perfectly sensible to say, for
example, that replication is “half-way through”; this means that all nucle-
otides in the first half of the molecule pair with their complementary nucle-
otides. If one were to cut the polynucleotide in two halves, one could say
that one of the halves is completely copied, whereas the other one awaits
replication. Polynucleotides are copied digit by digit, or modularly; the nu-
cleotides serve as chemical modules. This does not hold true for molecules
like the intermediates of the Calvin cycle. If one chooses an intermediate,
one can see all sorts of chemical transformations acting on it until after a
certain number of steps, the molecule suddenly falls into two identical
pieces. The molecule is continuously modified and processed until replica-
tion is complete. Wächtershäuser has called this mode of replication “pro-
cessive.” Replication in a sense is holistic: Half of the initial molecule can-
not replicate at all.

A general problem arises here concerning heredity in autocatalytic net-
works of small molecules. One molecule of glycolaldehyde is indistinguish-
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able from the other. If so, where is heredity? Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
(1995) suggested a resolution. It makes sense to distinguish between replica-
tors with limited heredity and those with potentially unlimited heredity (see
also Szathmáry and Maynard Smith 1993b). In the former case, the number
of types is smaller than, or roughly equal to, the number of objects (individ-
uals) because objects exist only in a few alternative types. A didactic exam-
ple is the set of possible hexanucleotides. In contrast, unlimited hereditary
replicators have (many) more types than the number of objects (individuals)
in any realistic system. What distinguishes even small oligonucleotides from
other autocatalysts like glycolaldehyde is that, for the latter, the production
of hereditary variation is much more difficult. One could argue that for repli-
cators that are not modularly replicated, variants are allowed to arise only
through macromutations (cf. Wächtershäuser 1988). Hence, as limited hered-
itary replicators, members of autocatalytic cycles lack the ability to undergo
microevolution: Heredity is almost always exact. (Of course, there can be
strong nonheritable fluctuations, but this is a different issue.)

It seems reasonable to assume that autocatalytic cycles only come in a
relatively small number of types; their intermediates are limited hereditary
replicators (Szathmáry and Maynard Smith 1993b; Maynard Smith and
Szathmáry 1995). I must stress that, of course, these systems have replica-
tion at the molecular level. As Orgel (1992, p. 203) wrote, “All replicating
systems are, by definition, autocatalytic and all autocatalytic systems result,
in some sense, in replication.” The reproduction of molecules leads to the
growth of the population.

Note that this departure from the traditional “gene-chauvinistic” view of
replicators (cf. Dawkins 1976) is absolutely essential if one wants to under-
stand the origin of living systems, for the following reasons. First, genes are
too complex to start with. Second, autocatalysis, and what has been called
the Darwinian dynamic (Bernstein et al. 1983), transcend traditional genetics
and even biology proper. This is why it is important to define units of evolu-
tion as generally as possible.

Recognizing the importance of replicators other than genes, Szathmáry
(1995) offered the following classification of replicators:

1.Limited hereditary replicators
a.Processive (holistic)

Example: formose reaction, archaic reductive citric acid cycle
b.Modular

Example: oligonucleotide analogues
2.Unlimited hereditary replicators

a.Processive
Example: unknown, probably impossible

b.Modular
Example: genes of extant organisms
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The information carried by processive and modular replicators can be termed
analogue and digital, respectively (Wächtershäuser 1994), although the
terms holistic and digital seem more appropriate (Maynard Smith and
Szathmáry in prep.).

According to our current view, evolution proceeded from holistic, limited
hereditary replicators through digital, limited hereditary replicators to digital
replicators with unlimited heredity. In chemical terms, digital replicators are
likely to have emerged as by-products of holistically replicating autocatalytic
cycles, on which they initially act like parasites (Wächtershäuser 1992).

The first digital replicators must have been relatively small molecules be-
cause long templates do not easily dissociate from the copies made. Von
Kiedrowski (1986) synthesized the first nonenzymatically replicating oli-
gonucleotide analogue; there were more to follow. These results clearly
show that digital replication is possible without enzymes, but do not yield,
by themselves, a chemically realistic scenario. One of the main problems is
that we still do not know what came before Gilbert’s (1986) RNA world.
RNA seems chemically too complex to originate by simple chemical evolu-
tion. People in the field seem convinced that some form of replicators, incor-
porating nucleic acid bases, must have preceded RNA, but they do not really
know what the nature of the primordial backbone, instead of the contempo-
rary ribose-phosphate-ribose-phosphate . . . ,  could have been. Schwartz
(1997) gave a current account of the many relevant speculations and the few
experimental approaches.

The dynamics of growth of such replicators turns out to be crucial. In-
deed, from a chemical standpoint, natural selection is simply the dynamics
of replicators. I review the reasons, empirical and theoretical, for thinking
that the growth of the simplest digital replicators would have been parabolic,
that is, slower than exponential. This is important because our traditional
analyses of selection processes hinge on the assumption that growth would
be exponential (Malthusian) without abiotic and biotic limitations. We shall
see that parabolic growth does not, under selective conditions, lead to sur-
vival of the fittest.

At some time in early evolution, replicators with an exponential growth
tendency must have appeared. Around that time, nucleic acids occupied their
paramount status as carriers of genetic information. Again, the first nucleic
acids could not have been very long. In the absence of specific replicases,
copying would have been inaccurate, and large molecules would have accu-
mulated errors. Thus, it is unlikely that the earliest nucleic acids had the
length of even the smallest present-day chromosomes. Primordial genomes
therefore must have consisted of several smaller pieces of nucleic acids. This
raises the central problem of how cooperating groups of small replicators
could have arisen, and how they could have protected themselves against
invasion by molecular parasites. The answer lies in two phenomena that
underlie all increases in complexity and cooperation in evolution, from the
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first populations of cooperating polynucleotides to the emergence of animal
and human societies. These are synergism and genetic compartmentalization.
That is, complementation of functions (division of labor) can result in strong
synergistic fitness effects, and limited dispersal can result in different indi-
viduals bound to “sit in the same boat.” I discuss the role of these two
phenomena in the early evolution of life. Surface metabolism turns out to be
important as a precursor of cellular organization in reducing dispersal and,
hence, in favoring cooperation.

People have for a long time been puzzled by the proportion of traits that
follow from some physical, chemical, or engineering constraint to those that
are a result of historical contingency in biology. This question soon may
become practical rather than purely theoretical. First, we may redesign life to
some extent for biotechnological or mere scientific reasons. Second, we may
find that life has arisen independently elsewhere in the solar system (e.g., on
Europa, one of the Galileo moons of Jupiter). Would Europan organisms be
running their heredity on digital replicators? Presumably yes. Would their
hereditary material contain nucleotide bases or their analogues? Because
such molecules are formed relatively easily under prebiotic conditions, the
answer again is, presumably, yes. Would their genetic alphabet consist of
four letters (analogous to our A, G, C, and U/T)? I argue that this is likely to
be the case, if their hereditary material also had once been used for enzyma-
tic purposes as well.

The last part of the chapter is concerned with the transition from replica-
tors to reproducers. Existing organisms are not replicators; they do not repro-
duce by copying. Instead, they contain DNA that is copied, and that acts as a
set of instructions for the development of the organism. Hence, reproduction
requires both copying and development. Following Griesemer (1996), I outline
the concept of a reproducer and show a particularly elegant model of it, con-
ceived by the chemist Tibor Gánti (1971, 1975) more than two decades ago in
order to understand what a minimum living system should look like. We shall
understand the origin of life only when we are able to outline a convincing
scenario for the origin of such a system—we are not quite there yet.

For obvious reasons, I lean heavily on the recent reviews of Maynard
Smith and Szathmáry (1995; Szathmáry and Maynard Smith 1995, 1997).

Artificial Replicators and “Survival of Everybody”

Artificial Replicators

Von Kiedrowski (1986) and Zielinski and Orgel (1987) synthesized the first
nonenzymatically replicating chemical species (in both cases, close chemical
relatives to oligonucleotides). They found that, surprisingly, the growth dy-
namics of these replicators followed a slower than exponential time course.
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An intuitive understanding of this phenomenon is possible if we understand
why conventional replication of molecules is exponential. When RNA mole-
cules are replicated in a test tube, a replicase enzyme efficiently separates the
template and the copy so that both are ready to enter a subsequent round of
replication. The same holds, in the absence of enzymes, for glycolal-
dehyde molecules in the formose network. In contrast, in the case of the von
Kiedrowski-type replicators, template and copy do not fall apart so easily be-
cause they are bound together by hydrogen bonds. To the contrary, they associ-
ate spontaneously in solution at a certain rate. Now, it is important to realize
that only the free templates can initiate a round of replication. Two templates
(in this case identical to the template: copy complex) sticking together are
replicationally inert. This amounts to self-inhibition: The net growth rate de-
pends on the apparent equilibrium between association and dissociation of tem-
plates. In fact, the chemists found the growth rate to be proportional to the
square root of the total concentration (all forms counted). In Malthusian
growth, the rate is simply proportional to the total concentration.

Parabolic Growth: Survival of Everybody

The aforementioned self-inhibition leads to parabolic growth. Total concen-
tration, were resources provided ad libitum, would reach infinity in infinite
time, similar to exponential growth, but the growth curve follows a parabola.
Contrary to the exponential case, parabolic growth entails “survival of every-
body” in a competitive situation (Szathmáry and Gladkih 1989; Szathmáry
1991a; von Kiedrowski 1993) because ekt (exponential) is a much steeper
function than (kt)2 (parabolic), where k is a rate constant, and t is time. As
explained above, growth is slower than exponential because the replicators
limit their own growth, but density reaches infinity in the limit because there
are more and more replicators in the growing population. These two oppos-
ing effects lead to the parabolic nature of the growth curve.

Because self-limitation is based on molecular complementarity, AA and
BB complexes (where A and B are two different replicators) are stronger
than AB complexes. Hence, each species limits its own growth more strongly
(by associating with itself). This condition for joint survival is also found in
traditional Lotka-Volterra competitive systems. This is the ultimate cause for
survival of everybody in parabolic systems (Szathmáry 1991a).

Since the pioneering work of von Kiedrowski, several replicators obeying
the same type of growth dynamics have been constructed by Rebek (1994)
and Sievers and von Kiedrowski (1995) among others. Growth of a recently
synthesized self-replicating peptide (!) obeys similar kinetics (Lee et al.
1996). Von Kiedrowski (1993) worked out a detailed kinetic theory for para-
bolic growth of minimal replicators. It seems that the survival of everybody
is a rather robust phenomenon among these replicators.
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One of the important steps of prebiotic evolution thus must have been the
emergence of replicators with exponential growth. An attempt to mimic such
a process has been made in von Kiedrowski’s lab (pers. comm.). In light of
the general importance of surfaces in chemical as well as early biological
evolution (see later), it is noteworthy that a certain surface plays a crucial
role in this nonenzymatic, but exponential replication process: Sticking to
the surface helps separate the strands.

Eigen’s Paradox and the Importance of Population Structure in
the Prebiotic Context

Serious considerations suggest that primordial nucleic acids (or their ana-
logues) must have been rather short molecules because of excessive noise in
their copying. If different replicators are thus needed to establish a primor-
dial genome having the size of a few genes, some mechanism to ensure their
dynamic coexistence must have operated. Various models show that if selfish
mutants are taken into account, some form of population structure is manda-
tory for indefinite survival. As we shall see, in some cases, survival depends
on genuine group selection.

The Error Threshold of Replication

Eigen (1971) called attention to the fact that the length of molecules (num-
ber of nucleotides) maintained in mutation-selection balance is limited by
the copying fidelity. An intuitive appreciation of this point is readily ob-
tained if one makes a simple calculation of the overall copying fidelity ( Q)
as a function of the copying fidelity per digit (in the concrete case, nucle-
otide, q) and the length (n) of the molecule to be copied. If we assume that
mistakes made during replication are independent, then standard probability
calculus gives Q 4 qn. Let us take the numerical case of q 4 0.99; that is,
one mistake in a hundred is made per nucleotide per replication. Then for a
molecule with n 4 100 we obtain Q 4 0.37; that is, only about one-third of
the copies will bear no mutations. Whether the error-free copies can still be
maintained depends on the strength of selection. Calculations and analysis of
replication of viruses revealed that, realistically, for the value of q given
above one cannot go beyond n . 100 (Eigen 1971). This phenomenon is
Eigen’s error threshold of replication. Whenever the mutation rate is lower
than the critical one for the catastrophe to occur, a population of molecules
will be maintained by mutation-selection balance. This is hardly surprising
to a population geneticist. After all, the so-called quasi-species model of
such a population (Eigen and Schuster 1979) is isomorphic to a population
genetical model of a haploid, asexual population with many alleles coupled
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through mutations, subject to selection. In contrast, the deduction of the error
threshold has been a genuine discovery. Manfred Eigen, who earned a Nobel
Prize in chemistry, took a naive and fresh look at the mutational load, which
enabled him to see something that the researchers within the field have
missed.

Exponential replication, implying survival of the fittest, comes at a high
price in early evolution. Early genomes must have consisted of indepen-
dently replicating entities, but they would have competed with each other,
and the one with the highest fitness would have won (Eigen 1971). Hence
the “Catch-22” of molecular evolution: no enzymes without a large genome,
and no genome without enzymes (Maynard Smith 1983b). We know, how-
ever, that evolution did not stop at the level of a few naked genes. Some-
thing that prevented this from happening must have occurred.

Molecular Hypercycles

Eigen (1971) thought to resolve this problem by proposing the hypercycle
(fig. 3.2) as a model for molecular mutualists, coupled directly with mutual
aid in replication. It is important to see that the hypercycle is a doubly
autocatalytic system. First, each member serves as template in its own repli-
cation and is, therefore, autocatalytic. Second, each member receives help,
through a replicase activity, from the one preceding it. Replication of each
member thus depends on the product of its own concentration and that of the
preceding one. This has been called second-order autocatalysis at the level of
the system as a whole. Even if the replication rate constants of the members
are different, dynamic coexistence is guaranteed because of the cyclic clo-
sure of replicational help (Eigen 1971).

Hypercyclic Illusions

I must digress by discussing mistakes in the literature concerning which
systems can be regarded hypercyclic. This is important because once a misi-
dentification occurs, people think that hypercycle theory (Eigen and Schuster
1979) becomes readily applicable for the described systems. Conversely,
such misinterpretations strengthen the perceived applicability of hypercycle
theory to real cases. Considerable turmoil has already resulted from such
mistakes.

Ricard and Noat (1986), for example, thought that any link between two-
chemical cycles results in a hypercycle. If a simple chemical cycle A (simi-
lar to the citric acid cycle) produces substance Z, which is consumed by
cycle B, the two cycles are coupled, but are definitely nonhypercyclic. First,
there is no autocatalysis whatsoever in the system; second, the coupling be-
tween the two cycles is not catalytic (Szathmáry 1988).
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FIG. 3.2. The hypercycle, a model of molecular cooperation. Molecules II are auto- and
heterocatalysts at the same time. Autocatalysis and heterocatalysis correspond to tem-
plate and replicase activity, respectively. The number of members may be different
from two.

The second case is much more confusing, because it is linked to an important
experimental result, the publication of which bears the term “hypercycle” in its
title, whereas the system made is not hypercyclic at all! Lee et al. (1997) pre-
sented fascinating experimental evidence of two self-replicating peptides that
mutually aid the formation of each other. They made three claims.

1.Their system “constitutes a clear example of a minimal hypercyclic
network.”

2.“A large number of hypercycles are expected to be embedded within
the complex networks of living systems.”

3.Two previously presented experimental systems “may contain vestiges
of a hypercyclic organization.”

Unfortunately, none of these claims is correct.
Figure 3.3a shows a schematic diagram of the system synthesized by Lee

et al. (raw materials are omitted throughout). Apparently, peptides I1 and I2
are both self-replicating, that is, autocatalytic. They are also heterocatalytic
in that I1 catalyzes the formation of I2 and vice versa. This property sug-
gested to Lee et al. that the peptides are molecular mutualists, and hence
manifest two members of a minimum hypercycle. Like ecological mutual-
ists, hypercycles are characterized by a heterocatalytic aid by one member of
the system given to the autocatalytic replication, rather than mere forma-
tion, of the other, and vice versa. (Pollinators do not enhance the sponta-
neous generation of plants from inanimate matter, but they do help them in
reproduction.) A truly hypercyclic variant of the system discussed is shown
in figure 3.3b where first-order self-replication is combined with second-
order hypercyclic coupling (the two processes run in parallel). When the first
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FIG. 3.3. A nonhypercyclic system (a) and a hypercyclic (b) system. (a) A schematic
representation of the peptide network synthesized by Lee et al. (1997). Open arrow-
heads: stoichiometric chemical transformations.

type of process is omitted, one arrives at a truly minimum hypercycle, iden-
tical in schematic form to the one shown in figure 3.2. Note that filled arrow-
heads ({) in the symbolic version represent catalytic action, rather than
stoichiometric transformation (open arrowheads, ——.). Consequently, the
original system (fig. 3.3a) follows growth dynamics different from those of
hypercycles. Although we are dealing with coupled replicators, the overall
growth is still parabolic: The cycles are limited by product-inhibition be-
cause of the association between enzyme and product.

Evolutionary Instability of Naked Hypercycles

It is true that the hypercyclic link ensures indefinite ecological survival of all
member replicators. Problems arise, however, when mutations are taken into
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FIG. 3.4. The hypercycle with translation. R1 is a replicase protein enzyme coded for by
gene I1.

account. In order to consider them, it is worthwhile to look at a diagram in
which auto- and heterocatalytic aids are functionally clearly separate, such as
in a hypercycle with protein replicases (fig. 3.4). Mutants providing stronger
heterocatalytic aid to the next member are not selected for. In contrast, in-
creased autocatalysis is always selected for, irrespective of its concomitant
effect on heterocatalytic efficiency. This is the well-known problem of para-
sites in the hypercycle (Maynard Smith 1979). As Eigen et al. (1981) ob-
served, putting hypercycles into reproducing compartments helps, because
“good” hypercycles (with efficient heterocatalysis) can be favored over
“bad” ones. Two questions arise out of this. (1) Are there other means
whereby parasites can be selected against? (2) Are there nonhypercyclic sys-
tems that function well in a compartment context? The answers to both of
these questions are “yes.” I discuss them below.

Molecules and the Structured Deme

Michod (1983) was the first to argue that a looser form of population struc-
ture could have been important in the selection against selfish genes in a
prebiotic context. Szathmáry (1992a) showed that the same mechanism
could ensure coexistence of competitive, useful templates as well. Below I
follow the short account of these models as given in Szathmáry (1994). Let
us imagine the following situation: Templates replicate at a surface, maybe
on pyrite (Wächtershäuser 1992), where they grow and interact in semi-
isolated groups. They are regularly washed away, become perfectly mixed, 
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FIG. 3.5. The trait group model as applied to protobiology. Open and closed circles: two
different replicators (an altruist and a parasite) or two complementing genes.

and are then readsorbed into the surface. Such a situation is similar to the one vi-
sualized in D. S. Wilson’s (1980) trait-group (structured-deme) model (fig. 3.5).

The coupling among the templates is nonhypercyclic. Instead, we consider
a so-called metabolic system (cf. fig. 45 in Eigen and Schuster 1978). The
templates are assumed to contribute to metabolism via enzymatic aid, and
metabolic products are in turn used up by the templates for replication at
different rates. Although all templates contribute to metabolism (“the com-
mon good”), they are able to use it with different efficiency. Thus, in a
spatially homogenous environment, competitive exclusion follows, despite
the metabolic coupling (Eigen and Schuster 1978).

This is not so in the context of the structured-deme model. Local sites on
which the relative proportions of templates are closer to optimal (hence me-
tabolism is run more efficiently) yield more new templates, because more
building blocks for reproduction are produced. Although differential replica-
tion rates of templates cause a shift in relative proportions, the shifted distri-
bution will still not be too far from optimal. In contrast, local sites with a
very unfavorable template composition will yield few new templates. In
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sum, sites closer to the optimal template composition contribute more to the
template pool of the new homogeneous phase. The outcome is a “protected
polymorphism” of all different templates, deviating strongly from the fatal
homogeneous case (Szathmáry 1992a).

Selection Dynamics in Two Dimensions: Hypercyclic
and Metabolic Systems

Interesting selection dynamics also occurs when molecules are bound to the
surface without being washed away regularly. This problem is modeled by
the use of “cellular automata.” Without becoming too technical, it suffices to
say that each square of a grid is assumed to be occupied by a single mole-
cule (template) or to be empty. Templates can do two things: replicate (put
an offspring into a neighboring empty cell, if available) or hop away into
empty sites nearby. Replication may depend on the composition of the few
neighboring cells. In the case of a hypercycle, for example, the template and
a specimen of the preceding cycle member must be present in the same
small area if replication of the former is to occur. This, of course, makes
perfect chemical sense.

Boerlijst and Hogeweg (1991) simulated hypercycles on a surface exactly
in this way. They found that rotating spirals on the surface do appear, pro-
vided the hypercycle consists of more than four members. This is linked to
the fact that such a hypercycle without population structure shows sustained
oscillation in time. Each wing of a rotating spiral looks a bit like the arm of
a galaxy and is dominated by templates of the same membership in the
hypercycle. Parasites are unable to kill the hypercycle in that system. This
finding was attributed to the dynamics of spirals. Two questions emerge: Are
spirals necessary? What happens if one models other systems in the same
way (i.e., by cellular automata)?

Czárán and Szathmáry (1999) managed to show that, given such a spatial
setting, nonhypercyclic systems are once again viable alternatives. The fun-
damental difference between their model and that of Boerlijst and Hogeweg
(1991) is that the dynamical link among the replicators is realized through a
common metabolism instead of direct, intransitive hypercyclic coupling.
Using the cellular automaton model of the metabolic system, the aim was to
show that (1) metabolic coupling can lead to coexistence of replicators in
spite of an inherent competitive tendency; (2) parasites cannot easily kill the
whole system; (3) complexity can increase by natural selection. The result—
there is coexistence without any conspicuous pattern (i.e., something like
spirals)—is robust and counterintuitive. It results from the inherent discrete-
ness (i.e., the corpuscular nature of the replicator molecule populations) and
spatial explicitness of the model, which grasp essential features of the living
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world in general, and macromolecular replicator systems in particular. An
inferior (i.e., more slowly replicating) molecule type does not die out be-
cause there is an advantage of rarity in the system: a rare template is more
likely than a common one to be complemented by a metabolically sufficient
set of replicators in its neighborhood.

The general importance of surface dynamics seems more and more impor-
tant for the origin of life in general. As Wächtershäuser (1992) pointed out,
chemical evolution leading to more and more complicated networks, is likely
to have taken place on the surface, especially on that of pyrite. Surface
dynamics of replicators with indefinite heredity is a natural outgrowth of this
“primordial pizza” dynamics (cf. Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995).

Protocells and Group Selection of Replicators

The phase of evolution just outlined refers to the precellular level. Later in
evolution protocells must have appeared. Cellularization offers the most nat-
ural, and at the same time most efficient, resolution to Eigen’s paradox. It
also leads to the appearance of linkage, that is, the origin of chromosomes.
The dynamics of genes encapsulated in a reproductive protocell are de-
scribed by the stochastic corrector model (Szathmáry and Demeter 1987;
Szathmáry 1989a,b), which rests on the following assumptions (fig. 3.6).

1.Templates contribute to the fitness of the protocell as a whole, and
there is an optimal proportion of the genes. Concretely, we assume that
genes encode enzymatic aid given to intracellular metabolism.

2.Templates compete with each other within the same protocell. As be-
fore, replication rates may differ from gene to gene.

3.Replication of templates is described by stochastic means. Since the
number of genes in any compartment is small (up to a few hundred), their
growth is affected by the plays of chance. Ecologists would express this as
demographic stochasticity.

4.There is no individual regulation of template copy number per proto-
cell.

5.Templates are assorted randomly into offspring cells upon protocell
division.

I must emphasize that, in the stochastic corrector model, the templates are
not coupled to one another through a reflexive (intransitive) cycle of replica-
tional aid, because that would be a hypercycle. Instead, we assume that they
contribute to the common good of the protocell by catalyzing steps of its
metabolism. Within each compartment, the templates are free to compete,
because they can reap the benefits of a common metabolism differently. (A 
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FIG. 3.6. The stochastic corrector model. Open and filled circles: two types of useful
gene in the protocell, albeit with different within-cell replication rates. It is assumed that
a 3:3 composition at the start of the protocell cycle is optimal for metabolism. Note that
two such compartments (with bold cell envelopes) recur upon cell division, despite
internal competition.
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similar situation can arise among chromosomes and plasmids in contempo-
rary bacteria.) Even though templates compete, the two sources of stochasti-
city generate between-cell variation in template copy number, on which nat-
ural selection (between protocells) can act. This is an efficient means of
group selection of templates, because the protocells are the groups obeying
the stringent criteria: (1) there are many more groups than templates; (2)
each group has only one ancestor; (3) there is no migration between groups
(cf. Leigh 1983). Grey et al. (1995) gave a fully rigorous reexamination of
the stochastic corrector model. The two mentioned sources of stochasticity
effectively lead to the correction of a malign within-protocell trend of harm-
ful competition of the templates. It is interesting to see that genuine group
selection is likely to have aided a major transition from naked genes to
protocells. Group structure is provided by the physical boundaries of cells.

Within the same context, the origin and establishment of chromosomes
(linked genes) in the population have also been analyzed (Maynard Smith
and Szathmáry 1993). A chromosome consisting of two genes takes about
twice as long to be replicated as do single genes. Chromosomes are strongly
selected for at the cellular level even if they have this twofold within-cell
disadvantage. Linkage reduces intracellular competition (genes are neces-
sarily replicated simultaneously) as well as the risk of losing one gene by
chance upon cell division (a gene is certain to find its complementing partner
in the same offspring cell if it is linked to it). The molecular biology of the
transition from genes to chromosomes has also been worked out (Szathmáry
and Maynard Smith 1993a).

Simulations also show that sex is detrimental to protocells before the es-
tablishment of chromosomes because sex allows the horizontal spread of
selfish genes (Szathm áry and Maynard Smith in prep.). Without sex, parasi-
tic genes are passed on in a clonal manner and can be efficiently selected
against. This is analogous to the problem of intracellular parasites and selfish
organelles: There is selection for uniparental inheritance because it reduces
intragenomic conflict (Eberhard 1980; Cosmides and Tooby 1981).

Hypercyclic versus Nonhypercyclic Compartments

Manfred Eigen aptly recognized the need for some kind of coupling among
unlinked genes in early evolution. His concrete suggestion, the hypercycle,
like other cooperative systems, is viable only with local interactions. One
can justifiably ask the following questions. Do we need hypercycles or not?
Did they play a role in prebiotic evolution?

The answer is that we do not know with certainty. For a long time, I have
not favored hypercycles, partly because they have been oversold and some-
times misleadingly interpreted. More important, it seems that the stochastic
corrector mechanism can solve the conundrum of dynamic coexistence of
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unlinked genes, the very problem that initiated the development of hypercy-
cle theory. One must bear in mind that hypercycles are ecologically stable,
and thus they could present a within-protocell copy-number regulation
mechanism. Such a mechanism would be favored by natural selection in a
population of compartments described by the stochastic corrector model.

The snag is that any such mechanism would be selected for. There are
literally an infinite number of ways whereby copy-number control could be
acheived through density-dependent growth. As I pointed out before (Szath-
máry 1989a), the hypercycle is a particularly wasteful means of information
integration (or copy-number control), for the following reasons.

1.It can produce shortcut mutations that make the cycle arbitrarily shorter.
This type of mutation simply does not exist for nonhypercyclic systems.

2.Even hypercycles would have had to escape into compartments sooner
or later (Eigen et al. 1981). For the compartment to thrive, the members of
the hypercycle would have had to encode a function additional to the repli-
case activity: This could have been enzymatic aid of metabolism (similar to
the internal working of the stochastic corrector model). It is unlikely that in
general the same gene could encode both functions. Thus, members of the
hypercycle would have been twice as long as the genes of other systems.
This would have entailed a much higher mutational load for hypercycles.

3.By the same token, the practical doubling in the number of genes
would have led to an excessive metabolic burden also.

All in all, although hypercycles may have played an episodic, incipient
role in early evolution, they are unlikely—in my opinion—to have had any
decisive role, because alternative systems could have fulfilled the same role
and at a reduced cost in terms of mutations and metabolites.

The Size of the Genetic Alphabet in a Metabolically
Complex RNA World

An assumption of the stochastic corrector model is that the templates cata-
lyze the reactions of intermediate metabolism, which in turn produces the
monomers for template replication and the building blocks of the encapsulat-
ing membrane. It could be true that this catalytic help is indirect: Like con-
temporary nucleic acids, the templates could encode protein enzymes. This
would, of course, require protein synthesis through translation. The problem
is that translation is a highly evolved process: One does not easily see how a
protocell could have had it to begin with. Happily, the idea of an “RNA
world” (Gilbert 1986) brings us closer to bridging a gap between purely
nonenzymatic systems and those based on protein enzymes. An extended
version of this hypothesis—one that I favor—holds that the steps of inter-
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mediate metabolism were catalyzed by ribozymes (RNA molecules with en-
zymatic activity), an idea that goes back to suggestions by Woese (1967),
Crick (1968), and Orgel (1968). If this hypothesis turns out to be true, it will
bridge one of the most unpleasant gaps in evolutionary reasoning. Remarka-
bly, it may also give an answer to the basic question, Why are there only
four bases in the genetic alphabet?

The RNA World and Selection of Ribozymes

As I said, I favor the view that the RNA world was metabolically complex
(Benner et al. 1987, 1989). Because there are almost no metabolic ribozymes
known from contemporary organisms, what makes this suggestion nonethe-
less credible? Apart from arguments based on comparative biochemistry, it is
the success of in vitro ribozyme genetics (for a review, see Szostak 1992) as
was suggested for RNAs binding small ligands (Szathmáry 1984) and cata-
lyzing reactions (Szathmáry 1989a, 1990a,b).

Very briefly, the experimental protocol yielding RNA molecules with spe-
cific functions consists of the following steps.

1.Choose a molecule (a so-called ligand) for which you want to generate
RNAs that specifically bind to it. Simplifying somewhat, this molecule can
be a substrate of a reaction that you want to be catalyzed by the RNAs
generated.

2.Bind this molecule chemically to an indifferent material that will act as
a vacuum cleaner collecting RNAs that bind the ligand.

3.Generate a pool of RNAs with different sequences.
4.Pour a solution of these RNAs over the material presenting the ligand.
5.Wash away RNAs that do not bind to the ligand.
6.Replicate those RNAs that bind the ligand.
7.If binding is strong enough, analyze the resulting RNA molecules; oth-

erwise go to step 4.

By now, several different RNAs with enzymatic activity (ribozymes) have
thus been selected (for a review, see Szathmáry and Maynard Smith 1997). It
seems likely, therefore, that ribozymes were able to run a complex metabo-
lism. Why then did protein enzymes replace most ribozymes? The consensus
holds that the number of functional chemical groups provided by the 20
amino acids gives a definite advantage to proteins over ribozymes, the latter
having only four building blocks (cf. Wong 1991). Obviously, one can make
more versatile catalytic molecules with more building blocks.

There are two ways of increasing the catalytic potential of RNA-like mol-
ecules: (1) increasing the number of monomer types, and (2) post-synthetic
modifications. I discuss these cases in turn.
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Novel Nucleic Acid Building Blocks

The beautiful results of Piccirilli et al. (1990) show that one can have as
many as 12 different bases, forming six Watson-Crick-type base pairs, if one
varies the hydrogen acceptor and donor groups on the monomers (bases).
One of the theoretically possible novel base pairs was synthesized by Pic-
cirilli et al. (1990). Polymerase enzymes do accept it in template-dependent
reactions! Why is it then that we find only two base pairs in contemporary
RNAs? The answer, as pointed out by Orgel (1990), is that (1) either Nature
has never experimented with more than two base pairs, or (2) she decided
that two were enough. Although we may never know whether (1) holds,
rather forceful arguments have been put forward in favor of (2).

According to the suggestions of Fontana et al. (1991) two base pairs in
natural nucleic acids is seen as a compromise between stability against muta-
tions and thermodynamic stability. In general, the secondary structures of
GACU sequences are richer and more variable than the corresponding struc-
tures built exclusively of GC or AU sequences. Calculated replication rate
constants are maximal for much shorter chains for GC than for GACU. Be-
cause GC sequences form base pairs more readily than GACU sequences,
the phenotype (in the context of the model the two-dimensional structure) of
the former is less stable against random mutations. In contrast, three base
pairs make it difficult for random sequences to fold into stable structures (for
a review, see Schuster 1993).

A snag with the above explanation is that evolution of functional RNAs
probably did not always proceed from random RNA sequences. An alterna-
tive, complementary, approach considers the fitness of ribo-organisms as a
function of the size of the genetic alphabet, noting that catalytic efficiency of
ribozymes increases with the number of letters, whereas copying fidelity of
such molecules must decrease with it. (This decrease is intuitively obvious
considering that it is easier to err when more, closely related molecules from
a set are present.) The increase is slower than, and the decrease is faster than,
exponential. Hence, there is an evolutionary optimum at a certain number of
base pairs (Szathmáry 1991b, 1992b); some considerations even suggest that
this optimum may indeed lie at 2. Thus, this trait may be a footprint of the deci-
sive role of natural selection (cf. Leigh 1995) in molecular evolution.

Replicators and Reproducers: From Simple
Autocatalysts to Chemotons

I presented the problems associated with the origin of life in the broader
context of the major evolutionary transitions (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
1995; Szathmáry and Maynard Smith 1995). How do higher-level evolution-
ary units emerge from the ones at lower levels? How did the storage and
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usage of hereditary information change? How did division of labor play an
important role? As Griesemer (1996) aptly noticed, the frequent usage of the
term “replicator” in the context of “comparative transitionology” (cf. Bonner
1995) is partly unwarranted. In many cases, the units that these authors were
referring to were not replicators sensu Dawkins (1976) at all: Whole ge-
nomes, symbiotic organelles, cells within organisms, and sexual organisms
within societies are certainly always vehicles, but rarely replicators. Their
structure is usually not transmitted through copying. Reproduction of a
whole mitochondrion is not replication.

In the present context, I prefer to use the term reproducer rather than
vehicle (Dawkins 1976) or interactor (Hull 1980) because nothing in the
latter concepts would suggest that organisms can be units of evolution. Con-
cepts such as reproduction, heredity, and variability can be meaningfully
applied to them. The term reproducer spells this out while emphasizing the
difference to replication.

The origin of life itself (cf. Gánti 1997) is synonymous with the appear-
ance of a certain type of chemical supersystem, the model of which is the
chemoton (e.g., Gánti 1975, 1979, 1987). It consists of three autocatalytic
subsystems: a metabolic network providing building blocks for the other two
subsystems; a population of replicating templates; and an encapsulating
membrane, essentially a protocell. The system as a whole is also autocataly-
tic and reproducing at the same time, but it is not a replicator. The only
replicator playing a significant role from an orthodox Dawkinsian point of
view is the template macromolecule. Although it is true that the intermedi-
ates of the metabolic cycle undergo processive replication at the molecular
level, what is passed on to the offspring chemotons is a population of these
replicators, that is by no means a replicator itself. By the same token, a
similar reasoning applies to the genome of the chemoton: A bag of genes,
undergoing random segregation into the offspring protocells does not un-
dergo replication at the level of the bag. (Note, by the way, that when I
conceived the stochastic corrector model, I had the chemoton in mind as a
chemically detailed protocell model. Templates are imagined to catalyze the
reaction steps of the metabolic cycle of Ai molecules.)

What would be the appropriate term to use in the context of transitionol-
ogy? Griesemer suggests it is the reproducer. Reproducers often qualify as
units of evolution, provided they have heredity and variation (for further
discussion, see Szathmáry and Maynard Smith 1997). I think that the repro-
ducer is a useful concept. It remains true that frequently a gene-centerd
approach, like that of Williams (1966a) and Dawkins (1976), is extremely
rewarding in the analysis of the spread of alleles in various contexts. It is
also true, however, that (1) it is reproducers, rather than replicators, of a
higher level that arose during the transitions; (2) when a higher-level repro-
ducer appears, a novel type of development is worked out; and (3) rather
old-fashioned replicators are packaged into novel reproducers.
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One can summarize this chapter by considering the origins and functions
of the subystems of the chemoton. The origin of the membrane has not been
dealt with here in terms of chemistry (see Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
1995), but we have seen that it provides the most stringent version of group
selection by acting as a physical barrier to gene flow and forcing local inter-
actions on the constituent genes. Local interactions were important before
cellularization as well. Molecular cooperation of naked, unlinked replicators
is inconceivable without such an effect.

The first replicators are likely to have emerged on mineral (probably py-
rite) surfaces. The templates in the chemoton are assumed to gain ribozymic
function aiding metabolism of the compartment. Obviously, evolution must
have started before enzymes and templates. Simple autocatalysts, replicating
in a holistic manner and having limited heredity (and thus limited evolution-
ary potential) are likely to have been the first replicators. Replicators carry-
ing information in digital form appeared when replication became modular,
rather than holistic. We know from experiments that such replicators can form a
growing population in the absence of enzymes, but we do not know the evolu-
tionary pathway to the appearance of the first RNA molecules. Nucleic acids
are important because they are replicators with unlimited heredity. There can
be so many types (sequences) that evolution may go on indefinitely.

Metabolism of autotrophic protocells hinges on the presence of an auto-
catalytic network of small molecules, modeled by the central cycle of
the chemoton. At some point in evolution, nucleic acid replication became
grafted onto such a metabolic network. Systems in which nucleic acids acted
as ribozymes had an advantage: Metabolism and replication proceeded fas-
ter. The enzymatic function of RNAs in the has-been RNA world probably
led to the fixation of the size of the genetic alphabet; accuracy decreases too
fast if the number of base pair types is increased. The advantage from an
increase in catalytic potential cannot compensate for this adverse effect.

Many experiments along the lines suggested by the current theories have
not been carried out yet. This is an important task for the future. One would
like to see a sensible scenario for the chemical origin of nucleic acids. Then
one would like to see the spontaneous formation of protocells (chemotons)
in the lab. Once we have achieved this, we shall have understood how life
originated.
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4 Individuality, Immortality,
and Sex

Richard E. Michod

The emergence of new and higher levels of organization during evolution
provides a compelling context for understanding the relations among certain
fundamental properties of life, such as individuality, immortality, and sex.
By immortality, I mean following Weismann (1890) the never-ending cycle
of life; by individuality, I refer to the familiar levels in the hierarchy of life
and their capacity to function as units of selection during evolution (genes,
cells, organisms, societies, species); and by sex, I mean breakage and re-
union of DNA molecules from different individuals.

The evolution of multicellular organisms is the premier example of the
integration of lower evolutionary levels into a new, higher-level individual.
Explaining the transition from single cells to multicellular organisms is a
challenge for evolutionary theory. Sex and individuality are in constant ten-
sion as new units emerge, because sex mixes elements from different indi-
viduals and naturally threatens the integrity of evolutionary units. Yet, sex is
fundamental to the continued well-being of evolutionary units and the im-
mortality of life (Michod 1995). Although sex by creating mixis would seem
to undermine individuality, history shows that sex is reinvented as each new
level of individuality emerges in the evolutionary process.

Cooperation and Conflict

The benefits of cooperation provide the imperative for forming new, more
inclusive evolutionary units. Increments in fitness are traded among levels of
selection through the evolution of behaviors that are costly to individuals yet
beneficial to groups. Cooperation is necessary for the emergence of new
units of selection, precisely because it trades fitness from the lower level (the
costs of cooperation) for increased fitness at the group level (its benefits). In
this way, cooperation can create new levels of fitness and individuality (see
table 4.1). This trade, if sustained through group selection, kin selection, and
conflict mediation, results in an increase in the heritability of fitness and
individuality at the new higher level. In this way, new higher levels of selec-
tion may emerge in the evolutionary process.

Although fueling the passage to higher levels, cooperation provides the
opportunity for its own undoing through the frequency-dependent advantage
of defection. Selfish interactions (defection) reap the benefits of cooperation
while avoiding the costs and, for this reason, can be expected to spread
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TABLE 4.1
Effect of Cooperation on Defection on Fitness at the Cell and Organismal Level

Level of Selection

Cell Behavior Single Cell Cell Group (organism)

Defection `, replicate faster 1, less functional

Cooperation 1, replicate slowly `, more functional

within the cooperating group. Selfish individuals typically stand more to gain
than their selfishness costs any other individual, especially when rare. The
“tragedy of the commons” (Hardin 1968) leads to conflict among lower-level
units, which may sabotage the viability of cooperation and the creation of
new higher levels of selection. By “conflict,” I mean competition among
lower-level units of selection leading to defection and a disruption of the
functioning of the group.

Immortality, Mortality, and the Cycle of Life

From parent to offspring, from parent cell to daughter cell, from DNA strand
to daughter DNA strand, the cycle of life continues. Life does not begin
anew each generation, but is passed on through time like a family heirloom.
Most evidence supports the view that life began once around 4 billion years
ago and has been passed down through the eons. Each of us can, in princi-
ple, trace our ancestry back in time to this ancient founder. This immortal
ancestry or cell lineage Weismann referred to as the germ line. (Used in this
way, the term germ line refers to the cell lineage that can be traced backward
in time from any living thing, whether or not it is a multicellular organism
and possesses a germ line, in the sense of a sequestered and differentiated
cell type specialized in forming gametes, and a somatic line with terminal
differentiation.) In 1890, Weismann first defined the immortal in biological
terms (Weismann 1890, p. 318). Weismann contrasted immortality with eter-
nity; immortality is a state of activity and change in which the cycle of life
continues indefinitely through time.

And what is it, then, which is immortal? Clearly not the substance, but
only a definite form of activity . . . the cycle of material which constitutes
life returns even to the same point and can always begin anew, so long as
the necessary external conditions are forthcoming . . . the cycle of life,
i.e., of division, growth by assimilation and repeated division, should
[n]ever end; and this characteristic it is which I have termed immortality.
It is the only true immortality to be found in Nature—a pure biological
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conception, and one to be carefully distinguished from the eternity of
dead, that is to say, unorganized, matter.

The continued well-being of life resides in the information encoded in genes,
and life’s immortal potential requires that genes be passed on in good repair.
Sex functions to repair damaged genes and otherwise cope with genetic er-
rors such as mutations (Michod 1995). In so doing, sex is an integral part of
the well-being and immortality of life, both in unicellular and multicellular
organisms.

In multicellular organisms, immortality requires totipotency. Sex, totipo-
tency, and immortality became special characteristics of certain differenti-
ated cells termed germ cells, in contrast to the somatic cells, which replicate
by mitosis and are terminally differentiated into the various cell types that
make up the tissues and organs of multicellular organisms. Why did
immortality and reproduction become the function of one group of cells, the
germ cells, with the other somatic cells becoming terminal? Again it was
Weismann who first spoke convincingly on this subject.

According to Weismann, the germ-soma differentiation was invented in
multicellular organisms because of the advantage to the fitness of the organ-
ism of specialization and division of labor among its cells. Somatic cells
specialize in making bodies adapted to the contingencies of existence, and
germ cells specialize in making good gametes. Furthermore, once somatic
cells began specializing in making bodies, they naturally would lose their
immortality and capacity to divide forever. Why? Because, unnecessary but
costly structures or activities should be lost in evolution. If the germ cells
specialize in immortality, there is no longer any need—from the point of
view of the whole organism—for the soma to maintain this capacity. Sounds
reasonable, at least when you think in terms of the needs of the whole organ-
ism, and this was how Weismann approached the matter.

The problem with Weismann’s approach is that multicellular organisms do
not always exist as evolutionary units and consequently organismal needs
are not always recognizable to selection. Before and during the transition
from solitary cells to multicellular organisms, cells cannot be counted on to
behave in the interests of the organism. After all, cells have been evolution-
ary individuals in their own right for billions of years before the first multi-
cellular organism emerged. Even now, with our individuality well protected
by such marvelous adaptations as a germ line, immune system, and pro-
grammed cell death, humans are threatened by the evolutionary potential of
extant microbes (witness the recent antibiotic-resistant forms of bacteria and
other microbes).

Why would cells relinquish their evolutionary rights in the interests of the
organism? Although there can be no question that division of labor among
cells is important to the functioning of an organism, evolution must first
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settle the question of individuality. Upon which evolutionary unit will selec-
tion focus: the cell, the multicellular organism, or some mixture of the two?
We have clearly gotten ahead of ourselves by depending on the needs of the
organism to explain the ancient differentiation of the germ and the soma.

According to our studies on the evolution of individuality reviewed below,
the evolution of segregated and differentiated germ cells may be an example
of conflict mediation. Conflict mediators may arise during the transition be-
tween single cells and multicellular organisms, and resolve, in favor of the
organism, the multilevel selection process that must have been responsible
for the origin of cell groups in the first place. Conflict mediation probably
played a role in the origin of the ancient differentiation between the immor-
tal (germ) and the mortal (soma) cells. By preserving the fitness gains at the
level of the cell group, or organism (these fitness gains resulting from coop-
eration among cells), the germ line served to increase the heritability of
fitness at the level of the multicellular organism and allowed it to emerge as
an evolutionary individual (Michod 1996, 1997a,b, 1999; Michod and Roze
1997). To understand the basis for this claim, let me consider the question of
organisms more systematically. Where did multicellular organisms come
from? To get our bearings on this question, let us go back to the very begin-
ning and sketch out a plausible scenario of the first 3 or 4 billion years of
life on earth.

The First Individuals

In the Beginning

As far as we know, life first originated as simple replicating molecules, prob-
ably similar to extant single stranded RNAs. These ancient replicators could
both encode information as a sequence of nucleotides and fold up upon
themselves to act like proteins. Replication was a little sloppy at first be-
cause the copying of information from parent strand to daughter strand relied
heavily on the free energies of base-pair formation between complementary
nucleotides. Proteins that aid in this process and make it more faithful in
extant life forms had not been invented yet. For thermodynamic reasons, in
DNA, the nucleotide A pairs with T and G with C. This complementarity
provides the basis for replication of an RNA or DNA strand and also pro-
vides the basis for reproduction at higher levels (cell, organism, etc.).

Cooperative Gene Networks

Genes began cooperating because two genes can do more than a single gene
alone. Perhaps one sequence could serve as a kind of catalytic surface that
facilitated the replication of another sequence. These cooperative interactions
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led to cooperative networks of genes, termed hypercycles by Eigen and his
colleagues (Eigen and Schuster 1979), in which each gene contributed to the
replication of other genes and also shared in the beneficial effects of the
products produced by its neighbors. In time, proteins would be produced as a
way of mediating these cooperative interactions. Although beneficial to
others, proteins are produced at some cost, if only for the time and energy
put into their production. Costly acts that are beneficial to the group provide
a (short-term) advantage to cheating: There is a “temptation” (read immedi-
ate selective advantage) to use the benefits produced by others and not con-
tribute to the group. Before considering the consequences of cheating for
group living, I would like to consider another aspect of these early gene
networks: their lack of individuality and how mixing of genes from neigh-
boring networks could serve the function of recovery from genetic damage.

Sex and Promiscuity among the Naked Genes

These early networks of genes were a poorly defined lot, with few barriers to
the flow of genes between gene groups. The lack of individuality may have
had at least one advantage (Michod 1995). It would be very easy for genes
to become damaged, exposed as they were without a cell membrane to the
ultraviolet radiation and damaging reactions that must have been frequent on
the primitive earth. Breaks, loss of nucleotides, and loss of methyl groups
are just a few of the kinds of damage that occur to DNA in modern organ-
isms and probably threatened the existence of these early gene networks.
Damaged genes would just fail to replicate. As long as there was at least one
undamaged copy of the same gene in the vicinity, this good copy could
replicate and replace its damaged brethren. The result would be a kind of
mixing of genes, or sex, with undamaged genes replicating to take the place
of damaged neighbors. Sex (mixing for purpose of recovery from genetic
error) came easily to these early replicators. There was much promiscuity
and little individuality at this early stage. However “mixed up” we imagine
the early gene networks to be, without any cell membrane to trap the errors,
a kind of repair (or recovery from genetic error; Bernstein et al. 1984) could
occur spontaneously with little “effort” or design on the part of the gene
network.

Tragedy of the Commons

Now let us return to the costs of cooperation and the immediate selective
advantage of defection. Hardin identified the tragedy of the commons as the
fundamental problem of group living (Hardin 1968). The tragedy of the
commons occurs when an individual stands to gain more by behaving self-
ishly than his selfish behavior costs each member of the group. For this
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reason, in cooperative groups there is always a temptation for individuals to
defect. What keeps defection from arising and taking over the group, ruining
the network of cooperation on which its very advantage depends? Human
societies have laws and police forces to reduce this temptation. What happens
during evolution? How can behavior beneficial to the group ever evolve?
In short, the group must become an individual, but how does this happen?
Conflict mediation underlies the transition to new levels of individuality.

Conflict Mediation and Individuality

In time, the cooperating networks of genes would become encased in a cell.
The cell was a wonderful invention, protecting the genes from the damaging
effects of the environment and allowing resources and proteins to be kept
close at hand, instead of diffusing away to be used by others. By encapsulat-
ing gene networks into a cell-like structure, one’s proteins would be avail-
able only to nearest neighbors, those sharing the same cell. If one of these
neighbors turned selfish̶say, it used its neighbor’s proteins but did not take
time to make its own—all the genes in the same cell would be threatened,
including the selfish gene. By putting everybody in the same boat, so to
speak, everybody’s self interest becomes more closely aligned with the inter-
est of the group.

The cell is an example of a device that reduces conflict because it more
closely aligns the interests of the genes with the interests of the group. For
all the genes to replicate, the cell must replicate. Therefore, each gene has an
interest in promoting the replication and well-being of the cell and in polic-
ing any selfish renegade genes. To understand the evolution of individuality
and new levels of organization, we need to identify and explain evolution-
arily those mechanisms and structures that serve to align the interests of the
lower-level units with the interests of the group. More inclusive individuals
must regulate the selfish tendencies of their components̶genes in the case
of gene networks; component cells in the case of multicellular organisms.
How is individuality created at a new level (cell or organism) so that the
lower-level units may be regulated, especially when no controlling organizer
sits outside of the system? Conflict mediation is necessary; otherwise, new
adaptations at the new level cannot evolve.

Sex and Individuality

Individuality has costs. Once the cell was invented, genetic errors were
trapped on the inside. Sex had come easy to the free-living molecular repli-
cators because genetic redundancy was always available in the form of gene
copies in neighboring groups. With the gene group now encapsulated in a
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cell, new forms of sex had to be invented between cells as a means to obtain
backup copies of genes for genetic repair.

Sex between cells involved mating (fusion) of two cells followed by mu-
tual repair (recombination) and then splitting into daughter cells again. Di-
ploidy (just stay fused and carry a set of genes in tow) was another possible
strategy for coping with genetic error, but it has costs in terms of the extra
resources and time needed to replicate additional genes. The costs of di-
ploidy can make sex the preferred strategy under certain conditions (Michod
1998).

Sex and individuality are in constant tension, because sex involves fusion
and mixis of genetic elements and thus naturally threatens the integrity of
evolutionary units. Yet, sex is fundamental to the continued well-being of
evolutionary units too. Sex and its antithesis in the evolution of reproductive
systems, parthenogenesis, provide different options for the reproduction of
evolutionary units. Although sex seems to undermine individuality, sex has
been rediscovered as each new level of individuality emerges in the evolu-
tionary process. Sex holds the promise of a better future and a more whole
and undamaged individual.

Theories discussing the benefit of sex are discussed in three collections of
papers on the topic (Stearns 1987; Michod and Levin 1988; American Ge-
netics Society Symposium for the Evolution of Sex 1993). According to the
repair hypothesis, genetic redundancy and repair occur during the sexual
cycle and are the key to greater wholeness and well-being for the individual
(Michod 1995). Cloning, on the other hand, offers ease and efficiency of
reproduction at the expense of future generations and the well-being of the
individual.

But with the successful cloning of a sheep recently announced in Scot-
land, has biological science found a more direct means to perpetuate what
makes us the individuals we are (Michod 1997c)? The possibility, however
faint, that a person might create offspring without the benefit of a partner has
brought that question and others about sexual reproduction into unusual
prominence. After all, sex extracts high costs in energy, time, and resources.
Would it not be more efficient to make copies of ourselves asexually, as
some think? Does generating one new person by combining the genes of two
aging parents make any more sense than a one-for-one exchange? Would
begetting a clone bring about a closer approximation of immortality than
procreating in the usual fashion?

For those who have fantasized—and the fantasy seems all too common—
that cloning could lead to the endless renewal of individual lives, the biolog-
ical evidence suggests otherwise. In fact, it turns out that sex leads to a kind
of immortality by repairing the genes of the egg and sperm cells so essential
for the continuation of life (Michod 1997c). Far from being rejuvenating,
cloning, on the contrary, could threaten the continuing evolutionary well-
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being of genes, cells, organisms, and even the very nature of species (see
Michod 1991; 1995, chap. 9).

Major Transitions in Levels of Selection

The major transitions in evolutionary units are from individual genes to net-
works of genes, from gene networks to bacterialike cells, from bacterialike
cells to eukaryotic cells with organelles, from cells to multicellular organ-
isms, and from solitary organisms to societies (Buss 1987; Maynard Smith
1988, 1990, 1991a; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995). These transitions
in the units of selection share two common themes: (1) the emergence of
cooperation among the lower level units in the functioning of the new higher
level unit, and (2) regulation of conflict among the lower-level units.

Eigen and Schuster proposed the hypercycle as a way to keep individual
genes from competing with one another so that cooperating gene networks
could emerge (Eigen and Schuster 1979; Eigen 1992). Localizing genes in
the cell keeps selfish parasitic genes from destroying the cooperative nature
of the genome (Michod 1983; Eigen 1992; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
1995). Chromosomes reduce the conflict among individual genes (Maynard
Smith and Szathmáry 1993, 1995). Meiosis serves to police the selfish ten-
dencies of genes and usually insures that each of the alleles at every diploid
locus has an equal chance of ending up in a gamete. As a result of the
fairness of meiosis, genes can increase their representation in the next gener-
ation only by cooperating with other genes to help make a better organism.
Uniparental inheritance of cytoplasm may serve as a means of reducing con-
flict among organelles either through the expression of nuclear genes (Hoe-
kstra 1990; Hurst 1990; Hastings 1992), or organelle genes (Godelle and
Reboud 1995), or both. Finally, concerning the final transition̶from organ-
isms to societies of cooperating organisms—the theories of kin selection,
reciprocation, and group selection provide three related mechanisms for the
regulation of conflict among organisms: genetic relatedness, repeated en-
counters, and group structure. These are just a few of the ways in which the
selfish tendencies of lower-level units are regulated during the emergence of
a new higher-level unit.

As initially conceived, the field of sociobiology focused on the transition
from solitary organisms to groups of organisms, or societies, and the emer-
gence of cooperative functions at the social level, the level of the colony,
say, in the case of eusocial behavior in insects (Wilson 1975). However, the
set of tools and concepts used in studying conflict and cooperation during
the transition from organisms to societies has proved useful for studying the
other major transitions.

What happened during the transition between solitary cells and multicellu-
lar organisms? Organisms can be thought of as groups of cooperating cells.
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Selection among cells could destroy this harmony and threaten the individual
integrity of the organism. For the organism to emerge as an individual, or
unit of selection, ways must be found of regulating the selfish tendencies of
cells while at the same time promoting their cooperative interactions. The
purpose of our work is to use multilevel selection theory to study the transi-
tion from cells to cell groups to multicellular organisms. More generally our
goal is to develop a theoretical framework to study the emergence of indi-
viduality and new levels of fitness.

Evolution of the Organism

Individuality Reconsidered

Natural selection requires heritable variations in fitness. Levels in the biolog-
ical hierarchy—genes, chromosomes, cells, organisms, kin groups, groups,
societies—possess these properties to varying degrees, according to which
they may function as units of selection in the evolutionary process (Lewon-
tin 1970). Beginning with Wilson (1975) and the transition from solitary
animals to societies, then Buss (1987) with the transition from unicellular to
multicellular organisms, and more recently Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
(Szathmáry and Maynard Smith 1995; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995),
attention has focused on understanding transitions between different levels
of selection.

To understand the origin of individuality, therefore, we must understand
how the properties of heritability and fitness variation emerge at a new and
higher level from the organization of lower-level units, these lower-level
units being units of selection in their own right initially. As already men-
tioned, unicellular organisms enjoyed a long evolutionary history before they
merged to form multicellular organisms. In so doing, single cells relin-
quished their evolutionary heritage in favor of the organism. Why and how
did this occur?

A Scenario

To help fix ideas, let us consider a scenario for the initial stages of the
transition from unicellular to multicellular life. We may assume that repro-
duction and motility are two basic characteristics of the early single-celled
ancestors to multicellular life, and these single cells were likely able to dif-
ferentiate into reproductive and motile states (Margulis 1981, 1993; Buss
1987). Cell development was probably constrained by a single microtubule
organizing center per cell, and, consequently, there would have been a trade-
off between reproduction and motility, with reproductive cells being unable
to develop flagella for motility, and motile cells being unable to develop
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FIG. 4.1. Scenario for the first organisms (groups of cells). Adapted from Michod and
Roze (1999).

mitotic spindles for cell division. Single cells would switch between these
two states according to environmental conditions. Finally, the many advan-
tages of large size might favor single cells coming together to form cell
groups. At this point, our investigations begin. Figure 4.1 shows three kinds
of cells: motile cells with a flagella; nonmotile mitotically dividing cells; and
cells that have yet to differentiate into either motile or mitotic states. Be-
cause of the constraint of a single microtubule organizing center per cell,
cells cannot be motile and divide at the same time. Motile cells are an exam-
ple of cooperating cells, and mitotically reproducing cells are an example of
defecting cells.

If and when single cells began forming groups, the capacity to respond to
the appropriate environmental inducer and differentiate into a motile state
would be costly to the cell but beneficial for the group (assuming it was
advantageous for groups to be able to move). Because having motile cells is
beneficial for the group, but motile cells cannot themselves divide, or divide
at a lower rate within the group, the capacity for a cell to become motile is a
costly form of cooperation, or altruism. Loss of this capacity is then a form
of defection, as staying reproductive all the time would be advantageous at
the cell level (favored by within-group selection), but disadvantageous at the
group level (disfavored by between cell-group selection). We are led, accord-
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ing to this scenario (and many others), to consider the fate of cooperation
and defection in a multilevel selection setting during the initial phases of the
transition from unicellular life to multicellular organisms.

A Model for the Origin of Multicellular Organisms

During the past several years, we have developed mathematical models of
the evolutionary transition between single cells and multicellular organisms
using the methods of population genetics and multilevel selection theory for
the purpose of evaluating the levels of variation created within cell groups
and studying the effect of this variation on the levels of cooperation and
individuality attained.

Mathematical models show what is possible, based on assumptions about
how the world works. By themselves, they cannot prove a hypothesis is true.
They can, however, rule out poorly formulated or illogical hypotheses as
well as suggest new hypotheses and fruitful lines of inquiry. By guiding
experiment and observation, models are an integral part of scientific discov-
ery. I primarily use simple population genetics models because they have
great predictive and heuristic value in the understanding of complex evolu-
tionary dynamics (Provine 1971, 1977, 1986; Ruse 1973; Wimsatt 1980;
Michod 1981, 1986).

To understand the origin of organisms, it is helpful to think about them as
groups of cooperating cells related by common descent (often from a single
cell, the zygote). Selection among cells—below the level of the organism—
could destroy the harmony within the organism and threaten its individual
integrity. Competition among cells might favor cancerlike defecting cells
that pursue their own interests at the expense of the organism. For the organ-
ism to emerge as an individual, or evolutionary unit, ways must have been
found of regulating the selfish tendencies of cells, while at the same time
promoting their cooperative interactions for the benefit of the organism. In
addition, ways must have been found to ensure the heritability of the proper-
ties of these ensembles of cells so that the organism could continue to evolve
as an evolutionary unit.

Consider a multicellular organism without a well-developed germ line,
like a tree, coral, or hydra. An overview of the model life cycle is given in
figure 4.2. The subscript j indexes types of zygotes. After zygote formation,
organisms grow by replication of cells during development. This prolifera-
tion of cells during development is indicated by the solid vertical arrows in
figure 4.2. During this proliferation, deleterious mutation may lead to the
loss of cell function. Cell function is represented by a single cooperative
strategy, and mutation leads to loss of cell function and thus is assumed to
produce defecting (selfish) cells from cooperative cells. Mutant cells use less
time and resources to cooperate and, as a result, may survive better or repli-
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FIG. 4.2. Model life cycle of organisms. Adapted from Michod (1997b).

cate faster than cooperating cells (as occurs in the development of human
cancers). Deleterious mutation will also produce uniformly deleterious cells
that are impaired at both the cell level and the level of the group. Both kinds
of mutations (selfish and uniformly deleterious) select for the modifiers of
within-organism change discussed in subsequent sections (see Michod and
Roze 1999). We assume no back mutation from defection to cooperation,
because it is much easier to lose a complex function like cooperation and
synergism between cells than it is to gain it. Because of mutation and differ-
ent rates of replication of different cell types, gene frequencies change
within the organism during its development. This is within-cell group or
within-organism change, represented by the solid vertical arrow and Dqj in
figure 4.2 (mutant cells in the adult are represented by the solid black color).

After development, the adult organism contributes gametes to start the
next generation, and the genetic makeup of these gametes will reflect the
new gene frequencies in the adult form (after within-organism change). In
the case of sexual reproduction, the gametes produced by the cell group fuse
randomly to form a diploid zygote. In the case of asexual reproduction, the
gametes become zygotes and develop directly into the adults of the next
generation. Gene and genotype frequencies also change in the total popula-
tion of organisms because of differences in fitness (gamete output) among
the adult organisms. Adult fitness is a function both of adult size (number of
cells in the adult stage) and functionality, represented here by the level of
cooperation in the adult stage. Differences in adult fitness lead to between-
cell group, or between-organism, change, and is represented by the dashed
arrows in figure 4.2. The two components of frequency change̶within or-
ganisms and between organisms—give rise to the total change in gene fre-
quency in the population, Dq.
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Cooperation trades fitness between levels in a selection hierarchy (table
4.1). In the case of cells within organisms, cooperation benefits the organism
while detracting from the fitness of cells. Because it takes time and energy to
help the group, cooperating cells may replicate more slowly or survive worse
than mutant defecting cells. I assume that adult size is indeterminate and that
organism fitness is a function of both adult size as well as the level of
cooperativity among the organism’s cells.

In modern multicellular organisms, there is a dual inheritance system: ge-
netic and epigenetic (Maynard Smith 1990; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
1995). During development, differentiated cell types are generated by turn-
ing on and off different genes in different cells. This epigenetic state is
passed on during cell reproduction so that, say, liver cells (once differenti-
ated) give rise to liver cells. Deleterious mutation during development may
then involve, not just mistakes at the loci-determining cell type (as I have
considered), but also errors in the epigenetic state, that is, turning on or off
the wrong genes. The situation we have considered to date only involves
genetic inheritance. Because we assume that only a single locus determines
cell type, our model cannot allow for different genes to be turned on and off
in different cells. A more complicated multilocus model determining cell
type with epigenetic inheritance is under development. Presumably, allowing
for epigenetic effects will increase the levels of within-organism variation,
but this variation may or may not be heritable, depending on the epigenetic
inheritance systems in place in the single cells (Jablonka and Lamb 1995).

Kin Selection Reduces Conflict among Cells

In the models described here, all cells are clonally derived from a single cell
zygote and related genetically (for consideration of propagule reproduction,
see Michod and Roze 1999). This provides a kind of worst case for the study
of the evolutionary effects of within-organism variation and conflict, because
the zygote should restrict the opportunity for within-organism variation. If
the organism began as a mixture of cells of different ancestries, as is proba-
bly the case for a migrating slug in the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium
discoideum, the levels of within-organism change and conflict would likely
be greater. By often reproducing through a single cell stage—the zygote—
organisms insure close genetic relatedness among their component cells.
Maynard Smith and Szathmáry argued that close kinship among cells should
be sufficient to regulate the selfish tendencies of cells in an organism (May-
nard Smith and Szathmáry 1995). In the limit, if cells are absolutely genet-
ically identical, then their interests are one and the same. Is the kin structure
created by the zygote stage sufficient to regulate the selfish tendencies of
cells?

Levels of cooperation can be low in organisms even when reproduction
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occurs through a single-cell zygote stage (Michod 1997a,b). Depending on
the level of mutation, intensity of selection, and time for development, muta-
tion and selection can create sufficient within-organism change and, hence,
genetic variation within the cell group. This suggests that there is a problem
in coping with within-organism variation and selection that the zygote stage
(and the resulting kinship among cells) does not adequately deal with. We
have used two-locus modifier theory to show that this variation and conflict
can select for “conflict modifiers,” genes that restrict the opportunity for
within-organism change, for example, modifiers that create a germ line or
police the selfish tendencies of cells (Michod 1996; Michod and Roze 1997).

Conflict Modifiers

For the organism to emerge as a new unit of selection, within-organism
change and interaction must be controlled so that heritability of fitness may
increase at the organismal level. We model this by considering a second
modifier locus that modifies the parameters of within-organism change at the
first cooperate/defect locus possibly at some cost to the organism. In our
model, a modifier allele is introduced at an equilibrium that is polymorphic
for cooperation and defection (cooperation can never reach fixation because
of recurrent mutation leading to defection). At this equilibrium, there exist
two kinds of groups, those stemmimg from cooperating zygotes and those
stemming from defecting zygotes. By definition, cooperative genotypes bias
selection toward the group or organismal level (because cooperation takes
fitness away from the cells and gives it to the group), while defecting ge-
notypes do the opposite and bias selection toward the cell level. To maintain
cooperation at the equilibrium before the modifier is introduced, cooperative
groups must be more fit (produce more gametes) than defecting groups, be-
cause the fitness benefits of cooperation at the group level must compensate
for mutation at the cellular level toward defection. The modifier allele in-
creases by virtue of being associated with the more fit cooperating genotype.
As a result of increase of the conflict modifier, both the level of cooperation
within the organism and the heritability of fitness at the organism level in-
crease (see figs. 4.3‒4.5 below).

How might evolution modify the parameters of within-organism change
so as to increase the fitness of the organism? According to Buss (1987), the
individual integrity of complex animal organisms is made possible by the
germ line, the sequestered cell lineage set aside early in development for the
production of gametes. By sequestering a group of cells early in develop-
ment, the opportunity for variation and selection is limited. As a conse-
quence, evolution depends on the fitness of organisms, and the covariance of
adult fitness with zygote genotype, and not the fitnesses of the cells that
comprise the organism. The heritability of organismal traits encoded in the
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zygote is thereby protected. The trait of interest here concerns the level of
specialization and differentiation among cells within organisms, which is
represented here by the level of cooperativity among the cells.

The essential feature of a germ line is that gamete-producing cells are
sequestered from somatic cells early in development. Consequently, gametes
have a different developmental history from cells in the adult form (the
soma) in the sense that they are derived from a cell lineage that has divided
for a fewer number of cell divisions with, perhaps, a lower mutation rate per
cell replication. The main parameters affected by germ line modifiers are the
developmental time and mutation rate per cell division in the germ line rela-
tive to the soma.

Such germ line modifiers that lower the developmental time or mutation
rate may be selected in our studies. Maynard Smith and Szathmáry (1995)
suggested that germ line cells may enjoy a lower mutation rate but do not
offer a reason why. Bell interpreted the evolution of germ cells in the Vol-
vacale as an outcome of specialization in metabolism and gamete production
to maintain high intrinsic rates of increase while algae colonies got larger in
size (Bell 1985; see also Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995, pp. 211–213).
I think there may be a connection between these two views.

As metabolic rates increase, so do levels of DNA damage. Metabolism
produces oxidative products that damage DNA and lead to mutation. It is
well known that the highly reactive oxidative by-products of metabolism
(e.g., the superoxide radical O2, and the hydroxyl radical ·OH produced from
hydrogen peroxide H2O2) damage DNA by chemically modifying the nucle-
otide bases or by inserting physical cross-links between the two strands of a
double helix, or by breaking both strands of the DNA duplex altogether. The
deleterious effects of DNA damage make it advantageous to protect a group
of cells from the effects of metabolism, thereby lowering the mutation rate
within the protected cell lineage.

This protected cell lineage, the germ line, may then specialize in passing
on the organism’s genes to the next generation in a relatively error-free
state. Other features of life can be understood as adaptations to protect DNA
from the deleterious effects of metabolism and genetic error (Michod 1995):
Keeping DNA in the nucleus protects the DNA from the energy-intensive
interactions in the cytoplasm; nurse cells provision the egg so as to protect
the DNA in the egg; and sex serves to repair genetic damage effectively
while masking the deleterious effects of mutation. The germ line may serve
a similar function of avoiding damage and mutation—by sequestering the
next generation’s genes in a specialized cell lineage, these genes are pro-
tected from the damaging effects of metabolism in the soma.

As just mentioned, according to Bell (1985), the differentiation between
the germ and the soma in the Volvocales is correlated with increasing colony
size, with true germ soma differentiation occurring only when colonies reach
about 103 cells as in the Volvox section Merillosphaera. Although Bell inter-
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FIG. 4.3. Allele frequencies of cooperation and germ line modifier during an evolutionary
transition. Adapted from Michod and Roze (1997) in which the underlying model is
explained. See also Michod (1996).

preted the dependence of the evolution of the germ line on colony size as an
outcome of reproductive specialization driven by resource and energy con-
siderations (as did Weismann over a century ago), this relation is also ex-
plained by the need for regulation of within-colony change (see Michod and
Roze 1999).

Another way to reduce conflict among cells is for the organism to actively
police and regulate the benefits of defection (Boyd and Richerson 1992).
How might organisms police the selfish tendencies of cells? The immune
system and programmed cell death are two possible examples. For an intro-
duction to the large and rapidly developing area of programmed cell death,
or apoptosis, see Carson and Ribeiro (1993), Ameisen (1996), and Anderson
(1997). This hypothesis is studied more in Michod and Roze (1999) and
Michod (1999).

Effect of Transition on the Level of Cooperation

Mediation of conflict among lower-level units is an essential feature of
transitions to new higher levels of organization. I now consider the conse-
quences of the evolution of conflict modifiers for the level of cooperation
among cells and the heritability of fitness at the cell group, or organismal
level. For reasons of space, I only consider the evolution of the germ line
modifiers and our results for asexual reproduction, but we have obtained
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qualitatively similar results for sexual reproduction and the other forms of
conflict mediation such as self-policing modifiers and modifiers that regulate
group size.

In figure 4.3, the evolution of a germ line modifier dramatically increases
the level of cooperation in the organism. The level of cooperation always
increases during the evolution of conflict modifiers. To understand the forces
that lead to the evolution of the modifier, we have used covariance methods.

Increase of Fitness at Organismal Level

An especially useful and illuminating method for representing selection in
hierarchically structured populations is Price’s covariance approach (Price
1970, 1972, 1995). Price’s approach posits a hierarchical structure in which
there are two selection levels—in our case, (1) between cells within organ-
isms, viewed as a group of cells, and (2) between organisms within popula-
tions. Both levels of selection can be described by the single equation 4.1,
Price’s equation for organisms:

Dq 4
Cov[Wi, qi]

W
` E[Dqi].(4.1)

Variables q and qi are the frequencies of a gene of interest in the total popu-
lation and within zygotes; Cov[x,y] and E [x] indicate the weighted covari-
ance and expected value functions, respectively. The first term of the Price
equation 4.1, Cov[Wi,qi], is the covariance between fitness and genotype and
reflects the heritable aspects of fitness. The second term of equation 4.1,
E[Dqi], is the average of the within-organism change resulting from mutation
and selection among cells.

In figure 4.4, the two components of the Price covariance equation 4.1 are
plotted during the increase in frequency of the germ line allele given in
figure 4.3. These components partition the total change in gene frequency
into heritable fitness effects at the organism level (solid line) and within-
organism change (dashed line). In the model studied here, within-organism
change is always negative, because defecting cells replicate faster than coop-
erating cells, and there is no back mutation from defection to cooperation. At
equilibrium, before and after the transition, the two components of the Price
equation must equal one another, or the population could not be in equilib-
rium (fig. 4.4). During the transition, however, we see that the covariance of
fitness with genotype at the emerging organismal level (fig. 4.4, solid curve)
is greater than the average change at the cell level (fig. 4.4, dashed curve).
This greater heritable covariance in fitness at the higher level forces the
modifier into the population.

In figure 4.4, we see that modifiers of within-organism change evolve by
making the covariance between fitness at the organismal level and zygote
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FIG. 4.4. Study of evolutionary transition by Price equation. Same model and parameter
values as figure 4.3. The x-axis is the same as in figure 4.3. Adapted from Michod and
Roze (1997). See text for explanation.

genotype more important than the average within-organism change. This im-
plies that modifiers increase the heritability of fitness at the level of the new
organism.

Heritability of Fitness and the Evolution of Individuality

Before the evolution of cooperation among cells, the population is assumed
to be genetically homogeneous (all cells defect, and there is no modifier
allele). In such a population, the heritability of fitness equals unity. When the
cooperation allele appears in the population, evolution (directed primarily by
kin and group selection) may increase its frequency, leading to greater levels
of cooperation. However, within-organism change increases along with co-
operation. Deleterious mutation produces nonfunctional defecting cells that
have an advantage over cooperating cells at the cellular level. As a conse-
quence of within-organism change, the heritability of fitness must decrease
as soon as cooperation evolves.

The basic problem for the evolution of a new unit of selection—in this
case, the multicellular organism—is that the organism cannot evolve new
adaptations, such as the traits enhancing cooperation, if these adaptations are
costly to cells, without increasing the opportunity for conflict within and
thereby decreasing the heritability of fitness. Deleterious mutation is always
a threat to new adaptations because it produces cells that go their own way.
By regulating within-organism change, there is less penalty for cells to help
the organism. Without a means of regulating within-organism change, the
“organism” is merely a group of cooperating cells related by common de-
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FIG. 4.5. Heritability of organism fitness and within organism change during evolutionary
transition. Same parameter values as figure 4.3. The x-axis is the same as in figure 4.3.
Adapted from Michod and Roze (1997).

scent. Such groups are not individuals, because they have no functions that
exist at the new organism or group level.

Conflict modification is the first, uniquely organismal level function. Does
heritability of fitness, the defining characteristic of an evolutionary individ-
ual, increase during the evolutionary transition mediated by conflict mod-
ifiers? Heritability of fitness may be defined as the regression of the fitness
of offspring on fitness of the parents. It can be shown that the evolutionary
transition mediated by the evolution of conflict modifiers always leads to an
increase in the heritability of fitness. In addition, the eigenvalues of the dif-
ferent equilibria involve ratios between products of fitnesses and heri-
tabilities (Michod 1999; Michod and Roze 1999). This illustrates clearly that
what determines whether a new characteristic can increase in frequency in
the population is the heritability of fitness of the new evolutionary individ-
uals with this feature.

Before the evolution of modifiers restricting within-organism change, the
“organism” is just a group of cooperating cells related by common descent
from the zygote. Because of high kinship, heritability is initially significant
at the group (organism) level (hw

2 ' 0.6 for the particular model studied in
fig. 4.5), but this value is still low for asexual haploidy. (Heritability at the
organismal level should equal unity in the case of asexual organisms when
there is no environmental variance.) Low heritability of fitness at the new
level resulting from within-organism change poses a threat to the continued
evolution of the organism. In the case considered here, developmental time,
and hence organism size, could not increase without the evolution of con-
flict modifiers. Indeed, the continued existence of cell groups at all is
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highly unlikely before the evolution of the conflict modifier, because the
cooperation allele is at such a low frequency (fig. 4.3), and stochastic events
would probably lead to its extinction. As the modifier begins increasing, the
level of within-organism change drops (fig. 4.5, dashed curve), and the level
of cooperation among cells increases dramatically (fig. 4.3, dashed curve), as
does the heritability of organism fitness (fig. 4.5, solid curve).

Transitions in Individuality

Effect of Sex and Diploidy on Evolutionary Transitions

Sex and diploidy have profound effects on the evolutionary transitions in our
models (see Michod 1999). With diploidy, there are two dominance relations
to consider at the cellular and organismal levels. Diploidy may facilitate the
initial increase of cooperation through the masking of the advantage of de-
fection in heterozygous zygotes. Diploids may also reach larger organism
sizes than haploids, although at much reduced levels of cellular cooperation.
If adult size is held constant, however, these advantages of diploidy no
longer pertain. The buffering effect of increasing the heritability of fitness at
the organismal level, whereby the level of harmony and cooperation within
the organism is maintained in the face of increasing within-organism change,
still pertains under diploidy, although it is affected by dominance.

There are quantitative effects of recombination in breaking up the associa-
tion between the modifier and the cooperate/defect locus. In the case of germ
line modifiers, sex requires larger decreases in developmental time in the
germ line (for the effect of recombination on evolution of the germ line
modifier, see Michod 1996, fig. 2). With sex, it also takes longer for the
transition to occur (results not shown here for reasons of space). The mod-
ifier increases by virtue of being more often associated with cooperative
alleles in gametes, and recombination breaks apart this association. Although
sex can retard the transitions modeled here, because of the effects of recom-
bination in breaking up the genetic associations needed for the modifier to
increase, I do not see these quantitative differences as presenting any real
barriers to the evolution of conflict modification and evolutionary transitions
in sexual progenitors. More important, I think, is the way in which sex orga-
nizes variability and heritability of the traits and capacities that affect the
fitness of the new emerging unit.

Sex helps diploids maintain a higher heritability of fitness under more
challenging conditions, especially when there is great opportunity for within-
organism variation and selection. With sex, as the mutation rate, and con-
comitantly the amount of within organism-change, increases more and more
of the variance in fitness is heritable, regardless of dominance. Sex allows
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the integration of the genotypic covariances in a way not possible in asexual
populations.

The genome-wide mutation rates are vastly different in modern multi-
cellular organisms (' 0.5 on haploid genome basis) and in modern microbes
(' 0.003). Once multicellularity evolved, the continued evolution of multi-
cellular organisms required new gene functions with a corresponding in-
crease in genome size. With increasing genome size came the problem of
increased rates of deleterious mutation. It is often noticed that diploidy helps
multicellular organisms tolerate this increase in mutation rate by the masking
of recessive or nearly recessive deleterious mutations (see, e.g., Michod
1995, fig. 1 and associated discussion). Once the diploid species reaches its
own mutation selection balance equilibrium, however, the mutation load in
diploid species actually increases beyond what it was under haploidy (Hald-
ane 1937; Hopf et al. 1988). There must be another factor that allows com-
plex multicellular diploids to tolerate a high mutation rate.

We have found that, as the mutation rate increases in sexual diploid organ-
isms, the regression of fitness on zygote gene frequency actually increases
(Michod 1999). In other words, as the mutation rate increases, and along
with it the amount of within-organism change, more of the variance in fit-
ness in sexual diploids is heritable, that is, explained by the alleles carried in
the zygote. How can this be? The greater mutation rate must result in greater
levels of within-organism change. At equilibrium, this within-organism
change must be balanced by a larger covariance of fitness with zygote fre-
quency. This is what Price equation (4.1) says. In haploid and asexual di-
ploid populations, this is accomplished by a greater variance in zygote gene
frequency, whereas in sexual populations, this can be accomplished by a
greater regression of organism fitness on zygote frequency. Sex allows a
greater precision of mapping heritable propensities of the zygote onto adult
fitness under more challenging conditions.

These conclusions are based on equilibrium statistics before and after the
evolutionary transition, and it is unclear whether these conclusions can be
extended into the nonequilibrium realm of the transition and if the results
will hold up under more realistic genetic models. If so, the greater precision
in the mapping of cooperative propensity onto organism fitness should allow
sexuals to make the transition from cells to multicellular organisms more
easily under more challenging circumstances. This result is consistent with
the view that the protist ancestor of multicellular life was probably sexual
(Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995).

Components of Evolutionary Transitions

Our results suggest that, even in the presence of high kinship among cells,
within-organism change can be significant enough to lead to the evolution of
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a means to regulate it. Examples of such conflict mediators may be the
segregation of a germ line during the development and the evolution of a
means of policing cells, such as the immune system or programmed cell
death. The germ line functions to reduce the opportunity for conflict among
cells and promote their mutual cooperation both by limiting the opportunity
for cell replication (Buss 1987) and by lowering the mutation rate (Maynard
Smith and Szathmáry 1995). Mutual policing (Boyd and Richerson 1992) is
also expected to evolve as a means of maintaining the integrity of the organ-
isms once they reach a critical size. Any factors that directly reduce the
within-organism mutation rate are also favored.

Once within-organism change is controlled, high heritability of fitness at
the new organismal level is assured. Individuality at the organismal level
depends on the emergence of functions allowing for the regulation of con-
flict among cells. Once this regulation is acquired, the organism can continue
to evolve new adaptations at the new level, without increasing the conflict
among cells, as happened when cooperation initially evolved.

Development evolves so as to restrict the opportunity for conflict among
cells. The evolution of modifiers of within-organism change lead to in-
creased levels of cooperation within the organism and increased heritability
of fitness at the organismal level. The evolution of these conflict mediators
are the first new functions at the organismal level. An organism is more than
a group of cells related by common descent; to exist, organisms require
adaptations that regulate conflict within. Otherwise, continued improvement
of the organism is frustrated by the creation of within-organism variation and
conflict. The evolution of modifiers of within-organism change are a neces-
sary prerequisite to the emergence of individuality and the continued well-
being of the organism.

In summary, what happens during an evolutionary transition to a new
higher-level unit of individuality, in this case, the multicellular organism?
While taking fitness away from lower-level units, cooperation increases the
fitness of the new higher-level unit (cell to organism). In this way, coopera-
tion may create new higher-levels of selection. However, the evolution of
cooperation sets the stage for conflict, represented here by the increase of
defecting mutants within the emerging organism. The evolution of modifiers
restricting within-organism change are the first higher-level functions at the
organismal level. Before the evolution of a means to reduce conflict among
cells, the evolution of new adaptations (such as the underlying traits leading to
increased cooperation among cells) is frustrated by defecting mutants. Indi-
viduality requires more than just cooperation among a group of genetically
related cells, it also depends on the emergence of higher-level functions that
restrict the opportunity for conflict within and ensure the continued coopera-
tion of the lower-level units. Conflict leads̶through the evolution of adap-
tations that reduce it—to greater individuality and harmony for the organism.
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5 Sexual Conflict in
Animals

Catherine M. Lessells

Whatever the reasons for the evolution of sexual reproduction, it leads to a
situation in which there are two individuals who may have no genetic inter-
est in each other’s future, the parents, but who nevertheless have a joint
genetic interest in another individual or group of individuals, their offspring.
If investment to improve the prospects of the current offspring reduces the
parent’s own prospects (i.e., there is a “cost of reproduction”; Williams
1966b; Lessells 1991), then there will be a conflict between the two parents
(Trivers 1972). This conflict arises because each parent’s fitness is generally
maximized if it invests less and the other parent invests more than would
maximize the other parent’s fitness. Although this conflict has been referred
to as “the battle of the sexes” (Dawkins 1989), selection for each parent to
exploit the efforts of the other parent relies only on sexual reproduction and
not the existence of separate sexes.

The Evolution of Sexes

Conflict between parents may even be responsible for the evolution of sexes.
Theoretical models show that conflict between initially sexually undifferenti-
ated parents over gamete size can lead to the evolution of gamete dimor-
phism, and subsequently to disassortative mating between large and small
gametes (Parker et al. 1972; Parker 1978). A parent with a fixed quantity of
resource for the production of gametes can only produce more gametes at
the expense of gamete size. When the fitness of zygotes depends strongly on
zygote size, there may be disruptive selection for gamete size: Parents pro-
ducing large gametes have the advantage of zygotes with high fitness, and
parents producing small gametes have the advantage of numerous zygotes.
Once gametes are dimorphic, there is conflict between the two sizes of ga-
mete over fusion partners. Small gametes are selected to fuse disassorta-
tively with large gametes, but large gametes are selected to fuse assortatively
among themselves. Small gametes appear to have won this evolutionary con-
flict. Possible reasons include the stronger selection on small gametes to
mate disassortatively; the larger number of mutations occurring each genera-
tion in the more numerous small gametes (Parker et al. 1972); the lack of
suitable fusion partners for mutant ova that could fuse only with other ova
(all wild-type ova having been rapidly removed from the gamete pool by the
vastly more numerous sperm; Parker 1978, 1982); and the cost for larger
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gametes of maintaining the motility necessary for fusion with other large
gametes exceeding the consequent benefits (Parker et al. 1972; Parker 1978).

Alternative theories for the evolution of sexes envisage intragenomic con-
flict rather than parental conflict as the selection pressure for two disassort-
ative mating types (Cosmides and Tooby 1981; for more detail, see
Pomiankowski, chap. 7). For instance, the initial evolution of large gametes
may have been due to selection on cytoplasmic genes for increasing gamete
size (which increases the probability of those genes being in the majority
and hence winning out in competition in the resulting zygote; Cosmides and
Tooby 1981). Alternatively, small gametes may have been an easily evolved
mechanism for the exclusion of cytoplasmic genes from gametes (Hurst
1990, 1992b; Hastings 1992; Law and Hutson 1992). However, none of
these theories rule out parental conflict as an additional selection pressure for
the development and maintenance of anisogamy.

Sexually Antagonistic Genes

Once sexes exist, a gene that is expressed in both sexes may be beneficial to
one sex, but deleterious to the other (Rice 1984). Such “sexually antagonistic
genes” may exist without conflicts of interest between males and females.
For example, tarsus length in collared flycatchers ( Ficedula albicollis) is
perfectly genetically correlated in males and females, implying that the same
genes determine tarsus length in both sexes. Selection acts in opposite direc-
tions in the two sexes, however, with small males and large females tending
to survive better from shortly before fledging until capture as breeding adults
in the following year (Merilä et al. 1997).

Sexually antagonistic mutations are able to invade populations, depending
on the relative selection pressures in the two sexes and the proportion of
generations in which they are selected in each sex (Rice 1984). Autosomal
genes have equal probabilities of finding themselves and being expressed in
males or females (but not necessarily in alternate generations). Hence, sexu-
ally antagonistic autosomal mutants will invade when the advantage to one
sex outweighs the disadvantage to the other. A mutant allele that is linked
to a sex-determining locus will be expressed unequally in the two sexes,
however. In a species with XY sex determination and an inactive Y chromo-
some, recessive alleles on the X chromosome will be expressed more fre-
quently in the heterogametic (XY) sex (because all recessive alleles will be
expressed in the hemizygous XY individuals who carry only a single copy of
the gene, whereas recessive alleles will not be expressed in heterozygous XX
individuals). Similarly, dominant alleles will be expressed more frequently in
the homogametic sex. As a result, recessive alleles that favor the hetero-
gametic sex and dominant alleles that favor the homogametic sex may spread
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even when their advantage in that sex is smaller than their disadvantage in
the other sex (Rice 1984). When there are functional genes on the Y chro-
mosome, a mutant allele on that chromosome will be transmitted (except
when there is recombination) only to offspring of the same sex as the parent.
Thus, the gene will be found (and selected) predominantly in one sex, and
the net selection on antagonistic alleles may allow them to spread even when
they are lethal to the other sex (Rice 1987).

The theoretical prediction that sexually antagonistic alleles can accumu-
late if they are linked to sex-determining alleles has been used to demon-
strate the widespread existence of sexually antagonistic alleles in Drosophila
melanogaster (Rice 1992). Genetic markers were artificially selected in the
experimental line so that they were transmitted as if they were novel female-
determining genes. As a result, alleles that were linked to the genetic
markers will have been passed from mother to daughter for most or all of the
experiment. In a control line, the genetic markers were artificially selected so
that they were found in males and females in alternate generations. After
twenty-nine generations, the effect of the alleles linked to the genetic
markers on male fitness was tested. Males carrying the genes that had previ-
ously been confined to females showed a drastic reduction in fitness com-
pared with those carrying genes that had alternated between males and fe-
males. The rapid accumulation of sexually antagonistic alleles in a small
randomly chosen part of the genome (the part linked to the artificially se-
lected genetic markers) suggests that such alleles are present at low fre-
quency at many loci widely dispersed through the genome.

The existence of sexually antagonistic genes implies that each sex holds
back the adaptation of the other (Rice 1984; Slatkin 1984; Lande 1987), with
selection in one sex undoing changes in gene frequency made in response to
selection in the other sex. This has been shown for tarsus length in collared
flycatchers (Merilä et al. 1997, 1998; see above), and it also seems to be true
for beak color in zebra finches ( Taeniopygia guttata; Price 1996). In the
laboratory, male and female beak color show a high genetic correlation
(Price and Burley 1993; Price 1996), as would be expected if the same genes
pleiotropically control beak color in the two sexes. There is also sexually
antagonistic selection in the laboratory (Price and Burley 1994): Males with
the reddest bills had the highest fitness, because they started nesting more
quickly at the start of the experiment and had a higher rate of reproduction
(but did not survive better). In contrast, females with the orangest (least red)
bills had the highest fitness, because they had a higher rate of reproduction
and survived longer (but did not start nesting more quickly). Thus, the al-
leles that pleiotropically affect beak color in both males and females have
antagonistic effects on male and female fitness. This explains why beak
color does not evolve, despite the directional selection on beak colour in
each of the sexes separately.
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In the long-term, the existence of sexually antagonistic alleles will select
for modifier genes for sex-limited expression of the alleles (Fisher 1958).
The existence of the modifier genes will in turn reduce selection against the
sexually antagonistic allele, so that both genes will eventually evolve to fixa-
tion (Rice 1984), although the process may be slow (Lande 1980, 1987). At
this point, the originally sexually antagonistic allele is expressed only in one
sex and transmitted silently through members of the other sex. When there is
sexual conflict, the behavior of the two sexes will be determined by different
loci that can evolve independently. It thus becomes possible to model such
situations in terms of male and female strategies without the need for ex-
plicit population genetic models: Sexually antagonistic alleles have been re-
placed by sexually antagonistic behavior.

Sexually Antagonistic Behavior

The Extent of Conflict

Trivers (1972) emphasized that each parent is selected to exploit the parental
investment of its partner: An individual’s fitness will be maximized if its
partner behaves in a way that maximizes the first individual’s fitness rather
than the partner’s own fitness. The degree of conflict therefore depends on
the extent of common interest between the pair in current and future breed-
ing attempts. The most intense conflict will occur when there is no shared
interest in the current offspring, as occurs when one of the pair is not the
biological parent of the brood. Human children are more at risk of being
murdered by stepparents than by biological parents (Daly and Wilson 1988),
and infanticide occurs in a number of primate (Hausfater 1984; Hiraiwa
Hasegawa and Hasegawa 1994) and carnivore species (Packer and Pusey 1984)
when males from outside a social group supplant the incumbent breeding
males. Infanticide also occurs in an eresid spider Stegodyphus lineatus, in
which males attempt to destroy the egg sacs of females with whom they
have not previously mated (Schneider and Lubin 1996, 1997). It is clear that
there is a conflict in reproductive interests because females provide suicidal
care to the young, which kill and consume her a few weeks after hatching.
Males that do not destroy egg sacs therefore have no expectation of produc-
ing offspring with a female who already has eggs. Even without infanticide,
males of other species may reduce their investment in broods where they
have reduced paternity, as occurs in reed buntings (Emberiza shoeniclus;
Dixon et al. 1994) and dunnocks (Prunella modularis; Burke et al. 1989),
although such a reduction is not always expected (Westneat and Sherman
1993; Lessells 1994; Kempenaers and Sheldon 1996) or found (for a list of
studies, see Møller and Birkhead 1993). The possibilities of infanticide and
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reduced paternal care imply that females should conceal the paternity of
their offspring (Trivers 1972). Female chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes verus)
mate furtively outside their social groups: Although a genetic analysis re-
vealed that more than half of the young were fathered by males from outside
their group, females were never observed approaching males from neighbor-
ing groups except during confrontations (Gagneux et al. 1997).

The extent of conflict also depends on the extent to which the future
reproductive success of the members of a pair is interdependent. If there
were lifelong obligate monogamy, then the current and future reproductive
interests of the partners would coincide entirely, and there would be no con-
flict. However, it is not sufficient that monogamy is usually lifelong or long-
lasting: If an individual can replace a lost mate without cost to its own future
reproductive success, then there will be as much conflict as if different indi-
viduals formed pairs for each breeding attempt. Factors that can impose a
cost on the loss of a mate, and hence reduce conflict, include strong terri-
toriality in which both members of a pair are required to defend the territory
and widowed individuals are evicted, or an increase in reproductive success
with increasing breeding experience with the same partner, as occurs in Be-
wick’s swans (Cygnus columbianus bewickii; Scott 1988) and Cassin’s auk-
lets (Ptychoramphus aleuticus; Emslie et al. 1992). At the other end of the
scale, when a pair never breeds together more than once, selection for com-
plete exploitation will be limited if the costs of parental care by the partner
are paid during the current breeding attempt (“a current cost”; Lazarus and
Inglis 1986) and hence threaten an individual’s own reproductive success.

The Subject of Conflict
parental investment

Parental investment by either parent can take diverse forms but usually
involves provisioning or protection of the young (Trivers 1972; Clutton-
Brock 1991). By definition (Trivers 1972; but see also Clutton-Brock 1991),
parental investment reduces future reproductive success, whether with a so-
cial partner or as part of a mixed reproductive strategy involving extrapair
copulation or brood parasitism (e.g., Petrie and Møller 1991). An individual
may therefore maximize its lifetime fitness by restricting the amount or dura-
tion of investment in the current family. Because this restriction will often
decrease the lifetime fitness of the partner, there will frequently be sexual
conflict over investment. An obvious example is a male insect that will fer-
tilize most or all of the eggs that a female lays in the first clutch after she
mates with him, but few or none of the eggs in succeeding clutches (Parker
1970). The male will have highest fitness when the female lays the largest
possible clutch, even though this may damage her survival prospects and
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hence her lifetime fitness. The reverse situation is found when males parti-
tion their sperm reserves between copulations in a way that maximizes their
reproductive success but may lead to less than 100% fertilization success.
For example, male bluehead wrasse (Thalassoma bifasciatum) with the high-
est daily mating rate release the fewest sperm per mating and fertilize a
smaller proportion of the females’ eggs (Warner et al. 1995). Sexual canni-
balism, in which females consume their mates during mating, is another
example of conflict over investment by males (Elgar 1992; Johns and Max-
well 1997). Although the behavior of males of some species makes them
apparent accomplices in their own demise (e.g., the “copulatory somersault”
of the Australian redback spider [Latrodectus hasselti] into the jaws of the
female; Forster 1992), other males approach the female with extreme cau-
tion, suggesting a conflict with the female over their fate (Lawrence 1992;
Johns and Maxwell 1997).

In conflict over the duration of care, one parent may be able to put the
other into a “cruel bind” by being the first to desert (Trivers 1972). The
deserted parent’s decision to stay or leave should be based only on the future
effects on its own fitness (Dawkins and Carlisle 1976; Boucher 1977), even
when the other parent’s fitness would be damaged more by the desertion of
the second parent. Conflict over the amount of parental investment leads to
the range of variation that occurs between species in patterns of parental care
(Trivers 1972; Clutton-Brock 1991). In hermaphrodites, conflict over the
amount of investment is expressed as conflict over the amount each individ-
ual reproduces in the male or female role (Charnov 1979).

In some species, the conflict over which parent will invest in the young is
played out on a behavioral rather than an evolutionary time scale. In pen-
duline tits (Remiz pendulinus), only one parent (usually the female) incu-
bates the eggs and rears the young, while the other parent pursues further
breeding opportunities (Persson and Öhrström 1989). Which parent cares for
the brood seems to depend on which is able to desert first at the end of
laying. About a third of clutches laid are deserted by both parents (Persson
and Öhrström 1989; Valera et al. 1997), reinforcing the idea that there is
indeed conflict over which parent assumes parental care for the brood.

Conflict over the amount of investment by each parent is usually waged
between genes expressed in the parents, but can also be mediated via pater-
nally and maternally derived alleles expressed in the offspring (Haig and
Westoby 1989; Haig 1992b, 1997). For example, in embryonic mice, a gene
promoting embryonic growth, and hence increasing maternal investment, is
expressed when paternally but not maternally derived (Haig and Graham
1991). Such conditional expression of genes, known as genomic imprinting,
is allowed by molecular labeling that reveals the parental origin of an allele.
Selection for differential expression of maternally and paternally derived al-
leles occurs whenever alleles expressed in the offspring can influence the
outcome of conflicts between the parents (Haig and Westoby 1989; Haig
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1997), although such selection can also be regarded as the outcome of intra-
genomic conflict (Pomiankowski, chap. 7) or parent-offspring conflict (God-
fray, chap. 6).

life-history variables
Once males and females have different patterns of investment, there is

abundant opportunity for further conflict over almost every aspect of their
joint breeding attempt, including such basic considerations as family size
and the timing of breeding. Optimal family size may differ between the
parents, even when egg production itself is costless (Houston and Davies
1985; Winkler 1987). Similarly, some birds appear to breed later than opti-
mal in terms of the availability of food for raising the chicks, apparently
because of limited food availability for the laying female (Perrins 1970,
1996). This implies that earlier breeding might decrease the fitness of fe-
males but increase the fitness of their partners who do not pay the costs of
egg laying. There may even be sexual conflict over the degree of hatching
asynchrony (the spread of hatching dates within an avian brood, which can
be controlled by the timing of onset of incubation relative to egg laying;
Lack 1947; Magrath 1990). Female blue tits (Parus caeruleus) have higher
overwinter survival when the degree of synchrony of their brood is experi-
mentally increased, but the reverse is true for the males (Slagsvold et al.
1994). Conversely, it has been suggested that females may benefit from asyn-
chronous broods because this allows them to extract more parental care from
their mates (Slagsvold and Lifjeld 1989).

In polygamous species, conflict can occur over the number of mates that
one sex acquires. In polygynous species, the arrival of a secondary female
may increase the male’s fitness but decrease the primary female’s fitness
(Verner 1964; Verner and Willson 1966; Orians 1969), creating conflict
between the male and primary female over the acceptance of additional fe-
males (Slagsvold and Lifjeld 1994). This conflict may be manifest in aggres-
sion by primary females toward secondary females (review in Slagsvold and
Lifjeld 1994; Kempenaers 1995). Experimental manipulation of the distance
between primary nests and potential secondary nest sites of European star-
lings (Sturnus vulgaris) suggests that such aggression can prevent secondary
females from settling (Sandell and Smith 1996). Aggression between fe-
males even extends to infanticide by secondary females of the eggs of pri-
mary females in house sparrows (Passer domesticus; Veiga 1990) and great
reed warblers (Acrocephalus arundinaceus; Hansson et al. 1997). Conflict
can also occur in the reverse direction (Houston and Davies 1985; Harada
and Iwasa 1996; Houston et al. 1997). Female dunnocks on territories with
two males benefit if they mate with the beta male in addition to the alpha
male because the beta male then provisions the young instead of making
ovicidal attempts, but the alpha male then suffers reduced fitness (Houston
and Davies 1985; Davies 1992).
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Conflict between the sexes also often occurs over relative investment in
sons and daughters. When the relative costs of raising a son or a daughter
differ between the parents (e.g., in polygynous species where males invest
little more than sperm, but females rear the sexually dimorphic young), the
evolutionarily stable sex ratio will also differ between the parents (Fisher
1958; Trivers 1974). Similarly, helping at the nest acts as partial “repay-
ment” of the costs of producing the helping sex of offspring and hence alters
the equilibrium sex ratio (Emlen et al. 1986), but only when the helper is the
offspring of the breeding individual that it helps (Lessells and Avery 1987).
As a result, the equilibrium sex ratio will differ between the parents when
helpers more frequently help one sex of parent. In a number of cases, the
relative amounts of care provided by the two parents varies with offspring
sex or brood sex ratio (Stamps et al. 1987; Gowaty and Droge 1991; Clotfel-
ter 1996; Nishiumi et al. 1996), although the selective pressures for this are
not entirely clear (Gowaty and Droge 1991; Lessells 1998).

Lastly, males and females may differ in their willingness to accept helpers.
“Secondary” helpers in pied kingfishers ( Ceryle rudis) appear to benefit
through the chance of acquiring the breeding female as a future mate. Breed-
ing pairs only accept secondary helpers under conditions of food shortage,
and then males, who risk losing their mates in the future, are more reluctant
than their mates to accept the aspiring helper (Reyer 1980, 1984, 1986).

mate choice
None of the above forms of conflict require variation between the individ-

uals of one sex. When such variation occurs, however, members of one sex
may vary in their value as mates to members of the other sex. When an
individual’s reproductive success is not limited by the availability of mates,
it may be selected to choose among potential partners. Such choice gives rise
to sexual conflict over mating and leads to the evolution of such traits as the
abdominal spines of female water striders (Gerris incognitus; Arnqvist and
Rowe 1995) and the abdominal “gin trap” of male sagebrush crickets (Cy-
phoderris strepitans; Sakaluk et al. 1995) to avoid or impose copulations.

Mate choice is a source of sexual selection on the chosen sex (Darwin
1871; Andersson 1994). As first noted by Bateman (1948), because males
(usually) invest less than females in each breeding attempt, males can in-
crease their reproductive success by mating more, whereas females cannot.
As a result, females limit male reproduction and are usually the choosy sex.
Their choices impose sexual selection on male traits (Trivers 1972). For
species in which neither sex is strongly limited by the availability of mates
(e.g., monogamous species), both sexes may practice mate choice and hence
be subject to sexual selection. Experiments manipulating the crest length of
models made from mounted skins suggest that this is the case in the crested
auklet (Aethia cristatella; Jones and Hunter 1993).
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Mate choice and the sexual selection that it engenders can be categorized
according to the kinds of traits that are selected. Females may choose on the
basis of direct benefits that will increase their reproductive success (Kirk-
patrick 1987). Such direct benefits might include access to increased
resources or help from the male in raising the young (Andersson 1994).
Alternatively, preferences for good genes can evolve through indirect selec-
tion (Pomiankowski 1988): If there is genetic variation in both the prefer-
ence in females and the preferred trait in males, the tendency for choosy
females to mate with males with the preferred trait will bring genes for the
preference and trait together in the offspring, so that the preference and trait
become genetically correlated. Sexual selection on the male trait then also
acts indirectly on female preference and causes female choosiness to evolve.
The good genes that are chosen by females may have an effect on either the
viability or the mating success of their offspring. In the latter case, selection
for the preference and the trait may become self-reinforcing and lead to
runaway sexual selection in which the male trait becomes extremely exag-
gerated (Fisher 1958; Pomiankowski et al. 1991).

Although mate choice may often be accomplished through a direct deci-
sion by the female to mate based on the traits displayed by a male, more
subtle mechanisms may also be at work. Mate choice may be achieved indi-
rectly by provoking competition between potential mates or sperm and then
accepting the victor for copulation or fertilization (Harvey and Bennett 1985;
Birkhead et al. 1993; Keller and Reeve 1995; Wiley and Poston 1996). Al-
ternatively, females may mate more or less indiscriminately with males but
then exercise direct but cryptic choice between the ejaculates of different
males through anatomical or physiological adaptations of the reproductive
tract (Eberhard 1996). For example, there is evidence that females exert a
choice between the sperm of different ejaculates in certain ascidians (Bishop
1996; Bishop et al. 1996; Wirtz 1997). Lastly, divorce may be a means of
choosing, or rather rejecting, previous mates. In contrast to the earlier view
that divorce was a means of breaking up incompatible pairs from which both
ex-partners benefit (Coulson 1966), recent studies suggest that divorce is a
form of mate choice in which one individual is the unwilling victim (Ens et
al. 1993; Orell et al. 1994; Otter and Ratcliffe 1996).

Evolutionary Outcomes of Sexual Conflict

Playing the Game ...

In the conflicts described above, the benefit to an individual of behaving in a
particular way usually depends on the behavior of other individuals. In such
situations, game theory is the appropriate approach (Maynard Smith 1982),
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TABLE 5.1
Payoffs to the Male/Female in Maynard Smith’s (1977) Game Theory Model of

Parental Investment.

Female

Male Guard Desert

Guard eS2/eS2 ES1/ES1

Desert eS1(1 ` p)/eS1 ES0(1 ` p)/ES0

NOTE: The female lays e eggs if she guards and E if she deserts, which have a survival of S0, S1, or S2,
depending on whether 0, 1, or 2 parents guard. Males who desert have a probability p of remat-
ing. There are four possible ESSs. (1) Both desert. This requires that (a) ES0 . eS1, the female’s
payoff is higher if she lays more eggs and leaves them unguarded than if she lays fewer eggs and
cares for them alone, or she will guard; and (b) S0(1 ` p) . S1, the male’s payoff is higher if he
leaves the eggs unguarded and seeks a second mate than if he guards the eggs alone, or he will
guard. (2) Stickleback. The female deserts, and the male guards. This requires that (a) ES1 . eS2,
the female’s payoff is higher if she lays more eggs and leaves them in the care of the male than if
she lays fewer eggs and helps him care, or she will guard; and (b) S1 . S0(1 ` p), the male’s
payoff is higher if he guards the eggs alone than if he leaves them unguarded and seeks a second
mate, or he will desert. (3) Duck. The female guards, and the male deserts. This requires that (a)
eS1. ES0, the female’s payoff is higher if she lays fewer eggs and guards them alone than if she
lays more eggs and leaves them unguarded, or she will desert; and (b) S1(1 ` p) . S2, the male’s
payoff is higher if he leaves the eggs to be guarded by the female alone and seeks another mate
than if he helps her care, or he will guard. (4) Both guard. This requires that (a) eS2 . ES1, the
female’s payoff is higher if she lays fewer eggs and helps the male to guard than if she lays more
eggs and leaves them to be guarded by the male alone, or she will desert; and (b) S2 . S1(1 ` p),
the male’s payoff is higher if he helps the female guard than if he leaves her to guard the eggs
alone and seeks another mate, or he will desert. (After Clutton-Brock and Godfray 1991).

and the evolutionary outcomes predicted are evolutionarily stable strategies
(ESS). A set of behaviors by interacting individuals is an ESS when each
individual is maximizing its fitness given the behavior of the other individ-
uals. When this is true, no individual is selected to change its behavior. In
game theory models that represent conflict between males and females the
fitness benefit (payoff) of a particular strategy may depend on the behavior
of the (potential) mate, the behavior of individuals in the population as a
whole, or both.

parental care
Maynard Smith (1977) was the first to propose a model analyzing conflict

over investment in offspring (table 5.1). The model allows each parent a
choice of two strategies: invest (“guard”) or not (“desert”) in the current
brood. The survival of the current brood depends on the number, but not the
sex, of parents caring for it. The cost of guarding by a male is expressed as a
reduction in the probability of his obtaining a mate for a second breeding
attempt, and the cost of guarding by a female as a reduction in her fecundity
in the current breeding attempt. Under these assumptions there are four pos-
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sible ESSs: (1) neither parent guards; (2) the male guards alone (referred to
by Maynard Smith as “stickleback”); (3) the female guards alone (“duck”);
(4) or both parents guard. Biparental care will be evolutionarily stable when
two parents can raise at least twice as many offspring as one, or the chance
that a deserting individual can remate is small. If one parent is almost as
effective as two in caring for the young, one parent will care for the off-
spring. This will tend to be the male when care by females reduces their
fecundity, and the female when the chances for a male to remate are good. In
addition there are sets of conditions in which both stickleback and duck are
alternative ESSs, and which of them evolves depends on the evolutionary
starting point.

This model, while providing many of the elements of later models, has
three obvious shortcomings. First, it takes the amount of investment by
guarding individuals as a fixed value. Second, members of the pair do not
react to whether their mate has deserted. Third, the probability of remating is
assumed to depend only on whether the individual male has guarded or not,
whereas this probability must in reality depend on the number of males
competing for second mates and hence on the guarding behavior of all other
males in the population. Two groups of models have addressed these short-
comings to different extents.

The first group of models (Maynard Smith 1977; Grafen and Sibly 1978;
Lazarus 1990) asks the question of how long a parent should invest in a
breeding attempt, but assumes that the amount of care provided when a
parent does care is fixed. Thus, the fitness of the offspring depends only on
the amount of time for which each parent guards. Maynard Smith’s (1977)
and Grafen and Sibly’s (1978) models take into account the effect of the
desertion strategies of individual males and females on the expected time for
individuals of each sex to find a new mate. The predictions recall those of
the guard/desert model: Desertion is more likely when one parent is nearly
as effective as two in providing parental care, and is more likely by the
parent who is less effective at providing parental care and whose remating
chances are greater (the minority sex in the population as a whole) (Grafen
and Sibly 1978). Lazarus’ (1990) model is the only one in which the strategy
of each individual depends on whether the other parent has already deserted
and hence is the only one to consider Trivers’ (1972) cruel bind. It shows
that this can lead to preemptive desertion, in which each parent is selected to
desert progressively earlier in an attempt to avoid being deserted itself and
left in a cruel bind (Lazarus 1990).

The second group of models asks how much a parent should invest in a
given interval of time (Chase 1980; Houston and Davies 1985). In these
models, the payoff of a given level of investment depends only on the be-
havior of an individual and its mate, and not on the behavior of males or
females in the population as a whole. The models assume that the fitness
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benefit through the current family depends on the total care given to them by
the two parents (fig. 5.1a), and that the fitness cost of care to each parent
depends only on the care given by itself and not by its mate (fig. 5.1a)
(Houston and Davies 1985). Under these circumstances, the optimal amount
of care by each parent depends on the amount of care being given by the
other parent (fig. 5.1b‒c). The model predicts the same range of outcomes as
the previous models (fig. 5.1d‒f; Houston and Davies 1985; Motro 1994;
Ratnieks 1996). In order for biparental care to be the ESS, any change in
care by one parent must be “compensated” to some extent by the other
parent (fig. 5.1d). If the two parents are equivalent, changes must be under-
compensatory, a decrease (or increase) in care by one parent being met by a
smaller increase (or decrease) by the other parent.

There is experimental evidence for compensation in nestling provisioning
by European starlings (Wright and Cuthill 1989) and orange-tufted sunbirds
(Nectarinia osea; Markman et al. 1995, 1996). Parental care by one parent
was experimentally decreased either by loading it with small weights or
temporarily removing it. In each case, the unmanipulated parent increased its
feeding rate, but without completely compensating for the decrease in care
(or absence) of the other parent. This undercompensation was confirmed by
the lower weights of chicks in experimental nests. These experiments also
show that adjustments to the mate’s parental effort take place on a behav-
ioral rather than evolutionary time scale. Such bargaining may well take
place indirectly through the begging behavior or condition of the chicks
rather than by direct monitoring of the mate’s behavior (Chase 1980), as
FIG. 5.1. A game theory model of the amount of parental investment by each parent
when both parents care (Houston and Davies 1985). The evolutionarily stable amounts
of care depend on the relationship between the residual fitness of each parent and the
amount of care that it gives (here these two relationships are assumed identical, but
they need not be) and the fitness of the offspring and the total amount of care that they
receive from the two parents (a). From these two relationships, it is possible to predict
for the male the level of care that will maximize his fitness for any given level of care by
the female [(b), the male’s “reaction curve”]. Similarly, it is possible to plot the female’s
best level of care for any given level of care by the male (c). The ESS combination of
care by the two parents can be discovered by plotting the reaction curves of the two
parents on the same axes (d–f). When the curves cross as shown in (d), an intermedi-
ate level of care by both parents is the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS): if the female
invested X, the male’s best level of care would be represented by the point 1; if he
invested at that level, the female’s best response would be represented by the point 2;
the male’s best response is then point 3, and the female’s 4, and so on. At the ESS,
each parent is making its best response to the other’s level of care, and neither can
benefit by changing. If the male’s reaction curve lies entirely above that of the female
(e), only the male cares. The reverse would be true if the female’s reaction curve lay
entirely above that of the male (not shown). When the curves cross as shown in (f), the
intersection is an equilibrium, but it is not stable. Changes in the level of care by one
parent will be overcompensated by the other parent and lead to one of the two alterna-
tive ESSs, in which either only the male cares or only the female. (After Clutton-Brock
and Godfray 1991; with permission of Blackwell Scientific Publications).
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has been shown by experiments on pied flycatchers in which the relative
provisioning effort of the members of pairs was manipulated by playing
back chick begging calls only during visits to the nest by one of the parents
(Ottosson et al. 1997).

The model above assumes that the fitness of the offspring depends on the
total amount of care given by the two parents, but not on the proportion of
the care given by each. Motro (1994) has considered the outcome of the
fitness of the offspring being higher (“super-additivity”) or lower (“sub-ad-
ditivity”) when both parents care than when one parent provides the same
total amount of care. In general, biparental care is more likely to be the ESS
as the degree of super-additivity increases. This recalls the results of the
mate-desertion models showing that biparental care is favored when two
parents are more than twice as effective as one in providing care.

Potentially, the above two groups of models can be combined to model the
duration and amount of care simultaneously. Unless care in successive pe-
riods has independent additive effects on fitness (Godfray 1995b), dynamic
programming models (Mangel and Clark 1988) will be needed to determine
the evolutionary stable pattern of care throughout the period of care. A com-
prehensive model should also include the possibility of strategies that are
conditional on whether the other parent has already deserted.

mate choice
If all mates were of equal quality in terms of the expected fitness conse-

quences from a breeding attempt paired to them, there would be no advan-
tage to mate choice, and individuals of both sexes should accept the first
potential mate that they encounter. When potential mates vary, however, an
individual will increase its fitness by rejecting low-value mates when the
gain from mating with a mate of higher value more than offsets the extra
costs of continuing to search for such a mate.

The simplest situation to model is when mates of low value are rarely
encountered, because then the choices made in these encounters have no
appreciable effect on the composition of the pool of individuals searching
for mates. This might be the case when populations are divided into ecotypes
or incipient species that rarely meet and hybrid disadvantage reduces the
fitness of offspring from hybrid matings (Parker 1979; Parker and Partridge
1998). The model assumes that each breeding attempt incurs a time cost
(e.g., in parental care or replenishing gametes) that is fixed for each sex.
Search costs are also paid in units of time and depend on the number of
individuals of the opposite sex that are searching. This in turn depends on
the sex ratio of the population as a whole and the time invested by males and
females in a breeding attempt. Mates of high value should always be ac-
cepted, but mates of low value should be accepted only when they offer a
better rate of gain of fitness than continuing to search for a higher-value
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mate. Mates of the other ecotype therefore will be accepted only when hy-
brid disadvantage is low or search times are high relative to the time costs of
a breeding attempt. If the time cost of a breeding attempt differs between the
sexes or if the sex ratio is skewed, there are conditions when there is conflict
between the male and female over whether a mating should occur (fig.
5.2a,b): When hybrid disadvantage is high and the two sexes commit equal
time, it will pay neither sex to mate. When hybrid disadvantage is low and
the two sexes commit equal time, it will pay both sexes to mate. But if
hybrid disadvantage is intermediate and the two sexes commit unequal time,
there will be conflict. If the sex ratio in the population as a whole is unity,
the sex that commits more time to each breeding attempt is selected to refuse
the mating.

The above model delineates the “battleground” (Godfray and Parker 1991)
where there is conflict between the sexes, but does not predict the outcome.
If neither sex can impose a mating that is not to the selective advantage of
the other sex, then no matings will take place in the conflict zone. Otherwise,
the outcome will depend on the intensity of selection on the two sexes (the
difference in the rates of fitness gain from mating and not mating) and the
costs of achieving the selected outcome. In general, males have more to gain
than females have to lose from mating (fig. 5.2c), which implies that they
should more often win the conflict. However, the costs of imposing a mating
for a male will frequently be higher than the costs of resisting a mating for a
female, so the outcome is not as clear as it first appears (Parker 1979, 1983;
Parker and Partridge 1998).

Conflicts over mating may be settled by a “war of attrition” in which the
sex that is prepared to persist the longer “wins” (Maynard Smith 1982),
either males giving up and leaving the female in order to search for other
mates, or females giving up and mating with the male (Parker 1979, 1983;
Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995a; Parker and Partridge 1998). Alternatively,
conflicts may be settled using weapons to impose or resist matings (Parker
1979, 1983; Parker and Partridge 1998). Provided that there are differences
between individuals, either in the ratio of benefits from winning to costs of
persistence (and the opponent cannot perfectly judge this ratio), or in the
level of armament that can be achieved for a given cost, there will be an
evolutionarily stable distribution of persistence times or levels of armament
that results in the sex that generally has the higher benefit-to-cost ratio usu-
ally, but not always, winning (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995a; Parker and
Partridge 1998).

More complicated models of mate choice consider the situation in which
both sexes vary in value as mates and encounter each other at random (Par-
ker 1983, analyzed further by Johnstone et al. 1996). The ESS must specify
the threshold value of acceptable mate for males and females of each mate
value. This is not straightforward because each threshold value depends on
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the benefit of searching for a higher-value mate. This in turn depends on the
range of potential mates that are prepared to mate with that kind of individ-
ual. In general, higher-value individuals will be acceptable to higher-value
individuals of the other sex, and hence should themselves be more choosy,
leading to assortative mating (fig. 5.3a). The tightness of assortative mating
should increase with increasing variation in quality of the two sexes and
increasing time costs of breeding attempts. If variation in mate quality is
higher, or the time cost of a breeding attempt is lower, in one sex, the poor-
est-quality individuals of that sex may be rejected by all individuals of the
other sex (fig. 5.3b‒c). When breeding is not continuous, the pool of poten-
tial mates will change, and the risk of not finding a mate will increase as the
season progresses. In this case, models also predict assortative mating, but
with the level of choosiness varying through the season (Johnstone 1997).

game theory models with cyclical dynamics
Although many game theory models predict static ESSs, others predict

cyclical ESSs with never-ending self-regenerating changes in the strategies
of the players (Maynard Smith 1982). For example, Dawkins (1989) de-
scribed a model of conflict over investment in which the female can play
“coy” (demanding a lengthy courtship period from a male before mating) or
“fast,” and the male can play “faithful” (courting the female for a long time
and helping raise the young) or “philanderer” (giving up on the female if she
demands a lengthy courtship and never helping to raise young). When there
are many coy females, faithful males do well and increase in numbers. A
preponderance of faithful males then selects for fast females (who do not
pay courtship costs), which in turn select for philanderer males, which in
turn select for coy females, so completing the cycle. An example of a cycli-
cal ESS that might in part be driven by female choice occurs in the side-
blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana; Sinervo and Lively 1996). The frequency
of three male morphs differing in throat color cycled over a six-year period.
Males with dark blue throats are nonaggressive and defend small territories
and are replaced by aggressive orange-throated males. These are in turn re-
placed by “sneaker” males with yellow striped throats who resemble females
and do not defend territories, who are in turn replaced by the mildly terri-
torial blue-throated males.

... but bending the rules

Game theory models like those in the previous section often predict a stable
outcome to conflict in which neither sex can gain by altering its behavior.
ESSs, however, depend on the strategy set (the list of possible behaviors)
and associated payoffs, that constitute the “rules of the game.” Conflict be-
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tween the sexes will promote the fitness of individuals who bend the rules in
their own favor.

manipulation
Game theory models usually assume that each participant controls only its

own behavior, and that an evolutionary equilibrium results when neither par-
ticipant can gain by changing its behavior. However, an individual that is
able to control the behavior of its opponent can directly impose its evolu-
tionary optimum.

One of the best understood examples is the manipulation of female Dros-
ophila melanogaster by the males during mating. Because of a cost to egg
production (Partridge et al. 1987) and because a female remates throughout
her adult life, male reproductive success is maximized by a higher rate of
egg laying and a longer interval to remating by the female than would maxi-
mize the female’s lifetime reproductive success. The males are able to ma-
nipulate the females’ reproductive physiology with peptides in the seminal
fluid produced by the accessory glands (Chapman et al. 1995). These pep-
tides raise the egg-laying rate (Chen et al. 1988), reduce the receptivity of
the female to further matings (Chen et al. 1988), and destroy or disable
sperm from previous matings (Harshman and Prout 1994; Chapman et al.
1995; Clark et al. 1995). Although it is known that these effects are pro-
duced by peptides in the seminal fluid, the mechanism by which this is
brought about is not clear, at least for egg-laying rate. One possibility is that
the peptides act directly on the physiological mechanism controlling laying
rate. Alternatively, any chemical that reduced the female’s survival prospects
would favor a reallocation of resources from her own maintenance (and
hence future reproduction) to a burst of “terminal reproductive investment”
(Clutton-Brock 1984). Such manipulation of egg-laying rates via allocation
decisions has been suggested as an explanation for the injuries caused by
hypodermic insemination in hermaphrodites (Michiels, 1998). The potential
for manipulation when there is mating conflict is particularly high because
manipulatory chemicals may be passed to the female along with sperm.

Manipulation also appears to occur in mate choice when the males of
some species have evolved courtship signals that exploit preexisting sensory
biases in the females’ perceptual systems (sensory exploitation; Ryan et al.
1990; Ryan and Keddy-Hector 1992). For example, males of the túngara
frog (Physalaemus pustulosus) produce a mating call consisting of a whine
that is sometimes followed by a chuck that increases the attractiveness of the
call to females. The preference for calls with chucks is also shown by fe-
males of P. coloradorum, a closely related species whose males do not pro-
duce the chuck. The pattern of occurrence of chuck production by males and
preference for chucks by females within the species group suggests that the
preference evolved before the mating signal (Ryan and Rand 1993). The
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reasons for the preexisting sensory bias in this case are unknown. Habitua-
tion could be a ubiquitous explanation for a preference for increasing com-
plexity (Searcy 1992), and theoretical models suggest that recognition mech-
anisms may frequently result in hidden preferences for stimuli outside the
normal range (Arak and Enquist 1993; but see also Dawkins and Guilford
1995). Alternatively, the sensory bias may have been selected in a different
context, as seems to be the case for the water mite (Neumania papillator;
Proctor 1991). Copepod prey are detected by the vibrations that they produce
when swimming. Males perform courtship trembling with their legs, which
generates vibrations of a similar frequency, and to which the females orient
as if to prey. The pattern of occurrence of this feeding technique and court-
ship trembling in closely related species suggests that, as in the frogs, the
sensory bias evolved before the courtship signal (Proctor 1992; although the
evidence is not unequivocal).

coercion through punishment
Even when an individual is unable to enforce its evolutionary optima on

its mate or potential mate, it may still be capable of discouraging the other
from repeating the action by physical punishment (Clutton-Brock and Parker
1995a,b). By doing so, it alters the pay-offs that the other individual gains
from different actions, and hence its evolutionarily stable behavior. Because
inflicting punishment is assumed to carry a cost, punishment will only be
evolutionarily stable when the same individuals interact repeatedly, and the
punished individual changes its behavior only (or primarily) toward the indi-
vidual that has punished it. If individuals interact only once, the punisher has
no chance to gain from the punishment, and if punished individuals change
their behavior toward all other individuals, punishers have lower fitness than
nonpunishers because only they pay the cost of the punishment, but all indi-
viduals gain from its effects (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995a).

One situation in which punishment may be used to coerce another individ-
ual is in mate choice. For example, males of many primate and ungulate
species attack females that refuse to mate with them (Clutton-Brock and
Parker 1995a). Models in which the same male and female interact more
than once, and in which females may learn to submit to the mating advances
of males who have punished them after previous refusals, show that punish-
ment by males and submission by females may be an ESS (Clutton-Brock
and Parker 1995a,b). For females, the cost of being punished must be greater
than the benefit of refusing to mate (perhaps through the acquisition of a
better-quality mate), or it will never pay for them to submit to mating at-
tempts that are not in their own interest. For males, the total cost of inflicting
punishment before the female learns must be less than the total benefit through
submission of the females to mating attempts after she learns, or it will not
pay to punish females who do not submit (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995a).
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In general, the conflict must be played out on a behavioral rather than
evolutionary time scale in order for coercion through punishment to be an
ESS. Conflict over the amount of investment in a brood may be played out
repeatedly between the same pair of individuals during the course of one
breeding attempt, giving ample opportunity for punishment of the partner for
insufficient investment to be rewarded by an increase in subsequent invest-
ment. This kind of punishment is meted out by breeding individuals to po-
tential helpers within the social group in several species with cooperative
breeding (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995b). For example, dominant male
superb fairy wrens (Malurus cyaneus) harass helpers that have been tempo-
rarily removed at a time when they would normally be helping with chick
provisioning, but not if they are removed outside the breeding season (Mul-
der and Langmore 1993). It is a puzzle why such intimidation over parental
investment apparently does not occur in any species between the members of
a pair.

deception
When the conflict between the sexes is played out on a behavioral rather

than evolutionary time scale, the most profitable behavior for a male or fe-
male will often depend on factors such as the value of an individual as a
mate. Individuals, however, will often have more accurate information about
themselves than do other individuals, opening up the possibility of deceit as
a way of achieving an outcome in their own evolutionary interest. Individ-
uals may deceive another by withholding information or by providing false
information.

The polyterritorial system of pied flycatchers ( Ficedula hypoleuca) is a
possible example of deception by withholding information. Males sometimes
become polygynous by attracting a second mate (secondary female) at about
the time or shortly after their first mate starts laying. Males clearly increase
their fitness by acquiring a second mate, but secondary females would gain
higher fitness if they were the sole mate of a male (Alatalo and Lundberg
1990). One peculiar aspect of polygyny in this species is that males move to
a new territory that may be several territories distant before attempting to
attract a second mate. One hypothesis (among others) for such polyter-
ritoriality is that it is a means for males to hide the fact that they are already
mated (Haartman 1969; Alatalo et al. 1981). This idea is supported by the
higher remating success of males who move farther (Slagsvold et al. 1992;
Rätti and Alatalo 1993; Slagsvold and Dale 1994).

Females may also deceive males by withholding information. Female pen-
duline tits often bury their eggs during the laying period in the soft material
that forms the base of their hanging woven nests. This seems to be a means
for females to hide from males the fact that they are laying for long enough
to complete the clutch and desert, leaving the male “holding the baby” (Val-
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era et al. 1997). Males do not usually desert until after the female leaves the
clutch uncovered for the first time, and when eggs were experimentally un-
covered males deserted on the same day. Conversely, females were able to
desert first only if they had buried the eggs for at least part of the laying
period, and if the male was experimentally removed early in the laying pe-
riod, the female usually uncovered the eggs within a day (Valera et al. 1997).

In comparison with the above examples of deceit by withholding informa-
tion, examples of deceit by providing false information are hard to find. The
evolutionary reasons for this are obvious: Individuals will be selected to
ignore unreliable signals. Nevertheless, many species have mating signals
that reliably advertise an individual’s quality (for a review, see Johnstone
1995b). Two mechanisms can account for the honesty of such signals. First,
the signal may simply be uncheatable. For example, many species use car-
otenoids to produce the coloration in signals, but cannot synthesize them
themselves so their foraging success sets an unbreakable limit to the inten-
sity of the signal that they can produce (e.g., Hill and Montgomerie 1994).
Second, if the signal is costly to produce and the cost is higher for poor-
quality individuals, then better-quality individuals are selected to produce
more intense or elaborate displays (“the handicap principle”; Zahavi 1975;
Grafen 1990a). Although cheating is possible, it is selected against because,
for instance, a poor-quality male that produced a deceptively elaborate dis-
play would incur an increase in costs that more than offset his increased
mating success. Theoretical models show that signaling does not have to be
completely honest to be evolutionarily stable (Johnstone and Grafen 1993).
If the cost of display is lower than normal for some individual males, they
will be able to produce a more exaggerated display than other males of the
same quality. Females will then be misled as to their quality, but provided
that such males are rare and the cost of being misled is small, the signal may
still be a reliable enough indicator to females of the fitness value of a male
for them to continue to use the signal in mate choice. Occasional deception
is therefore possible.

Running with the Red Queen

Conflict implies that an evolutionary step forward by one sex is a slide
backward for the other, leading to a potentially never-ending coevolutionary
arms race between the sexes (“Red Queen” coevolution; Van Valen 1973;
Dawkins and Krebs 1979). The bending of rules by manipulation, coercion,
or deceit is expected to be met with countermeasures. Manipulation that
leads to a loss of fitness in the exploited individual selects for a reduction in
sensitivity to the manipulatory stimulus. However, when sensitivity to the
stimulus is useful in other contexts, such as the detection of predators or
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food (as in the case of the water mite, Neumania papillator; Proctor 1991),
the balance of selection pressures may favor continued sensitivity and ma-
nipulation. In some cases, a mating signal that has evolved through sensory
exploitation may be selectively maintained either because it reduces the
costs of mate search for females (Dawkins and Guilford 1996), or leads to
the selection of high-quality mates. For example, a sensory bias for lower-
frequency chucks in túngara frogs results in females mating with larger
males that fertilize more of their eggs (Ryan 1983). Harassment of females
by males also leads to counteradaptations. Females of some species, includ-
ing those of the African swallowtail butterfly ( Papilio dardanus; Cook et al.
1994) and the damselfly ( Ischnura ramburi; Robertson 1985), have reduced
the excessive attentions of males by evolving malelike coloration. Deception
leads to selection on the deceived party to collect information in the way that
is most likely to reveal the true state of affairs. Female pied flycatchers make
many short visits to a prospective mate’s territory in the few hours before
choosing him as a partner (Dale and Slagsvold 1994). Because already-
mated males are absent from their secondary territory more than unmated
males from their primary territory (Stenmark et al. 1988), but remain on
their territory once they have detected the presence of a female (Searcy et al.
1991), repeated visits maximize the probability of a female detecting that a
male is already mated (Dale and Slagsvold 1994; Getty 1996). Deception is
more likely to be successful when time is limited for the duped individual to
acquire reliable information. In pied flycatchers, females must choose a mate
quickly because of a steep seasonal decline in reproductive success (Alatalo
et al. 1981) and competition from other females for mates (Dale et al. 1992).
In penduline tits, females have only to conceal the clutch until the comple-
tion of laying for the tactic to be successful.

Conflict not only creates an evolutionary arms race in its original context
but may aggravate antagonistic coevolution by engendering new conflicts of
interest. For example, the seminal fluid products that benefit male Dros-
ophila melanogaster by increasing female fecundity and reducing competi-
tion from other males also reduce female survival, presumably as an
unselected side effect (Chapman et al. 1995). They thus create a cost of
mating per se in females (Fowler and Partridge 1989) and provoke a new
conflict between males and females over the mating rate. Similar costs of
mating, as distinct from sperm transfer, have been shown in the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans (Gems and Riddle 1996). Adaptations for sperm
competition in males—such as persistent guarding, prolonged copulation,
and multiple mating—often generate costs to females—including reduced
foraging success or increased predation risk—and thus provoke mating con-
flict (Magurran and Seghers 1994; Stockley 1997). However, the extent to
which these behaviors are adaptations to intramale competition or to conflict
with females over mate choice is not clear.
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Support for the idea that sexual conflict promotes rapid coevolution comes
from both observations and experiments. Seminal fluid proteins in Dros-
ophila evolve rapidly (Aguadé et al. 1992; Tsaur and Wu 1997), although
intramale competition may also be an important driving force. Rapid coevo-
lution in response to sexual conflict has been demonstrated experimentally in
D. melanogaster (Rice 1996). Males in an experimental line were given the
evolutionary upper hand by being allowed to adapt to females from a control
line, but the control females were denied the opportunity to adapt to the
experimental males. Each new generation of the experimental line was pro-
duced by pairing males from the experimental line with females from the
control line, while the control line was perpetuated by pairing control males
and females. As a result, sex-limited genes expressed in experimental males
could adapt to the control female phenotype, whereas sex-limited genes ex-
pressed in control females could not adapt to the experimental male phe-
notype. Secondly, genes entering the experimental line from the control
females were removed in the next generation by artificial selection on ge-
netic markers. As a result, sexually antagonistic alleles in the experimental
line had been selected only in males, whereas sexually antagonistic alleles in
the control line had been selected in approximately equal numbers of genera-
tions in males and females. After fewer than 40 generations, the experimen-
tal males had a clear reproductive advantage over control males when mated
to control females. They produced 24% more offspring, had a higher rate of
mating with already mated females, and were more successful in preventing
the females with whom they had mated from producing offspring by later
mates. The sexually conflicting nature of these adaptations is emphasized by
the lower survival of control females when paired with experimental rather
than control males.

The evolutionary change that conflict engenders is not confined within
species boundaries but can also act as an “engine of speciation” (Rice 1996).
Sexual conflict promotes speciation by contributing in various ways to both
pre- and postzygotic isolation (see Parker and Partridge 1998).

Sexual Conflict and Cooperation

Because sexual conflict is so obviously an outcome of sexual reproduction, it
is easy to overlook more cooperative aspects. Biparental care is often associ-
ated with some level of role specialization in which the care provided by
each parent is complementary. This state of affairs concurs with models of
evolutionarily stable parental investment predicting that role specialization
(represented in the models by two parents being much better than one or by
“super-additivity”) will select for biparental care. Unfortunately, however,
contemporary selection pressures may not tell us much about the selection
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pressures during the evolution of a particular pattern of parental care (Clut-
ton-Brock 1991). In the case of role specialization, the extent to which role
specialization drove the evolution of biparental care or was simply allowed
to evolve by the occurrence of biparental care is not clear.

Members of a pair may also cooperate to defend their common interests
when these are threatened by a third party. One possible example is parent-
offspring conflict (Godfray, chap. 6), in which, because of asymmetries in
relatedness, offspring are selected to acquire more than their fair share of
parental care, while the interests of the parents coincide in favoring a more
equitable division of resources. Even though some models imply that the
proportion of care received by a particular offspring from each parent is
selectively neutral (although the total care given or received by an individual
is not) (Lessells 1998), it is not unusual for each member of a pair to direct
their attention toward different young. In some bird species, females prefer-
entially feed the smaller chicks (e.g., Stamps et al. 1985; Gottlander 1987),
whereas in others, the parents divide the brood after fledging, and care only
for their own part of the brood (e.g., Harper 1985; McLaughlin and Mont-
gomerie 1985; Price and Gibbs 1987; Byle 1990). In great tits (Parus ma-
jor), each parent feeds consistently from a particular position on the nest
rim, (Kölliker et al. 1998). One explanation for these observations is that by
allocating their attention to different parts of the brood, the parents may
actually be cooperating in preventing individual chicks from monopolizing
care and hence attaining closer to an equitable distribution of care overall.
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6 Parent-Offspring Conflict

H. Charles J. Godfray

An important consequence of sexual reproduction is that parents and their
young are not genetically identical and hence natural selection has the poten-
tial to act on genes expressed in parents and young in subtly different ways.
Since the pioneering work of Robert Trivers in the 1970s, these differences
have become known as parent-offspring conflict. In many ways, parent-off-
spring conflict is just a special case of a much broader class of conflict
between relatives, although interactions between parents and young have
sufficient distinct features to justify their separate consideration. Parent-off-
spring conflict is also an interesting example of selection acting at different
levels: The main players are individuals, yet a consideration of purely indi-
vidual-level selection is apt to be misleading, and a gene-level view much
more informative.

I first describe the classical theory of parent-offspring conflict as devel-
oped by Trivers (1974). Despite many attempts to topple it, Trivers’s idea is
still fundamental to the modern subject. I then discuss the first generation of
studies spurred by Trivers, taking a loosely historical perspective and at-
tempting to explain why parent-offspring conflict was slower to be accepted
than many other areas of the new science of sociobiology, and why it ini-
tially generated rather few experimental studies. In the third section, I
contrast models of the battleground between parents and young with more
recent models that attempt to predict how the battle is resolved. Here I con-
centrate on what might be called the classic problem first defined by Trivers:
how are resources allocated to current offspring as opposed to being used to
enhance parental survival and hence future reproductive success? The prob-
lem is most easily phrased with birds in mind, though it also applies to
mammals and to other species with parental care. In the following section, I
discuss related issues such as brood reduction and the intermeshing of par-
ent-offspring and sibling conflict, issues that again largely apply to birds and
mammals. Finally, I mention briefly other problems to which the theory of
parent-offspring conflict has been applied, drawing parallels between this
subject and the other areas of genetic conflict discussed in this book.

Trivers (1974)

Ten years before Trivers’s paper, Hamilton (1964a,b) initiated a revolution in
our understanding of social evolution. Hamilton realized that a gene could
increase its representation in the future gene pool in two ways: first by en-
hancing the survival and reproduction of the individual in which it found
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itself, and second by enhancing the survival and reproduction of relatives
who may carry copies of the gene through inheritance from a common an-
cestor. However, whether it is worth switching resources from producing
your own descendant young to the nondescendant young of relatives, de-
pends on how distantly related they are. This distance can be measured by
the coefficient of relatedness, r (technically the probability that a gene pre-
sent in one individual is also present in the other, identically by descent).
Hamilton deduced that an act that “cost” an individual an amount of fitness c
(measured, e.g., in terms of a reduction in offspring), would be favored by
natural selection if the costs were less than the “benefit” to relatives, b,
multiplied by the coefficient of relatedness: In symbols: if c , rb. Ham-
ilton’s ideas went a long way toward explaining the bounded altruism found
within animal social groups (Kitchen and Packer, chap. 9) and were espe-
cially successful in explaining patterns in haplodiploid social insects (Keller
and Reeve, chap. 8).

Hamilton did briefly discuss the application of his ideas to parents and
offspring, but it was Trivers, ten years later, who fully explored the ramifica-
tions of the new thinking to parent-offspring interactions. We can follow
Trivers’s argument by considering an animal in which one parent looks after
the single offspring that is born each breeding season. There will be a trade-
off for the parent between continuing to invest resources in the current off-
spring, and in retaining those resources to increase survival until the next
breeding season or to invest in future offspring. Assume that the population
is stationary, neither growing nor decreasing in size. In these circumstances,
natural selection should act on the parent’s resource-allocation strategy to
maximize the total number of offspring produced over its lifetime. Resources
will only be allocated to the present offspring, if the benefits ( b) in terms of
its fitness are greater than the costs ( c) to future offspring measured in terms
of their fitness: b . c. To lapse into anthropomorphism, the female is mak-
ing an economic decision between investment in the present and in the fu-
ture, where she weights equally the value of offspring produced now and in
subsequent breeding seasons. The weighting is equal because the gene influ-
encing resource allocation in the parent will be present in any of her off-
spring with the same probability.

Now let us suppose that the offspring can in some way influence resource
allocation. Exactly how this may happen is discussed below. From the off-
spring’s point of view there is also a trade-off between causing resources to
be diverted to itself and in allowing the parent to retain those resources for
future young. The benefits ( b) to the offspring of obtaining those resources
are clear; the costs (c) are measured in terms of lost fitness to siblings,
which, although not descendant relatives, are significant because they carry
copies of the focal offspring’s genes. Following Hamilton, we devalue the
costs to relatives by the coefficient of relatedness between them, r. The gene
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influencing resource allocation is certainly present in the focal offspring, but
the probability that it is present in any particular future offspring is r. Thus,
the offspring will favor diversion of resources toward itself when b . rc, a
different criterion from that of the parent b . c. There will be a genetic
conflict of interest, which I call a battleground, in the region rc , b , c.

Trivers pointed out that parent-offspring conflict might arise at any time
during the period of parental care. As long as the amount of resources re-
ceived on any particular occasion influences both the fitness of the current
offspring and that of future offspring, then the battleground exists. Trivers,
however, thought that the greatest potential for parent-offspring conflict was
at about the time of independence. It is at this time, when young can vir-
tually fend for themselves, that the benefits of further parent resources are
most likely to hover in the battleground of 1 , b/c , r. Indeed, observation
of many mammals show that there does seem to be an increase in aggressive
interaction between parents and young at about this time, and Trivers re-
ferred to this as weaning conflict. Note, however, that weaning and the time
of offspring independence need to coincide. Bateson (1994) has pointed out
that various physiological constraints may lead to relatively little conflict
over the timing of the switch from milk to solid foods in mammals: true
weaning. Trivers’s arguments, however, still apply to the transition from par-
ental care to full independence. In a very elegant experimental study, Evans
et al. (1995) determined optimal incubation temperatures for parent and off-
spring herring gulls and found them very similar. This study reinforces
Bateson’s point that physiological constraints may markedly reduce the
scope of parent-offspring conflict. An unanswered question is whether such
conflict reduction is itself an evolved adaptation.

Thus, Trivers’s thesis was that the application of gene-centered and kin-
selection thinking to parent-offspring interactions leads to the identification
of a potential genetic battleground, of circumstances in which natural selec-
tion acts in different ways on genes expressed in the parent and in the off-
spring. But there is a big difference between showing that a battleground
exists̶potential genetic conflict̶and showing that the resolution of the
conflict influences the behavior of animals as observed in the wild̶actual
phenotypic conflict (for a discussion of these issues in a social insect con-
text, see also Ratnieks and Reeve 1992; Keller 1997; Keller and Reeve,
chap. 8). I return to this point in detail below but mention here that, although
Trivers did not construct a formal theory of the resolution of parent-offspring
conflicts, he suggested verbally how young might influence parental behav-
ior and how the conflict might be resolved. Trivers used the metaphor of
psychological manipulation to argue that young would misrepresent their
resource requirements by, for example, pretending to be hungrier or younger
than they actually were. Parents would evolve means of detecting such mis-
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representation, but there would be an arms race, with selection acting on
both sides to shift resource-allocation decisions toward their own optimum.

I finish this section with a series of notes, some essentially technical, on
the assumptions involved in Trivers’s argument. First, the concentration on a
single parent rearing a single offspring was made for convenience. The argu-
ments extend to both larger families and to situations in which both
parents care for the young. However, the picture is complicated because now
“straight” parent-offspring conflict intermeshes with conflict between parents
(see Lessells, chap. 5) and between siblings (see below).

The assumption that the population was stationary was also made for con-
venience. In a constant population, fitness normally equates with the total
number of offspring produced (or total number of grandchildren, when it is
important to account for different quality offspring). In a growing population
with overlapping generations, young produced earlier in life make a greater
contribution to the future gene pool because they can start reproducing them-
selves earlier. In consequence, we have to measure costs and benefits in a
more subtle way, which leads to considerably more complicated mathemati-
cal expressions, but with Trivers’s qualitative arguments remaining un-
changed (Godfray and Parker 1991; Lundberg and Smith 1994).

The Reaction

Trivers’s theory of parent-offspring conflict attracted immediate criticism
from Alexander (1974) who made two main points. The first was that even if
a battleground existed, it was irrelevant as the parent was in a position to
impose its optimum by force majeure. Alexander thus rejected Trivers’s idea
that the offspring could manipulate the parent into giving it more resources.
This argument did not contradict the theory of parent-offspring conflict but
rendered it irrelevant for people trying to understand the behavior of animals
in the wild. One can also view this argument as a simple and straightforward
theory of the resolution of parent-offspring conflict̶the parent always
wins—and I return to this point in the next section when discussing resolu-
tion mechanisms.

Alexander’s second point attacked the logical basis of parent-offspring
conflict itself. Parent-offspring conflict could not occur because any advan-
tages that accrued to the young in conflict with their parents were nullified
when the young grew up and became parents themselves—for the simple
reason that their offspring would inherit the very same genes for conflict.

This is a population genetic argument and five years later was shown to
be incorrect, at least as a general criticism, by the explicit genetic models
of Parker and Macnair (1978). Because the argument has great intuitive
appeal, it is often resurrected today and has, I believe, been in large part
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responsible for the comparatively slow acceptance of ideas about parent-
offspring conflict compared with other areas of kin-selection thinking. The
problem with Alexander’s argument is that it adopts an individual-centered
perspective when parent-offspring conflict is a situation where a gene-
centered view is essential, a point originally made (unsurprisingly) by Daw-
kins (1976). Consider a rare allele for a “conflictor” gene that allows the
offspring somehow to get more food (when rc , b , c), in a population
largely consisting of “nonconflictors” (that obtain food only when b . c).
The reason why this gene—expressed in the offspring—spreads, is that in
each generation it redirects resources from individuals not carrying that al-
lele to those that do. In each generation there will be an overrepresentation
of young carrying the conflictor allele among the progeny of parents carry-
ing both alleles.

As mentioned above, this argument was put on a firm quantitative footing
in a series of papers by Parker and Macnair (1978, 1979; Macnair and Parker
1978, 1979; Parker 1985). They focused on the problem of a bird chick or
chicks begging in the nest and made the assumption that the parent would
respond to increased solicitation by providing more resources for the off-
spring, at the expense of future siblings. Offspring paid a price for increased
begging: A reduction in fitness that might be due to increased energetic
expenditure, or an increased risk of attracting predators. The advantage of
obtaining more resources was higher fitness, although the benefits were ob-
tained with diminishing returns. Parker and Macnair analyzed this problem
using explicit population genetic models, which was important in answering
the genetic criticisms of Alexander. However, nearly all their results can be
obtained by using equivalent kin-selection arguments (Clutton-Brock and
Godfray 1991; Godfray and Parker 1992), which simplifies matters as one
can use the coefficient of relatedness to describe different breeding systems.
I describe the results of their analysis in these terms. First, Parker and Mac-
nair showed that the optimum resource allocation for the parent occurred at
the point where the marginal benefits to the current young equaled the mar-
ginal costs to the future young. Marginal benefits and costs reflect the fitness
changes that occur when a very small amount of resources is transferred
from future to current young. They represent the slope of the function relat-
ing benefits to resources evaluated at the optimum. Call these benefits and
costs B and C, the capital letter signifying that they are marginal benefits and
costs to be measured in the vicinity of the optimum. Parker and Macnair thus
showed that the parental optimum occurred when B 4 C. They then consid-
ered what would happen if the offspring controlled resources. The offspring
optimum was again set by a balance of marginal costs and benefits, but, as in
Trivers’s original argument, future offspring were relatively devalued. The
offspring optimum occurred when B 4 rC, and hence the battleground ex-
ists in the region 1 , B/C , r (fig. 6.1).
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FIG. 6.1. A geometrical interpretation of optimal resource allocations for parent and
young. Curve A represents the relationship between offspring fitness and parental re-
source allocation measured in arbitrary units. The marginal benefits of more resources
(B in the text) is simply the slope of this curve. I assume here that the costs to the
parent of providing more resources (in terms of lost future offspring) rise linearly, as
described by a line with the same slope as X. The marginal cost (C in text) is simply the
slope of this line. The parental optimum (P ) is given by the point at which the marginal
benefits and costs are equal, that is, when a line with slope C is tangent to the curve A.
The young devalues future offspring and so its inclusive fitness costs rise less steeply,
as described by a line with the same slope as Y (4 rC, I assume here full sibs, r 4 1/2).
The offspring ESS (O) is given by the point at which a line with slope rC is tangent to
the curve A.

Thus, Parker and Macnair (1978; Macnair and Parker 1978) essentially
confirmed Trivers’s arguments about the existence of a battleground of par-
ent-offspring conflict in the case of a parent feeding a single young. Their
measures of cost and benefit are slightly different from those of Trivers, but
this is because they are predicting ESS levels of resource allocation, rather
than only whether a gene resulting in a change of allocation will be favored.
In subsequent papers, they extended the analysis to the more complicated
case of larger families (Macnair and Parker 1979), to biparental care (Parker
1985), and, in a model discussed below, they moved from defining the bat-
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tleground to predicting the resolution of the conflict (Parker and Macnair
1979).Their work, along with a number of other roughly contemporaneous
genetic studies (Stamps et al. 1978; Metcalf et al. 1979), firmly established
the potential for parent-offspring conflict.

From Battleground to Resolution

Models and theorizing about parent-offspring conflict fall into two camps:
those that seek to define and identify circumstances when selection acting on
genes expressed in parents acts differently from that expressed in young, and
those that seek to predict how the potential conflict is resolved. This is the
difference between battleground and resolution that we have touched on al-
ready.

It is important to realize that battleground models do not themselves make
predictions about what we should expect to see in nature. A number of
authors have been critical of the logic that identifies apparent behavioral
conflict as observed between parents and young with the genetic conflict
demonstrated in battleground models (Mock and Forbes 1992; Bateson
1994). To some degree, this identification rests on the shared word “con-
flict.” What is needed by experimental and field workers are models that
predict how the genetic conflict demonstrated in battleground models is re-
solved. The presence of the battleground is a logical necessity given simple
assumptions of Mendelian genetics and Darwinian natural selection. Predict-
ing the resolution of the conflict is much more complex and typically re-
quires more assumptions to be made and more biology to be incorporated.

No Parental Care

Predicting the resolution of parent-offspring conflict is probably most simple
when parents do not remain with their young for a period of extended care.
Consider a hypothetical case of a gregarious insect, a moth or butterfly, that
lays its eggs in clumps on the host plant. Alternatively, we might think of a
gregarious parasitoid wasp that oviposits a batch of eggs into its host. In
both cases, we assume that the larvae develop on a fixed amount of re-
sources (in the herbivore case, we imagine the eggs laid on an isolated speci-
men of the food plant). The more resources an individual larva obtains, the
greater its size as an adult, and hence—if reproductive success is correlated
with size̶the greater its fitness. Such natural history assumptions apply to
many insect species. Consider now two aspects of the insect’s life history: its
clutch size and the speed with which it consumes resources. The optimum
clutch for the parent will be influenced by different factors, such as the
availability of other oviposition sites, and the relationship between the num-
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ber of eggs placed in the clutch and the fitness of the individual offspring.
There is a large literature exploring these issues (e.g., Godfray et al. 1991),
and using standard techniques, one can calculate the optimum clutch size
from the viewpoint of both the parent and the offspring. Unsurprisingly, the
offspring would “prefer” smaller clutch sizes than the parent.

Now consider the speed with which the offspring consume the limited
resources. Physiological studies have shown that a trade-off often exists be-
tween speed of consumption and assimilation efficiency. To maximize the
total fitness returns from the clutch, the larvae should feed relatively slowly
so that the limited resources are used in the most efficient manner. This is
what would maximize parental fitness. But selection acting on genes ex-
pressed in the larvae is likely to favor faster feeding if this allows certain
individuals to preempt resources and thus ultimately become larger than
their competitors. True, the severity of competition expected between sib-
lings is considerably less than would be expected in no-holds-barred compe-
tition between unrelated individuals, yet simple models easily show that the
evolutionarily stable level of feeding results in a reduction in total brood
fitness below that achievable in the absence of sibling conflict.

We have identified two battlegrounds: clutch size and consumption speed.
How are they resolved? Surely the parent will always win the clutch-size
conflict and the offspring the consumption-speed conflict. The young can
hardly influence parental behavior before they are born; whereas, by the time
the offspring hatch and begin to compete for resources, the parent is long
gone or even dead. The resolutions here appear to be both trivial and one-
sided: Either the parent or the young is the absolute winner. If such argu-
ments carried over to species with parental care, then Alexander’s first criti-
cism would be true: Parent-offspring conflict, even if it existed, would be
irrelevant to explaining the behavior of animals in the wild as one side (in
Alexander’s view, the parent) always wins.

We thus have a hypothetical but reasonable example of parent-offspring
conflict where the resolution is both one-sided and simple. Although this is
true if we consider either conflict in isolation, there is a twist if we ana-
lyze their joint evaluation (Godfray and Parker 1992; for a related model, see
Forbes 1993). If offspring consumption rate responds to local levels of sib-
ling competition, then a parent may be selected to lower its clutch size to
reduce sibling competition and hence to increase the efficiency with which
the brood uses the limiting resources.

Early Resolution Ideas

Return now to the much more difficult problem of the resolution of parent-
offspring conflict in birds and mammals with extended periods of parental
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care. Trivers’s ideas about resolution have already been mentioned. He en-
visaged parents monitoring the needs of their offspring while the offspring
systematically tried to deceive the parent by misrepresenting their resource
requirements. Trivers also pointed out the self-destructive tantrums shown
by many young mammals. Zahavi (1977a) suggested that these may involve
young “blackmailing” their parents. The offspring engage in activities that
reduce their own fitness (and hence the fitness of their parents), and the
parents provide more resources to stop the young from further harming
themselves.

Psychological manipulation and parental blackmail are highly charged
metaphors that have raised the hackles of some biologists. Ideally, we need
to formalize these ideas and analyze them within a quantitative framework.
This is far from straightforward and has not yet really been achieved within
an abstract model, let alone one quantified with a particular animal system in
mind. Nevertheless, the last 10 years have seen the development of a number
of approaches for studying resolution models, which I describe before re-
turning to the challenges that lie ahead. My approach is largely non-
mathematical, and interested readers should refer to the original papers for
full details of the very different models and modeling approaches or to my
attempt (Godfray 1995a) to interpret the different ideas within a single mod-
eling framework.

Blackmail and Begging

The first formal resolution model was in the fourth of the series of papers by
Parker and Macnair (1979) analyzing the population genetics of parent-off-
spring conflict. Recall from the earlier discussion of their work (reinterpreted
in a kin-selection framework) that they established that the parental optimum
occurred when B/C 4 1 and the offspring optimum occurred when B/C 4 r
(B and C are marginal costs and benefits with changing resource allocation).
The problem is to predict where in the region 1, B/C , r the ESS resolu-
tion will occur.

Parker and Macnair began by assuming that parents respond to increased
offspring solicitation through providing more resources, whereas offspring
respond to increased resource supply by decreasing the level at which they
beg. In the model, these two responses by the parent and the young are in a
sense hard-wired and are not themselves allowed to evolve. The particular
functions used by Parker and Macnair to model the parental response as-
sumed that a fixed change in solicitation led to a relative rather than an
absolute, change in resources, and that the fixed change would produce less
response when begging levels were already high. Similar assumptions were
incorporated into the offspring response. With these assumptions in place,
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the simultaneous parent and offspring ESS was found to occur at B/C 4
(1/2)(1`r). In other words, exactly midway between the parental and off-
spring optima.

The resolution occurs precisely halfway between parent and offspring op-
tima because of the symmetrical way in which the parent and offspring
responses were modeled, but for a broad class of possible functions, the opti-
mal resolution will be somewhere near the halfway point. This model can be
thought of as partially embodying the ideas in Zahavi’s verbal theory of
parent-offspring blackmail. The model assumes no variation in underlying
offspring need, but it also assumes that parents gain by providing extra re-
sources for their young in order to encourage them to desist from begging or
other activities that lower their fitness. The main problem with the model is
that a critical part, the responses of parents and young, must be assumed. If
these responses themselves were allowed to evolve, would one still get an
intermediate resolution ESS? This question has not yet been addressed and
would probably require a change in modeling framework to incorporate the
dynamic interplay between parents and young.

Yamamura and Higashi (1992) have developed a general approach to con-
flict resolution among kin that can be applied, at least in principle, to parent-
offspring interactions (Godfray 1995a). Both parents and young are assumed
to be able to influence resource share, but they pay a price for trying to
manipulate the outcome. Deviation from the ESS by either parent or off-
spring is assumed to lead to a conflict that entails costs for both parties. A
critical parameter is k, the relative costs that the parent and young experience
when attempting to determine resource level. When k , 1, the parent finds it
relatively cheap to manipulate offspring behavior, and the reverse is true
when k . 1. The ESS resource allocation is always intermediate between the
optima for the parent and young, though nearer (but not equal) to the paren-
tal optima when k , 1 and nearer (but not equal) to the offspring optima
when k . 1. This is a general model of the resolution of conflict between
relatives that has not yet been applied specifically to parent-offspring con-
flict. The assumptions it makes about the nature of the behavioral interaction
between parent and young need to be assessed within the framework of a
more mechanistic model of parent-offspring conflict.

A rather different approach to conflict resolution has been taken by Eshel
and Feldman (1991). Recall that the parental optimum is given by the condi-
tion B/C 4 1. The ratio of the marginal costs and benefits of changing
resource allocation should be unity. What determines the marginal benefits to
the current offspring is the extent to which its fitness increases as it receives
more resources. Conceivably, the offspring could change this relationship.
Take an extreme example. Consider a young bird whose fitness is 1 (in
arbitrary units) if it gets one insect an hour, 1.5 if it gets two insects an hour,
1.75 of a unit if it gets three insects an hour, and so on. The parental opti-
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mum might then be to provide resources of two insects. What would happen
if the young changed this relationship so that its fitness was zero if it re-
ceived only one or two insects an hour? The parent might then find it opti-
mal to supply three insects an hour, and offspring fitness would be increased.
More generally, the offspring changes the function relating fitness to re-
sources received such that at the new parental optimum, B8/C8 4 1, off-
spring fitness is higher than at the old parental optimum, B/C 4 1.

The extent to which Eshel and Feldman’s mechanism operates in nature
will be determined by how readily the young can manipulate the fitness-
resource function. This will be influenced by a variety of physiological and
ecological constraints. The playing field on which parent-offspring conflict is
contested may have already been influenced by cumulative changes in the
fitness-resource function over the evolutionary history of the species. Eshel
and Feldman (1991) concentrated on how the young might manipulate the
rules of the game, but the parent might be able to adopt the same strategy,
perhaps by changing the fitness consequences to future offspring of selfish-
ness by current young. These ideas need further investigation.

Signaling Resolution

The feature shared by all the resolution models discussed in the last section
is that they assume no variation in the young’s requirement for resources (or
at least variation in the young’s needs are not an essential part of the model).
Yet before Hamilton, most biologists would have interpreted the noisy
begging and bleating of young birds and mammals as an attempt to commu-
nicate need to their parents. After Hamilton and Trivers, such a cozy inter-
pretation was harder to sustain. How could communication of need be evolu-
tionarily stable? What was to stop an individual offspring from cheating and
misrepresenting its needs for its own benefit? Because of these problems,
Trivers and many of the people who first worked on parent-offspring conflict
emphasized resolution mechanisms that involved blackmail, psychological
manipulation and other skulduggery.

However, there are evolutionarily stable ways by which offspring can
communicate variation in need to their parents, and which provide a differ-
ent type of resolution from those discussed in the last section. The origin of
these ideas lies in the work of Zahavi (1977a), who argued that most if not
all biological signals in situations of potential conflict are costly, and that
these costs are essential for the evolutionary stability of the signaling system.
For many years, Zahavi’s ideas lay fallow, chiefly because they lacked a
convincing theoretical framework, but they enjoyed a major renaissance from
about 1990, thanks to a number of workers, especially Grafen (1990a,b),
who provided the missing theoretical backbone. Not all types of signals are
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costly, and there has been considerable confusion in the literature about how
to classify different types of signals. Recent reviews by Maynard Smith and
Harper (1995), Hurd (1995), and Reeve (1997) provide a clear path through
the maze of different ideas.

Before talking about signaling in the context of parent-offspring conflict, I
briefly describe ideas about signaling male quality in courtship, as this pro-
vides an important parallel. Consider the extreme ornamentation of many
male birds that has puzzled biologists since the days of Darwin and Wallace.
Could the long tail of a peacock or bird of paradise be an honest signal of
the quality of the male? If so, what mechanism prevents the signaling system
from breaking down and cheating arising? As hypothesized by Zahavi, the
signaling system can be stable if the production of the signal is costly, but if
the costs are greater for poor-quality males compared with high-quality
males. In the simplest model, an ESS exists at which males of different
quality signal with differing intensities. The female can assess the quality of
a potential mate simply by noting the level of the signal. The signaling
system is stable from the point of view of the transmitter because the mar-
ginal benefits of cheating and attracting more males are exactly counter-
balanced by the marginal costs of producing the greater signal. The evolu-
tionarily stable signaling level for males of different quality varies because
males in poorer condition experience higher costs. Grafen (1990b) and John-
stone and Grafen (1992, 1993) have shown that the signaling system is sta-
ble to receiver costs, and to errors in the assessment of the signal, whereas
Johnstone (1995a, 1996) has explored how signals using multiple cues may
evolve.

Can a similar idea explain why communication between parents and
young appears to be costly, and what would this tell us about the resolution
of conflict over resource allocation? Consider the following candidate evolu-
tionarily stable signaling system (fig. 6.2). Suppose (1) young that require no
food (or the minimum amount of food) do not signal but that signaling
(perhaps begging) increases monotonically with increasing need; (2) signal-
ing is costly, perhaps because it requires the expenditure of energy or risks
attracting predators—costs may or not be related to an individual’s needs;
(3) the benefits of obtaining food or other resources go up as need increases;
(4) the parent uses the signaling level of the offspring to assess its need and
then imposes its optimal resource allocation.

A quantitative model of this signaling system (Godfray 1991) can be
shown to be locally stable and hence an ESS (I return below to questions of
global stability and whether the local ESS can be reached). We can carry out
a “verbal stability analysis” that mimics the mathematics. We need to show
that the model is stable both from the point of the receiver, the parent, and
the transmitter, the offspring. From the parent’s point of view, the stability of
the system is easy to understand. The parent obtains accurate information
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FIG. 6.2. Begging level and offspring condition. At the signaling ESS, offspring in poor
condition (great need) signal at a high rate, whereas those in good condition (little need)
signal at a low rate. Offspring in any condition that deviate from the ESS suffer a fitness
penalty.

and is able to make an informed decision about resource allocation. Either to
ignore the signal or to allocate other than the parental optimal amount of
resources would obviously lead to a reduction in parental fitness. What about
the offspring? What is to prevent the young from “pretending” to be needier
than it actually is? Consider an individual in a particular state of need. The
candidate ESS states that the offspring should signal at a set level that the
parent can interpret to assess its food requirements. Let us suppose a mutant
arises that causes its bearer, when in that state of need, to signal at a level
slightly higher than that set by the ESS. Because it is begging at a level
higher than it “ought,” the parent interprets it as needier than it actually is
and allocates extra food. This is thus a benefit of “cheating.” There are,
however, two costs. First, the extra food it gets is at the expense of its
parent’s future offspring; the cheating offspring suffers a reduction in non-
descendant kin, the importance of which is scaled by the coefficient of re-
latedness. Second, the offspring suffers the direct cost of producing a higher
level of signal. For the ESS to be stable, the benefits gained by exaggerating
the signal must be exactly counterbalanced by the costs. Similarly, the reduc-
tion in costs resulting from producing a signal below that of the ESS must be
exactly balanced by the loss in fitness of obtaining fewer resources.

Does the offspring or parent “win”? In one way, the parent wins. The
resource allocation that occurs is at the parental optimum, though this is a
function of offspring need. But the parent wins at a price. For the signaling
system to be stable, the signal must be costly. And the costs of signaling
reduce offspring fitness and hence parental fitness. If this resolution model is
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correct, it reconciles Trivers’s identification of the presence of parent-off-
spring conflict with Alexander’s argument that the parent is in a position to
impose its will. Resource allocation is at the parental optimum as Alexander
predicted, but the fact that natural selection acts differently on genes ex-
pressed in parents and offspring—as Trivers recognized—requires a costly
signaling system. This model of signaling of need between parents and
young is closely related to Maynard Smith’s (1991b) “Sir Philip Sydney
game,” which explores signaling of need between nondescendant relatives.

If young produce a signal that is accurately interpreted by their parents, do
we have an honest signal of need with no room for cheating or misrepresen-
tation? As Johnstone and Grafen (1993) have discussed in the context of
signals of quality, there is still room for an element of deception. Suppose
that two young of identical need differed in that one could produce a signal
with lower cost that the other; further, assume the parent is unable to assess
which offspring finds signaling cheaper. At the ESS, the parent allocates
food according to the expected distribution of needs of offspring signaling at
that level. Those that find signaling relatively inexpensive obtain more food
than those who find it relatively expensive.

Is there any evidence that begging signals are expensive and that parents
respond to increased levels of solicitation by providing more food? Haskell
(1994) placed speakers in bluebird nests and played back the sounds of
young begging. Playback increased the risks of predation (by blue jays) on
nests near the ground, but not in nests in trees. In nests near the ground, the
risks of predation increased with higher frequencies of begging calls. Many
studies have found that increased begging results in greater resource alloca-
tion. Kilner (1997) has recently shown that canaries may signal need by
flushing the insides of their mouths a bright red color. She ingeniously ma-
nipulated mouth color using cochineal dye and was able to increase the food
received by the young.

As Rodriguez-Girones et al. (1996) and Bergstrom and Lachmann (1997)
have recently stressed, the presence of a signaling system may lower a par-
ent’s fitness below what would occur if the offspring did not signal and if the
parent doled out an average amount of food to each offspring. Might this
mean that the local ESS described above is unlikely to be reached in nature?
Before confronting this, I need to be more specific about the concept of
offspring need. For each offspring, there will be a function relating the
amount of food it gets on any particular day to its future lifetime fitness
(though this function may be very difficult to measure in the field). Exactly
what this function is will depend on two classes of factors. First, those that
can be assessed with essentially no ambiguity by the parent: for example, the
offspring’s age, size, and other manifest indications of its general well-being.
Second, there will be some factors that the parent cannot assess directly or
that might be capable of misrepresentation. These second, cryptic compo-
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nents of need are the ones communicated by the costly ESS signaling system
described above. One can imagine an initial state in which the young pro-
duced no special signal of need and the parent was selected to monitor its
young to assess its resource requirements. Once this monitoring had evolved,
the young (or rather genes expressed in the young) would come under selec-
tion to exploit parental assessment. In some circumstances, it is possible that
parental assessment would contract to a core of unfalsifiable indicators,
whereas in other circumstances, the trajectory of the signaling system would
lead to the local ESS that involves costly signaling.

However, recent research has revealed hitherto unrealized complexities in
signaling evolution. At the ESS I described above, offspring have a unique
signal determined purely by their cryptic need. Lachmann and Bergstrom
(1998) have elegantly shown that other “pooling” ESSs are possible under
which certain classes of offspring all give the same signal, though the mo-
notonic (increasing) relationship between the level of the signal and the off-
spring’s need is retained. At the moment, theory does not provide a clear
prediction as to which of these candidate ESSs will occur in nature. My
expectation is that the eventual prediction will be for a costly signaling sys-
tem, with begging intensity rising with need, but not necessarily smoothly:
In particular, sets of offspring in unusually good condition may all give the
same signal (technically, I expect the probability distribution of offspring
needs, which does not enter the solution of my [Godfray 1991] models, to
determine the precise ESS).

Looking ahead, to be of real use in generating hypotheses to test in the
field, we probably require a more sophisticated model of parent-offspring
interactions than the comparatively simple (at least biologically) models de-
scribed so far. In particular, most models implicitly assume that parental care
consists of a series of resource-allocation decisions that have independent
effects on future offspring fitness. This is clearly a gross oversimplification
as what you are fed today is likely to influence your food requirements
tomorrow. Moreover, it excludes a variety of more subtle parent-offspring
interactions, such as the possibility that a parent can learn about the behavior
of its young or resort to punishing them. Thus far, virtually no models have
attempted to study the dynamics of parent-offspring conflict (as opposed to
the dynamics of parental care; see, e.g., Clark and Ydenberg 1990). An im-
portant exception is Clutton-Brock and Parker’s (1995b) work on punish-
ment. Suppose an offspring engages in a “selfish” act of behavior that re-
duces its parent’s fitness. If this action only occurs once, then the parent
must make the best of a bad job and respond in a way that maximizes its
fitness. If the act can reoccur, however, the parent might respond by punish-
ing the young in a way that reduces the fitness of both the offspring and
the parent. The punishment works if the young is deterred from repeating the
selfish act, or in other words, if the young of the species have evolved
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the capability to respond to parental chastisement. One can envisage young
trying to counterpunish their parents, though as Alexander first pointed out,
the greater capacity of the parents to dominate their young physically is an
important consideration here.

Family Life

Although the last section was concerned almost exclusively with birds and
mammals that exhibit an extended period of parental care, it considered the
simple but rather unusual case of a single parent looking after a single
young. Relaxing this basic model of family life leads to a number of new
complications: conflict between the sexes and sibling conflict. I briefly dis-
cuss sibling conflict here.

Consider first sibling conflict in species without parental care. A hypothet-
ical example has already been mentioned: larval insects competing for lim-
ited resources where individuals can preempt resources by feeding faster, but
at the cost of a reduced assimilation efficiency. This is a specific example of
exploitation competition among siblings, something that has been modeled
on a number of occasions (e.g., Macnair and Parker 1979; Godfray and Par-
ker 1992; Roitberg and Mangel 1993; Sjerps and Haccou 1994). The models
predict competitive behavior that tends to reduce total brood fitness. The
exact extent of this reduction depends on the detailed assumptions, for exam-
ple whether the costs of an increase in competitive behavior are visited on
the individual or on the whole brood. As discussed earlier, the parent cannot
directly intervene in this type of sibling competition, though the nature of
sibling competition may indirectly influence parental behavior such as
choice of clutch size or oviposition site.

How is sibling competition modified by the presence of the parent? Con-
sider birds in the nest begging food from their parent. At one extreme, par-
ents may allow siblings to compete among themselves and feed the winner.
In some birds, chicks jostle each other to be in pole position when the parent
returns to the nest, and the parent appears to feed the first offspring it en-
counters (Rydén and Bengtsson 1980; McRae et al. 1993). In other bird
species, the parent causes the young to hatch asynchronously so that chicks
vary in size and older, larger individuals seem to dominate their younger
siblings (Magrath 1990). In groups such as the herons and egrets, a very
rigid pecking order exists (Mock 1987). In these species, it is likely that the
parent is completely or largely abrogating resource allocation decisions to
the young. Why might this evolve? Possibly it is advantageous for the parent
to feed only the strongest chick, or possibly the benefits of imposing its own
resource allocation fail to outweigh the costs in wasted time.

In the majority of cases, the parent probably takes an active role in re-
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source allocation among siblings. Most theoretical studies of this problem
have been battleground models, designed to predict how clutch or brood size
influences the potential extent of parent-offspring conflict (Macnair and Par-
ker 1979; Lazarus and Inglis 1986; Harper 1986; Godfray and Parker 1992;
reviewed by Mock and Parker 1997). The models assume that the parent has
a fixed response to offspring behavior and normally that all young are of
equal competitive ability. No clear consensus about the relationship between
clutch size and parent-offspring conflict emerges from a comparison of these
models, and it appears that the results are quite sensitive to the natural his-
tory incorporated in the theory. Moreover, it is difficult to test these models
against real data because there is no strong reason to suppose that the extent
of the battleground of parent-offspring conflict is always reflected in the
observed behavior of parent and young. Again, what is required to provide
testable hypotheses are models of the resolution of parent-offspring conflict.

Of the resolution models discussed in the last section, Parker and Mac-
nair’s (1979) model and the signaling model (Godfray 1995b) have been
extended to families greater than one. As before, the Parker and Macnair
model predicts that, at the joint parental and offspring ESS, the resource
allocation is intermediate between that optimal for the parent and the young.
The signaling model, on the other hand, predicts resource allocation at the
parental optimum but with offspring producing a costly signaling that lowers
both their fitness and that of their parents. A further prediction made by the
signaling model is that the level of the honest signal of need—for example,
begging rate—produced by the offspring should depend not only on its own
resource requirements but also on those of its brood mates. This suggests a
way of testing the hypothesis: Manipulate the food requirements of all but
one member of a brood by feeding them or depriving them of food and then
measure the begging level of the remaining offspring. The theory predicts
that, as long as some of the inclusive fitness costs of an individual getting
more food are experienced via siblings in the same brood (as opposed to all
costs being experienced as a reduction in future siblings), then feeding brood
mates should reduce levels of signaling by the focal individual, and the re-
verse should occur when brood mates are deprived of food. Three such ex-
periments have now been performed. Although the three are not exactly
comparable, work on American robins (Smith and Montgomerie 1991) and
yellow-headed blackbirds (Price et al. 1996) support the prediction, whereas
experiments with starlings Cotton et al. (1996) do not. It should be stressed,
however, that the theory is still exceedingly simplistic compared with the
behavioral complexities of real animals, and better theory, tailored to specific
systems, is required before hypotheses can be tested confidently in the field
and laboratory.

A common feature of many bird and mammal species is brood reduction,
the loss of one or more young through starvation or through infanticide or
siblicide. The two most important explanations for brood reduction are that it
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is an adaptation that allows the parent to adjust the number of young it rears
to the resources available each breeding season (Lack 1947, 1954), and that
the parent produces extra eggs as insurance against some being infertile,
which may or may not involve culling the excess when all hatch (Anderson
1990a,b; Forbes 1990). To what extent will selection acting on genes ex-
pressed in the parent, the surviving young, and victim differ in when they
allow brood reduction to occur? O’Connor (1978) used simple kin-selection
arguments to suggest that, as resources become scarcer, brood reduction is
first favored by selection acting on genes expressed in the surviving young,
second on genes expressed in the parent, and finally on genes expressed in
the victim itself (i.e., selection for suicide). But kin-selection theory should
be applied only in the case of weak, additive selection pressure (Grafen
1984), something that clearly does not apply to brood reduction (an individ-
ual cannot be killed twice). Explicitly genetic models do support O’Connor’s
conjecture, but with one proviso: The victim must be chosen independently
of genotype, perhaps a runt (Godfray and Harper 1990).

O’Connor’s work and more recent models (Mock and Parker 1986; Parker
and Mock 1987; Dickens and Clark 1987) show that a conflict can exist over
when brood reduction can occur, but its extent in nature and how it is re-
solved is still not clear. Where rearing extra young is impossible or very
expensive, and supernumerary eggs are laid purely as an insurance against
infertility, then the rapid dispatch of extra young may be strongly selected
for in all parties. In species where this is thought to occur—for example,
many raptors (Anderson 1990b)—there is usually a strong size hierarchy
among siblings, and this has possibly evolved to facilitate efficient brood
reduction (Hahn 1981; though there are many alternative hypotheses, see
Magrath 1990). Where brood reduction has evolved to allow the parent to
exploit a variable environment, there would seem to be greater scope for
parent-offspring conflict. However, parents may respond to the loss of one
their offspring not by the redistribution of food among the survivors but by
decreasing effort to the current brood or even by desertion. Such behaviors
would markedly decrease the benefits of brood reduction. Forbes (1993) has
modeled such a scenario, based loosely on the behavior of many ardeids
(herons, egrets, and allies). Parents are selected to put less effort into nests
following brood reduction, and, as a result, the battleground—the conditions
under which disagreement occurs over brood reduction—shrinks considera-
bly.

Other Scenarios of Parent-Offspring Conflict

I have concentrated very heavily on parent-offspring conflict over resource
share in birds and mammals with parental care. As described above, this is
the classic problem that has received the most attention, both from theoreti-
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FIG. 6.3. Evolutionary hysteresis caused by parent-offspring conflict. Solitary parasitoid
wasps generally have fighting mandibles, and only a single individual develops in each
host. Gregarious larvae do not fight, and two to many develop on a host. The top bar
shows what happens if host size increases over evolutionary time so that the parent is
selected to produce a larger clutch size (see bottom scale). Selection acting only on the
larvae causes larvae to lose the fighting mandibles when the parental optimum clutch
size is quite large. The exact point of transition depends on the detailed assumptions of
the model, but it is frequently between 10 and 20. If clutch size moves in the opposite
direction, however, then the larval fighting behavior only spreads when the parental
optimum drops to 2 to 4. There is thus a hysteresis, and the predicted state of the
system depends on its evolutionary history. The hysteresis is largely the result of rare
alleles for nonfighting behavior being at low fitness in a population composed largely of
fighters.

cians and experimentalists. I finish by highlighting a few other areas in which
selection acts in different ways on genes expressed in parents and young, and
in which the theory of parent-offspring conflict has usefully been applied.

Outside vertebrates, parent-offspring conflict theory has been most exten-
sively applied in the social Hymenoptera. Colonies normally consist of re-
productive females (queens) and their nonreproductive daughters (workers),
and there are ample opportunities for genetic conflict between the two.
Trivers and Hare (1976) first pointed out that, because of the haplodiploid
genetic system of Hymenoptera, queens favor an equal sex-allocation ratio,
whereas workers favor reproductive females and males in the ratio 3:1. This
and other issues are discussed by Keller and Reeve (chap. 8).

The social Hymenoptera derive from parasitoid Hymenoptera, which lay
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their eggs on or in the bodies of other insects that act as hosts for their
developing larvae (Godfray 1994). Parasitoid wasps can be categorized as
solitary or gregarious depending on whether one or more than one larva
develops on the same host. Solitary larvae normally have large mandibles
that they use to attack conspecific and other parasitoids laid on the same
host; gregarious larvae lack these fighting mandibles. The number of eggs a
female wasp lays on a host can be viewed as a problem of clutch size and
analyzed using the standard optimality approach developed for clutch size in
birds. Consider a wasp laying a solitary egg on a small host. Suppose that
over evolutionary time, hosts increase in size (either because of selection
acting on the host or because the parasitoid changes its host range). We
would expect the parasitoid to increase its clutch size (though an increase in
body size might be an alternative response). However, the parent could only
realize a larger clutch size if selection acted simultaneously on genes ex-
pressed in the larvae to stop them from fighting and killing other individuals
in the host. Models of this process suggest a wide battleground of parent-
offspring conflict and also a hysteresis in the resolution; that is, the position
of the transition between the solitary and gregarious states depends on
whether the species is originally solitary or gregarious (Godfray 1987). The
precise outcome depends on the detailed assumptions of the model, but a
typical result is shown in figure 6.3. Hosts of a particular size may contain
a solitary or a gregarious brood, depending on the evolutionary history of the
species. Le Masurier (1987) surveyed the relationship between clutch size
and host size for a genus of braconid wasp then called Apanteles but now
split into many smaller genera. He indeed found that hosts of equivalent size
could harbor solitary wasps or wasps with clutches of about 2–10. A
reexamination of this data within a phylogenetic framework would be very
interesting.

In angiosperm plants, the seed is nourished by endosperm tissue, which is
genetically distinct from the parent plant and normally different from the
seed itself. The endosperm contains genetic material from the parent plant
and the pollen and may be diploid, though it is more usually triploid (and
sometimes of even higher ploidy levels). If triploid, one chromosome set
derives from the father and two from the mother, and the latter may or may
not be genetically distinct. It is possible that genes expressed in the seed, the
endosperm, and the parent plant all influence the resources invested in the
seed and that natural selection will act in different ways on genes in these
separate tissues. This has been confirmed by a variety of what are largely
battleground rather than resolution models (e.g., Law and Cannings 1984;
Queller 1984, 1989, 1994; Bulmer 1986; Uma Shaanker et al. 1988; Haig
1992a).

The resolution of parent-offspring conflict in plants over resource alloca-
tion to seeds is likely to involve competing biochemical signals, which may
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be easier to investigate than the complex behavioral interactions in families
of birds and mammals. But the situation with plants may have a parallel in
interactions between vertebrate parents and their eggs or embryos before
birth. This is especially true of mammals that spend a long time in the
womb. The importance of genetic conflicts in vertebrates before birth has
been championed by Haig, who is also responsible for the recognition of a
further area of potential genetic conflict: Selection may act differently on
paternally and maternally derived genes (Haig and Westoby 1989; Haig
1992b, 1993b, 1996; Haig and Graham 1995). Maternally derived genes in
the offspring have a genetic interest in the future well-being of the parent in
contrast to paternally derived genes, which are effectively unrelated to the
mother. The two types of genes are distinguishable because of genetic im-
printing: differential methylation of genes in male and female gametes that
influences whether they are expressed. Battleground models suggest that pa-
ternally derived genes would “prefer” greater resource investment in off-
spring than maternally derived genes. A fascinating insight into how this
conflict has been resolved is revealed in mice whose eggs have been manip-
ulated to carry either two paternally derived or maternally derived chromo-
some sets. In the first case, the placenta is abnormally large, and in the
second case, abnormally small. A normal placenta requires a balanced
chromosome set consisting of chromosomes from both parents. The molecu-
lar and physiological resolution of the genetic conflicts between genes ex-
pressed in the parent and on the two chromosome sets in the young is likely
to be one of the most exciting areas in the study of parent-offspring conflict
in the coming decade.
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7 Intragenomic Conflict

Andrew Pomiankowski

Organisms are designed by natural selection to transmit their genes to future
generations. Most genes within an organism act in a cooperative manner
because the common good benefits individual genes. Conflict arises at repro-
duction, however, because not all offspring inherit the same set of genes, and
not all genes are transmitted in the same way. There is always room for
some genes to exploit the common good even if this is detrimental to the rest
of the genome.

Conflict within an organism, or intragenomic conflict, has two main causes.
The first is that organisms are composed of multiple genetic entities: sex
chromosomes, autosomes, organelles, transposable elements, plasmids, and a
variety of intracellular symbiotic genes. These genes do not share the same
interests because they have different modes of inheritance. For instance, or-
ganelle genes are normally passed on only by one sex and thus benefit from
distorting the sex ratio toward that sex (Eberhard 1980). The second cause of
conflict is sexual reproduction. Sexual mixing is preceded by meiosis, with
half the nuclear genes segregating in each gamete. If meiosis is fair, each
allele or chromosome segment is inherited by half the gametes. There is,
however, strong selection for genes to subvert meiosis and gain a transmis-
sion advantage (Hamilton 1967).

Genes that cause intragenomic conflict have come to be called selfish ge-
netic elements (or selfish DNA, ultraselfish genes, genetic parasites, etc.).
Such elements enhance their own transmission to future generations while
being either neutral or harmful to the fitness (survival or fertility) of the
individuals that carry them. Harm can arise as a side effect of transmission
distortion. For example, transposable elements increase their own fitness by
inserting extra copies elsewhere in the genome. But as a side effect, inser-
tions often cause mutations, and recombination between transposable ele-
ments in different locations produces unbalanced chromosomes (Charles-
worth et al. 1994). Harm can also arise because selfish genetic elements
actively destroy or disable competitors. For example, meiotic-drive genes
cause the failure of gametes carrying the wild-type allele (Lyttle 1991), and a
number of intracellular symbionts and organelles gain by killing male off-
spring or diverting resources to the female reproductive structures (Hanson
1992; Hurst and Majerus 1993).

These deleterious effects favor countermeasures. Most genomes contain
suppressors that limit the activity of selfish genetic elements. Suppression
can be so strong that it obscures evidence of intragenomic conflict. For ex-
ample, suppressors of sex-linked meiotic drive are so prevalent in some pop-
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ulations of Drosophila simulans that drive was not even suspected to exist
until interpopulation crosses were made (Mercot et al. 1995; Atlan et al.
1997). Selection on the selfish genetic element itself can also favor reduced
harm when the reproductive interests of host and element overlap. For exam-
ple, transposable elements within bacterial lineages have a number of mech-
anisms designed to inhibit transposition (Kleckner 1990). This makes sense
for the transposable elements because most of the time their transmission to
future generations is tied into their bacterial hosts’ asexual reproduction.

Understanding the evolution of selfish genetic elements and their impor-
tance in causing intragenomic conflict does not require any novel concepts.
The same logic used to understand social interactions between separate or-
ganisms applies to the evolution of cooperation and conflict between genes
within an organism. In this chapter, these ideas are used to interpret a natu-
ral history of selfish genetic elements: transposable elements, cytoplasmic
genes, meiotic drive, and post-segregational killers. The categories are not
hard and fast or fully inclusive, but they serve as groupings of the major
types of selfish genetic elements. The objective is to introduce the reader to
the variety of forces giving rise to intragenomic conflicts and the way in
which selfish genetic elements evolve.

Transposable Elements

Transposable elements (TEs) are a class of selfish genetic elements that oc-
cur in multiple copies, dispersed throughout the genome. They are common
in eukaryotes and are found in some prokaryotes. At least 35% of the mam-
malian genome is composed of TE sequences (Yoder et al. 1997). There are
two main classes of TEs, which differ in their mode of replicative transposi-
tion (fig. 7.1). Retroelements use reverse transcriptase to convert RNA tran-
scripts back into DNA, which are then incorporated into a new chromosomal
location (e.g., Drosophila gypsy, yeast Ty, and mammalian LINEs). The sec-
ond class of elements transpose without RNA intermediates. Element DNA
is excised from a replicating chromatid and then inserted at a new site (e.g.,
Drosophila P, E. coli IS10, and mariner, which is found in many species).
Transposition of DNA elements is usually replicative because the double-
strand damage caused by excision is repaired using the sister chromatid,
which still carries a copy of the original element (Kleckner 1990; Gloor et
al. 1991).

TEs exploit sexual reproduction to increase their transmission to future
generations. Normal meiotic segregation means that chromosomal genes are
passed, on average, to only half the gametes and resulting offspring. Mobile
elements overcome this segregational loss by replicating within the genome.
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An element that has copies on several chromosomes increases the number of
progeny it can infect. Thus, even if transposition is costly to the host, it can
still be favored because TEs potentially double their fitness by having multi-
ple copies scattered through the genome (Doolittle and Sapienza 1980; Orgel
and Crick 1980).

The exploitation of sexual reproduction also underlies prokaryotic trans-
posable elements. In bacteria, the predominant mode of reproduction is asex-
ual. However, DNA is transferred between lineages through infective agents
like plasmids and viruses. TEs hitch a ride by transposing into plasmids and
viruses. They also gain by moving back into the bacterial DNA, as this
ensures transmission through clonal reproduction (note that plasmids and
viruses are regularly lost during cell division; Kleckner 1990; Summers
1996). TEs also exploit another sexual route, bacterial transformation, in
which chromosomal fragments are released, picked up by other cells, and
then incorporated into the recipient by homologous recombination (Levin
1988). Having dispersed copies throughout the bacterial genome increases
the probability that the transforming DNA contains transposable elements.

TEs Are Deleterious to Their Hosts

Transposable elements are rightly thought of as selfish genetic elements be-
cause transposition is often harmful to the host (Charlesworth et al. 1994).
This probably explains why TEs often occur at low frequencies at specific
sites (Montgomery and Langley 1983; Charlesworth et al. 1992). Element
insertions are known to be a major cause of spontaneous mutation in natural
populations. In Drosophila, more than half of all spontaneous mutations are
due to TE insertions (Yoder et al. 1997). Most insertions into coding se-
quences or nearby control regions disrupt normal gene activity and cause a
decrease in host fitness. In addition, ectopic recombination between non-
homologous copies causes the production of deleterious inversions, dele-
tions, and duplications (see below).

Several properties of TEs have probably evolved to reduce the virulent
effects of transposition. TEs do not usually transpose in somatic cells, as this
harms host fitness without enhancing transmission to future generations. Sec-
ond, some mobile elements are able to self-splice from primary RNA tran-
scripts and are thus known as group I introns (Cech 1990). This greatly
reduces the likely magnitude of their mutagenic effects. Finally, there is
some evidence that TEs preferentially insert in regions that do not disrupt
host gene activity. For instance, yeast Ty1 shows a nonrandom genomic dis-
tribution with most insertions into promoter rather than coding regions
(Eibel and Philippsen 1984; Natsoulis et al. 1989). Likewise, yeast Ty3 is
commonly inserted immediately upstream of tRNA genes (Kinsey and Sand-
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meyer 1991). It is thought that these patterns reflect insertion bias, but they
could also partly be explained by retention bias of TE insertions where they
cause little or no reduction in fitness.

These modifications only hide a few sources of intragenomic conflict
caused by transposable elements. In sexual eukaryotes, elements that reduce
their transposition rate will lose out to other, more active, elements. Clearly
there must be forces acting to restrict the number of elements and their rate
of transposition; otherwise, the host genome would have disintegrated under
the accumulation of an ever expanding number of elements. I will delineate
three views of the evolutionary outcome of this conflict. These differ in
where counterselection is supposed to act: (1) against individuals with more
elements; (2) for self-repression by TEs; or (3) for host repression of trans-
position.

If element number is controlled by selection against individuals with more
elements, some force must increase exponentially with TE copy number. The
view that has received the most attention is that negative selection is gener-
ated by ectopic recombination (Langley et al. 1988). Because elements occur
at low frequencies at each insertion site (Montgomery and Langley 1983;
Charlesworth et al. 1992), they generally lack a pairing partner at meiosis.
This means that the unpaired DNA can undergo ectopic recombination with
a homologous element at a different chromosomal site. If this occurs, it can
cause the production of deleterious chromosomal rearrangements (inver-
sions, deletions, and duplications). The frequency of ectopic recombination
and thus the decrease in individual fitness are expected to increase sharply
with copy number.

Evidence for this hypothesis is mixed. A number of indirect tests have
been made. Ectopic recombination is expected to be more frequent in hetero-
zygotes than in homozygotes, because heterozygotes lack a pairing partner.
This was shown experimentally for roo elements in Drosophila (Montgom-
ery et al. 1991), but heterozygosity had no effect on the rate of ectopic
recombination in yeast (Petes and Hill 1988). A similar prediction is that
inbred species can tolerate higher numbers of TEs, because homozygosity
retards the rate of ectopic recombination. Recent data for Lycopersicon plant
species support this hypothesis (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1995). In-
bred red-fruiting species have higher Lyt1 copy number (3 species, 41–46
elements per genome) than outbred green-fruiting species (5 species, 2–8
elements per genome). This is, however, a weak comparison of two taxa (red
vs. green fruiting) that are distinguished by many factors other than inbreed-
ing.

The ectopic recombination hypothesis also predicts that TEs should be
common in genomic regions with reduced recombination. Consistent with
this, Drosophila TEs are abundant in b-heterochromatin (Miklos et al. 1988)
and show a high rate of accumulation on the nonrecombining neo-Y chro-
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mosome of D. miranda (Steinemann and Steinemann 1992; Hochstenbach et
al. 1994). Drosophila TEs are also more common among rare inversions
(Sniegowski and Charlesworth 1994). In the most detailed study of individ-
ual Drosophila elements (P, hobo, I, copia, mdg1, mdg3, 412, 297 and roo),
however, none of the individual elements showed a negative relationship
between element number per chromosome division and recombination rate,
and there was no overall relationship between element number and recom-
bination rate (Hoogland and Biémont 1996; Hoogland et al. 1997).

These equivocal results suggest that selection against ectopic recombina-
tion is not the only force limiting copy number. The alternative insertional
mutagenesis hypothesis proposes that there is strong selection arising from
mutations caused by TE insertions. As the rate of mutation increases with
copy number, there will be a limit to the number of TEs that can be tolerated
at the individual level.

Again, tests of this hypothesis are indirect. It predicts that TEs will accu-
mulate where insertions are less likely to have detrimental effects on host
fitness. Most of the patterns reported above fit this hypothesis. For example,
b-heterochromatin and Y chromosomes are genetically inert regions, so that
insertions in these regions are unlikely to be deleterious. Likewise, rare in-
versions are rarely homozygous, making insertions with recessive effects
effectively neutral.

The insertional mutagenesis hypothesis makes one prediction that distin-
guishes it from the ectopic recombination hypothesis: There should be fewer
TEs on the X chromosome (compared to the autosomes) because X-linked
mutants are fully expressed in hemizygous males and are thus under stronger
selection. The prediction is based on the reasonable assumption that most
mutants are recessive and are considerably more deleterious in a hemizygous
(or homozygous) state. A pattern of fewer TEs on the X in Drosophila is not
predicted by the ectopic recombination hypothesis because X and autosomal
genes have similar rates of recombination. Although several early studies
failed to show any X deficiency, a recent, more extensive survey across
several populations of D. melanogaster and D. simulans established that sev-
eral TEs have relatively few copies on the X chromosome (Vieira and Bié-
mont 1996). It is still unclear, however, whether the cost of deleterious muta-
tion at the individual level is sufficient to halt increases in TE copy number.

Control of TE Number

As in other parasites, there is a trade-off between TE transmission to off-
spring (increased copy number) and virulence (deleterious effects on the
host) (Anderson and May 1982; Ewald 1983; May and Anderson 1983). TEs
need to replicate themselves to raise the chances that they are transmitted to
future generations, but at the same time, they want to limit their numbers to
avoid harm to their current host or future offspring.
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Another trade-off faced by the TEs is competition between different ele-
ment genotypes within a host (Bremmerman and Pickering 1983). Elements
with high transposition rates do better within a host, but again this advantage
needs to be balanced against the harm done to the host. The expected degree
of competition (and hence virulence) will be inversely proportion to average
genetic relatedness of the elements within an individual (Frank 1996). For
transposable elements, relatedness will be determined by the degree of mix-
ing caused by meiosis and sexual reproduction, the mutability inherent in TE
replication, and any horizontal transmission between hosts.

Sometimes the balance of these trade-offs can favor very low rates of trans-
position. This is particularly obvious for bacterial TEs in which the predomi-
nant mode of host reproduction is asexual and transfer between lineages (via
plasmids, viruses, or transforming DNA) is rare. This means that relatedness
between elements within a lineage is high, and there is less benefit to within-
host competition. This situation favors elements with low rates of transposition
that can persist within lineages without causing much damage to host fitness.

Evidence of self-regulation can be seen in a number of bacterial TEs. For
example, both the promoter and transposase binding sites of the Escherichia
coli element IS10 have specific GATC sequences that attract adenine meth-
ylation, which blocks their activity (Kleckner 1990). Transposition only oc-
curs from the hemimethylated fork of a replicating chromosome. Removing
methylation increases transposition a hundredfold. In addition, IS10 pro-
duces an antisense RNA inhibitor that binds transposase (Kleckner 1990).
Inhibition multiplies exponentially with copy number. These two mecha-
nisms ensure rates as low as one transposition event every 1,000-cell genera-
tions and a low limit to the number of elements per genome. These limit the
deleterious effect of IS10 on host fitness.

A similar system underlies P-element repression in Drosophila. P ele-
ments code for two proteins, a transposase and a transcription inhibitor, the
latter produced by alternative splicing of transposase transcripts (Lemaitre et
al. 1993). As inhibition is maternally inherited, extensive transposition oc-
curs when P-carrying males are crossed to females without P elements (so-
called dysgenic crosses; Engels 1989). This conditional transposition makes
sense because P elements multiply on naive backgrounds, where the benefits
of transposition are high, but remain inactive at high copy number, where the
costs of transposition are high.

Another form of repression of P elements occurs through the invasion of
nonautonomous elements (Engels 1989). These do not produce transposase
but are still able to transpose. They arise as partial deletions of complete
elements and use transposase produced by other fully competent elements.
Nonautonomous elements are the most common elements in many Drosophila
populations. Brookfield (1991) has argued that selection on individuals fa-
vors those with nonautonomous elements because they lower the overall
transposition rate and thereby reduce the rate of deleterious mutation.
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An additional possibility is that nonautonomous elements are favored
within individuals. It is not obvious how this might apply to P elements, but
the situation appears to apply to retroelements (Nee and Maynard Smith
1990). In this case, complete TEs produce transcripts that are either used as
mRNA to produce transposase or act as RNA templates for transposition. In
contrast, nonautonomous TEs, which lack coding sequences, only produce
RNA templates for transposition. These nonautonomous templates will out-
number complete templates and hence will be more likely to be transposed.
In the long term, this can result in dominance by nonautonomous elements
with a reduction in overall transposition rates. Once mutants occur in the
remaining complete elements, transposition rates will fall to zero.

Finally, there is some evidence of host control of TE transposition. The
best example is flamenco, a gene that controls gypsy transposition in D.
melanogaster. Usually D. melanogaster strains contain fewer than five ele-
ments, plus some inactive elements in the pericentromeric heterochromatin
(Prud’homme et al. 1995). However, some strains contain high copy num-
bers (.20) and evidence of raised mutability because of high rates of trans-
position. This is due to the flamenco mutation. Progeny of mothers homo-
zygous for the flamenco mutation have highly elevated rates of transposition
of gypsy. It appears that flamenco is a supressor of gypsy.

Unlike this specific control, methylation of cytosine residues has been
suggested as a general defense against repetitive genomic parasites like TEs
(Bestor and Tycko 1996). This has been most clearly established in Neuro-
spora fungi where RIP (repeat induced point mutation) acts as a general
defense against TEs (Selker 1990). The RIP system works by detecting and
methylating duplicated sequences, leading to their transcriptional silencing.
In the longer term, the high mutability of methylated cytosine residues
(C ——. T transitions) leads to permanent, mutational inactivation of genes
encoded by duplicated sequences. The effectiveness of RIP probably ex-
plains why TEs are rare among filamentous fungi.

Similar systems for silencing repetitive sequences operate in flowering
plants (RIGS, repeat-induced silencing) and other fungi (MIP, methylation
induced pre-meiotically) (Yoder et al. 1997). Methylation probably serves
the same role in mammals, where most cytosine methylation is associated
with transposable element sequences. Even though about one-third of the
mammalian genome is composed of TE sequences, only a small number of
transposition events occur per generation.

TEs Beneficial to Hosts

The evolution of TE copy number and transposition rate are short-term out-
comes of intragenomic conflict between elements and the hosts in which
they reside. In the longer term, phylogenies show that TEs are frequently
lost and also undergo extensive horizontal transfer (Engels 1992; Robertson
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1993). This implies that TEs regularly invade new lineages but eventually
lose out. It is not obvious what forces are important in causing TE loss from
lineages.

As with other parasites, it is possible that TEs evolve toward a more
symbiotic relationship with their hosts. There are many claims that specific
TE insertions have been selected because of their contribution to the control
of gene expression or because they have facilitated gene duplication (Britten
1996). Circumstantial evidence in support of this hypothesis comes from the
distribution of some TE insertions. For instance, the androgen sensitivity of
the C4 mouse protein is due to the insertion of a retroelement (Stavenhagen
and Robbins 1988); control of human amylase protein expression in the par-
otid gland is due to another retroelement (Ting et al. 1992); and database
searches for the plant retrotransposon Hopscotch have uncovered a large
number (21) of ancient, degenerate insertions in close proximity to coding
sequences (White et al. 1994).

Insertions favored by selection ought to go to fixation, to have mutated so
they no longer transpose, and to have undergone subsequent modifications to
fulfill their new control role (though this may make it harder to identify
them). In addition to a role in controlling gene expression, it appears that the
ability to transpose has been taken over for other cellular functions. Possible
examples are the V(D)J recombination system of the vertebrate immune sys-
tem (van Gent et al. 1996), mating-type switching in fungi, and the mainte-
nance of telomeres in eukaryotic chromosomes (Zeyl and Bell 1996). It
seems likely, however, that the utility of TE insertions is merely a rare side
effect rather than the reason for their existence. Most insertions are probably
disadvantageous, end up losing their ability to transpose, and then slowly
dissolve into “junk” DNA.

Cytoplasmic Genes

Typically genes in the eukaryotic nucleus undergo sexual mixing followed
by equal transmission through both sexes. In contrast, cytoplasmic genes are
generally not mixed by sexual reproduction and are predominantly or exclu-
sively transmitted through one sex. In animals and angiosperms, the female
is usually the transmitting sex, whereas in gymnosperms, both sexes ful-
fill this role. This is true both for genes in organelles (mitochondria and
chloroplasts) and genes in other intracellular symbionts (e.g., bacteria and
protists).

The different modes of nuclear and cytoplasmic inheritance mean that
natural selection acts differently on the two types of DNA (Eberhard 1980;
Cosmides and Tooby 1981). Selection on nuclear genes favors transmission
through both sexes, whereas selection on cytoplasmic genes only favors
transmission through females (or males, if they are the single transmitting
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sex). This results in intragenomic conflict, which once again has sexual re-
production at its root. If reproduction in eukaryotes was exclusively asexual,
both nucleus and cytoplasm would share the same interest over inheritance.

In this section, a number of nuclear-cytoplasmic conflicts will be dis-
cussed: cytoplasmic incompatibility, male killers, feminization, and par-
thenogenesis. The phenomena are diverse, as are the agents that cause them
(e.g., organelles, bacteria, protozoa). All involve manipulations of the host
reproductive system that are deleterious to the host but promote transmission
of cytoplasmic genes. Often these distortions are self-limiting, but some-
times they lead to the evolution of host counter adaptations.

Cytoplasmic Incompatibility

Cytoplasmic incompatibility (CI) is a developmental defect that involves the
mortality of zygotes that are not infected with a maternally transmitted bac-
terial symbiont (Rousset and Raymond 1991; fig. 7.2). No or fewer viable
offspring are produced by crosses between infected males and uninfected
females. Yet reciprocal crosses, between uninfected males and infected fe-
males, and crosses in which both sexes are infected or uninfected, pro-
duce normal broods. In haplodiploid organisms such as the wasp Nasonia, a
slightly different phenotype is produced. Eggs of uninfected females that are
fertilized by infected sperm do not die. Instead, there is early paternal ge-
nome loss in incompatible crosses and development of male-only (haploid)
broods (Breeuwer and Werren 1990).

In all cases studied so far, CI is caused by Wolbachia bacteria (Werren
1997). These bacteria can be visualized microscopically in the ovaries and
testes of infected individuals. Individuals can be cured by antibiotic or heat
treatments that wipe out Wolbachia infections. The mechanism by which
Wolbachia causes CI is not known, but embryonic mortality (and paternal
genome loss in haplodiploids) is known to involve early defects in the fertil-
ized egg that cause failure of the first mitotic division (Werren 1997). Cur-
rent models envisage a two-component system, with one bacterial gene mod-
ifying sperm (mod`) and the other rescuing eggs (res`). If eggs lack the
rescue gene product (res1), then normal mitotic division is disrupted when
they are fertilized by modified sperm (mod `). However, if sperm lack the
bacterial gene product (mod1), normal development follows whether or not
eggs carry the rescue gene product. A possible mechanism is that modified
sperm carry a toxin that can only be deactivated and rescued by antitoxin in
the egg.

The paradox about Wolbachia is how it gains though killing offspring of
uninfected females. The explanation appears to be a form of kin-selected
altruism (Hurst 1991a; Rousset and Raymond 1991). Bacteria like Wolba-
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FIG. 7.2. Cytoplasmic incompatibility shown for crosses with males infected with
Wolbachia bacteria. Crosses with uninfected males produce normal broods irrespective
of the female infection status.

chia are vertically transmitted through the maternal lineage. As far as
the bacteria are concerned, males are an evolutionary dead end. Therefore,
Wolbachia do not lose by killing the offspring of crosses between infected
males and uninfected females, as they are not transmitted by the infected
male. In fact, killing is advantageous if it reduces local competition with
other offspring sired by infected females. These carry clonal relatives of the
Wolbachia present in infected males.

This kin-selection argument concerns a selfish act (killing offspring of
uninfected females) that does not benefit the actor ( Wolbachia in an infected
male) but benefits relatives of the actor ( Wolbachia in nearby offspring of
infected females). At its simplest, this argument merely requires that the
coefficient of relatedness is greater than zero in the neighborhood benefit-
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ing from reduced competition (Frank 1997). This depends on a number of
factors like dispersal rates and transmission probability of Wolbachia from
mother to offspring (normally less than 100%), as these determine related-
ness.

The same logic underlies cytoplasmic incompatibility in haplodiploids like
Nasonia (Breeuwer and Werren 1990). Sperm carrying Wolbachia cause
paternal chromosome loss when they fertilize uninfected eggs, converting
diploid female offspring into hapoid males. This masculinization confers a
kin-selected advantage because of the life history of Nasonia, which is a
parasitoid wasp. When a host is parasitized by an infected and uninfected
female, some of the uninfected female’s daughters will be fertilized by in-
fected males (females are fertilized within the host puparium before dis-
persal). In the next generation, these daughters will produce only male off-
spring. Because males are nondispersing (they are wingless and never leave
the host in which they are born), the absence of female offspring will reduce
competition for nearby females that carry the infection, thereby increasing
the frequency of Wolbachia in the transmitting sex.

A different aspect of the dynamics has been stressed by Hoffman and
Turelli (1997). Even if Wolbachia have no local effect on competition (i.e.,
no kin-selected benefits), uninfected females will be at a disadvantage as a
certain fraction mate with infected males and lay inviable eggs. The strength
of this disadvantage is clearly frequency dependent. The effect is weak if
few males are infected, whereas uninfected females will suffer greatly if
most males are infected. Whether Wolbachia successfully invades a new
population will then depend on the cost of carrying the infection. If female
survival or egg laying is impaired by Wolbachia infection, there will be a
threshold frequency below which selection acts against the infection and
above which the infection spreads. This threshold will obviously be weak-
ened if there is population substructure and kin-selected benefits.

Several studies have demonstrated reductions in female fecundity by com-
paring infected flies with those cured by antibiotic treatment, for example,
U.S. populations of D. simulans (Hoffman et al. 1990) and Tribolium con-
fusum (Wade and Chang 1995). Fitness loss is not observed in all cases,
however. Infection appears to have no detectable effect on female fitness in
populations of D. simulans from the Seychelles (Poinsot and Mercot 1997)
or in D. melanogaster from Australia (Hoffman et al. 1994), but these are
measurements of laboratory fitness. Wolbachia may be less benign under
natural conditions.

Evolutionary pressure probably underlies this variation in Wolbachia viru-
lence. In particular, there is likely to be a trade-off in the density of Wolba-
chia causing increased male incompatibility and increased female transmis-
sion probability but at the cost of reduced female fecundity (Frank 1997).
High virulence (loss in female fecundity) may be advantageous in U.S. pop-
ulations of D. simulans where Wolbachia has only recently spread and where
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many individuals are uninfected (Werren 1997). But in the older Seychelles
and Australian infections where Wolbachia has reached high frequency,
lower virulence may be favored because infected males tend to encounter
infected females. The advantage of incompatibility is thus self-limiting.

This has led to the hypothesis that CI invasion is unstable (Hurst and
McVean 1996). CI invasion is predicted to be followed by the evolution of
Wolbachia strains that lack the ability to cause CI but are resistant (mod1

res`). Recent work has shown that some Wolbachia have exactly this ability
to resist CI without being able to modify sperm (Bourtzis et al. 1998). Hurst
and McVean (1996) assume that these Wolbachia spread because they do not
cause such severe fitness loss in females. In turn, these strains are likely to
be lost once fully competent Wolbachia disappear, as there is no longer any
reason to be resistant. If this is correct, Wolbachia infections only persist in
the long term through regular horizontal transmission (Hurst and McVean
1996).

This view is undoubtedly too simplistic. It is unclear why the loss of
sperm modification (mod 1) should have a pleiotropic benefit on female fit-
ness. In addition, the assumption of discrete Wolbachia types is probably
also unrealistic. Both modification and resistance are likely to show contin-
uous variation, especially if the strength of these traits depends on bacterial
density. Selection will then act on the trade-off between female virulence on
the one hand and transmission rates to males and females on the other. The
evolutionary outcome will depend on a number of factors like population
structure, local relatedness, and host coevolution (Frank 1997). Just as in
other examples of host-parasite coevolution, persistent infection and even
limit cycles are possible outcomes; epidemic invasion followed by loss is not
inevitable.

Another possibility is that new types of Wolbachia regularly evolve and
invade within a single species. There is evidence for this in D. simulans,
where there are several strains of Wolbachia with different incompatibility
types, some of which coexist in single populations (Clancy and Hoffman
1996). Likewise, incompatibility in mosquitoes is extremely complex, with
strains showing variable degrees of incompatibility (Curtis 1992). Finally, it
might even be possible for Wolbachia to persist through the evolution of
mutualism with its host. Benign strains of Wolbachia (mod1res1) have been
detected in several populations (Clancy and Hoffman 1996; Hoffman et al.
1996). Perhaps these have beneficial effects on host fitness?

Male Killers

Fisher (1930) argued that the optimal investment sex ratio is 1:1. This is the
case for autosomal genes because they are inherited equally through the two
sexes. Because cytoplasmic genes are not passed from father to offspring,
these genes favor a female-biased sex ratio. Hence, there is intragenomic
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conflict between nuclear and cytoplasmic genes over the sex ratio (Hamilton
1967). Because the sex ratio is about 1:1 in most populations, it appears at
first glance that nuclear genes have control over the sex ratio. However, the
existence of sex-ratio distorters is hard to detect if they occur at low fre-
quency or if their action is repressed by host modifiers. More detailed studies
have revealed that sex-ratio distortion is common and is caused by a variety
of elements acting in several different ways.

One of the clearest examples of distortion of an even ratio of sex alloca-
tion is cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) in plants. CMS is caused by mito-
chondrial genes that disrupt pollen development (Hanson 1992). CMS is
widespread among angiosperms (over 140 species; Laser and Lersten 1972),
where mitochondria generally show uniparental maternal inheritance. At the
population level, CMS results in gynodioecy, a mixture of hermaphroditic
and female (male sterile) individuals.

The mitochondria causing CMS are selfish genetic elements because they
destroy normal male function and thereby remove one of the standard routes
by which nuclear genes are transmitted to future generations. CMS causes
the death of mitochondria in the tissues that give rise to the male sexual
structures. As with cytoplasmic incompatibility, this is not harmful to the
mitochondria because they are not transmitted in male pollen anyway. CMS-
causing mitochondria benefit by the release of resources from male function
being redirected into increased egg and seed production (van Damme and
van Delden 1984). Because eggs contain clonal relatives of the mitochondria
found in pollen cells, CMS mitochondria enjoy greater rates of transmission
by disrupting male function. Thus, CMS-causing mitochondria are favored
through kin selection.

In principle, the spread of CMS could cause extinction through the loss of
male fertile plants. It is difficult to know whether extinction has occurred,
and if it has, at what frequency on a local or specieswide scale. However,
extinction is unlikely in the presence of nuclear restorer loci that repress
the action of male-killing mitochondria. Restorers are known in most well-
studied cases. Selection in favor of restorers becomes increasingly strong as
CMS spreads and the population sex ratio becomes more female-biased. Se-
lection will favor restorers of male fertility even if they have deleterious
side-effects on host fitness. But as restorers spread, the population sex ratio
returns toward 1:1, thereby diminishing selection in favor of restorers.

A natural coevolutionary outcome is that both CMS mitochondria and
nuclear restorers remain polymorphic if restorers carry a cost (Frank 1994).
Restorers can be fixed if costs are low. This appears to be the case in many
species. In these cases, CMS was uncovered through interspecific crosses
(Laser and Lersten 1972).

Because CMS has agricultural importance, its genetic basis has received
extensive study, revealing that many different mitochondrial mutations can
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give rise to CMS (Saumitou-Laprade et al. 1994). The four best-studied
cases all involve chimeric genes created by repeated within chromosome
recombination events producing novel gene expression (T-urf13 in maize,
S-pcf in Petunia, pvs in the common bean, and B-atp6 in rice; Saumitou-
Laprade et al. 1994). Why new genes are required for CMS is unclear, ex-
cept that this will not disrupt existing gene functions.

None of the CMS genes sequenced from different species show homol-
ogy; they are all derived from different precursors. This suggests that there
are many ways in which mitochondria can potentially cause male sterility.
All that is required is a mitochondrial gene with male-specific expression
that causes the developmental failure of male tissues. The variety of genes
also suggests that CMS has a limited evolutionary life span. Presumably host
counteradaptations soon evolve to repress particular CMS mechanisms. Once
CMS is repressed, the genes causing it no longer gain an advantage and
may merely encumber host fitness, so that, in the long term, they will be
lost.

The analogue of CMS in animals are male killers. Cytoplasmic agents
causing male killing are widespread in arthropods; for example, son-killer in
Nasonia vitripennis (Werren et al. 1986); sex ratio in the D. willistoni group
(Malagolowkin and Carvalho 1961); and male killer in the two-spot ladybird
Adalia bipunctata (Hurst and Majerus 1993). Male killing usually occurs
early in development (Hurst 1991b). It is not caused by mitochondria but by
a variety of bacteria that reside in the cytoplasm or intercellular matrix of
infected individuals (Hurst et al. 1997); for example g-Proteobacteria in N.
vitripennis, a Spiroplasma in D. willistoni, a different Spiroplasma and a
Rickettsia in A. bipunctata (fig. 7.3). Unlike CMS, male killing can be cured
by antibiotics and is often sensitive to heat treatment (Hurst 1993a).

Male killers are clearly selfish genetic elements because they reduce host
fitness by killing male offspring. Male killers may also have other delete-
rious effects; for example, they reduce oviposition rate and longevity in in-
fected female ladybirds (Hurst et al. 1994). Selection will tend to alleviate
these detrimental effects, because the success of symbionts depends on the
lifetime reproductive success of their maternal hosts. However, transmission
rates to offspring undoubtedly depend on bacterial density, which inevitably
has some cost to host fitness.

Because males are an evolutionary dead end, male suicide is not costly for
cytoplasmic genes. The most obvious benefit of this action is a kin-selected
advantage to clonal relatives in sisters. This fits well with observations in the
two-spot ladybird because female siblings gain resources by cannibalizing
their dead brothers (Hurst and Majerus 1993; Hurst et al. 1997). Female
consumption of dead eggs increases survival probability. Because ladybird
eggs are laid in clumps, the benefits of male killing will be local and prefer-
entially transmitted to hosts carrying related bacteria. Male killing may also
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FIG. 7.3. Electron micrograph of a blood cell of a two-spot ladybird, Adalia bipunctata,
infected with male-killing Rickettsia bacteria (B). Other cell structures shown are the
nucleus (N), peroxisome (Per) and mitochondria (Mit). (Reprinted with permission from
Greg Hurst and Academic Press.)
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reduce local competition for resources, but clear evidence for this is lacking.
Another proposed benefit is that male killing reduces inbreeding and

thereby raises host reproductive success (Werren 1987). Male killing seems
an extremely wasteful means of avoiding inbreeding for the host genome.
From the viewpoint of cytoplasmic genes, male killing is not costly because
males are the nontransmitting sex. As yet, there is no evidence in species
with male killers that enforced outbreeding causes significant increases in
female offspring fitness (Hurst and Majerus 1993).

Another possibility is that male killing is advantageous because it causes
horizontal transmission. This appears to explain mosquito male killing
caused by microsporidian protozoa (Hurst 1991b). Microsporidians cause
male suicide late in development, in the last larval instar. The larval cuticle
ruptures, releasing haploid spores that infect a copepod intermediary host. In
turn, the copepod releases spores capable of reinfecting mosquito larvae
(Sweeney et al. 1988). Alternatively, the spores released by male killing
directly infect other mosquito larvae (Bechnel and Sweeney 1990). Killing is
restricted to males because adult males (unlike adult females) are incapable
of vertical transmission of the parasite. Presumably, killing has evolved to
occur in the last larval instar because this maximizes the opportunity for
spore replication before the host is killed (Hurst 1991b).

Parthenogenesis and Feminization

Two other forms of sex-ratio distortion are caused by cytoplasmic agents:
parthenogenesis and feminization. Both benefit cytoplasmic genes because
females are the sole transmitting sex. Bacteria-induced parthenogenesis was
discovered after antibiotic and heat-treatment experiments on asexual strains
of Trichogamma wasps were shown to restore male production (Stouthamer
et al. 1990). The bacteria that cause parthenogenesis are from the Wolbachia
clade and are closely related to those causing cytoplasmic incompatibility
(Stouthammer et al. 1993). Wolbachia-induced parthenogenesis has now
been identified in five different wasp genera. The phylogenetic pattern of
Wolbachia indicates multiple origins and frequent horizontal transmission
(Schilthuizen and Stouthamer 1997).

It is unclear why Wolbachia-induced parthenogenesis is associated with
the Hymenoptera. The obvious reason is that Hymenoptera normally produce
haploid males by parthenogenesis. This might enable female parthenogenesis
for two reasons. First, sperm fertilization is not needed for normal develop-
ment, and second, the preexistence of male haploidy removes deleterious
recessives. The latter is important for female parthenogenesis because this
results from the failure of the first mitotic division, which creates homo-
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zygosity as well as restoring diploidy (Stouthamer and Kazmer 1994). An
alternative explanation is study bias; once one example of parthenogenesis
was found in the Hymenoptera, there was a good incentive to search for
more. It is still too early to say whether Wolbachia-induced parthenogenesis
will be found in other insect groups.

In the wild, some populations of Trichogamma contain sexual as well as
parthenogenetic individuals. It is unclear why sexual forms persist. One rea-
son is the imperfect transmission of Wolbachia from mother to offspring.
Parthenogenetic females infected with Wolbachia also suffer from reduced
lifetime fecundity compared with sexual females derived from them by anti-
biotic treatment (Stouthammer and Luck 1993). The co-occurrence of males
and parthenogenetic females has the interesting consequence that asexual
strains are not genetically isolated. Parthenogenetic females mate with
males, and fertilized eggs develop normally as females (Stouthamer and
Kazmer 1994). This makes it easy for the asexual population to absorb adap-
tive changes that might occur more quickly in the sexual population.

Wolbachia is also one of several cytoplasmic agents—the others being
microsporidia and paramixydia protozoa—that are known to cause feminiza-
tion in crustaceans (Rousset et al. 1992; Stouthamer et al. 1993; Rigaud
1997). The best-known case is the woodlouse Armadillidium vulgare, in
which feminization is caused by Wolbachia. Sex determination in uninfected
A. vulgare is controlled by sex chromosomes. Females are heterogametic
ZW, and males are homogametic ZZ, but infected males develop as females.
Wolbachia achieves this sex change by suppressing the development of the
male androgenic gland in late-instar larvae. This gland is needed to secrete
hormones that stimulate testes formation and the subsequent development of
male sexual characters. Presumably the reason why feminizing symbionts
are common in crustacea is because sex determination occurs late in devel-
opment and can be easily disrupted (though the mechanisms are not well
understood).

In some populations, Wolbachia has taken over as the major sex-determin-
ing mechanism (Rigaud 1997). These populations have lost the W sex chrom-
osome, and all individuals are ZZ. Uninfected individuals develop as males;
infected individuals develop as females. Because Wolbachia infection is
passed from mothers to 80–90% of their offspring, these populations are
heavily female biased.

In other populations, the intragenomic conflict caused by feminizing bac-
teria has selected for nuclear resistance genes in the Armadillidium host.
Two types of resistance genes are known, one that suppresses the feminizing
action of Wolbachia, and one that reduces the transmission rate of bacteria
(Juchault et al. 1992; Rigaud and Juchault 1993). Both types of resistance
gene increase the frequency of males, the rarer sex with higher reproductive
value.
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In this and the preceding section, we have considered three causes of
cytoplasmic sex-ratio distortion: male killing, parthenogenesis, and feminiza-
tion. Other mechanisms undoubtedly exist. One possibility is increased rates
of fertilization in haplodiploids, resulting in female-biased broods. This may
underlie msr, a maternally inherited trait in the wasp Nasonia vitripennis
(Skinner 1992). Females carrying msr produce more female offspring than
normal females. A plausible hypothesis is that msr is caused by a cyto-
plasmic factor. However, the causal agent remains unknown. Another possi-
bility is that cytoplasmic genes favor meiotic segregation of the W chromo-
some in species with heterogametic (ZW) females, or favor fertilization by
X-bearing sperm in species with heterogametic (XY) males, in both cases
resulting in female-biased broods. Some tentative evidence exists, but further
investigation is required to establish whether cytoplasmic genes are involved
(Hurst et al. 1997).

Meiotic Drive

Meiosis is a form of reduction division. It causes diploid cells (2n) to pro-
duce multiple haploid (n) gametes. In higher organisms, there is full cooper-
ation between pairs of alleles during the diploid phase. Meiosis marks the
breakup of this partnership and appears to be designed to divide resources
fairly between the partners (Haig and Grafen 1991; Haig 1993a).

Normally, meiosis ensures that each allele or chromosome segment is in-
herited by 50% of the gametes. However, equal division creates a tension in
the cell. Each allele would do better (up to twice as well) if it could be
transmitted to more than half the gametes. This strong selection has resulted
in a class of “meiotic drive” genes that subvert meiosis and gain a dispropor-
tionate representation among gametes (Hamilton 1967).

Meiotic-drive genes are classic selfish genetic elements. By distorting
meiosis, they increase their own rate of transmission, but at a cost to the rest
of the genome (either to viability or fertility). Not only is there intragenomic
conflict between the distorting allele and its homologue, but there is also
conflict with the rest of the genome. This has led to a variety of counter-
measures to stop drive.

Despite this intragenomic conflict being the few against the many, meiotic
drive has been discovered throughout nature. In addition to the intensively
studied cases in Drosophila (SD) and mice (t), drive occurs in a variety of
other insects, mammals, fish, fungi, and plants (Hurst and Pomiankowski
1991; Jones 1991; Lyttle 1991). Far from being one of nature’s oddities,
segregation distorters appear to be a frequently erupting problem for many
meiotic systems.
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FIG. 7.4. Schematic diagram (not to scale) of (a) the mouse t-locus and (b) Drosophila
melanogaster SD drive chromosomes. The t-locus is a 100-Mb region located close to
the centromere (black circle) on chromosome 17. There are three drive loci (D1, D2, and
D3) and a t complex responder locus (R). The t-complex is characterized by several
inversions (Ins 1–4). The SD region lies close to the centromere of chromosome two.
On the left arm is the Sd drive locus and the nearby E(SD), enhancer of drive. On the
right arm is Rspi the insensitive responder. Recombination between these loci is sup-
pressed as E(SD) and Rspi lie within the centromeric heterochromatin and most SD
chromosomes carry an inversion farther along the right arm. Based on Silver et al.
(1992), Lyttle (1991), and Lindsey and Zimm (1992).

Autosomal Drive

The two best-characterized systems of meiotic drive are SD in D. melano-
gaster and t in the mouse. Both are autosomal and were discovered by seren-
dipity (autosomal drive has no obvious phenotypic effect). In both cases,
males heterozygous for drive transmit the drive chromosome to 90–99% of
their offspring. In SD, this occurs because ` bearing spermatids fail to
mature (Crow 1979), whereas in t this occurs because ` bearing gametes
mature but have abnormal sperm motility and sperm-egg interaction (Olds-
Clarke and Johnson 1993; Johnson et al. 1995).

Both drive systems involve two factors (Lyttle 1991). Segregation distor-
tion is caused by the action of a driver on a responder site. In D. melanogas-
ter, the drive chromosome alleles are known as Sd and Rspi, respectively
(fig. 7.4). If an Sd allele is present, gametes inheriting Rspi show a segrega-
tion advantage over those carrying the sensitive version (i.e., wild type) of
the responder Rsp`. Segregation is not distorted in the absence of the drive
allele or if both chromosomes carry the same Rsp type. These two genes are
closely linked on chromosome 2 on either side of the centromere. In addi-
tion, this region has an inversion and Sd maps close to the centromeric het-
erochromatin. All these features greatly reduce the probability of recombina-
tion between the drive and responder alleles. Recombination suppression is
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clearly necessary for segregation distortion. Without it, Sd would often be
separated from Rspi, causing Sd to attack itself and Rspi to lose its associa-
tion with the drive agent.

A very similar genetic system characterizes the t locus in mice (Lyttle
1991). The t locus is located on chromosome 17. At least three distorter loci
(D1, D2, D3) are closely linked to the responder (R) within a region charac-
terized by multiple inversions. Again, recombination between drivers and the
responder is severely restricted.

At a mechanistic level, however, SD and t are different. The Sd drive
locus consists of a duplication that produces 4-kb Sd-specific transcripts
(McLean et al. 1994). The Sd responder locus maps to an array of repetitive,
satellite DNA. Insensitive alleles have a low copy number (,200 repeats),
whereas wild-type alleles have a high copy number (750–2,500 repeats; Wu
et al. 1988). This suggests that the drive gene product is a toxin that is
attracted to the repeated sequence of the responder locus (Lyttle 1991). Such
a model fits with the finding that the strength of drive is proportional to
satellite copy number (Lyttle 1991). In contrast, the two t drive loci that have
been analyzed are both nonfunctional. D3 is a deletion, and D1 is either a
deletion or a non-informative coding sequence (Lyon 1992; Braidotti and
Barlow 1997). The structure of the t responder locus is not yet known. This
suggests that t differs from SD in that drive is caused by low concentrations
of drive gene products to which the insensitive responder is more resistant.

The variation of mechanisms is probably typical of meiotic-drive systems.
Any gene can potentially benefit from segregation distortion. All that is
needed for segregation distortion is some way of marking self and something
causing a disadvantage to non-self-segregants. This necessarily involves two
loci, the driver and its target, which must be kept in close linkage. The latter
requirement places a strong constraint on the appearance of autosomal dis-
tortion.

SD and t are polymorphic in natural populations. It is difficult to know
whether this is typical for autosomal drivers or whether they often go to
fixation. If fixation occurs, it will leave little obvious trace (i.e., no segrega-
tion distortion). In addition, once a driver reached fixation, there would be
nothing to maintain its driving ability. A possible example of a fixed autoso-
mal drive is gamete eliminator in rice (Sano 1990). This meiotic-drive gene
appears to be fixed in the African rice species Oryza glaberrina, where it has
no obvious phenotypic consequence. It was uncovered by crosses to another
cultivated species, O. sativa from Asia, in which it causes meiotic drive.

There are several reasons why SD and t drivers have not gone to fixation.
In both systems, homozygotes have low fitness; t homozygotes are sterile
because of the absence of gene products from the amorph D1 and D3 genes.
The products of these genes are necessary for normal spermatogenesis. In
addition, in SD and t, the drive alleles are closely linked to deleterious reces-
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sive alleles that cause strong homozygous viability loss (Lyttle 1991). Many
of these deleterious recessives may be recent additions (because of the lack
of recombination), but some may have been originally linked to the SD re-
gion and contributed to stopping fixation.

Another reason why SD has not spread to fixation is that it naturally gives
rise to resistance. Chromosomes that are immune to drive arise as rare re-
combinants that lack the drive allele but are insensitive at the responder
locus (`,Rspi). These chromosomes do not cause drive but cannot be driven
against.

Though immune chromosomes have invaded and occur at high frequen-
cies in natural populations of D. melanogaster, they have not gone to fixa-
tion (Lyttle 1991). This implies that immunity must carry a cost. Immunity
spreads when SD is common but becomes disadvantageous when drive is
rare. This results in a three-way polymorphism of drive, immunity, and wild-
type chromosomes (Charlesworth and Hartl 1978). The cost to immunity has
been experimentally investigated by comparing the fitness of chromosomes
with different Rsp satellite copy numbers (Wu et al. 1989). As predicted,
individuals with immune chromosomes (20 repeats) were less fit than those
carrying wild-type chromosomes (700 repeats). This study is not, however, a
definitive proof of costly immunity. Variation in satellite copy number was
created by a deletion that also removed other sections of DNA. It is possible
that deletion of these additional regions of DNA contributed to the loss of
fitness found in immune chromosomes (Moschetti et al. 1996).

There are no similar t haplotypes that are immune to drive. This is puz-
zling because immune recombinants can be generated in the lab (i.e., 
`,Rspi). Chromosomes with this genetic combination have been experimen-
tally investigated and have been found to cause negative drive in favor of the
wild-type chromosome in immune–wild-type heterozygotes, resulting in
only 20% of viable gametes carrying the immune chromosome (Lyon 1991).
This might explain the absence of immune haplotypes from natural popula-
tions of mice.

There are several other modifiers of drive. Closely linked to the SD locus
is a linked enhancer of drive, E(SD) (Lyttle 1991; fig. 7.4). Enhancers are
like the drive locus in their requirement of close linkage to the target Rsp
locus. In addition, natural populations of D. melanogaster carry suppressors
of drive on the X and autosomes other than chromosome 2 (where SD is
located). Selection for these suppressors does not arise from drive per se. It
must arise because drive is associated with fitness loss at the level of the
organism. One cause of host fitness loss is the reduction in the number of
viable sperm, which probably reduces male fertility. Although this has not
been investigated in SD, lack of sperm has been shown to reduce male fertil-
ization success under conditions of sperm competition in D. pseudoobscura
males subject to sex chromosome drive (Wu 1983a,b).
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X and Y Drive

It seems that sex chromosome drive is more common than autosome-linked
drive (Hurst and Pomiankowski 1991). Sex-linked drive also appears to be
more persistent on an evolutionary timescale (see below). Part of the reason
for this pattern can be attributed to reporting bias. Sex-linked drive is much
easier to recognize than autosomal drive because it causes sex-ratio distor-
tion, but the main reason that sex-linked drive is common is the lack of
recombination between X and Y chromosomes (Hurst and Pomiankowski
1991; Lyttle 1991). This allows any distinguishing locus on the Y to act as a
target for an X-linked driver (and vice versa). Hence, it should not be sur-
prising to find cases of X versus O drive in species that lack a Y chromo-
some (e.g., aphids; Hurst and Pomiankowski 1991). Here the absence of
an X product acts as a marker of the sex chromosomes contained by a gamete.

Sex-chromosome drive is probably more common than currently realized.
If drive is expressed, it is likely to be obvious (i.e., as a biased brood sex
ratio). Coevolution between the driver and the rest of the genome is, how-
ever, likely to lead to strong suppression of sex-linked drive. As with auto-
some-linked drive, there is selection for suppressors on the homologous
chromosome that suffers from drive because they are not transmitted to via-
ble gametes. In addition, there is strong selection for autosomal suppressors
because X and Y drive create populationwide sex-ratio distortion. These
autosomal suppressors are favored because they will be inherited more fre-
quently by the rare sex.

Many suppressors are linked to the driven chromosome as well as to auto-
somes. Drosophila simulans harbors SR, an X-linked meiotic drive. Indo-
Pacific island and African populations of D. simulans contain autosomal and
Y-linked suppressors of SR, and suppression is at high frequency so that
drive is rarely observed (Mercot et al. 1995; Atlan et al. 1997). Similar
suppressors of SR have been identified in other Drosophila species that are
Y-linked (Voelker 1972; de Carvalho et al. 1997) or autosome-linked (Var-
andas et al. 1996). Likewise, several non-Drosophila species—for example
mosquitoes (Wood and Newton 1991) and stalk-eyed flies (Presgraves et al.
1997)—also have sex-linked and autosome suppressors of sex-linked drive.

The best demonstration that sex-ratio distortion generates suppressors is
an ingenious experiment by Lyttle (1977, 1979). He investigated a novel D.
melanogaster Y chromosome to which part of the SD autosome had been
translocated. In this new location, SD still caused drive, but now the YSD

chromosome showed segregation distortion (i.e., against the X chromo-
some). Cage populations with the new driver soon showed extreme sex-ratio
bias, but they rapidly developed suppressors that returned these populations
to a more even sex ratio. Suppression was polygenic and mapped both to X
and autosomes.
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A further, but more bizarre, example of drive suppression is the Stellate
phenotype of XO D. melanogaster males (Livak 1990). Occasionally male
zygotes lose the Y chromosome and develop as XO males. These individuals
are sterile because of overproduction of protein from the multicopy Stellate
gene, which is linked to the X chromosome. Stellate is normally suppressed
by another multicopy gene, Su(Ste), linked to the Y chromosome. It appears
that Stellate coevolved with Su(Ste) so that both genes now have high copy
number. Recently it has been proposed that Stellate is a meiotic-drive gene
and Su(Ste) is its suppressor (Hurst 1992a, 1996b). Removal of all suppres-
sion in XO males causes complete gamete breakdown, whereas loss of some
Su(Ste) elements causes drive (Hurst 1996b).

As yet, little is known about the phylogenetic distribution of drivers. In
many cases they are unique and are not found in closely related species. For
example, SD is found in D. melanogaster but in no closely related species
(Lyttle 1991), and the SD region harbors less genetic polymorphism than the
same region on the wild-type chromosome, which is indicative of a recent
origin and sweep to high frequency (Palopoli and Wu 1996). The t locus is
more widely spread among Mus species, but its origin has been estimated to
be only 3 million years ago (Morita et al. 1992). This suggests that drivers
are often lost after a short period of time. However, there are several excep-
tions among sex-linked drivers. The SR driver has been found in five species
of the D. quinaria group (Jaenike 1996). Likewise, Y-linked drive in mos-
quitoes (Wood and Newton 1991), X-linked drive in Diopsid stalk-eyed flies
(Presgraves et al. 1997), and spore killers in fungi (Turner and Perkins 1991)
all have widespread distributions in these genera. It is not known whether
these distributions are due to single or multiple origins. A single origin
seems more likely and suggests that drive can persist through evolutionary
time despite suppression by the host genome. In none of these cases do we
have a good estimate for the age of the drive system.

B Chromosomes

B chromosomes are dispensable extra chromosomes that are widespread in
animals and plants (Bell and Burt 1990; Jones 1991). They are another type
of selfish genetic element that make no direct contribution to the morphol-
ogy and behavior of individuals carrying them. In most cases, as the number
of Bs increases, there is a measurable reduction in host viability and fertility.
These deleterious effects probably stem from the increase that Bs make to
DNA content, which elevates the time taken for cell division.

To offset this disadvantage, Bs have a variety of mechanisms equivalent to
meiotic drive. For example (Bell and Burt 1990), they double their numbers
in germ tissue before meiosis in Crepis capillaris (premeiotic drive), prefer-
entially move to the egg nucleus rather than being eliminated in a polar body
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in Lilium callosum (female meiotic drive), or double their number in the first
pollen mitosis before fertilization in rye (postmeiotic drive). Unlike the ex-
amples of meiotic drive discussed above, Bs do not cause drive against an-
other chromosome, and their mode of action can be premeiotic, meiotic, or
postmeiotic. But the net effect is a similar increase in the rate of transmis-
sion to future generations.

Once again, suppressors of B drive, linked to the normal nuclear chromo-
somes, are known to occur (Jones 1991). These are selected because of the
deleterious effects of Bs on host fitness. In populations of the grasshopper
Eyprepocnemis plorans, resistance genes appear to be at sufficiently high
frequencies that there is no evidence of B drive (Herrera et al. 1996). How-
ever, crosses between populations with Bs and those without them cause B
drive to reappear, revealing that resistance is only common in populations
that have suffered from B infections in the past (Herrera et al. 1996). Crosses
between different populations with B chromosomes suggest that new B vari-
ants evolve that can evade existing resistance mechanisms (López-León et
al. 1993).

Probably the most interesting B chromosome is PSR. This chromosome
gains a transmission advantage by masculinizing females in the parasitoid
wasp Nasonia vitripennis (Nur et al. 1988). Because Nasonia is a haplo-
diploid, fertilized eggs develop as females. When eggs are fertilized by a
sperm containing PSR, the paternal genome with the exception of PSR be-
comes highly condensed and is eliminated at the first mitotic division. The
result is a haploid, male individual. This is advantageous to PSR because it
has much higher transmission through the male lineage. In oogenesis, PSR
tends to be lost and segregates into very few eggs, but in spermatogenesis,
PSR is transmitted to nearly all sperm.

Postsegregation Killers

Meiotic-drive genes act before the production of offspring. Postsegregation
killers achieve the same end by acting after offspring are produced. These
elements cause the death of non-carrying offspring. They are clearly selfish
genetic elements because they greatly reduce host fitness, by up to 50%. As
with cytoplasmic male killers, the benefit of postsegregation killing probably
lies in the reduction of competition faced by carriers. However, experimental
investigation remains to be undertaken.

In this section I discuss the few examples of postsegregational killing in
beetles and mice that have recently been uncovered. A parallel example from
prokaryotes will also be mentioned. The best example of a eukaryotic post-
segregational killer is Medea, which is found in several species of flour
beetles (Beeman et al. 1992). Females heterozygous for the Medea gene
(M/`) show high early brood mortality of offspring that fail to inherit the
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Medea gene (M/M and M/` live, `/` die). Early death is prevented by
inheritance of Medea from either parent. Neither wildtype (`/`) nor homo-
zygous (M/M) mothers show high early offspring mortality, even when they
are mated to heterozygous males.

A similar example has recently been discovered in the red fire ant So-
lenopsis invicta (Keller and Ross 1998). Red fire ants show a widespread
polymorphism at the Gp-9 locus, with a large excess of heterozygous Bb
queens. This excess arises because Bb workers detect and kill BB homo-
zygous queens. Recognition appears to be by odor or contact chemical cues
as workers rubbed with BB queens were attacked, whereas workers rubbed
with Bb queens were not (Keller and Ross 1998). This system differs from
Medea, as killing is achieved through workers rather than by lack of inheri-
tance of the selfish genetic element. One might predict that the advantage of
the b allele should cause it to spread to fixation. But as with many selfish
genetic elements, the homozygous bb state is highly deleterious, so the sys-
tem has remained polymorphic.

Other possible examples of postsegregational killing in eukaryotes are
Scat (Hurst 1993b) and MUT (Weichenhan et al. 1996) in mice. Again,
higher brood mortality is only seen in the offspring of mothers heterozygous
for these genes. In both cases, offspring failing to inherit the selfish genetic
element have higher death rates. Baby mice lacking the Scat gene suffer
from severe combined anemia and thrombocytopenia and die in early life
(Peters and Barker 1993). In MUT, there is a 1:1 ratio of four-cell blastocysts
in heterozygous mothers mated to wild-type males, but by the early embry-
onic stage, there is a relatively large loss of `/` compared to `/MUT
embryos (Weichenhan et al. 1996).

Medea, Scat, and MUT can be explained by a two-factor system similar to
that observed in cytoplasmic incompatibility and meiotic drive. This assumes
that a “toxin” is produced in the eggs of mothers carrying Medea, which
must be suppressed by antitoxin expressed in zygotes. Zygotes failing to
inherit Medea lack the antitoxin and are killed by the maternally inherited
toxin. There is no distinct evidence for this model, but it is interesting that
Scat is found near a centromere and MUT is in an inversion, both regions of
low recombination. A similar two-factor system may underlie Gp-9 in
the red fire ant. Even though recognition and killing both map to the same
marker locus (Gp-9), these two traits may well be coded for by separate
genes held together by close linkage or an inversion. Presumably paternal-
effect lethality is also possible but unlikely because far fewer gene products
are inherited in sperm.

The benefit to a gene causing severe damage or death of noncarrier sib-
lings presumably arises through reduced competition. Medea, Scat, and MUT
carrying embryos and young gain because sibling rivals are eliminated in
early life and thus do not compete for maternal or other limited resources.
Likewise, the Gp-9 b allele in worker ants gains by killing BB queens that
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will compete for reproductive opportunities with carrier Bb queens. In each
case, the action of the selfish genetic element is beneficial if it increases the
survival or reproductive rate of carriers, but such a benefit remains to be
demonstrated in natural systems.

Restriction-Modification

Bacteria are different from eukaryotes because sex takes place without cyto-
plasmic mixing. This limits the possibility of intragenomic conflict between
different types of DNA present in bacterial cells. However, genes in the
bacterial genome and co-resident plasmids do not have identical modes of
transmission. When a bacterial cell divides, the bacterial genome repli-
cates with one copy segregating to each daughter cell (Maynard Smith and
Szathmáry 1995). Plasmids are not always transmitted to all daughter cells.
First, plasmids do not show coupling of DNA replication and cell division,
nor do they have fail-safe ways of ensuring segregation in both daughter
cells (Summers 1996). Second, bacteria are often transformed by plasmids
from other cells, which can result in the resident plasmid being outcompeted
and lost from daughter cells.

It has recently been proposed that bacterial restriction-modification (R-M)
systems are examples of postsegregational killing that have evolved to stop
plasmid loss (Naito et al. 1995). R-M systems consist of two components
(fig. 7.5) (Buckle and Kr¨uger 1993). Restriction enzymes recognize and cut
highly specific DNA sequences. For example, Pae R7 induces double-strand
cuts in 58-CTCGAG-38 sites. Modification enzymes recognize the same sites
and protect them by methylation of adenine and cytosine residues. Methyla-
tion modification of bacterial DNA stops it from being attacked by restric-
tion enzymes produced by its own plasmids, which otherwise would cut the
DNA and cause cell death.

When daughter cells fail to inherit plasmids, they are quickly killed (fig.
7.5). Because restriction enzymes have a longer half-life than modification
enzymes, some recognition sites soon fail to be methylated and are cleaved
by the remaining restriction enzymes. Likewise, a cell whose resident plas-
mid is displaced by another plasmid lacking the same R-M genes will also
be killed. The net effect is stable maintenance of R-M plasmids through the
elimination of plasmid-free bacteria.

The power of R-M plasmids has been experimentally investigated (Naito
et al. 1995). Resident bacteria carrying competent plasmids (r`m`) were
found to be resistant to invasion by plasmids lacking these genes (r1m1).
Even though the incoming plasmid could infect bacteria cells and eliminate
the resident plasmid, all such colonies died out. But when resident plasmids
lacked the restriction enzyme (r1m`), the introduced plasmid did much bet-
ter and were able to proliferate. Further experiments using thermosensitive
R-M plasmids showed that these patterns could be explained by restriction
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FIG. 7.5. (a) Bacterial R-M plasmids produce modification enzymes (M) that methylate
specific nucleotide sequences (filled boxes) on the bacterial and plasmid genomes, and
restriction enzymes (R) that recognize the same sequence. (b) Modification enzymes
have a shorter half-life than restriction enzymes, leading to loss of methylation (empty
boxes) if the plasmid is lost. (c) This is followed by cutting of DNA by restriction en-
zymes and cell death.
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enzyme killing of cells that had lost competent plasmids. Under permissive
temperatures, bacteria with competent plasmids (r`m`) grew as well as
control strains. But once at nonpermissive temperatures that caused plasmid
loss, bacteria that had contained competent plasmids (r`m`) stopped grow-
ing and died out, whereas controls were unaffected.

The exact benefits of R-M host killing in nature have not been quantified.
The death of bacteria that lose their plasmids (or have them replaced by
other incompatible plasmids) reduces competition. Presumably, the benefit of
this action is local and increases the fitness of clonal relatives that carry the
R-M plasmid.

More than 50 different R-M systems have been characterized, each with
distinct recognition specificity (Buckle and Kr¨ uger 1993). The lethal effect
of plasmid loss helps explain how high diversity and specificity have aris-
en (Kusano et al. 1995). If two R-M systems recognize different DNA se-
quences, loss of either plasmid type will cause host killing. But if two sys-
tems partially overlap in their recognition sequences, loss of one will be
compensated by the other, and host death will not occur. Thus, selection
favors a multiplicity of R-M plasmids, each with a unique recognition site.

R-M plasmids are good examples of selfish genetic elements. Host killing
is advantageous to the plasmid but has no obvious benefit to the hosts (Naito
et al. 1995). This view has only recently gained acceptance. Originally R-M
systems were thought to be beneficial to their hosts. It was proposed that
they had a function in defending the bacterial cell from viral attack (Korona
and Levin 1993), with their diversity evolving through host-parasite coevolu-
tion (Frank 1994). But laboratory studies do not give much support to this
interpretation (Korona and Levin 1993). Defense against phage by R-M plas-
mids is very short-lived. The main way that bacterial populations respond to
viral attack is by quickly evolving mutants that prevent phage adsorption and
penetration. The minor advantage conferred by R-M plasmids is unlikely to
explain their persistence or diversity in bacterial populations.

Similar selfish behavior underlies another type of plasmid-controlled sui-
cidal behavior, the Hok-Sok system (Gerdes et al. 1986). There is, however,
less controversy over the evolutionary origin of this system because it serves
no role in defense against viral attack. It also is a two-factor system: The
Hok gene produces a lethal toxin, and the Sok gene produces its antidote.
The Sok gene product has been identified as antisense RNA that binds Hok
mRNA (Thisted et al. 1994). This stops Hok mRNA from being translated
and suppresses its lethal effect. Sok antisense RNA is very unstable and is
quickly lost from plasmid-free bacteria. Like the action of R-M systems,
Hok-Sok action mediates plasmid stability by killing segregants lacking the
plasmid. Once more one must assume that the benefits of killing are mani-
fested as a reduction in local competition that increases the fitness of bacte-
ria carrying the Hok-Sok plasmid.
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Conclusion

In this final section I draw some general observations about the causes and
evolution of intragenomic conflicts.

Causes of Intragenomic Conflict

This chapter has discussed how selfish genetic elements contribute to intra-
genomic conflicts. These elements exploit the reproductive process to en-
hance their transmission to future generations. At the same time, they are
detrimental to the fitness of their hosts. This harm or virulence is the cause
of intragenomic conflict with other genes in the host genome.

There are two main types of intragenomic conflict. The first is caused by
cell divisions that reduce the genetic content of the cell. For instance, many
conflicts are associated with meiosis, which halves cell ploidy. This creates
the opportunity for drive alleles (e.g., t, SD, and SR) and postsegregational
killers (e.g., Medea) that disable or destroy noncarrier gametes or noncarrier
zygotes. It also creates the opportunity for transposable elements that gain by
making dispersed copies throughout the genome; these copies have a better
than even chance of being carried in each gamete.

The benefit to these selfish genetic elements is that they increase their
transmission rate to future generations. The mechanism of their action is
highly variable, however. Postsegregational killers and male meiotic drivers
generally benefit through reduced competition (for resources or fertilization,
respectively), whereas transposable elements and female meiotic drivers
(i.e., avoidance of segregation into the polar bodies) benefit by increasing the
fraction of gametes that carry the selfish element. Conflict is caused because
these elements reduce the fitness of the rest of the genome. There are a
variety of causes: loss of gametes, death of offspring, reduced host viability,
distorted sex ratios, increased mutation rates, and deleterious chromosomal
rearrangements. It is therefore unsurprising to find that the rest of the genome
contains numerous modifiers that suppress the activity of these selfish elements.

The second main type of intragenomic conflict is caused by the unisexual
inheritance of cytoplasmic genes, usually solely through the female lineage.
For cytoplasmic genes, males are an evolutionary dead end. Therefore, cyto-
plasmic genes in organelles and intracellular symbionts benefit by converting
males into females (feminization and parthenogenesis), destroying males
(male killers or cytoplasmic male sterility), or using males to benefit carrier
females (cytoplasmic incompatibility). Benefit is passed on to females that
carry clonal relatives of the cytoplasmic genes found in males by making
female-biased broods or reducing competition for females. Clearly these ac-
tions are deleterious for genes in the nucleus, because these are transmitted
by males as well as females. Again, it is unsurprising to find evidence of
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suppressor genes located in the nucleus that inhibit the behavior of selfish
cytoplasmic genes.

The Forces Involved

The principal forces involved in intragenomic conflicts are the same as those
governing social interactions between separate individuals (Keller and Reeve,
chap. 8; Kitchen and Packer, chap. 9). Kin selection is of great importance
because it underpins many of the examples of suicidal killing, like cyto-
plasmic male killers, cytoplasmic male sterility, and cytoplasmic incom-
patibility. In all these cases, male death benefits clonal relatives of the cyto-
plasmic agent in neighboring females (or female-differentiated tissue).
Because the intracellular symbionts that cause these effects reproduce asex-
ually, the coefficient of relatedness in the individuals that benefit is likely to
be high.

A second important factor is the trade-off between transmission and viru-
lence. Because the reproductive interest of selfish genetic elements are in
part tied up with those of the host, it is advantageous for elements to mini-
mize their cost to host fitness. This is seen in some very obvious adaptations;
for instance, TEs do not usually transpose in somatic tissues because this
does not enhance their transmission. Where the reproductive interests of host
and selfish genetic elements overlap, the elements tend to evolve lower viru-
lence, even though this also means lower transmission rates. This explains
the low element activity of some bacterial TEs. Similar lower virulence and
transmission rates may also be associated with some Wolbachia infections
that cause cytoplasmic incompatibility (CI). Once Wolbachia reaches high
frequency, there is little opportunity for males to cause CI, because most
females are already infected. Therefore, selection increasingly favors
Wolbachia that do not harm host fitness.

Finally, most elements causing intragenomic conflict are subject to sup-
pression. This is a form of “policing” (Frank 1995) by other genes that lose
out because of the action of the selfish genetic elements. Suppression is
common in drive systems both on the homologous chromosome attacked by
the driver and on other chromosomes not directly involved (e.g., autosomes
suppress sex-chromosome drive). Various types of suppressors are also
found for TEs. Less is known about suppressors of cytoplasmic distortion.

The Outcome

The population dynamics of selfish genetic elements has been an area of
intense study (e.g., Lyttle 1991; Charlesworth et al. 1994; Frank 1997).
There are several possible outcomes. One is element fixation. Examples are
rare, partly because fixation is predicted to cause extinction (X or Y drive;
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Hamilton 1967) or lead to the disappearance of any obvious phenotype (e.g.,
autosome drive or Wolbachia causing cytoplasmic incompatibility). Mainly
fixation is prevented because selfish genetic elements have deleterious ef-
fects once they become common, and their spread is limited by the evolution
of suppressors.

This will lead to the evolution of polymorphism. For example, SD meio-
tic-drive genes are polymorphic because SD homozygotes are inviable and
SD cannot drive against insensitive (I) chromosomes. Thus, SD invades wild
type (because of drive), I invades SD (because SD homozygotes are invia-
ble), and wild type invades I (because resistance is costly). The result is a
three-way polymorphism (Lyttle 1991). Similar forces probably limit the in-
vasion of Wolbachia bacteria that cause cytoplasmic incompatibility. Selec-
tion in favor of Wolbachia weakens once most individuals become infected
and exploitable, and uninfected hosts become less frequent. In turn, this fa-
vors resistant strains of Wolbachia that are insensitive to cytoplasmic incom-
patibility but are less costly to their hosts (Hurst and McVean 1996).

In the long term, coevolution of the host and its selfish genetic elements
may follow a course equivalent to host-parasite coevolution (Herre, chap.
11), with the element continually developing new ways of evading host de-
fenses. However, the phylogeny of many selfish genetic elements suggests
that persistence is limited unless horizontal transmission is possible. Autoso-
mal drive genes appear to be limited to a single species or to a few related
species (SD to D. melanogaster, t to Mus). X-linked drivers appear to be
more widely distributed both among Drosophila species (Hurst and Po-
miankowski 1991; Jaenike 1996) and Cyrtodiopsis stalk-eyed flies (Pres-
graves et al. 1997). But it is unclear how old these groups are or whether
they represent single or multiple origins (genetic markers for X-linked drive
have not yet been developed). Broad-scale phylogenies have been developed
for Wolbachia. These show small-scale cladogenesis of Wolbachia with its
host, plus frequent horizontal transmission between arthropod taxa (Werren
1997). Many TE phylogenies also show evidence of weak persistence within
a clade coupled to frequent horizontal transmission (Engels 1992; Robertson
1993), although some show evidence of long-term persistence (Eickbush and
Eickbush 1995).
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8 Dynamics of Conflicts
within Insect Societies

Laurent Keller and H. Kern Reeve

Social insects fascinate because of their extreme cooperation and social
cohesion. They indeed provide some of the most remarkable examples of
altruistic behavior, with a worker caste whose individuals forgo their own
reproduction to enhance reproduction of the queen. The level of such worker
self-sacrifice can be extreme, as exemplified by the evolution of “kamikaze”
weapons such as detachable stings and exploding abdomens used in defense
of the colony (Wilson 1971). Workers also collectively exhibit highly orga-
nized, sophisticated behavior that is adaptively fine-tuned to ecological con-
ditions. For example, workers of some ants react to the presence of workers
from other colonies, and the heightened risk of conflict, by increasing the
production of soldiers that are specialized in colony defense (Passera et al.
1996). The honeybee waggle-dance communication system provides yet an-
other example of the sophistication of the cooperative behavior of social
insect workers (see Seeley 1995). Such examples of group harmony and
cooperation have given rise to the concept that colonies are harmonious for-
tress-factories in which individual-level selection is muted, with the result
that colony-level selection reigns. In other words, the colony often appears
to behave as a “superorganism” operating as a functionally integrated unit
(Wheeler 1928). In this vein, Seeley (1997) has described the elegant group-
level adaptations of honeybee societies.

The concept of a superorganism as the only unit at which natural selection
operates has been challenged, however, both on theoretical grounds and by
the observation that life within the colony is not always as harmonious as it
may first appear. The more we come to understand the dynamics of life in
the society, the more we realize that the colony is far from a superorganism
emerging from a nexus of self-sacrificing altruism (Ratnieks and Reeve
1992; Bourke and Franks 1995; Crozier and Pamilo 1996; Bourke 1998).
Social life may involve conflicts of genetic self-interest, resulting in tactics
of coercion, manipulation, and even deadly aggression. These conflicts arise
because colony members should favor individuals that are more closely
related to maximize their inclusive fitnesses (Hamilton 1964b). Because
the pattern of relatedness to a set of individuals differs for different colony
members within genetically heterogeneous insect societies, and because the
colony has finite amounts of resource to allocate to its reproductive propa-
gules, the stage is set for a multitude of potential conflicts (Hamilton 1964a).
It has also become increasingly clear, however, that threats of counter-
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FIG. 8.1. Levels-of-selection (trait-group selection) versus broad-sense individual selec-
tion approaches. The levels-of-selection approach divides the fitness of broad-sense
individual selection models (i.e., offspring number) into two components, the selfish
fraction of group reproduction, and the total group output. Shown are two traits, A and
B, the latter of which would (relative to A) experience positive within-group selection,
but negative between-group selection. The broad-sense individual fitness is just
the area of the shaded rectangles. Inclusive fitness equals the sum of these areas,
weighted by relatedness.

strategies can suppress such manipulations by punishing them (as in polic-
ing; Ratnieks 1988) or rewarding their termination (as in bribing; Reeve and
Keller 1997). These counterstrategies appear to limit the amount of intra-
group warfare that is actually observed so that the actual conflict often ap-
pears less than the potential conflict (Ratnieks and Reeve 1992). Understand-
ing exactly how and to what degree actual conflict is suppressed is the key to
understanding the extent to which social insect colonies can be viewed as
adaptively organized group-level units (Seeley 1997).

To study the evolutionary outcomes of within-colony conflicts, it is help-
ful to use a multilevel selection approach. Although genes are the entities
that are ultimately transmitted over generations, it is important to keep in
mind that genes are packaged in organisms, organisms in groups, and groups
in populations, and that selection theoretically may act at any of these levels.
For instance, some genes may be expected to be selected against at the
within-colony level (if they decrease the proportional personal reproductive
output of their carriers relative to other group members) but selected for at
the among-colony level (if they increase the colony’s overall reproductive
output). Selection acting within and between colonies can be analyzed by
using a multilevel analysis of selection, but it is important to remember that
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models of colony-level selection can always be translated into generalized
inclusive fitness models (Dugatkin and Reeve 1994) (fig. 8.1). The multi-
level approach is useful because it is well-designed for the analysis of how
socially mediated mechanisms that restrain within-group selfishness may
evolve and remain stable (Reeve and Keller 1997).

The aim of this chapter is to outline the major areas of potential conflicts
among colony members and discuss how these potential conflicts are re-
solved. Resolutions (i.e., evolutionarily stable outcomes) can range from
high levels of actual conflict to the complete absence of actual conflict, the
latter empowering colony-level selection as the main force shaping colony-
level phenotypes. As we shall see, the degree of peaceful cohesion of insect
societies appears sensitively determined by the benefits of group member-
ship and the benefits and costs of selfish manipulation and social suppres-
sion. We will review what we know about the potential and actual conflicts
occurring within insect colonies. The three main areas of conflicts discussed
are (1) the reproductive division of labor, (2) the relative investment in the
sexes of reproductives, and (3) within-colony nepotism.

Conflicts over Who Reproduces

The most pervasive potential conflict within insect societies arises over who
gets to reproduce. In many species, individuals engage in fierce fights to
establish dominance hierarchies or to reverse reproductive roles within colo-
nies, and it is not uncommon for these fights to end with severe injuries or
the death of some of the protagonists (e.g., Keller et al. 1989; Heinze 1993;
Keller and Ross 1993; Bourke 1994b). There is a clear tendency for aggres-
sive interactions to be more common in species with low or no caste dimor-
phism than in species where the reproductive division of labor is associated
with a strong morphological specialization of the castes. As the presence of
morphological castes also influences the nature of within-colony conflict and
the proximate factors regulating reproduction within the colony, we sep-
arately consider species with and without morphological castes.

Species without Morphological Castes

Many species of social insects (e.g., paper wasps, hover wasps, allodapine
bees, sweat bees, and some Ponerine ants) are characterized by the absence or
the presence of only a low level of dimorphism between the queen and worker
castes (Wilson 1971; Keller and Vargo 1993; Peeters 1993; Bourke 1997). In
these species, all group members have the ability to mate and reproduce, but
aggressive interactions (including ritualized dominance displays) generally
lead to one or a few individuals achieving most of the colony reproduction
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(Heinze et al. 1994). There is, however, tremendous intra- and interspecific
variation in the number of individuals taking part in reproduction and the
variance in their relative contribution. In some societies, all individuals repro-
duce equally (low-skew societies), whereas in others, a single individual com-
pletely monopolizes reproduction (high-skew societies). A central issue in the
study of social insect societies is therefore identifying the role of ecological,
genetic, and social factors influencing the apportionment of reproduction
among group members. This has been made possible by the development of
optimal-skew models that allow consideration of these factors in a single ex-
planatory framework (Emlen 1982; Vehrencamp 1983; Reeve 1991, 1998b;
Reeve and Ratnieks 1993; Keller and Reeve 1994b).

Current models of evolutionarily stable reproductive skew share the criti-
cal assumption that the dominants control reproduction of the subordinates.
If the dominants benefit from retention of the subordinates, it may pay the
dominants to leave some reproduction to subordinates as inducements for
these subordinates to remain in the society and cooperate peacefully rather
than to leave or fight for exclusive control of the group’s resources. (These
inducements are called staying and peace incentives, respectively.) The skew
models delineate the theoretical circumstances under which the dominant
will yield reproduction to the subordinates and also predict the magnitude of
reproduction forfeited.

The optimal-skew models predict that partitioning of reproduction in a
society will be affected by four parameters: (1) the expected success of a
subordinate that reproduces solitarily; (2) the group’s overall productivity if
the subordinate cooperates; (3) the genetic relatedness among group mem-
bers; and (4) the probability that a subordinate would win a fatal fight with
a dominant. Skew will increase under four conditions: (1) when group pro-
ductivity increases, because enhanced group productivity reduces the attrac-
tiveness of the leaving and fighting options for the subordinate; (2) when
ecological constraint on independent breeding increases, because subordi-
nates can expect only small payoffs for leaving if ecological conditions are
harsh; (3) when fighting ability of the subordinate is low, because subordi-
nates with lower fighting ability will be less tempted to engage the dominant
in a lethal fight for complete reproductive rights; and (4) when the related-
ness between a dominant and a given subordinate increases, because subor-
dinates that are more closely related to dominants automatically receive
larger indirect (kin-selective) benefits for cooperating peacefully with domi-
nants, hence they require smaller direct reproductive inducements for such
cooperation. Reeve and Keller (1995) also showed that the asymmetry in
relatedness occurring in mother-daughter associations versus sibling associa-
tions should tend to increase the degree of skew in the former (see also
Emlen 1996; Reeve and Keller 1996). The effects of these parameters on
reproductive skew are illustrated in figure 8.2.
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FIG. 8.2. Factors that increase the stable level of reproductive skew (under the optimal-
skew models). Each arrow indicates that the factor causes a rise in the factor to which
that arrow is pointing. (From models of Vehrencamp 1983; Reeve and Ratnieks 1993;
Reeve and Keller 1995). Increased skew can also result in increased relatedness when
individuals are recruited from within the group (dashed arrow on the figure), because
increased skew decreases the effective number of breeders and therefore increases
the average relatedness of individuals produced (Heinze 1995).

The optimal skew-models involve a dominant’s “bidding” for the services
of a subordinate helper against the payoff afforded by independent breeding
in a fixed environment. A more recent model considers what happens when
dominants in different colonies bid against each other for the subordinate’s
services (Reeve 1998b). In this case, the skew is expected to be lower than
in the optimal-skew models because dominants should be willing to yield
reproduction up to the point where they just barely gain from the subordi-
nate’s presence. Two somewhat surprising predictions of this bidding-game
model are that relatedness does not affect skew and that skew decreases with
increasing group output, unlike in the optimal-skew model. This model
should apply to cases in which subordinates can cheaply sample multiple
colonies before joining one, and thus is most likely to apply to (1) species in
which there are relatively few potentially joining subordinate helpers com-
pared to dominant residents and (2) species whose nests are present at high
densities and are not cryptic (Reeve 1998b).

Recent empirical studies support the predictions of optimal-skew models
(Creel and Waser 1991; Bourke and Heinze 1994; Keane et al. 1994; Bourke
and Franks 1995; Emlen 1995, 1997; Heinze 1995; Reeve and Keller 1995;
Bourke et al. 1997; Jamieson 1997), although the bidding-game model may
apply to some ants and burying beetles (Scott 1994; Evans 1996; discussed in
Reeve 1998b). Moreover, Reeve et al. (1998) also found some evidence for
the main assumption of optimal-skew models and bidding games, namely that
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the dominants voluntarily forfeit direct reproduction to prevent subordinates
from leaving the group or initiating a fight to monopolize the group resources.
They analyzed an alternative model’s predictions that reproduction by subordi-
nates results because it is too costly for dominants to prevent subordinates
from reproducing, and not because dominants are yielding some reproduction
to subordinates as inducements to stay and cooperate peacefully. One impor-
tant prediction of these “incomplete control” or “tug-of-war” models is that
reproductive skew should either decrease with or be insensitive to the genetic
relatedness between the subordinate and the dominant (at least when the ge-
netic relatedness between them is symmetric). This occurs because, as related-
ness increases, either both the dominant and the subordinate are predicted to
reduce their efforts to enhance their own shares of the direct reproduction
(resulting in little net change in skew), or only the dominant is predicted to
decrease its effort (resulting in a reduction in skew). These predictions differ
dramatically from that of optimal-skew models, which predict a positive asso-
ciation between reproductive skew and relatedness.

Data from both vertebrate and hymenopteran societies appear to support
the optimal-skew models, as they reveal a consistently negative relationship
between relatedness and a subordinate’s reproductive share (Reeve et al.
1998). Many of the species groups studied, however, were composed of
parents and offspring, that is, there was an asymmetry between dominant and
subordinate in their relatednesses to each other’s offspring. In such cases, the
incomplete-control models, like optimal-skew models for two-person groups,
predict maximum skew in favor of the dominant parent. Fortunately, it is
still possible to discriminate between the optimal-skew and incomplete-con-
trol models in the case of parent-offspring groups because they make differ-
ent predictions for sufficiently large groups. The incomplete-control model
predicts maximum skew regardless of parent-offspring group size. In con-
trast, optimal-skew models often predict incomplete skew if the parent-
offspring group size is larger than two (Reeve et al. 1998). The few data
available on reproductive skew in symmetric relatedness groups strongly fa-
vor the optimal-skew models, but many more studies of reproductive parti-
tioning are required to assess the general applicability of optimal-skew
versus incomplete-control models.

One very counterintuitive prediction of the optimal-skew models is that
intragroup aggression should often be higher in groups of close relatives
than in groups of nonrelatives. In the former, high relatedness leads to high
skew, and high skew leads to higher payoffs for the aggressive testing of
dominants by subordinates and thus advertisement of fighting ability by
dominants. In contrast, the incomplete-control models always predict de-
creasing intragroup aggression as relatedness increases. Again, the available
evidence for associations of co-nesting social insect queens overwhelmingly
favors the optimal-skew models (Bourke and Heinze 1994; Keller and Reeve
1994b; Reeve et al. 1998).
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An important implication of skew models is that there is a social contract
between the dominant and the subordinate over the allocation of direct re-
production. That is, for cooperative association to remain stable, it is neces-
sary that individuals have the ability to detect reproductive cheating by other
group members (i.e., attempts to obtain more than a member’s reproductive
share). This assumption was tested in Polistes paper wasps (Reeve and
Nonacs 1992). Simulation of cheating by the dominant through experimental
removal of subordinate’s eggs in foundress colonies elicited enhanced ag-
gression by the subordinate toward the dominant queen, especially if the
subordinate was similar in size to the dominant. There was no such response
by the subordinate if only worker-destined eggs or pupae were removed.
These results indicate that subordinates monitor their amount of reproduction
and aggressively retaliate if this amount falls below some minimal value.
Strassmann (1993) proposed the alternative hypothesis that egg removal elic-
ited the subordinate’s aggression because the empty brood cells indicated a
weak queen vulnerable to being overthrown, but Reeve and Nonacs (1993)
showed that queens who replaced the removed eggs at high rates received
significantly more aggression than did queens that replaced them at low
rates, in accordance with the social-contract hypothesis but not the weak-
queen hypothesis. The ability of animals to assess carefully each other’s
contribution to alloparental care and other nonreproductive tasks within the
groups, as well as to monitor direct reproduction of other group members, is
probably a common phenomenon in both vertebrate and invertebrate soci-
eties (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995b), although it remains undocumented
for most social taxa.

A recent extension of optimal-skew theory is the prediction that domi-
nants and subordinates will always be favored to give reproduction to each
other (“bribe” each other) to suppress destructive, selfish acts, that is, acts
that reduce overall group output while increasing the actor’s share of the
reproduction (Reeve and Keller 1997). This has important implications for
the issues discussed in this book because bribing provides a mechanism by
which dominants and subordinates can suppress the selfish acts that would
otherwise decrease overall group productivity. Interestingly, the magnitudes
of bribes are predicted to decrease with increasing relatedness (Reeve and
Keller 1997). The reason for this is that both optimal-skew and bribe models
are examples of transactional partnerships in which dominants yield repro-
duction to subordinates in order to obtain some benefit (retaining a subordi-
nate and preventing it from engaging in a selfish act, respectively; Reeve et
al. 1998). For both types of models, the magnitude of reproductive incentive
necessary to induce a subordinate to engage in some behavior beneficial to
the dominant will always decrease with increasing relatedness between them.

Using Hamilton’s rule and a multilevel selection approach, Reeve and
Keller (1997) further showed that reproductive bribing is more likely to be
favored over social policing (i.e., the suppression of selfish acts by other
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FIG. 8.3. Example illustrating the effects of relatedness and the partner’s share of repro-
duction on whether reproductive bribing will be favored over social policing and self-
policing. Information on the other relevant parameters (e.g., group-level cost of policing;
loss of group productivity that a selfish act would entail; and benefits of group life)
affecting skew are given in Reeve and Keller (1997). Adapted from Reeve and Keller
(1997; with permission of the University of Chicago Press).

group members through aggressive acts and coercion [punishment] or
through sabotage destroying the benefits of selfishness) (1) when the group
cost of policing is high; (2) when the benefits of being in a group are not
particularly high; (3) when the increment in personal reproductive share re-
sulting from a selfish act is moderate; and (4) when intragroup relatedness is
high. In short, bribing is most expected between genetic relatives and when
the threatened acts are mildly selfish but quite destructive. The condition
favoring bribing versus social policing and “self-policing” (i.e., when the
individual itself benefits from not acting selfishly because of the harmful
effects to kin) are illustrated in figure 8.3. The possibility of reproductive
bribing has not been examined in any social insect, but the preliminary sup-
port for optimal-skew theory, which is based on a parallel logic, suggests
that it may well occur. The required evidence is of the following form: When
a potential breeder is induced to refrain from a cooperative act—for exam-
ple, foraging—it should be observed to receive a smaller share of the repro-
duction than if it performs such an act. Any boost in reproductive share
achieved as the result of performance of a cooperative act should occur
without aggression by any party, suggesting that a subtle bribing transaction
has taken place.

Although the possibility of reproductive bribing remains to be investigated
empirically, there is recent evidence that the degree of self-policing is modu-
lated by the benefit of being in a group. Reeve and Nonacs (1997) presented
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a general model of how the optimal level of aggression by a group member
should vary in different social contexts characterized by different degrees to
which group members are reproductively valuable to each other. They as-
sumed that aggression increases the aggressor’s share of the group’s ex-
pected total reproductive output (positive within-group selection), but at the
same time decreases the magnitude of the overall reproductive output (nega-
tive between-group selection; e.g., fig. 8.1). Under such conditions̶which
are likely to apply in nature—they showed that the optimal level of aggres-
sion toward a recipient will decrease with increasing value of the recipient in
terms of effect on overall group productivity. Thus, an aggressor is more
likely to self-police when there is a larger benefit to being in a group. In a
series of field experiments, Reeve and Nonacs provided support for this pre-
diction by manipulating the value of nestmates in colonies of paper wasps.
They found that aggression decreased when the value of the cofoundress was
increased by reducing the size of the future worker force, whereas the ex-
perimental decrease in the value of the cofoundress resulted in increased
aggression.

Species with Morphological Castes: Caste Determination

Many social Hymenoptera—including the honeybee, bumblebees, vespine
wasps and virtually all ant species—are characterized by the existence of
specialized morphological castes, with queens reproducing and workers as-
suming other tasks such as foraging and brood care (Wilson 1971; Wheeler
1991; Keller and Vargo 1993; Peeters 1993; Bourke 1997). Partitioning of
reproduction in species with morphological castes is therefore primarily de-
fined by caste membership. Understanding the factors influencing reproduc-
tive roles in these species requires understanding the ultimate causes that
direct or force individuals to commit themselves developmentally or physi-
ologically to becoming workers.

It had long been believed that queens in large colonies were able to manipu-
late brood development chemically and force female larvae to develop into
workers rather than female sexuals. That queens produce chemical substances
(pheromones) preventing the differentiation of female brood into sexuals has
been demonstrated for several species (Wilson 1971; Fletcher and Ross 1985;
Vargo and Passera 1991). Traditionally, this inhibition has been taken as evi-
dence of queen manipulation of the brood against the brood’s genetic interests.
This view has been challenged, however, by Seeley (1985) and Keller and
Nonacs (1993), who argued that the queen pheromone may in fact act as a
signal to which workers respond in ways to increase their inclusive fitness.
Based on a pheromonal signal, each immature individual may decide whether
to develop into a queen or a worker, with the choice depending on the relative
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benefits of becoming a queen or a worker (e.g., there may be a lower incentive
to become a worker in older colonies because the larger the colony is, the
lower may be the benefit of each additional worker in terms of increasing
colony survival and productivity).

In this view, the queen pheromone may be a relatively low-cost cooperative
signal. The possibility of low-cost but honest signaling between relatives has
now been given a firm theoretical foundation by a synthesis of kin-selection
theory with the modern evolutionary theory of honest communication (Reeve
1997). The synthetic theory shows that observed levels of signaling, and thus
observed signal costs, will generally decrease with increasing relatedness be-
tween the signaler and the receiver. As relatedness increases to 1.0, signal
costs should approach 0. Indeed, within organisms, where the relatedness
among cells is virtually 1.0, hormones can be viewed as minimal-cost signals
obviously enhancing the joint fitness of the genes within these cells. In close
analogy, queen pheromones might be thought of as colony-level hormones.

The marriage of kin-selection theory and honest-communication theory
also has demonstrated that evolutionary stability of honest signaling among
relatives does not require that signals be differentially costly to signalers
with higher values of the signaled attribute (a central assumption of Zahavi’s
“handicap” model [1977b] of competitive signaling; Grafen 1990a). All that
is required for stable honesty among relatives is that signalers with higher
values of the signaled attribute benefit more from a given receiver’s assessed
value of that attribute. This clearly is plausible for a “queen present” phero-
monal signal. That is, a queen who is present will benefit more from the
workers’ appropriate response to this signal than would a worker who falsely
produced the same signal in a queenless colony. For example, the false sig-
nal might cause a selectively disadvantageous delay in the rearing of a re-
placement queen that is more fecund than the worker.

An alternative hypothesis for the function of queen pheromonal signaling
(more in line with a Zahavian model) is that the signal communicates the
queen’s level of fecundity (say, to prevent workers from replacing the queen
with a more fecund queen). In this case, the queen pheromone may have to
be costly to produce for it to be an honest signal. Moreover, it would have to
be costlier to produce for less-fecund queens so that the latter would not
falsely signal high fecundity. These conditions might be satisfied if, for ex-
ample, highly fecund queens receive more food from workers and thus are
better able to bear the cost of producing high levels of pheromone than less
fecund queens (A. Bourke pers. comm.).

The factors that may induce development of individuals into a worker
morph are basically the same as those favoring high skew (Keller and Reeve
1994b). It is critical to determine the lifetime consequences of developing
into a worker versus a breeder morph and not simply the instantaneous
breeding opportunities available for subordinates (Shellman-Reeve 1997).
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Hence, the decision to develop into a worker morph will be favored when
the lifetime probability of successful dispersal and breeding is low and when
the reproductive output of kin is greatly enhanced by the assistance of work-
ers with a specialized morphology. In other words, individuals should de-
velop into workers only when (1) there is a low probability of becoming a
successful breeder during one’s lifetime; (2) the relatedness among group
members is high; (3) individuals with a worker morph significantly increase
colony productivity; and (4) workers are likely to remain throughout their
lives with kin that can benefit from their help. In many species of the lower
termites, for example, workers can facultatively transform into widely dis-
persing alates when the log containing the nest runs out of nutrients, illus-
trating the converse of (3) and (4) (Shellman-Reeve 1997).

This view of caste determination stresses that the factors determining
caste will be sensitive indicators of the costs and benefits of pursuing the
alternative reproductive strategies represented by the alternative caste de-
cisions. For example, larval nutrition clearly affects the chances of suc-
cessfully competing with breeders for direct reproduction within the natal
colony and, thus, is understandably an important determinant of whether the
worker or breeder strategy is pursued (Wheeler 1986). It may not pay every-
body in the same situation to do the same thing. On the basis of an analysis
of caste decisions among termite juveniles, Shellman-Reeve (1997), pro-
posed that the benefit of pursuing a given reproductive strategy is often
negatively frequency-dependent; that is, the greater the proportion of indi-
viduals choosing to develop into workers, the less the increment in colony
output from a single worker. The evolutionary equilibrium would be a mixed
evolutionarily stable strategy, with some individuals choosing to become
workers and others breeders. In the Hymenoptera, the larvae are entirely
nutritionally dependent on tending adults, which may manipulate the nutri-
tion to ensure that nearly all of the larvae are selected to become workers
during the colony growth phase (Keller and Reeve 1994b). In species like
termites, however, the juveniles can forage for themselves, and there is
likely to be a more even mixture of workers and breeders that have similar
expected inclusive fitnesses at the moment the caste decision is made, with
their precise ratio reflecting the relative payoffs of staying and helping
versus dispersing and breeding (Shellman-Reeve 1997).

Species with Morphological Castes: Worker Reproduction

Although workers have reduced reproductive abilities, they have retained the
ability to produce male offspring from unfertilized eggs in many hymenop-
teran species with morphological castes (Bourke 1988). This may lead to
conflicts over male parentage. In a colony with a single, once-mated queen,
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workers are more closely related to their own sons (r 4 0.5) and the sons of
their full sisters (0.375) than they are to their brothers (0.25). Thus, each
worker would benefit from monopolization of male reproduction. If a given
worker cannot monopolize male reproduction, however, this worker should
still favor male parentage by other workers (full sisters) rather than by the
queen (their mother). This leads to a queen-worker conflict, as a queen
should prefer to produce sons (0.5) rather than let her daughters produce
males to which she is less related (0.25).

Interestingly, the nature of conflict over male parentage is influenced by
the number of times a queen has mated. An increased number of matings
decreases the average relatedness among workers and thus the relatedness
between workers and worker-produced males. The relatedness of workers
toward males is 0.125 ` 0.25/n, where n is the number of mates per queen.
Hence, if the queen has mated with more than two unrelated males (and uses
the sperm equally), workers are, on average, more related to queen-produced
eggs than to worker-produced eggs. Under such conditions, workers may
thus benefit from actively preventing each other’s reproduction (Starr 1984;
Woyciechowski and Łomnicki 1987; Ratnieks 1988)

The honeybee provides a nice example of such worker policing. Queens
mate up to 20 times (Estoup 1994), and only 0.1% of the adult males produced
derive from workers (Visscher 1989). Workers ensure the virtual absence of
worker reproduction through (1) physical aggression against workers with de-
veloped ovaries (Visscher and Dukas 1995), and (2) selective destruction of
worker-laid eggs (Ratnieks and Visscher 1989). In other words, worker polic-
ing effectively regulates male parentage, and it provides a mechanism ensuring
a relative harmony within the colony despite the potential for kin conflicts
(Ratnieks and Reeve 1992).

Sex-Ratio War

Conflicts over reproduction involve not only parentage of reproductive off-
spring but also the sex of these offspring. In eusocial Hymenoptera such as
ants, wasps, and bees, diploid females develop from fertilized eggs and hap-
loid males from unfertilized eggs. As a result, queens are equally related to
their sons and daughters, whereas workers are more related to their sisters
than to their brothers (Trivers and Hare 1976). These asymmetries in related-
ness suggest that queens should favor an equal investment in both sexes,
whereas workers should favor higher investment in females than in males
(Trivers and Hare 1976; Charnov 1978; Nonacs 1986a; Pamilo 1991a).
Hence, a sex-ratio conflict arises between queens and workers because work-
ers may enhance their inclusive fitness by altering colony sex ratios in their
favor and thereby acting against the interests of the queen.
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The first tests of sex-ratio theory in social Hymenoptera have been done by
determining sex-ratio investment at the population level. If workers control the
sex ratio, one expects a 3:1 population sex-ratio investment in monogyne (sin-
gle-queen) species when queens are singly mated. In polygyne (multiple-
queen) ant colonies, the expected sex ratio should be closer to 1:1, even under
worker control, when nestmate queens are related (Nonacs 1986b; Bourke and
Franks 1995; Crozier and Pamilo 1996). This occurs because the presence of
extra queens in a colony reduces the workers’ relatedness asymmetry to nest-
mate females and males, as fewer females will be full sisters (Nonacs 1986a;
Frank 1987; Boomsma 1993). Empirical studies showed the average sex-ratio
investment across 40 species of monogyne ants is significantly female biased
(0.63, expressed as the proportion of investment in females), whereas poly-
gyne ants (25 species) have a sex-ratio investment of 0.44, which is not signif-
icantly different from 0.5 (e.g., Trivers and Hare 1976; Nonacs 1986a; Boom-
sma 1989; Pamilo 1990; Bourke and Franks 1995; Crozier and Pamilo 1996).
Additional evidence for worker control (or at least partial control) of sex ratio
comes from the study of sex ratios in monogyne slave-making ants. These are
social parasites whose workers steal pupae from nests of other species, which,
after maturation, raise all the slave-makers’ brood. Because slave-maker work-
ers lack the ability to control sex allocation (they do not raise the brood), the
queen optimum is expected to prevail, leading to a 1:1 investment ratio. Sex-
ratio data are available for three species of slave-makers, and the observed
investment ratio (0.48) does indeed not differ significantly from 0.5, the value
expected if queens control sex ratios (Trivers and Hare 1976; Bourke and
Franks 1995).

Although these data support the view that workers have at least partial
control over sex ratio in ants, some caution is needed because several sources
of error are bound to occur with these broad interspecific comparisons. First,
there are important interspecific differences in sexual dimorphism leading to a
nonlinear relationship between cost of production of male and female sexuals
and their relative dry weight (the measure that has been used to assess relative
cost of production of males and females) (Boomsma 1989; Boomsma et al.
1995). Second, queens of many species mate more than once (Page 1986;
Keller and Reeve 1994a; Boomsma and Ratnieks 1996), and this is an addi-
tional uncontrolled factor affecting relatedness asymmetry. Third, many ant
species use budding as a mode of reproduction, which entails complications in
measurement of the cost of production of females (because workers that ac-
company queens need to be considered investment in the female function and
because budding may lead to local resource competition with nearby relatives;
Pamilo 1990, 1991a; Nonacs 1993a). Finally, local mate competition (Ham-
ilton 1967) may occur in several species where mating occurs in or near the
nest (see Tsuji and Yamauchi 1994; Bourke and Franks 1995).

These sources of error are likely to have important consequences for the
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comparison between monogyne and polygyne species because these two
classes of species frequently differ in their breeding system, life history, and
mode of colony reproduction (Keller 1993a,b, 1995, 1997; Ross and Keller
1995; Chapuisat and Keller 1999). Thus, polygyne species are generally
characterized by a lower queen-to-male dimorphism (Keller and Passera
1989; Stille 1996), and young queens tend to have fewer fat reserves than
their monogyne counterparts (Keller and Passera 1989). This may lead to
biases when using relative dry weight of males and females as an estimate of
the relative cost of males and females in these two categories of species
(Boomsma et al. 1995). Moreover, in polygyne species, young queens fre-
quently return to their mother colony after mating (Keller 1995), and in
some species, matings occur in the nest (Keller and Passera 1993; Passera
1994). These strategies are frequently associated with budding as a mode of
reproduction (Rosengren and Pamilo 1983; Keller 1991; Bourke and Franks
1995), which results in local mate competition and the necessity of consider-
ing part of the workers produced as part of the investment in the female
function (Pamilo 1991b). Finally, it has also been realized that monogyny
and polygyny do not constitute discrete categories. Interspecific variation in
queen number is better considered on a continuum, with species varying in
the proportion of polygyne colonies and the average number of queens per
colony. Only a few species always have colonies with single or multiple
queens, making classification of species into just two discrete categories
problematic (Nonacs 1986a).

Interestingly, at about the same time that the shortcomings of using inter-
specific comparisons to test queen-worker conflict were fully realized,
Boomsma and Grafen (1990, 1991) developed the theory of split sex ratios.
Their theoretical work was partly fueled by empirical studies showing that
colonies of many social insect species produce mostly or only individuals of
one sex (Pamilo and Rosengren 1983; Nonacs 1986a). Because relatedness
asymmetry decreases with queen mating frequency and the number of re-
lated queens per nest, theory predicts that workers should rear mainly or
only females in colonies with relatedness asymmetries above the population
average and mainly males in colonies with relatedness asymmetries below
the average.

Their theory was received with some skepticism (and still is by some
colleagues) as it assumed that workers should be able to assess the number
of mates their mother mated with. It might seem at first glance that their
theory assumes too high a sophistication in both the ability to assess colony
kin structure and the ability to bias sex-ratio investment patterns based on
this assessment. However, empirical studies soon provided striking support
for split sex-ratio theory (Queller and Strassman 1998). Evidence for related-
ness-induced split sex ratios comes from halictid bees, in which relatedness
asymmetry varies according to whether workers raise full siblings or off-
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spring of a full sister (Boomsma 1991; Mueller 1991; Mueller et al. 1994;
Packer and Owen 1994), ants and wasps with variable queen number (Her-
bers 1990; Queller et al. 1993; Chan and Bourke 1994; Evans 1995); and
populations of two monogyne ants in which queens mate either singly or
multiply (Sundström 1994; Sundström et al. 1996). In some species, how-
ever, sex-ratio variation among colonies does not seem be associated with
differences in relatedness asymmetry (Pamilo and Seppä 1994; Vargo 1996).

An assumption of Boomsma and Grafen’s (1990, 1991) theory is that
workers in a colony can assess their relatedness asymmetry. This does not
require worker ability to discriminate among different kin within the colony,
but workers must be able to judge whether they are in a colony with related-
ness asymmetry above or below the population average. This may be possi-
ble, for example, if workers are able to assess the genetic variability of the
brood. This idea was tested by Evans (1995), who experimentally added
unrelated larvae to colonies of the polygyne species Myrmica tahoensis. As
expected, if workers use brood genetic variability as a cue to assess colony
relatedness asymmetry, colonies into which foreign brood had been added
reared more male-biased broods.

The ability of workers to manipulate colony sex ratio in their favor raises
the question of how they do so. The queen controls the primary sex ratio by
the proportion of haploid (male) and diploid (female) eggs she lays, but
workers may subsequently adjust the sex ratios in their own interest by se-
lective rearing of the brood. Consequently, selective male elimination is ex-
pected in the singly-mated class of colonies (high relatedness asymmetry),
whereas no change or preferential male rearing is expected in the multiply-
mated class of colonies (low relatedness asymmetry) (Boomsma and Grafen
1990, 1991). Sundström et al. (1996) used a recently developed technique
for sexing eggs (Aron et al. 1994, 1995; Keller et al. 1996a,b) to compare
primary (egg) sex ratios and secondary (adult) sex ratios between colonies
headed by singly- and multiply-mated queens in a monogyne population of
the ant Formica exsecta. They found that queens contributed a similar frac-
tion of haploid eggs in both types of colonies. However, workers in colonies
with a singly-mated queen, but not those in colonies with a multiply-mated
queen, altered the queen-laid egg sex ratio by preferentially eliminating
males to raise new queens. These results indicate that worker-queen conflict
is manifest only in colonies headed by a singly-mated queen, as predicted by
split sex-ratio theory. By eliminating males in these colonies, workers prefer-
entially raise the sex that yields the largest marginal fitness return per unit of
investment (Boomsma and Grafen 1990, 1991) thereby enhancing their in-
clusive fitness.

The manipulation of colony sex ratio through male elimination must entail
decreased colony productivity, because the resources invested in rearing
males until the moment of elimination are partly or completely lost. All else
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being equal, one would thus predict that workers should eliminate males as
early possible in development to minimize the cost of sex-ratio manipula-
tion. Surprisingly, this is not the case. By following the sex ratio of the
brood throughout development, Chapuisat et al. (1997) found that workers
eliminated a significant proportion of their brothers, and possibly all of them,
at a late developmental stage, when they were close to pupation. In fact,
workers destroyed males that had grown beyond the size threshold where
workers should replace them with extra females to increase their inclusive
fitness. Why are males still eliminated at such a late developmental stage?

Chapuisat et al. (1997) suggested that late elimination of males may stem
from the necessity to eliminate part of the brood because of resource limita-
tion (e.g., in years that are less productive than average). In this case, work-
ers would still maximize their inclusive fitness by selectively eliminating the
sex to which they are less related compared to the population average, that
is, males in colonies headed by singly-mated queens. Although this explana-
tion may account for late male elimination, it does not explain why workers
did not replace supernumerary males with extra females earlier. Two mutu-
ally nonexclusive hypotheses are possible. First, early sex-ratio biasing may
entail a high cost if workers make frequent errors when determining the sex
of young brood. A high error rate early in development may arise if the
mother queen and males conceal the sex of the brood in order to resist
worker manipulation (Nonacs and Carlin 1990; Nonacs 1993b). Workers
may thus reduce the cost of errors by postponing elimination until males and
females can be reliably distinguished. Second, queens may prevent early
sex-ratio biasing by limiting the number of female eggs. If there are not
enough extra female eggs to replace young male larvae, workers may gain
no benefit from early elimination of males.

These recent studies on ant sex ratio show that overt expression of the
queen-worker conflict depends on the genetic structure of the colony. In
colonies where queens are multiply mated, there is no conflict of interest
because both parties benefit from producing males. Because the population-
wide investment ratio is female biased (Boomsma and Grafen 1990, 1991;
Sundström 1994; Sundström et al. 1996), males are therefore also more valu-
able for the mother queens. These studies also indicate that conflicts may be
expressed even if the colony incurs costs in the form of the elimination of
kin. The cost of male elimination in colonies headed by singly-mated queens
remains to be investigated. It is also unknown whether some females are
eliminated in colonies headed by multiply-mated queens or, alternatively,
whether a greater proportion of females are channeled into the worker devel-
opmental pathway.

Conditional manipulation of colony sex ratio by workers in response to
differences in relatedness asymmetry has interesting consequences for the
evolution of queen mating frequency. Because the populationwide sex-ratio
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investment is female biased under worker control, queens producing sons
have a higher fitness than queens producing female sexuals. Thus, multiply-
mated queens will tend to have higher fitness than singly-mated queens be-
cause their colony will specialize in male production. This fitness advantage
may generate selection for multiple mating (Queller 1993; Ratnieks and
Boomsma 1995), a phenomenon that is relatively common in social Hy-
menoptera (Page 1986; Keller and Reeve 1994a; Boomsma and Ratnieks
1996). However, other hypotheses have been proposed for multiple mat-
ing—for example, that it promotes adaptive genetic diversity within colonies
(Crozier and Page 1985; Sherman et al. 1988; Keller and Reeve 1994a;
Liersch and Schmid-Hempel 1998; Schmid-Hempel 1998)—but the critical
discriminating experiments have yet to be performed.

A further twist to the sex-ratio story is that sex-ratio biasing by workers
may also affect male mating strategies. Because males develop from unfer-
tilized eggs, males have no genetic interest in the sons of their prospective
colony. Thus, worker manipulation of sex ratio toward females in colonies
headed by singly-mated queens decreases queen reproductive success but
increases that of the male mate(s). The number of matings by the queen
therefore has a differential effect on male and queen reproductive success,
because multiple mating increases the reproductive success of queens and
decreases that of males (Boomsma 1996).

Boomsma (1996) thus pointed out that a worker-induced split sex ratio
may lead to an unusual mating system with eager females and choosy males,
because shared paternity leads to a tremendous decrease in inclusive fitness
for males. It remains to be investigated whether specific adaptations have
evolved for males to maximize the relatedness asymmetry in their prospec-
tive colony. Boomsma suggested that this may occur by several means. For
example, after mating, males could deposit chemical substances on the
queens to signal that they are mated. Another mechanism would be for the
second male to transfer only a limited number of sperm so as to decrease the
relatedness asymmetry to an extent that would not be detectable by workers.

Finally, an intriguing finding suggests that intracolonial conflict over sex
ratio and differential investment in the sexes by workers can extend beyond
the larval stage. Starks and Poe (1997) have recently found that when forag-
ing workers of the social paper wasp Polistes dominulus return to mature,
late-season colonies, the resident workers react by forcibly “stuffing” their
brothers into empty brood cells until the food brought by the forager has
been distributed to female adult nestmates and developing larvae. This tem-
porary imprisonment of the males appears to ensure that resources critical to
successful overwintering by the workers’ reproductive sisters are prefer-
entially channeled to these sisters and away from the less closely related
brothers. This provides yet another example of behavior in the name of ge-
netic self-interest. In P. dominulus, just as in the ant F. exsecta, workers
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actively disfavor their less related brothers in favor of their more related
sisters to pass on more copies of their genes to the next generation.

Nepotism within Families

Colonies of social insects consist of a number of genetically distinct lineages
when queens mate with multiple males or when colonies contain several
queens. For example, colonies headed by one multiply-mated queen consist
of full sisters (r 4 0.75) and half sisters (r 4 0.25) when the queen’s mates
are unrelated to her and each other (as is usually the case). Similarly, the
relatedness between individual workers may vary between 0.75 and 0 within
colonies headed by multiple queens, depending on the relatedness among
queens. In colonies consisting of several genetically distinct lineages, work-
ers could benefit by behaving nepotistically, favoring the most-related indi-
viduals. Earlier studies of honeybees suggested that workers favored full
sisters over half sisters in interactions with other workers, including swarm-
ing and queen brood rearing (e.g., Getz and Smith 1983; Page et al. 1989).
However, these studies have been justifiably criticized on a number of
grounds including artificiality of colony composition, possible bias because
of the genetic markers used, and faulty statistical analyses (Oldroyd et al.
1990; Frumhoff 1991; Breed et al. 1994). New empirical studies using mo-
lecular markers also failed to demonstrate differential family composition
during swarming (Kryger and Moritz 1997).

Studies of other species of social insects have also failed to detect nepo-
tism within colonies. In several ant and wasp species, queens may cooperate
to initiate new colonies, but not in a nepotistic way. Queens of the wasp P.
annularis do not prefer to cooperate with close relatives when initiating new
colonies (Queller et al. 1990). Cooperation between founding queens is also
common in the fire ant ( Solenopsis invicta), but queens start fighting soon
after the eclosion of the first workers, ending with the death of all but one
queen. The first eclosed workers also may take part in the fights, but they do
not favor their mother nor increase her probability of survival (Balas and
Adams 1996; Bernasconi and Keller 1996; Bernasconi et al. 1997). Finally,
mature colonies of some ant and wasp species are headed by several queens,
but the workers fail to favor sisters over workers from other matrilines or to
behave nepotistically toward their mother compared with other queens (Car-
lin et al. 1993; Snyder 1993; DeHeer and Ross 1997). Similarly, in multiple-
queen colonies of the ant Leptothorax acervorum, queens eat eggs, but they
do not eat their own eggs less frequently than those laid by their nestmates
(Bourke 1994a).

Three nonmutually exclusive, general explanations for the apparent lack
of nepotism within insect societies have been proposed (reviewed in Keller
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1997). The first explanation is that selection has favored universal treatment
of colony members because differential treatment of kin classes incurs costs
that outweigh the benefits to nepotistic individuals (Reeve 1989; Carlin et al.
1993). When all individuals receiving help are related (to a variable degree)
to the altruist, the benefits resulting from the increased fitness of more re-
lated individuals is mitigated by the decrease in fitness of the less-related
individuals. For example, Ratnieks and Reeve (1992) considered the case of
an insect colony headed by a multiply-mated queen in which workers may
help either full or half sisters. They suggested that differential treatment of
colony members would inevitably lead to losses in colony efficiency, for
example, because time is wasted in assessment of patriline status. Therefore,
if nepotism is associated with a decrease in colony efficiency, all patrilines
may experience a net decrease in inclusive fitness, and kin discrimination
might be selectively disfavored. In general, smaller differences in relatedness
between colony members should tend to select against nepotism, because
smaller difference in relatedness between altruists and classes of individuals
receiving help result in smaller potential benefits for nepotistic behaviors.

The second explanation posits that kin-biased behaviors are disfavored
because the high frequency of recognition errors so dilutes the benefit of
nepotism that this benefit no longer exceeds the cost. Because no recognition
system is perfect, the decision of an individual to behave nepotistically de-
pends on the probability of correctly identifying desirable and undesirable
recipients and the benefits versus costs of correct and incorrect assessment
(Reeve 1989; Sherman et al. 1997). The efficiency of any type of kin-recog-
nition system relies on the types of cues available. Because they share the
same environment, workers in an insect colony cannot use environmental
cues to distinguish genetic lineages; they would need to use genetically spe-
cified cues.

Recognition mediated by genetic cues might be unstable and error-prone.
Theoretical studies indicate that allelic diversity of recognition should de-
crease over time because more frequent alleles will be continually favored
until fixation (Crozier 1988; Ratnieks 1991). Thus, other selective forces
such as gamete compatibility or disease resistance apparently must operate
to maintain genetic diversity of recognition cues (Crozier 1988; Ratnieks
1991). Consistent with this idea, odors induced by the major histocompati-
bility complex (MHC) are used to recognize relatives in several vertebrates,
and extremely high allelic variability at MHC loci is maintained because of
their role in immune defense and, most importantly, the avoidance of kin
matings (Potts and Wakeland 1993). Meiosis also decreases the efficiency of
recognition by genetically specified cues because it leads to variable combi-
nations of segregating alleles in family members (Getz 1981; Lacy and Sher-
man 1983; Gamboa et al. 1986; Waldman 1987).

Finally, a third hypothesis is that some colony members (e.g., workers,
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subordinate queens) benefit from actively scrambling recognition labels. The
workers most likely to benefit from scrambling cues are those that belong to
classes of close relatives constituting only a small fraction of the total pool
of interactants (Reeve 1998b). This is because accurate signaling of kin sta-
tus would produce some increased help from (rare) more closely related
individuals but reduce the benefits provided by the (most common) less-
related individuals. Colony members may also benefit by reducing or elim-
inating information about kinship within the group when nepotism entails
reduction in colony productivity (Reeve 1998b).

Scrambling of recognition labels could be achieved by transferring odors
between colony members, as indeed has been observed in many ant species
(Hölldobler and Wilson 1990). It is not yet clear, however, whether the role
of chemical cue transfer is to remove information about kinship within colo-
nies or to provide a better system of recognition between members of differ-
ent colonies. A direct prediction of the scrambling hypothesis is that odor
transfer should be absent or less frequent in colonies where there is usually a
single matriline and patriline (colonies with one singly-mated queen) than it
is in colonies with different genetic lineages, because no nepotism is pre-
dicted to occur in the former (Keller 1997).

A recent study showed that subfamilies (offspring from different fathers)
tend to have different cuticular hydrocarbon profiles in the honeybee (Arnold
et al. 1996). As cuticular hydrocarbons are probably the chemical labels used
by workers to discriminate nestmates from non-nestmates, this raises the
possibility that such labels can be used for within-colony discrimination.
However, Arnold et al.’s study also showed considerable overlap in the
chemical profile of workers from different patrilines, suggesting that these
chemical labels would at best provide a moderately efficient system of rec-
ognition for within-colony discrimination.

In conclusion, whether or not intracolonial nepotism will be favored ulti-
mately depends on (1) the maximum efficiency of the recognition system,
and (2) the minimum recognition efficiency required for nepotism to provide
a net benefit. Figure 8.4 provides a schematic representation of the combined
effects of factors favoring and disfavoring the evolution and maintenance of
nepotism.

Conclusion

The advent of “selfish-gene” thinking has led to the recognition that there
are many potential sources of genetic conflicts within insect colonies. In
some cases, empirical studies have supported the view that these potential
conflicts translate into actual conflicts, whereas in other cases, mechanisms
seem to have evolved in order to prevent conflicts from being expressed.
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FIG. 8.4. Factors favoring/disfavoring nepotism. The actual efficiency of a recognition
system depends on the nature of recognition labels available (F5) and whether active
scrambling of these labels by group members occurs (F6). The level of recognition
efficiency required for nepotism to be favored is set by four main factors (F1–F4), with
nepotism being less likely to evolve if discrimination is a costly process (F3) and if the
differences in relatedness between altruists and classes of individuals potentially re-
ceiving help are small (F4). By contrast, nepotism will be favored even when recogni-
tion efficiency is relatively low when the four following conditions are met: important
benefits for recipients of nepotistic acts (F1); low costs for individuals discriminated
against (F2); low cost of discrimination between kin classes for the altruist (F3); and
large differences in relatedness between altruists and potential recipients of help (F4).

Queen-worker conflict over sex ratio and the potential conflict between nep-
otists from genetically distinct lineages, respectively, appear to provide the
best examples of these two possible outcomes.

Conflict of interest over reproduction is a potential conflict that some-
times, but not always, translates into actual conflict. Aggression is common
in species lacking morphological castes, yet, even in species with the highest
level of aggression, individuals interact in a cooperative manner most of the
time. This may be due to mechanisms that evolved to suppress selfish and
destructive behavior manifesting intragroup conflicts. These mechanisms in-
clude policing and/or bribing by other group members. The study of intra-
group conflict in insect and other animal societies is still in its infancy, but
the recent development of theories of conflict suppression provides a rich
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source of predictions that are amenable to experimental testing. For example,
one prediction is that reproductive bribing should be widespread, particularly
among genetic relatives. This prediction is testable with careful observations
of potentially quite subtle behavioral interactions representing transfers of
reproduction within groups (Reeve and Keller 1997).

There are clear analogies between the dynamics of conflicts within insect
societies and conflicts that occur at other levels of biological organization,
which are discussed in the other chapters of this book. For example, one
cannot consider the potential conflict among genetic lineages within social
insect colonies without being struck by the close analogies with intrage-
nomic conflicts. The potential benefits of workers’ scrambling recognition
cues in order to increase their inclusive fitness are much the same as the
benefits received by organisms that evolve mechanisms preventing or reduc-
ing intragenomic conflicts (reviewed in Keller 1997; Reeve 1998b). Thus, a
driving allele that increases its probability of being passed into the gamete
by destroying nondistorting alleles on the homologous chromosome will
generally inflict a cost on the whole organism because fewer gametes are
produced. Hence, a modifier gene that inactivates a driving allele will be
favored (Pomiankowski, chap. 7). Haig and Grafen (1991) suggested that
recombination might have been selected to decrease the possibility that
closely linked genes would cooperate to bias their transmission during
meiosis. In the same manner, scrambling of recognition cues, social policing,
and bribing may benefit all workers in a social insect colony if these pro-
cesses increase colony productivity. Optimal-skew theory can even be ap-
plied to an organism when it is viewed as a group of cooperating cells or
chromosomes. (1) Because only a small proportion of cells generate ga-
metes, skew is very close to 1, just as predicted by optimal skew theory
because relatedness among cells approaches 1. (2) By contrast, at meiosis,
unrelated chromosomes (in outbreeding species) pair up and participate in an
intricate molecular tango that ensures equal representation in gametes (“fair
meiosis”), just as there is equitable reproduction in many societies of unre-
lated organisms. Thus, at both the organismal and intragenomic levels, the
same principles may determine how conflicts are resolved and when the
collective interest of the group wins over the selfish interest of each group
member.

Finally, the study of within-colony conflict (and conflicts at other levels of
biological organization) and its resolution has important consequences for
our understanding of evolution. As pointed out by Leigh (chap. 2), genetic
conflicts enable one to look for footprints of the role of natural selection in
evolution. In the same vein, the study of the outcome of sex-ratio conflicts
between queens and workers and the recent demonstration that workers ma-
nipulate colony sex ratios according to differences in relatedness asymmetry
certainly provide strong evidence of the correctness of kin-selection theory.
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It is somewhat paradoxical that the outcome of within-colony conflicts pro-
vides one of the best demonstrations of kin-selection theory, a theory that
was first proposed to explain the evolution of extreme cooperation!

It is meaningful to ask how the balance of cooperation and conflict should
tend to change within a given biological unit (organisms, societies) over long
periods of evolutionary time. Will scrambling, bribing, policing mechanisms,
and their equivalents eventually remove all traces of within-unit competition,
so that harmony will continually crystallize upward from lower to higher
levels of biological organization? There is a simple, but compelling, reason
why they will not. When bribing and policing remove the incentives for a
particular selfish manipulation, they increase group output. This increase in
output automatically increases the temptation to engage in other kinds of
selfish manipulations, because the payoffs for getting a bigger piece of the
now bigger reproductive pie increase (Reeve and Keller 1997). Thus, as one
conflict is resolved, others inevitably will open up, just as plugging up the
proverbial hole in the dike creates new holes via increased water pressure!
Perhaps this is why conflict, and the mechanisms thwarting it, persist within
individual organisms (and a fortiori within animal societies).
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9 Complexity in Vertebrate
Societies

Dawn M. Kitchen and Craig Packer

Individuals are the preeminent vehicles for selection. Yet individuals consist
of a collection of genes, the physical elements of evolution. Does the transi-
tion from selfish gene to individual genome provide lessons for higher-order
phenomena, in particular, the relationship between the individual and the
social group? Maynard Smith and Szathmáry (1995) argued that there have
only been two general contexts in which such transitions may have occurred.
First, eusocial species display an extreme degree of cooperation and division
of labor, but they are in effect “extended genotypes,” in which the genetic
self-interests of each group member are highly similar. Thus, sufficient kins-
hip permits specialization similar to the cells of a single superorganism
(Seeley 1997; see also Keller and Reeve, chap. 8). Second, human cognition
and language permits rational planning and a unique capacity for cultural
transmission, enabling the development of an elaborate social organization
beyond the reach of most organisms (see Maynard Smith, chap. 10).

Social evolution is often considered to have reached only these two re-
markable pinnacles; everything else appears to be stranded on lower ground.
But is the topography of vertebrate sociality really so uniform? Detailed
studies of animal societies often reveal hints of true complexity, sometimes
even giving the appearance of group-level coordination or a well-organized
division of labor. Do these provide evidence of a higher level of selection
that has superseded individual selection? Or has individual selection alone
produced these novel levels of organization?

Although there is theoretical evidence that group selection can operate
under certain strict criteria, fitness differences among groups will only rarely
supplant the effects of differential individual fitness within the population
(Williams 1966a; Dawkins 1976). But can important evolutionary pressures
be revealed by measuring fitness effects at the group level? Proponents of
neo-group selection advocate that group-level adaptations have produced
“emerging properties” that can only be understood from their effects on the
relative fitness of different groups (e.g., Wilson 1997a,b; Sober and Wilson
1998). They also urge the necessity of viewing the group as an entity in its
own right rather than reducing everything to the sum of individuals. Strict
individual selectionists, however, suggest that such complexity can best be
understood by building from the simplest unit. If it is advantageous for indi-
viduals to form groups, individual selection will lead to adaptations that
maximize personal fitness within the group and thus produce the complex-
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ities observed in nature. For example, certain physical structures may
transcend the contribution by any single individual (e.g., termite mounds,
weaver bird nests, acorn woodpecker granaries), but these are epiphenom-
ena that result from individuals working for themselves and their kin rather
than the result of a preplanned blueprint (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
1995).

One way to view these contrasting approaches would be to apply to verte-
brate societies criteria similar to those that Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
(1995) have suggested for the evolution of human societies: Rousseau’s so-
cial contract versus Adam Smith’s free market. According to Rousseau, soci-
ety is designed to maximize benefits to the society itself, whereas Smith
contended that society results from the behavior of individuals working for
their personal benefit.

Our task for this volume was to determine how the most complex and
apparently coordinated vertebrate social behaviors conform to this dichot-
omy of societal evolution. Many vertebrate societies are centered around
cooperative breeding, and this pathway apparently leads toward eusociality
in the same manner as naked mole-rats, termites, and hymenoptera (Wilson
1971; Lacey and Sherman 1991; Sherman et al. 1995). Because strict eu-
sociality is rare among vertebrates (see Alexander et al. 1991), and the be-
haviors associated with cooperative breeding systems have been the subject
of several recent reviews (Stacey and Koenig 1990; Emlen 1995, 1997; So-
lomon and French 1997), we have chosen instead to examine alternative
examples of emergent properties in vertebrates. Predator avoidance, food
acquisition, and resource competition all provide clear examples of complex,
group-level behavior. Can simple rules of individual behavior account for
these phenomena? Or do we see signs of a superorganism with near-perfect
coordination, altruism, specialized division of labor, and advanced group-
level decision making beyond the sum of its parts? In each case, we charac-
terize the complexity of the behavior, providing a plausible scenario for the
evolution of the trait and exploring its maintenance at the observed level of
complexity. Where possible, we discuss factors that may have prevented
each trait from attaining an even higher level of complexity.

Predator Avoidance

Predation has been an important force in the evolution of group living, pri-
marily through the dilution effect (Treisman 1975). Individuals benefit from
dilution whenever a predator can only capture one prey at a time and a group
of n individuals is attacked less than n times as often as a solitary. But group
living affords numerous other antipredator advantages beyond the sheer
safety of numbers, including the confusion effect and corporate vigilance.
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Predator-avoidance behavior often shows a superficial resemblance to higher
cognition or a coordinated division of labor. We discuss these phenomena
within the context of evasion and vigilance.

Coordinated Evasion

A flock of dunlins flies low over Puget Sound; Mt. Rainier glows in the
afternoon light. The dunlins fly along in a loose-knit swarm until a mer-
lin swoops down from the sky, and the dunlins make a sudden sharp turn,
bunching together and moving as one. A few stragglers stand out from the
crowd, and the merlin catches its dinner.

Such coordinated evasive maneuvers can appear choreographed, giving
the impression of a supraindividual intelligence. Indeed, the idea that cogni-
tion involves an extensive group-level process such that the group literally
has a mind of its own (Wilson 1997b) has been around for decades (e.g.,
Selous 1931). This impression may tell us more about the neurological at-
tributes of the observers than of the birds themselves, however. Slow-motion
film analysis of the dunlins’ tightly executed maneuvers reveals a precise
sequence of individual decisions. When first faced with an external threat,
one to three birds react by banking toward the rest of the flock, and the
remainder respond one by one, forming a synchronized “maneuver wave”
(Potts 1984). This results from a pattern of neighbor following neighbor, not
a direct response to the predator, and the individual birds react so fast that
the sum of their actions appears to have a life of its own. Yet no higher level
of organization is involved.

The proximate mechanism of this behavior, however, does not diminish its
complicated group-level effect. The response time between dunlin flock
neighbors decreases along the front of the “wave” and becomes, on average,
three times faster than the average startle response of a lone individual. This
suggests that each individual synchronized its movement to coincide with
the approaching maneuver wave propagating across the flock, giving rise to
a “chorus line” (Potts 1984). A similar phenomenon is found in schooling
fish, where close proximity allows each individual to detect rapid pressure
waves with their otolith and lateral line organs (Gray and Denton 1991).
Individuals synchronize their movements with those of their neighbors
(Pitcher and Parrish 1993), resulting in remarkably coordinated predator-
evasion maneuvers (fig. 9.1).

The chorus line is possible because the animals’ absolute speed of re-
sponse is so quick that each group member can wait its turn and still escape
the approaching predator. Otherwise, they should follow a direct-response
rule in which each group member flees as soon as it detects the predator.
Neighbor-rules maintain integrity within the flock during evasion, and order-
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liness is individually advantageous because it reduces the risk of collision
and maintains benefits from the dilution effect (Heppner 1997; Parrish and
Turchin 1997). The chorus line will only be successful, however, in species
in which the maneuver wave can be reliably detected (Lima 1995; Lima and
Zollner 1996) and the absolute reaction time is very rapid in comparison to
the speed of the approaching predator.

What would a group-selected evasion tactic look like? In a world of like-
minded individualists, each animal’s only goal is to escape, but in a world
where group interests supersede the needs of individual group members, the
birds should try to minimize the risk that anyone is ever captured. Thus,
individuals should maintain a precise location within the flock because novel
movements could decrease the efficiency of the group’s coordinated pattern
(Schilt and Norris 1997). It is a common observation, however, that individ-
uals attempt to move toward the center of the flock when threatened by a
predator (Hamilton 1971; Romey 1997), and random movement patterns are
continually generated by individuals within the group (Heppner 1997).

Coordinated vigilance

In Tsavo National Park, a family of dwarf mongooses searches the grass for
insects and spiders. The alpha male perches atop a nearby termite mound
and scans the sky. As the chirpings of his family recede, he notices a subor-
dinate female. A quick and efficient forager, she sits perched on another
termite mound, digesting and watching the sky. The alpha male rejoins the
pack, and everyone remains absorbed in a search for food. Startled by the
shrill cry from the watchful female, the family safely joins the sentinel in
her termite mound just before a pale chanting-goshawk completes its futile
plunge.

Extreme examples of vigilance behavior involve an apparent division of
labor with individuals taking turns as “sentinels.” Several well-documented
cases in birds and mammals indicate a highly coordinated system with at
least one, but often only one, sentinel on duty most of the time (e.g., Gaston
1977; Rasa 1977, 1989a; Moran 1984; Ferguson 1987; McGowan and Wool-
fenden 1989; Hailman et al. 1994). In Florida scrub jays, the occurrence of a
single sentinel was more frequent than expected by chance (McGowan and
Woolfenden 1989), and, in a study of captive meerkats, at least one individ-
ual played sentinel over 95% of the time (Moran 1984). The meerkats’ cov-
erage dropped to 70% immediately after the death of one group member—a
decrease comparable to the time it normally spent on duty—though the sur-
vivors soon adjusted their guarding time to cover the gap. Substitutions be-
tween group members also seem to be well synchronized in these systems.
In the scrub jays, one sentinel typically relieves another within the same
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minute (McGowan and Woolfenden 1989), whereas sentinel exchange in
dwarf mongooses involves a consistent sequence of individuals (Rasa 1977,
1989a).

Vigilance has traditionally been considered to involve some form of altru-
ism: Animals must forego foraging time to scan for predators, and vigilant
individuals may inevitably alert their companions of an impending attack
(Pulliam 1973; Pulliam et al. 1982; Parker and Hammerstein 1985). Thus,
the coordination observed in these sentinel systems implies a degree of ac-
tive cooperation, indicating a group-level emergent property. More recent
approaches to predator-detection behavior, however, have all emphasized an
inherent individual advantage to being the first to spot the predator (e.g.,
FitzGibbon 1989, 1994; Packer and Abrams 1990; McNamara and Houston
1992; Caro et al. 1995; Godin and Davis 1995; Bednekoff and Lima
unpub.).

Although their elevated positions might make them seem more exposed,
sentinels probably gain direct benefits from their behavior. Sentinels refrain
from all other activities besides vigilance (e.g., Moran 1984; Wickler 1985;
Hailman et al. 1994); their posts provide an improved view of the surround-
ing area (Rasa 1986, 1989a; Hailman et al. 1994); and they may be situated
close to shelter (Rasa 1989a, but see Rasa 1987). Thus, active vigilance may
pay more than continued foraging once an individual has reached its gut
capacity, and any asynchrony in feeding requirements among group mem-
bers would give the appearance of a coordinated division of labor. If this is
the case, rather than look for evidence of cooperation, we should look for
factors that lead to feeding asynchrony.

Animals with different nutritional requirements or foraging efficiencies
will be expected to approach satiation at different times (Gaston 1977; Bed-
nekoff 1997). Perhaps the first sentinel of the day was the last individual to
have fed the night before or is the most efficient forager in the group. The
staggered energy reserves of individuals would affect the relative payoff of
vigilance behavior and the time at which they switch to this task. Some
individuals may be more efficient foragers (e.g., adults vs. juveniles) or may
have lower energy requirements (e.g., males vs. pregnant or lactating fe-
males), thus explaining why adults are more often sentinels than juveniles
(e.g., Rasa 1977; Hailman et al. 1994), and why males are sentinels more
often than females (e.g., Rasa 1977, 1989a; Moran 1984; Hailman et al.
1994). Consistent differences between individuals could also explain why
the sequence of exchange between specific group members occurs with such
regularity (Rasa 1977, 1989a).

However, an organized sentinel system cannot result from asynchronous
requirements unless foragers benefit from the vigilance of the sentinel and
sentinels can resume foraging when it is their best option to do so (Bed-
nekoff 1997). Each animal’s decision depends on what everyone else is do-
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ing: An individual can devote relatively more time to foraging (rather than
vigilance) as long as there is at least one sentinel and the sentinel’s response
to an approaching predator is reliable and easily detected by other group
members.

Why do sentinels signal an advancing predator? An alarm call might be
the inevitable by-product of a startle response, a signal that encourages the
predator to attack a different individual (e.g., FitzGibbon 1989; Caro et
al. 1995), or a means of manipulating other group members (Charnov and
Krebs 1975). Besides protecting close kin (Hamilton 1964a,b; Sherman
1977), animals may receive a strong benefit from the dilution effect and
therefore benefit from protecting necessary companions (Lima 1989).

Assuming that sentinels enjoy even a minor improvement in predator de-
tection compared to foragers, Bednekoff (1997) has shown that a coordi-
nated sentinel system can arise purely through individual advantage. Bed-
nekoff’s model incorporates three factors: (1) At each time-step, individuals
choose between foraging and vigilance, depending on their own energetic
reserves; (2) individuals switch tasks at each time-step according to the for-
aging/vigilance behavior of other group members; (3) predator-detection in-
formation is effectively transferred from the sentinels to the foragers.

Consider first a group in which everyone forages, and no one is vigilant.
Once one individual has attained an adequate energy reserve, it can benefit
more from behaving as a sentinel rather than continuing to forage. The re-
maining group members now enjoy considerably less risk of predation so
that they only benefit from acting as sentinels if their energy reserves are
sufficiently high (fig. 9.2). Once the lone sentinel’s reserves have fallen be-
low the threshold, it resumes foraging, but its role is filled by any other
group member with adequate reserves to become the lone sentinel. As a
result, coordinated sentinel behavior can confer a selfish advantage as long
as individual priorities can be satisfied asynchronously (Bednekoff 1997).

Sentinel behavior shows an irregular taxonomic distribution. What ecolog-
ical differences might account for the presence of a coordinated vigilance
system in one species and its absence in a related species or in a different
population? Sentinels might be more likely in a population or species in
which (1) elevated lookout posts provide a genuine predator-detection ad-
vantage (Bednekoff 1997); (2) food supplies are adequate (Gaston 1977;
Bednekoff 1997); and (3) predator densities are high (McGowan and Wool-
fenden 1989).

Dwarf mongooses in the Serengeti are an example of the latter point, as
they do not display the complicated and coordinated sentinel behavior seen
in the Tsavo population. Predation pressure is much higher in Tsavo than in
the Serengeti (Rasa 1986, 1989b; S. Creel pers. comm.), and the behavior of
one particular raptor species apparently determines the payoffs from coordi-
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FIG. 9.2. Bednekoff’s (1997; with permission of the University of Chicago Press) model
of sentinel behavior. Bednekoff considered several different scenarios, but we only pre-
sent the outcome when sentinels are the only animals to give an alarm call. Graph
illustrates the optimal decision rule for a member of a group of five, given the number
of other group members that are acting as sentinels. If an individual’s current energetic
reserves exceed the line, then it should become a sentinel, otherwise it should forage.
The maximum possible energetic reserve is 15 in this model.

nated guarding. In Tsavo, the pale chanting-goshawk uses the cover of trees
and bushes to ambush from behind the traveling pack and exerts a potential
predation pressure almost ten times higher than any other species (Rasa
1983, 1989b). This apparently explains why the mongoose sentinel focuses
its vigilance 1807 away from the foraging direction of the pack (Rasa
1989a,b). In the Serengeti, however, pale chanting-goshawk do not attack
dwarf mongooses, and the mongooses never emit alarm calls in their pres-
ence (S. Creel pers. comm.).

Sentinel behavior seems to have arisen from a simple system of mutual
benefit: well-fed animals bide their time looking out for predators, while the
remaining group members exploit their companion’s vigilance. Individuals
benefit from specializing in one behavior at a time but are not locked into a
particular caste as in eusocial insects. Although dwarf mongooses show
some of the most elaborate forms of sentinel behavior, this system is highly
facultative, so the sentinel system is unlikely to provide a platform on which
group-level adaptations could be built.
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Cooperative and Collaborative Hunting

A pride of lions sleeps near a waterhole as a reedbuck advances to drink.
Stretched out on her side, one of the lions spots her prey, waits until it
lowers its head, then rolls onto her chest, every muscle tense. The reedbuck
looks up; the lioness stays frozen. The reedbuck walks toward the water, and
the lioness starts her slow careful stalk, using every shred of cover. Head up.
Freeze. After 10 minutes she is within 15 m; the rest of her pride sleeps
soundly. The reedbuck starts to drink; the female pounces and bowls it over.
Woken by the scuffle, her pridemates run to join her. She snarls and attempts
to swat them away while keeping her jaws clamped firmly on the reedbuck’s
throat. Undeterred, her hungry companions rip open the prey’s abdomen and
eat most of the entrails and muscle. Finally, the hunter relinquishes her grip
and stands panting in the heat of the day—the last member of the group to
feed.

Group hunting frequently captures the popular imagination, and anecdotes
abound of highly organized hunters working to seize a large dangerous prey.
However, recent theoretical work has refocused attention on the conflicting
costs and benefits for each individual in a hunting group, and empirical evi-
dence is accumulating that shows truly collaborative hunting is far less
widespread than previously supposed (Busse 1978; Packer and Ruttan 1988;
Scheel and Packer 1991). Nevertheless, numerous species clearly do cooper-
ate in specific situations. How can we account for this diversity, and to what
extent does cooperative hunting indicate some higher level of cognition (or
some other form of emerging complexity)?

How do we define cooperation in this context? At its simplest, group
hunting can be said to be cooperative as long as two or more individuals
simultaneously pursue the same prey animal. Cooperation will evolve as
long as each individual gains a higher payoff by participating in a group
hunt rather than by scavenging from a companion’s kill (as in the above
vignette). Beyond this mere simultaneity of prey pursuit, group members
may actively coordinate the hunt by modifying their behavior according to
the tactics of their companions.

Simultaneous/Cooperative Hunting

When a prey item is large enough to feed several foragers and the effort of
prey capture incurs an inevitable cost, the advantage of joining an ongoing
hunt depends on the extent to which an additional individual can improve its
companions’ chances of successful prey capture (Packer and Ruttan 1988). If
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one individual can capture the prey by itself, the contribution of a second
hunter may be too low to overcome the costs of hunting, and the second
animal’s best option would be to “cheat” and hence wait on the sidelines
until the prey has been captured. If prey capture is difficult, however, each
additional hunter may make an important contribution, and simultaneous
hunting can evolve even in the absence of kinship or long-term relationships.

Using data from a variety of animal species, Packer and Ruttan (1988)
tested these predictions indirectly, using data on group-size specific hunting
success as evidence of cooperation. In most species in which individual
hunting success was high, groups performed no better than solitaries, but in
species in which solitaries suffered poor hunting success, larger groups per-
formed at rates that were consistent with a simple model of simultaneous
cooperation (in which the success rate of a group of n individuals, hn, is
given by hn411(11h1)n, with h14 success of a solitary, and thus 11h14
failure of a solitary, and (11h1)n 4 the chance that everyone fails simul-
taneously).

Subsequent studies have confirmed that groups generally do cooperate
when individual hunting success is very low (e.g., Eklöv 1992; Fanshawe
and FitzGibbon 1993). The most detailed data come from studies of African
lions. In Serengeti National Park, individual lions often refrain from group
hunts (i.e., cheat), but refrain least often during hunts of prey species that are
most difficult to capture (e.g., Cape buffalo; Scheel and Packer 1991). In
Etosha National Park, individual hunting success is far lower than elsewhere,
and these lions show a much greater degree of cooperation (also see below).
The hunting success and grouping patterns of the Serengeti and Etosha lions
as well as data from a third study in Uganda (Van Orsdol 1981) are com-
pared in figure 9.3.

The Etosha lions showed the greatest improvement in hunting success
with increasing group size (fig. 9.3a). Only in Etosha were pairs more than
twice as successful as solitaries, and trios were more than three times as
successful (fig. 9.3b). As might be expected, the Etosha lions spent consid-
erably more time in groups than did the other populations (fig. 9.3c). The
root cause of these differences appears to be the harsh conditions of Etosha,
where prey abundance is very low and the lions are forced to specialize on
prey species that are very difficult to capture (East 1984).

Before considering more complex forms of group hunting, we want to
make two points. First, it is surprising how often “cooperative” hunting
seems to consist merely of several individuals hunting simultaneously. Addi-
tional hunters rarely contribute to the success rate of larger groups more than
is predicted by the simple multiplicative model of hn as outlined above.
Second, even when animals have actively cooperated to capture a large prey,
their feeding behavior is often competitive and disorganized (e.g., Kruuk
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FIG. 9.3. Hunting success and grouping behavior in three different populations of African
lions: Serengeti, Tanzania (Schaller 1972; Packer et al. 1990); Queen Elizabeth Park,
Uganda (Van Orsdol 1981); and Etosha, Namibia (Stander 1992a,b). (A) Group-size spe-
cific hunting success. (B) Relative hunting success for each group size. (C) Proportion of
time lions spent alone, in pairs, and in larger groups.
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1972; Schaller 1972). Thus, their cooperation is context specific and does
not lead to an overall increase in social complexity.

Coordinated/Collaborative Hunting

Hunting partners sometimes respond to each other’s behavior, either recruit-
ing additional companions in anticipation of a hunt or coordinating them-
selves during the hunt itself.

active recruitment of hunting partners
Zebra stallions vigorously defend their families from spotted hyenas, re-

quiring the hyena to hunt them in large packs. Human observers can reliably
predict when spotted hyenas are about to hunt zebra even if other prey spe-
cies are nearby and no zebra are in sight (Kruuk 1972; Holekamp et al. in
press; L. Frank pers. comm.). Before embarking on a zebra hunt, the hyenas
assemble at “pep rallies,” where they perform greeting ceremonies, scent
marking, defecation, and social sniffing. Then one to two females often lead
the group on long treks, ignoring easier-to-catch prey (such as wildebeest) in
their path. Once they reach a zebra herd, they engage in a simultaneous (but
not coordinated) hunt.

Although hyenas may appear to be making a group-level decision, these
pep rallies arise from the fact that individuals in large hunting groups can
expect to obtain a greater reward per capita by selecting zebra rather than
wildebeest. Many more hyenas scavenge from a carcass than participate in
prey capture, and zebra weigh around 40% more than wildebeest. Thus, even
though hyenas form significantly larger groups when hunting zebra rather
than wildebeest, feeding group size is comparable for both prey spe-
cies. Hence, in areas of higher hyena density (and limited hunting oppor-
tunities each day), individuals gain higher payoffs by forming hunting par-
ties large enough to catch the larger prey (Kruuk 1972; Holekamp et al. in
press).

Again, it is significant that even though hyenas actively encourage the
formation of large groups, their coordinated behavior breaks down once they
pursue a specific prey animal. Mutual benefit encourages mutual participa-
tion but not any clear-cut division of labor.

division of labor during group hunts
Stander (1992a,b) described a remarkably stereotyped system of hunting

behavior in the Etosha lions. These animals mostly hunted a single prey
species, springbok, which was so small that the lions needed to capture
several prey each day. Hunting in a homogeneous habitat, pride members
fanned out to surround their prey, and certain individuals consistently ap-
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proached from the left, others from the right, while the remainder approached
directly. These “wings” and “centers” showed clear preferences and gener-
ally only altered their position if their group composition changed on a
particular day. Most interestingly, hunting success appeared to depend on
whether the lions were able to hunt in their preferred positions, suggesting
that this division of labor conferred the sort of benefits that might lead to
true specialization (Maynard Smith 1978; Oster and Wilson 1978).

In the Serengeti, complex hunting strategies are occasionally observed
(e.g., Schaller 1972), but because these lions live in a more heterogeneous
landscape and typically hunt several different species each day, their hunting
techniques are more haphazard, and they often fail even to hunt simulta-
neously (Scheel and Packer 1991). The Etosha lions, on the other hand,
probably needed to coordinate their cooperation owing to the low success
rates of solitary hunters, and the sheer repetition of stalking a single species
of prey may have enabled each lion to learn a specific tactic that reflected an
associated skill: Heavier females were more likely to be “centers”; lighter
females to be “wings.” These Etosha prides lived in an extremely harsh
environment and were unable to rear cubs during the study period (P. Stander
pers. comm.), so it is noteworthy that their highly developed hunting
strategies, having arisen in extremis, may have been invisible to natural se-
lection.

Another example of coordinated hunting is provided by the chimpanzees
of Tai National Park, Ivory Coast, West Africa (Boesch and Boesch 1989).
These animals typically show complementary actions such as driving, block-
ing escape paths, and encirclement, although no data are available on the
consistency of individual behavior. The Tai chimps “collaborated” in 68% of
group hunts compared to less than 20% in two Tanzanian populations. As in
the lion comparisons, the Tai chimps show lower success rates when hunting
solitarily, and they more typically hunt in groups than chimps in the other
populations (even recruiting distant companions to the hunt). Boesch (1994a,b)
speculated that the greater degree of collaboration at Tai ultimately arises
from ecological factors: The taller and thicker forest structure requires the
chimps to work together to capture their arboreal prey. Boesch and Boesch
(1989) also suggested that because chimps in this population are more con-
sistently gregarious than their Tanzanian counterparts, they have greater op-
portunity to learn complex hunting tactics.

However, another interpretation of the Tai chimps’ behavior is that these
animals are less tolerant of scavenging by “bystanders” or “latecomers”
(Boesch 1994b), and thus the individual who actually captures the prey gains
a significant advantage. This leads to an important question. Is an apparent
division of labor the result of each individual’s maximizing its personal
chances of prey capture (Busse 1978), or do group members coordinate
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themselves to maximize the success rate of the entire group? Are individuals
ever willing to reduce their personal chances of prey capture in order to
maximize the success rate of their companions? This may vary from species
to species. In chimpanzees, the successful hunter achieves the lion’s share,
but in lions (as typified by our vignette), the killer typically continues throt-
tling the prey long after its pridemates have started feeding.

Group-Group Competition

It has stopped raining. The young chimpanzee shakes himself off and re-
sumes feeding. He occasionally scratches his chest and spits out a palm nut,
which crashes through the fronds to the ground below, punctuating the drip-
ping hiss of the forest. He is all alone in this narrow valley; his usual com-
panions are somewhere off to the south. Then all hell breaks loose. Four
males from a neighboring community charge toward the adolescent; he tries
to escape, but two of the neighbors tackle him and hold him down. The other
two take turns biting, kicking, and stomping on his neck, his back, his legs.
They leave him broken and bleeding, dying on the forest floor, and return to
their own territory, where they climb a large fig tree and set off a chorus of
hooting and screaming.

Intergroup competition is widespread in vertebrates: Group territoriality
occurs in carnivores (Kruuk and MacDonald 1985), rodents (Lacey and
Sherman 1991), primates (Cheney 1987), birds (Davies and Houston 1981;
Brown 1987; Black and Owen 1989), and fish (Clifton 1989). If groups fight
to the death or for exclusive access to key resources, the self-interests of
each group member will coincide with the interests of the entire group, as
has been documented in coalitions of male lions (Grinnell et al. 1995). These
coalitions compete intensively for access to female prides, and they are typ-
ically only able to maintain residence long enough to father one or two
cohorts of offspring. Unrelated partners will form lifelong relationships and
cooperate wholeheartedly even in situations when their behavior cannot be
monitored by their partner. However, this behavior is driven by the existence
of larger groups of cooperative kin (which forces solitaries to team up in
order to remain competitive) and is limited by the increasing degree of
within-group competition in larger groups (the larger kin groups will tolerate
reproductive skew, whereas unrelated companions will not) (Packer et al.
1991).

Here we explore whether group-group competition has led to complex
forms of cooperative behavior within each species. We then describe cases in
which groups behave like individuals in higher-order levels of competition.
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The Complexity of “Us” against “Them”

The remarkable patroling behavior and organized gang warfare of male
chimpanzees (Goodall et al. 1979; Goodall 1986) provides the best-known
example of complexity in this context. Males seem to decide in advance
when to make a foray to a territorial boundary. They seek out and stalk their
quarry, usually a lone member of the neighboring community. The maraud-
ing males remain unusually silent and stealthy until launching a sudden at-
tack, and those males who hold down the opponent make it easier for their
companions to administer a coup de grâce. Of the few attacks that have been
directly observed, specific individuals do not consistently show the same
tactic (although certain individuals appear to be more actively aggressive).
The caution with which they set out to maim or kill their opponent probably
serves to minimize the risk of injury to their companions as well as to them-
selves. This is a dangerous task and is clearly an emergent property of group
living: The entire group must keep themselves healthy in order to overpower
even a single opponent.

Even in the case of group territoriality, however, individual costs and ben-
efits may not always coincide, and intergroup conflicts may often involve a
considerable degree of within-group decision making. When a large group
greatly outnumbers its opponents, a lone defector might be able to gain the
resource without paying any costs of territorial defense. Female lions com-
pete against their neighbors for access to land, and larger groups dominate
smaller ones (McComb et al. 1994). Recent studies show, however, that not
all individuals pull their weight when confronted by strangers. During play-
back experiments, certain animals routinely hang back during their approach
to the territorial invaders (Heinsohn and Packer 1995). Others (nicknamed
“friends in need”) participate when their assistance would be most likely to
influence the odds of winning the encounter. Still others (“fair-weather
friends”) participate most often when their group safely outnumbers the op-
posing group.

No theoretical model currently exists that can account for such a diversity
of individual strategies during intergroup encounters, but these results em-
phasize the fact that individuals probably weigh personal costs and benefits
before deciding to participate in a territorial dispute.

Nevertheless, some form of group selection will be expected to operate in
this context. Successful groups may annihilate unsuccessful groups, and
traits that promote individual survival will also promote survival of the en-
tire group. Intergroup conflict therefore involves relatively little opposition
between individual advantage and the good of the group. Because the out-
come of these conflicts may depend on the emerging properties of group-
level competition, the question remains whether a group-oriented perspective
is necessary to explain the evolution of these properties or if they can best be
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understood by emphasizing individual fitness. Perhaps an individual-fitness
approach similar to Bednekoff’s models of sentinel behavior would reveal
the factors necessary to produce a division of labor and other characteristics
of group warfare.

Higher Levels of Intergroup Competition

Resource competition is often restricted to disputes between members of the
same group or struggles between neighboring groups. But individuals from
separate groups may sometimes cooperate in competition against a common
enemy (e.g., rock pipits, in which adjacent territory holders cooperate to
evict potential newcomers; Elfström 1997), and entire groups may tempo-
rarily coalesce to form second- or third-order alliances. In fact, the spatially
discrete social units of several vertebrate species actually consist of collec-
tions of matrilineal alliances, and thus more species show a multitiered so-
cial system than is generally recognized. These higher-order alliances are
reminiscent of tribal societies in humans and involve some of the most intel-
ligent mammalian species, including primates, carnivores, elephants, and ce-
taceans.

Social complexity is increasingly seen as the driving force in the evolution
of intelligence, with a large brain size being required to track multiple social
relationships (Byrne and Whitten 1988; Barton 1996). Boehm (1992, 1997)
argued that the quality of these relationships has also been important in the
evolution of our own species, specifically in permitting the development of
enforced egalitarianism. Thus, the despotic tendencies of more powerful
members of human society are countered by cultural traditions that create a
powerful force for consensus and minimize the fitness outcome of such phe-
notypic variation. As outlined below, however, most multitiered vertebrate
societies probably exist precisely because they are not egalitarian: Each
individual is ordered according to dominance rank and participates in ever
higher levels of social organization in a nested series of group-ordered domi-
nance relationships.

Primate troops and hyena clans show a complex social organization based
on family-level alliances (Chapais 1992; Frank et al. 1995). Mothers support
their daughters in disputes against other families so that members of the
same matriline enjoy adjacent rank in an overall hierarchy. But adjacently
ranked families will cooperate against subordinate matrilines to maintain the
status quo. Experiments in Japanese macaques (Chapais et al. 1991) showed
that a second-ranking matriline benefits by allying itself with the top-ranked
matriline in order to prevent the formation of a “bridging alliance” between
the first- and third-ranked matrilines. By cooperating with the second-ranked
matriline, the top-ranked matriline creates a state of dependency that fore-
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FIG. 9.4. Multitiered social systems exist in various vertebrate species. Horizontal lines
indicate individuals or groups; vertical lines link cooperative partners.

stalls a “revolutionary alliance” between the second- and third-ranked ma-
trilines. Despite these internal divisions, the entire troop or clan will cooper-
ate during clashes with neighboring groups. In each level of complexity
(summarized in fig. 9.4), individuals apparently work together according to
the usual rules of genetic self interest.

In Hamadryas baboons (Kummer 1968; Sigg et al. 1982; Abegglen 1984;
Stammbach 1987) and African elephants (Moss and Poole 1983; Moss 1988;
Poole et al. 1988), discrete social groups show second-, third-, and fourth-
level alliances (fig. 9.4). The primary social group of Hamadryas baboons is
the “unit group,” which consists of a single adult male, several females, and
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their dependent offspring. These units often compete against each other, but
then coalesce into “clans” that compete against other units or clans for ac-
cess to females or food. Clans merge to form “bands,” which in turn form
“troops.” Bands and troops compete against each other for access to water-
holes and sleeping cliffs. Intertroop and interband encounters can seem quite
organized, with males from each clan lined up side by side in front of their
females and the subadult males advancing in the lead.

In elephants, the family groups aggregate to form “bond groups,” and
social interactions between these individuals are just as intense as between
family members (after a separation, these individuals greet each other with
trumpeting, ear flapping, trunk entwining, and excited defecation; while
apart, they seem to coordinate movements over long distance using low-
frequency sound). Bond groups associate preferentially in a “clan,” whose
members interact frequently and greet each other by calmly putting their
trunks in each others’ mouths. Clans coalesce as a “subpopulation,” whose
members are intolerant of members from other subpopulations. These higher-
order groups are most prominent during periods of food abundance but then
disperse when food supplies diminish.

Elephant family groups (and, probably, bond groups) are matrilines (Moss
and Poole 1983), and males of the Hamadryas clans are suspected to be
brothers (Sigg et al. 1982; Abegglen 1984), but it is not yet known whether
their higher-order alliances are also based on genetic relatedness. Even in the
absence of kinship, individuals can benefit from preferential alliances be-
cause of the advantages of a clear-cut dominance relationship. As resources
diminish, high-ranking groups may first align themselves with known subor-
dinates to evict competitors of unknown fighting ability; then the dominants
can oust the subordinates when the resource is only large enough for a single
group.

Not all multitiered systems are obviously despotic. In some social species,
higher-order alliances may essentially involve a lottery in which groups co-
operate with other groups without necessarily knowing who will win. For
example, male bottle-nosed dolphins form stable first-order alliances of two
to three individuals, which coalesce to form second-order alliances during
competition for receptive females (Connor et al. 1992). These second-order
alliances will steal females from other groupings, and only one first-order
alliance ultimately herds the female. Two members of the winning coalition
may then mate with her simultaneously, and if there is a third male in the
coalition, the identity of the “odd man out” changes from one takeover to
another (Connor and Smolker 1995).

No paternity tests have yet been performed in dolphins, behavioral obser-
vations are sparse, and the kinship between coalition partners is unknown. It
is possible, however, that these primary coalitions arise from mutualistic
advantage. If each male in these alliances has an equal chance of fathering
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each offspring, then cooperation will pay as long as coalitions gain signifi-
cantly greater access to females than do solitaries. A similar argument ap-
plies to the temporary coalitions of savanna baboons (Bercovitch 1988; Nöe
1990), in which pairs of males are much more successful at taking over
estrous females than are lone challengers. In the dolphins, the first-order
alliance is truly analogous to an individual baboon, and their extraordinary
levels of cooperation apparently stem from the difficulty of sequestering re-
ceptive females in this species.

Multitiered vertebrate societies show many important similarities to hu-
man social organization, and it is striking how many of these examples in-
volve long-lived intelligent animals. However, most of these societies are
readily understood in terms of a few simple rules of despotic and nepotistic
behavior. Even in cases where higher-order alliances appear to be egalitarian,
they are the product of a lottery, not a social contract.

Prospecting for New Pinnacles of Complexity

The sun has set, and a herd of Cape buffalo moves away from the river,
looking for a spot to bed down for the night. The bulls, cows, and calves
chew their cud and occasionally call to each other. Suddenly, everyone is
startled by a bright light in the sky. The herd springs into action. The bulls
approach the disturbance and start thrashing the ground with their horns.
The cows and calves trundle back down toward the river. An astonished
biologist records the scene.

“My god, what’s that object in the sky? A spaceship? Oh heavens, it’s
landed, and those bull buffalo—they’ve started digging a trench! And the
cows, the cows have constructed some sort of suspension bridge. They’re
carrying their calves across to the other side!”

The door of the spaceship opens, and an alien voice announces, “We are
Borg. You will be assimilated. Resistance is futile.”

The idea that a buffalo herd could organize a complex defensive response
is even more ludicrous than the notion of a pompous space alien landing in
the Serengeti. (We chose the Borg because they regularly threaten the char-
acters of “Star Trek” with a group-level cognition. Individuals function as
neurons within a collective intelligence.)

True group-level adaptations/cognition in any animal as intelligent as a
mammal should be elaborate, conspicuous, and unequivocal. If insects can
organize fungal gardens, warfare, and bridge building, we should surely see
“emerging properties” at least as impressive in the vertebrates. In our survey
of some of the most complex vertebrate social behaviors, we found little
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evidence of such group-level adaptations. Self-interested behavior could al-
ways be seen to mold the form of society not vice versa.

With the exception of naked mole-rats, we could find no example of a
division of labor that involved a long-term specialization: Every individual
could alternate between foraging and acting as a sentinel, between hunting as
a “center” and a “wing,” and among a variety of tactics during a gang attack.
The Etosha lions showed the most persistent specializations, but even here
specific individuals modified their behavior in response to changes in group
composition.

Are most vertebrates “generalists” because their group-level responses are
too rudimentary to require specialization, or is group-level cooperation rela-
tively undeveloped because individuals are selected to be generalists? In the
absence of eusociality, all these animals are capable of independent breed-
ing, and each individual seems well equipped to solve a variety of problems.
Cooperative group sizes are typically so small that reliance on a specialist
might be disadvantageous. Imagine a musical quartet in which each musician
can only play a single instrument; if one person dies, the surviving trio might
be unable to perform properly. In ensembles large enough to be safely redun-
dant (like an orchestra), however, the advantages of mutualism or the force
of kin selection will generally be too weak to maintain a group-level degree
of cooperation.

We also could find no example of group-level complexity that justifies the
sort of “group mind” envisioned by Wilson (1997b) and other neo-
group selectionists. For example, Prins (1996) has suggested that Cape buf-
falo show “voting behavior,” wherein several hundred animals assess each
other’s preferred destination before moving off as a single herd each day.
Although group-progression patterns may indeed involve some form of col-
lective decision making, we see no reason to invoke anything beyond a sim-
ple set of individual decision rules (e.g., chimpanzee social organization: Te
Boekhorst and Hogeweg 1994; task allocation in social insects: Pacala et al.
1996).

Finally, we could find no compelling evidence that a vertebrate social
system ever exceeds the sum of its parts. The coordinated evasion of dunlin
flocks and fish schools is impressive only because each individual benefits
from responding to the behavior of its neighbors. The most elaborate social
organizations illustrated in figure 9.4 only require an ability to recognize a
large number of individuals (rather than any form of group-level cognition).
Though intergroup competition might be expected to provide the best possi-
ble context for group-level phenomena, group-territorial lions are hardly a
paragon of cooperation, riddled as they are with “friends in need” and “fair-
weather friends.”

Outside of the possible exception of eusociality (with naked mole-rats
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providing the best-known example in vertebrates; Jarvis and Bennett 1991),
the landscape of vertebrate social evolution is dynamic but ultimately lev-
eled by the forces of self-interest.
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10 Conflict and Cooperation
in Human Societies

John Maynard Smith

Human society is difficult to analyze because it is determined by two parallel
systems of inheritance, genetic and cultural, whereby information is trans-
mitted between generations and between individuals. One does not have to
accept Marx’s thesis that “Man’s being determines his consciousness” to
accept that what people believe, and how they behave, is culturally influ-
enced. Yet it should be equally clear that our ability to be influenced by
culture, and to construct complex societies, depends on our genetic makeup.
The reason why humans live in complex societies, dependent on many
learned skills, whereas chimpanzees live in rather simple ones, is ultimately
that humans and chimpanzees are genetically different.

It does not follow that sociology can, or should, become a branch of
biology. The relation between sociology and biology resembles that between
biology and chemistry. No one expects biology to become a branch of chem-
istry, essentially because the presence of heredity in living systems causes
the appearance of functional and adaptive properties that are absent in purely
chemical or physical systems. Yet no one today could argue that biologists
can get along without a knowledge of chemistry. The same ought to be true
of sociology in relation to biology, although as yet it is not. We should not
expect sociology to become a branch of biology, but it may well be that
sociology could gain as much from genetics as genetics has already gained
from chemistry.

Here I discuss human societies from three points of view, and I ask what
can be learned by comparing the behavior of humans with that of other
primates. The papers in Runciman et al. (1996), in particular that by R. A.
Foley, treat this question in greater detail. Next, I discuss the nature of lan-
guage, which is the basis of cultural, as opposed to genetic, inheritance. The
books by Bickerton (1990), Jackendoff (1993), and Pinker (1994) are the
sources of this section. In the next section, I present some simple, formal
models of cultural cooperation. What is borrowed from biology is not any
particular set of facts, but the method, originating with Darwin, of explaining
complex phenomena by simple models. In the context of human social be-
havior, this approach was pioneered by Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman (1981)
and by Boyd and Richerson (1985): the particular models described were
first formulated in Maynard Smith (1983a). Finally, I discuss the difficulties
that arise in modeling a society with a dual inheritance system—genetic and
cultural—and with multiple levels at which selection can act.
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The Comparative Behavior of Primates

Hinde (1976) emphasized that sociality in humans, and in some mammals
and birds, depends on the formation of relationships between individually
recognized conspecifics. In this, human societies differ from insect societies,
which do not depend on individual recognition, although recognition of col-
ony membership is present. Foley (1996) pointed out that sociality in
Hinde’s sense is a characteristic of anthropoid primates. Of over 175 species,
only the orangutan is solitary, and even in this species, there are affinities
between specific females within discrete home ranges (Galdikas 1985).

In the Old World monkeys (Cercopithecoidea), social organization de-
pends on female kin bonding. In contrast, hominoids are socially diverse,
ranging from monogamy in Gibbons, a one-male harem system in the go-
rilla, and a social group consisting of related males and unrelated females in
the chimpanzee. Social systems in humans are so diverse that it is hard to be
confident about what system(s) were present in ancestral hominids. Foley
(1996) suggested that male kin bonding evolved in the human-chimpanzee
clade, and hence that a patrilineal system is ancestral for hominids. Figure
10.1 illustrates his conclusions, based on a phylogenetic analysis of the be-
haviors of existing primates.

It is customary to emphasize the importance of increasing brain size in
human evolution. However, the Australopithecines, the first hominids, show
a relatively slight increase, when allowance is made for body size. The “en-
cephalization quotient” is a little over 2.0 in extant apes, and ranges from 2.1
to 3.4 in Australopithecines. In Homo ergaster, at 1.6 MY, it is 3.3, after
which there was a gradual increase over the next million years. The most
rapid increase, however, has occurred only during the last 300,000 years.
Many explanations have been proposed for this initially gradual, and more
recently accelerated, increase in brain size: for example, increased group size
requiring greater complexity of social interactions; skill in tool manufacture;
the origin of linguistic competence. It is not necessary to choose between
these and other explanations, because all may have been relevant, and they
may have interacted: for example, language is obviously relevant to social
interactions.

There is, however, less controversy about the physiological effects of an
increase in brain size. The brain is a metabolically expensive organ, and this
confronts a mother with problems in providing nutrients for her baby, before
and after birth. Increased brain size has led to changes in life-history charac-
teristics: a longer period during which the infant is dependent; longer inter-
birth intervals; delayed first reproduction; and greater longevity. If infant
survival required male as well as female investment, this would have favored
the evolution of long-term bonding between a male and one or several females.
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FIG. 10.1. Evolutionary relationships of Old World monkeys and apes, showing social
systems. Female kin-bonding evolved only in the Old World monkey (1). Male residence
appears to have been established among basal hominids (2), and male kin-bonding
evolved in the chimpanzee-human clade (3). After Foley (1996; with permission of Ox-
ford University Press).

The last 50,000 years have seen the emergence of a new phenomenon,
continuous cultural change. Occasional cultural changes occur and are trans-
mitted in other animals. What is new in humans is that such cultural innova-
tions are cumulative, leading to behavior that no individual could learn on its
own (Boyd and Richerson 1996). Cultural inheritance is not uncommon in
other animals. For example, young rats acquire a preference for foods that
they smell on the pelage of other rats (Galef 1988). Boyd and Richerson
suggest that cumulative cultural change requires “observational learning”:
that is, a young individual can learn by observing the behavior of another.
This contrasts with “local enhancement,” which is all that is required to
explain the acquisition of a new food preference in rats (Galef 1988) or the
habit of opening milk bottles in great tits. Local enhancement can lead to the
cultural transmission of a habit, but observational learning is required for the
continued improvement of a technique.

Observational learning is not unknown in nonhuman animals. In birds, it
is the basis of song dialects, but seems to be limited to that context. Boesch
(1996) argued that a degree of observational learning is present in chim-
panzees. He gave the following example. Some, but not all, populations of
chimpanzees dip sticks into the nests of driver ants, and feed on the ants that
crawl up the sticks. The chimpanzees in Gombe use a different technique
from those in Tai and catch about four times as many ants per minute. Local
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enhancement could explain why ant-dipping is present only in some popula-
tions, but not why Tai chimps continue to use a less efficient technique,
when there is nothing to stop them from using the more efficient one. But
this is what we expect if young chimps acquire the technique by copying
their elders. So it seems that observational learning, which is characteristic
of humans, is already foreshadowed in chimpanzees.

The Nature of Language

If cumulative cultural change is the characteristic feature of human society,
the capacity for language is the genetically specified property that makes it
possible. Symbolic communication is common among animals. In social in-
sects, the meanings of the symbols are genetically determined: An individual
ant does not have to learn when to give a particular signal, or how to inter-
pret one. It seems that some human signals are genetic in this sense: Facial
expressions signifying pleasure, pain, anger, and so on are universal across
human cultures, and their significance does not have to be learned (Ekman
1973). But the meanings of words must be learned. In captivity, apes, par-
rots, and dolphins have been taught to respond appropriately to a number of
arbitrary signals, although of these only parrots have the motor and sensory
skills to use human words efficiently. We are still disturbingly ignorant of the
use of symbols in the wild by these animals. Vervet monkeys (Cheney and
Seyfarth 1990) use specific sounds to indicate different classes of predators
(eagles, snakes, ground predators) and the approach of other monkeys. The
ability to make these signals has a genetic basis, but young monkeys must
learn their detailed application. For example, adult monkeys give the “eagle”
call almost exclusively to raptors, and mainly to the martial eagle, their main
predator. In contrast, infants give the call to flying objects, but not exclu-
sively to raptors; they may give it to nonraptors—for example, vultures and
bee-eaters, and even to a flying leaf blowing in the wind.

It seems, then, that some apes can learn to use symbols in captivity, al-
though their vocabulary is small compared to that of humans, and there is
little evidence as yet that they use learned symbols in the wild. However, the
ability to learn the meanings of a large number of symbols, although impor-
tant, is not the essential feature of human language. That feature is syntax,
defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as “the order of words in
which they convey meaning collectively by their connection and relation.”
Speakers of English have no difficulty in distinguishing the meanings of the
following sentences:

John gave the book to Mary.
Mary gave the book to John.
Did John give the book to Mary?
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Which book did John give to Mary?
John did not give the book to Mary.

To understand these sentences, we must learn rules. Often, we can obey a
grammatical rule without being consciously able to formulate it. For exam-
ple, we all know that the first of these two sentences is grammatical, but the
second is not:

How do you know which book John gave to Mary?
Which do you know how book John gave to Mary?

Yet few of us could formulate a rule that forbids the second sentence.
The first point to grasp is that the existence of grammatical rules makes it

possible to convey an indefinitely large number of meanings with a finite
number of symbols. A speaker will typically use from ten to one hundred
thousand words, constructed from as few as thirty unit sounds or “pho-
nemes.” Furthermore, by arranging these words, an indefinitely large number
of sentences can be constructed. The analogy with the genetic code is strik-
ing. It, too, is composed of a small set of units (in fact, only four), but by the
sequence of these units, it can specify an indefinite number of proteins, and,
through their interactions, an indefinite number of morphologies. The two
signaling systems, linguistic and genetic, are the basis, respectively, of cul-
tural and genetic transmission.

There is still debate about whether captive chimpanzees or other animals
can learn elementary grammatical rules—for example, concerning word or-
der—but there is no evidence for the use of such rules in the wild. There is
also debate about how humans acquire grammar. It is agreed that they learn
rules—for example, for forming questions, negatives, etc. There is no way
in which children could learn the meaning of every possible sentence inde-
pendently. But is our ability to learn grammatical rules merely an aspect of
our general ability to learn by “reinforcement”—that is, by rewards and
punishments—or do we have a special capacity to learn language, what
Chomsky (1975) has called a “languge organ”?

There are a number of reasons for thinking that there is a competence
peculiar to language.

1.Children learn language rapidly and with little reinforcement. They are
rarely punished for grammatical mistakes. Thus, a child will be reproved for
bad manners but not for bad grammar: for saying “fuck you,” which is gram-
matical, but not for “I don’t want no prunes,” which is not.

2.There is a critical period for learning to talk. Children deprived of any
linguistic input until adolescence never learn to talk grammatically, although
their general ability to learn remains.

3.We learn rules that we cannot formulate consciously. (This argument is
not decisive; we also learn to ride a bicycle, without knowing how we do it.)
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4.Brain injury, from stroke and other causes, can lead to impairmant of
lingustic ability without affecting general intelligence, or can impair intel-
ligence while leaving linguistic ability unaffected.

5.There is recent evidence that the region of the brain responsible for
learning grammatical rules is different from that responsible for storing the
meanings of words. Consider, for example, the rule for learning the past
tense in English. A child who has learned that the past of “walk” is “walked”
will generalize and form the past of “pick” as “picked” and “watch” as
“watched.” She may also apply the rule, wrongly, to an irregular verb, and
say “runned” instead of “ran,” or “goed” instead of “went.” Thus, most past
tenses can be formed by following the rule “add -ed,” but the past tenses of
irregular verbs must be learned as dictionary items. It now appears (Pinker
1997) that brain damage to the left anterior cortex impairs the ability to form
the rule, but not to learn the past tenses of irregular verbs, whereas damage
to the temporal and posterior cortices impairs the knowledge of irregular
verbs, but not of the rule.

6.Cases are known of genetically determined “specific language impair-
ment” (Gopnik 1990). Individuals with an autosomal dominant mutation do
not learn the rule for finding the past tense (or for other morphological word
changes such as adding -s to form a plural) but can have normal general
intelligence.

For these reasons, the idea that there is a specific language organ is now
widely, although not universally, accepted. An evolutionary biologist is
bound to ask what this organ was doing before it was used for learning
language. In evolution, new organs usually arise as modifications of preexist-
ing organs: Wings are modified legs, and teeth are modified scales. We do
not know what the structure ancestral to the language organ was doing be-
fore it acquired its present function. In the long run, the answer is likely to
come from genetics. If there is one gene concerned specifically with lan-
guage, there are likely to be many. What do the homologues of these genes
do in other mammals? It will be some time before we can answer this ques-
tion.

Models of Human Cooperation

In this section, I shall discuss some simple models of human cooperation.
This is a somewhat arrogant procedure. The problems have been debated
from the time of Plato and Aristotle. Why should a biologist have anything
new to say? If I have an excuse, it is that biologists have acquired a convic-
tion that simple models can help to explain complex phenomena. Indeed, I
would go further and argue that only simple models can help to explain
complex phenomena. In the words of Boyd and Richerson (1985, p. 25), “To
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substitute an ill-understood model of the world for the ill-understood world
is not progress.” To be useful, models must be simple.

I first discuss what I call “models of rational behavior.” The basic assump-
tion is that individuals are behaving rationally, in their own best interests.
The question is whether rational behavior can lead to cooperation. The
particular model I discuss, the Social Contract Game, has (at least) two
weaknesses. The first is that it assumes that all individuals have the same
opportunities: Technically, they have the same “strategy set” available. Of-
ten, this will not be true. I therefore turn to a second game, the Class War
Game. Although couched in terms of differences between economic classes,
it could equally well apply to differences between other groups, for example,
ethnic groups. What emerges from this analysis is the selective advantage of
group loyalty. This brings into focus a second weakness of the Social Con-
tract Game, namely the assumption that human behavior is governed by
rational self-interest. In practice, myth and ritual are also important influ-
ences on behavior, particularly in conferring group loyalty. The section
therefore ends with a discussion of the role of myth and ritual in human
society.

Rational Games

“The problem of organizing a state, however hard it may seem, can be solved
even for a race of devils, if only they are intelligent. The problem is, given a
multitude of rational beings requiring universal laws for their preservation,
but each of whom is secretly inclined to exempt himself from them, to estab-
lish a constitution in such a way that, although their private intentions con-
flict, they check each other, with the result that their public conduct is the
same as if they had no such intentions” (Kant; my emphasis).

What can Kant have had in mind? More precisely, how could a set of
intelligent individuals be induced to cooperate to produce a result beneficial
to them all? Suppose, for simplicity, that to “cooperate,” C, means not to
park on a yellow line, and “defect,” D, means to do so. Then the payoffs to
an individual might be as in table 10.1. This is a typical Prisoner’s Dilemma
Game. No matter what others are doing, it pays to defect: It always pays an
individual to park on the yellow line. But if everyone does so, the roads are
blocked: Everyone is better off if all cooperate than if all defect. But how is
cooperation to be enforced?

A possible solution might be the Social Contract strategy. Every individ-
ual agrees to a contract, “I will cooperate; I will join in punishing anyone
who does not.” Sadly, this strategy is not stable against the “free rider.”
Thus, suppose that the advantage to everyone of clear roads is `20; the
benefit from parking on double yellow lines is `30; the cost of being pun-
ished is 150; and of joining in punishing is 15. If all other individuals
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TABLE 10.1
The Prisoner’s Dilemma Game

Policy of the Rest of the Group

Payoff to Individual C D

C 20 0

D 30 10

kept to the contract, and if defectors are always detected, the payoffs to an
individual are:

Cooperate and punish20 1 5  4 15
Defect30 1 50 4 120
Cooperate, do not punish 4 20

In other words, the contract is not stable against the free rider, who does
not park on yellow lines, but who also does not join in punishing those who
do. To be stable, the contract must be revised to read, “I will cooperate; I
will join in punishing anyone who does not; I will treat as a defector anyone
who does not join in punishing.”

This illustrates Kant’s thesis; it is possible for intelligent but selfish indi-
viduals to cooperate. Before discussing the weaknesses of this model, it is
worth asking what “intelligence” means in this context. What properties
must individuals have to make the Social Contract strategy possible. They
must have language and a “theory of mind.” Language is clearly needed,
because “cooperation,” which refers to a cultural trait (not parking on yellow
lines), must be defined and communicated. To say that I have a theory of
mind is to assert that I assume that others have a mind like mine, with
similar desires and powers of reasoning. If I did not have such a theory, I
would not attempt to persuade others to join me in agreeing to the contract;
after all, why should they? There are real difficulties in deciding whether
animals have such a theory of mind. For example, Cheney and Seyfarth
(1996) argued, from studies of vervet monkeys and baboons, that there is no
reason to think that a monkey, when giving a call, has in mind that another
monkey may hear the call and be influenced by it. It may be that a theory of
mind, like language, is unique to humans.

One weakness of the Social Contract model is that it assumes that the only
reason why individuals do not do something that would be in their immedi-
ate self-interest is the fear of punishment, or, more generally, that human
behavior is based solely on reason. In fact, much behavior is influenced by
ritually reinforced social customs. A second weakness is that the model as-
sumes that all participants are equal, in the sense of having the same desires
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and the same possible actions. This will seldom be the case. The implica-
tions of inequality are discussed in the next section. To motivate the discus-
sion, consider the following modification to the Social Contract game. Some
bright, politically minded person says, “Why should we go on punishing? It
is inconvenient and costly. Let us employ a police force, and pay them to do
it for us. Of course, we will have to supply them with batons.” Everyone
agees with this sensible proposal, and a police force is established. Then
some bright, politically minded policeman says to his fellows, “Look, we
have got batons, and they haven’t. We will punish them if they park on
yellow lines, but we can do what we like.” This, of course, is a brief history
of the world so far.

The Subdivision of Society

In modern human societies, not all individuals have the same strategy set
available to them. The most obvious differences are of social class: the strat-
egies open to the owner of land or a factory are different to those open to a
nonowner. This introduces a new logic, with interesting consequences. For
the present, I continue to assume that individuals behave rationally. Consider
the following simple Class War Game, in which there are only two groups
and two strategies open to each. To make it easy to follow, imagine a game
between factory owners and workers, but the logic is more general. Owners
can pay high wages, PH, or low wages, PL. Individual workers can refuse to
work for low wages and accept only high wages, AH, or they can accept low
wages, AL. Owners who can find no workers, or workers who can find no
job, get zero payoff. Owners who can find workers at low wages get 4, and
at high wages get 3; workers paid high wages get 2, and those paid low
wages get 1.

These payoffs are summarized in figure 10.2. We seek stable states of the
system, in which most owners adopt the same strategy, most workers adopt
the same strategy, and it would not pay an individual in either group to alter
his strategy. There are two stable states. In one, owners pay high wages, and
workers accept only high wages. In the other, owners pay low wages, and
workers accept them. There are two general points about this game.

1.In either of the stable states, owners do better than workers. Stability,
therefore, requires that an individual cannot choose which group to belong
to. This implies laws to protect property, and a police force to enforce them.

2.Owners prefer one stable state, and workers the other.

Hence, if we want to understand the stability of such a system, we have to
ask which group(s) benefit from the status quo, how they exercise power,
and how group membership is controlled. To understand what leads to change,
we must ask which groups benefit from change, and whether there are technical
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FIG. 10.2. Payoffs in the “class war” game. The strategies open to owners are PH (pay
high wages) and PL (pay low wages); strategies open to workers are AH (accept only
high wages) and AL (accept low wages).

developments that lead to changes in payoffs and hence destabilize a previ-
ously stable system. We also have to ask how group membership is deter-
mined.

However, the most important point to emerge from the model is that,
because members of different groups benefit from different outcomes, there
will be benefits to members of any group that can ensure that its members
work together for the benefit of that group, even if this does not benefit all
members of the society. Hence, we can expect the emergence of something
analogous to the social contract discussed above binding together groups
within a larger society.

We can expect the emergence of customs and rules enforcing cooperation
among the members of society as a whole, and of groups within that society.
Thus far, I have supposed that such customs are agreed to by rational discus-
sion and enforced by the threat of punishment. There is, however, a second
set of processes enforcing social customs, which may be much stronger:
These are myth and ritual.

Myth and Ritual

Gellner (1988) offered the following account of ritual.

The way in which you restrain people from doing a wide variety of things,
not compatible with the social order of which they are members, is that
you subject them to ritual. The process is simple: you make them dance
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round a totem pole until they are wild with excitement, and become jellies
in the hysteria of collective frenzy, you enhance their emotional state by
any device, by all locally available audio-visual aids, drugs, dance, music,
and so on; and once they are really high, you stamp upon their minds the
type of concept or notion to which they subsequently become enslaved.

The idea that myth and ritual are necessary for the regulation of society is
not new. In the Republic, Plato recommended that the ruler invent a “noble
lie,” and then persuade people to accept it by “speech, story, and song.” In
Gulliver’s Travels, Swift satirized the role of ritual by imagining a society
split into two groups, characterized by whether they opened their boiled eggs
at the big end or the little end. The power of myth and ritual in ensuring
group loyalty is perhaps most obvious in those cases, such as in Bosnia or
Northern Ireland, where there is little to bind a group together except shared
symbols, rituals, and historical myths. The process in its purest form is ex-
emplified by organizations such as the Freemasons, in which a group of
individuals who initially had nothing in common are united in charitable
work, and in the pursuit of a common self-interest, by nothing except a
shared ritual.

Types of Inheritance, and Levels of Selection, in
Human Societies

Human society is hard to understand for two reasons. First, there are two
ways, cultural and genetic, whereby information is transmitted between gen-
erations. Second, selection acts at different levels, between individuals, fami-
lies, groups, and societies.

For human history, it is reasonable to regard genetic predispositions as
constant. Modern societies differ from that of ancient Rome for cultural, not
genetic, reasons. All types of society, however, depend on the fact that hu-
mans can be indoctrinated by myth and ritual. Clearly, this depends on lan-
guage, but there remains the question why humans are so easily moved by
music, dance, visual symbols, and rhetoric. This susceptibility is an
evolved human characteristic. Is it an accident, a mere spandrel, as Gould
and Lewontin (1979) might argue? That is, is it an unselected consequence
of other characteristics—for example, language—that were selected? It is
hard to rule this out. My own view is that a selective explanation is more
plausible. For many millions of years, our ancestors lived in small groups.
Any genetically influenced characteristics enabling the members of a group
to cooperate more effectively, either in surviving in a hard environment or in
competition with other groups, might be favored by selection. There would
certainly be selection favoring more cooperative groups, but this might be
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genetically ineffective if, as is typical in mammals, groups were not repro-
ductively isolated, but exchanged members. Individual selection would be
effective only if groups acquired the habit of punishing individuals who did
not fit in with group customs, as suggested by the Social Contract game.
This amounts to arguing that the capacity of humans to be socialized (or
indoctrinated, depending on your viewpoint) evolved by individual selection,
because those who lacked it were unsuccessful in a social environment.

The particular beliefs, symbols, and customs of a group would be cultur-
ally inherited, and also culturally selected, in that some beliefs would favor
group survival. There is an obvious conflict, analogous to intragenomic con-
flict, between behavior favoring the group and that favoring the individual.
Many myths have the clear effect of inducing behavior favorable to the
group: A clear example is the belief that a man who dies in battle for the
faith will live forever in paradise. Thus, myths have often been favored by
cultural group selection. In practice, however, such myths do not wholly
dominate individually motivated behavior. Modern societies, therefore,
sometimes adopt a more Kantian approach, attempting to formulate laws
ensuring that, if individuals do pursue their own self-interest, the result will
be socially desirable: Taxes discouraging environmental pollution are an ex-
ample. The matter is further complicated as societies grow larger and as
subgroups appear within them. Not only is there conflict between individual
self-interest and group advantage, but between groups at different levels in
the hierarchy: for example, between family, ethnic, and national loyalties.
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11 Laws Governing Species
Interactions?
Encouragement and
Caution from Figs and
Their Associates

Edward Allen Herre

All organisms interact with members of other species. The diversity of forms
that those interactions assume is overwhelming and offers the clearest reflec-
tion of the diversity of life itself. Directly or indirectly, parasitic organisms
constantly affect virtually all ecological and evolutionary processes. In coun-
terpoint, mutualistic interactions are ubiquitous, their members often com-
prise ecologically dominant members of communities, and, as with parasit-
isms, they exert a profound influence on essentially all levels of biological
organization. However, the theoretical and empirical challanges presented by
the ecology and evolution of interactions among species are equal to or
greater than those presented by within-species or within-genome interactions.

For example, it is widely appreciated that mutualistic relationships usually
incorporate parasitic aspects, and that the converse can be equally true for
parasitisms. Furthermore, the mixed nature of some of these relationships, as
well as the existence of transitional intermediates, strongly suggests that out-
comes of species interactions can be both ecologically and evolutionarily
quite fluid (e.g., Herre 1989; Compton et al. 1991; Thompson 1994; Bron-
stein and Hossaert-McKey 1996; Herre et al. 1996; Nefdt and Compton
1996; Pellmyr et al. 1996; Herre and West 1997). The fundamental question
is whether there are any general rules that govern the ecological and evolu-
tionary trajectories and outcomes of interactions, or if there is simply a large
collection of special cases, with no overriding principles.

After mentioning some important general properties of parasitisms and
mutualisms, I present a brief overview of factors that theory suggests ought
to influence evolutionary outcomes of interactions, such as patterns of eco-
logical transmission and degree of co-speciation. I then present relevant as-
pects of the natural history of a series of mutualists and parasites that are
associated with figs. For each group of species, I examine whether the pre-
dictions of the theory do or (in many cases) do not correspond to the degree
to which an interaction is parasitic or mutualistic. Further, in keeping with
one of the motivating themes of this book, I also discuss how selection at
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different levels of population structure influences both sex-ratio adaptations
in the wasps, and the expression of virulence in the nematode parasites of
those wasps (both of which influence the relationship of these organisms
with the fig). Moreover, I emphasize that selection pressures resulting from
different components of the fig-pollinator, parasite, nematode, and seed-dis-
perser relationships can interact with each other in complex and often unex-
pected ways.

Parasitisms

In the case of parasitisms, it is the virulence (negative influence on host
reproduction and survival) associated with parasites that drives their myriad
influences. Therefore, central questions concerning parasitisms revolve around
understanding factors that influence the expression and evolution of virulence
(Levin and Pimentel 1981; Ewald 1987; Frank 1992; Herre 1993, 1995; Bull
1994; May and Nowak 1994; Nowak and May 1994; Ebert and Herre 1996). In
order to frame such questions, much less answer them, it is fundamentally
important to recognize that virulence is an attribute neither of the parasite nor of
the host alone, but a result of the interaction between the two. It is particularly
important to recognize that the outcome of that interaction usually depends on
ecological context (see below). The responses to that ecological context are
themselves embedded to a greater or lesser degree in evolutionary context. That
is, organisms generally respond most “adaptively” to the situations most com-
monly encountered through their evolutionary history (Herre 1987). Neverthe-
less, in parasitisms, what is adaptive for the host clearly is often not adaptive for
the parasite.

Furthermore, neither “host” nor “parasite” is a monolithic entity. Their
populations are almost invariably composed of a variety of genotypes and
strains. Because different parasite strains often have very different effects on
a given host genotype, factors that influence the spatial or temporal distribu-
tion of parasite strains and of host genotypes will strongly affect the expres-
sion and evolution of virulence. Ultimately, changes in virulence observed in
any particular system can result from changes selected in either the host or
parasite populations, or, more likely, both. Moreover, virulence varies dra-
matically from system to system, and the virulence observed in any particu-
lar host-parasite system can change across space and time. All of this makes
it inherently challenging to define, measure, and study virulence. Although
the consequences of within-species variation have been more extensively
studied in host-parasite systems (e.g., Ebert 1994; Thompson 1994), the situ-
ation with mutualisms is analogous, and all of the complexities outlined above
for parasitic interactions also apply.
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Mutualisms

Given that mutualisms are best viewed as reciprocal exploitations that none-
theless provide net benefits to each of the involved parties, it follows that it
is important to identify costs and benefits to each partner correctly and, if
possible, to quantify them. Next, it is desirable to relate variation in those
costs and benefits to variation in the factors that influence them (Herre 1989,
1996; Pellmyr 1989; Thompson and Pellmyr 1992; Anstett et al. 1996; Bron-
stein and Hossaert-McKey 1996). Finally, it is particularly important to iden-
tify the situations in which there exists a conflict of interest between the two
(Herre and West 1997). Special attention should be given to the mechanisms
that prevent the costs to either partner from exceeding the benefits, thereby
maintaining the mutualistic nature of the interaction. For example, it appears
that yuccas can curb parasitic tendencies in their mutualist moth pollinators by
aborting fruits that the moths have overexploited (Pellmyr and Huth 1994).

Although there is no general theory of mutualism, several factors that can
help align mutualists’ interests have been tentatively identified. An important
precondition for mutualisms is the potential for complementation or augmen-
tation of functions and abilities among would-be mutualists. In such cases,
the passage of symbionts from parent to offspring (vertical transmission),
genotypic uniformity of symbionts associated with individual hosts, spatial
structure of populations leading to repeated interactions between would-be
mutualists or their descendents, and restricted options outside the relation-
ship for one or both partners are thought to align interests and promote long-
term stability. Conversely, movement of symbionts between unrelated hosts
(horizontal transmission), multiple symbiont genotypes, and varied options
are thought to promote the opposite effects (Trivers 1971; Axelrod and Ham-
ilton 1981; Bull and Rice 1991; Frank 1992; Yamamura 1993; Leigh and
Rowell 1995; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995). It is no coincidence that
many of the same situations are thought to influence the expression of viru-
lence. Overall, this framework is logically appealing, and at least some cases
appear to conform well with its predictions (e.g., Bull et al. 1991; Herre
1993, 1995; Clayton and Tompkins 1994). However, the attempt to assess
the generality of this framework is necessary, and requires many carefully
executed and interpreted case studies.

Fig-Associated Organisms

Here, I concentrate on the mutualistic and parasitic organisms associated
with monoecious New World figs (with a few examples from Old World
systems), and use them to examine the extent to which some of the proposed
theories are or are not applicable. One justification for this seemingly narrow
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FIG. 11.1. Organisms associated with figs include: mutualist wasps, parasitic wasps
(both internally and externally ovipositing) that appear to be primarily competitors with
the pollinators, nematodes, fungi, mites, and Wolbachia (bacteria) that are phoretic or
carried internally by the pollinating wasps, larger gall-forming wasps and their para-
sitoids, and frugivorous seed dispersers (see text).

approach is that figs and their associates provide both a wide range of types of
interacting taxa (plants, insects, nematodes, fungi, bacteria, vertebrates) and a
variety of types of interactions (fig. 11.1; Corner 1940; Werren et al. 1995;
Kalko et al. 1996). For most of these organisms, it is possible to make fairly
direct measurements of fitness or major components of fitness. Often, variation
in reproductive success of one member of these interactions can be related to
variation in attributes of another at various levels (e.g., species, populations,
individuals) (Herre 1989, 1993; Nefdt and Compton 1996; Herre and West
1997).

These measurements can then be placed in a series of levels of ecological
and evolutionary context that the above-mentioned framework suggests are
important considerations. Specifically, from the basic natural histories, as
well as more detailed genetic information, we know something about pat-
terns of ecological transmission (e.g., Nason et al. 1996, 1998). Further, in
most cases, we have genetic information that suggests phylogenetic relation-
ships among many of the associated taxa, and we can therefore make infer-
ences about longer-term associations or evolutionary tracking (Herre 1995;
Herre et al. 1996; Machado et al. 1996).

Before examining the applicability of theory to these organisms, it is
worth emphasizing the practical challenges to making both appropriate mea-
surements and proper analyses that are posed by complex systems of inter-
acting factors. For example, in the fig-wasp system many factors interact to
affect the production of the basic currency of the mutualism: viable seeds
and pollinator wasps (Herre 1989, 1996; see fig. 11.2). Unless the confound-
ing effects of these factors are properly controlled for, it is very easy to
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FIG. 11.2. Flow chart showing stages at which different factors influence the production
of viable seeds and pollinator wasps. The important point to recognize is that the pro-
duction of the basic currency of the mutualism is influenced at many stages by a num-
ber of different factors, some of which are attributes of the fig, some of which are
attributes of the wasp, and some of which are neither.

misinterpret the underlying relationships among variables of fundamental
importance to the mutualism (West and Herre 1994; Herre and West 1997;
see below).

Monoecious Fig-Pollinating Wasps

More than 750 named species of figs are found worldwide. All depend on
minute wasps for pollination. The pollinator wasps, which are usually spe-
cies-specific, are all members of the chalcidoid family Agaonidae, and all of
them show similar life cycles (Wiebes 1979, 1995). It is important to note
that the closest relatives of the wasps that pollinate figs appear to be the
wasps that parasitize them (Boucek 1988; Machado et al. 1996). The mono-
ecious figs belong to three of four recognized Ficus subgenera and comprise
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roughly half of all fig species. Both molecular and morphological evidence
suggest that the life cycle of the monoecious species is ancestral to the more
derived life cycles exhibited by the dioecious fig species (Ramirez 1969,
1980; Wiebes 1979, 1982; Corner 1985; Berg 1989; Herre et al. 1996; Ker-
delhue and Rasplus 1996b; Anstett et al. 1997).

The reproductive cycle of the figs and the wasps begins when some num-
ber of mated, pollen-bearing foundress wasps enter a receptive fig syconium
(the enclosed inflorescence that defines the genus, Ficus, and ultimately de-
velops into the fig fruit); pollinate the uniovulate female flowers that line
the interior; lay eggs in some of these flowers; and then die. Usually, the
foundress wasps die inside the one fig fruit that they pollinate and can thus
be counted (Herre 1985, 1989, 1996; Compton et al. 1991; but see Gibernau
et al. 1996). The numbers of foundresses per fruit can vary greatly both
within and among species, and that variation can have a number of impor-
tant effects on the outcome of the wasps’ interactions with the fig (e.g.,
Herre 1989, 1993, 1996). Unpollinated fruit are usually, but not always,
aborted.

After they are pollinated, some proportion of the female flowers begins to
develop. Flowers that complete development eventually produce either an
intact, viable seed or an adult wasp that consumes the contents of a single
would-be seed during the course of its own development. Previous studies
have shown that the proportion of the flowers that develop can be strongly
influenced by a combination of pollen and resource availability (fig. 11.2;
Herre 1989, 1996; Anstett et al. 1996; Bronstein and Hossaert-McKey 1996;
Herre and West 1997).

As final ripening of the fig fruit approaches, the wingless adult male
wasps emerge from the seeds within which they matured. They crawl around
the interior of the syconium, chew open seeds that contain females, and
mate. The mated females enlarge the holes cut by the males, emerge from
their seeds, gather pollen from male flowers, exit the fruit (through exit holes
that in most species are cut by the males), and begin the cycle anew (Corner
1940; Galil and Eisikowitch 1968; Ramirez 1969; Frank 1984). After the
female wasps leave, a wide range of animals eat the ripe fruit and disperse
the viable seeds (Janzen 1979; Milton et al. 1982; McKey 1989; Windsor et
al. 1989; Milton 1991; Kalko et al. 1996).

Ecological Patterns of Transmission and Evolutionary
Patterns of Co-speciation

Recent genetic work has shown that the pollen-bearing wasps routinely dis-
perse many kilometers, with the result that the areas covered by effective
breeding populations of figs are usually a hundred or more square kilome-
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ters, an order of a magnitude larger than that documented for any other plant
species (Nason et al. 1996, 1998; also see Compton 1990, 1993; Ware and
Compton 1992). Therefore, the mutualistic fig-wasp system is largely char-
acterized by an extreme horizontal transmission of the mutualist wasp. Fur-
thermore, recent molecular data strengthens earlier morphological studies
suggesting that, with a few exceptions, the wasps are species-specific (Herre
et al. 1996). That specificity almost certainly arises from the species-specific
chemical attractants that the figs release when receptive (van Noort et al.
1989; Ware and Compton 1992; Hossaert-McKey et al. 1994). Finally, the
predominant evolutionary pattern shown is for co-speciation/co-cladogenesis
among the wasp and fig lineages (Ramirez 1974; Wiebes 1979; Berg 1989;
Herre et al. 1996).

Measuring Reproductive Success in the Figs and Wasps:
Sorting Out the Effects of Confounding Variables

Many factors interact to affect the production of the basic currency of the
fig-wasp mutualism: viable seeds and pollinator wasps (Herre 1996; see fig.
11.2). These factors include attributes of the fig (such as the number of
flowers per fruit); attributes of the wasp (such as body size); attributes of the
interaction between the two (such as the proportion of those flowers that
develop, which is itself influenced by pollen availability [e.g., number or
size of foundress pollinators] and resource availability); as well as attributes
of neither (presence and densities of parasitic wasps and nematodes). It is
critical to properly account for the confounding effects of these factors. Oth-
erwise, misinterpretation of the underlying relationships among variables
that are of fundamental importance to the mutualism is the likely result
(West and Herre 1994; Herre and West 1997).

Specifically, the confounding of these factors often leads to the mistaken
perception that there is either no relationship between viable seed and pol-
linator wasp production, or that the relationship exists and is positive. This
would appear to be consistent with the interpretation that there is no conflict
of interest between the two mutualists. Similarly, the relationship between
parasitic wasp and seed or pollinator production often appears positive. This
would appear consistent with the interpretation that there is no negative im-
pact of the parasitic wasps (see below). In the absence of proper statistical
control, the true underlying negative relationship between viable seed pro-
duction and pollinator wasp production can be overlooked, and the underly-
ing negative relationship between certain groups of parasitic wasps and pol-
linators can be missed (Herre 1989, 1996; West and Herre 1994; Herre and
West 1997).

When only one foundress wasp enters a fig fruit, counting the offspring
gives a direct measure of that wasp’s lifetime reproductive success (Herre
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1989, 1993). The variation in foundress’s lifetime reproductive success can
often be related to variation in a number of attributes of both the wasp and
the fig fruit that it pollinated (Herre 1989; West and Herre 1994; Anstett et
al. 1996; Bronstein and McKey-Hossaert 1996; Nefdt and Compton 1996;
Herre and West 1997). Similarly, seed and wasp production can be mea-
sured, and their variation among fruit can be related to variation in the attri-
butes of the individual foundress wasps (e.g., body size). Such measure-
ments permit the documentation of how variation among individuals within
both mutualist species has reciprocal effects on the reproductive success of
the other.

Specifically, of the female wasps that are born in a given fruit, the larger
ones appear to have a higher success rate of reaching the next fig, and, once
there, the largest of these produce the greatest number of offspring (Herre
1989; Nefdt and Compton 1996; Herre and West unpubl.). Although there
appears to be a slight heritable component, wasp body size is mostly ex-
plained by the dry weight of the seeds from the fruit in which they hatch.
Combined, these observations suggest that wasp body size can shift the out-
come of the fig-wasp interaction toward the production of wasps, but that
wasp body size is most clearly affected by the fig (Herre 1989; Herre and
West in prep.).

In essence, although both the wasp and the fig depend on each other for
long-term survival and reproduction, their short-term interests are not neces-
sarily aligned. An individual fig needs the foundresses to pollinate its flowers
in order to produce seeds of its own. It also needs the foundresses’ female
offspring to disperse its own pollen. Those female offspring are useful only
insofar as they produce seed with the pollen of the fig that produces them. In
contrast, the foundress wasps only benefit from would-be fig seeds that are
consumed by their offspring. That is, although there is a mutual, long-term
interdependence between the two partners, there are clear conflicts of inter-
est, some of which would appear to have the potential to undermine and
ultimately destabilize the relationship.

Fig-Wasp Sex ratios and Their Influence on the Fig

Because only female wasp offspring provide pollination services for the fig,
the tendency of the wasps to shift sex ratio away from extreme female bias
with increasing foundress numbers is not in the fig’s interest. Although the
details of the relationships vary among fig species, single foundresses, par-
ticularly in larger-fruited figs, often do not provide sufficient pollen to satu-
rate the receptive flowers and maximize seed set. Generally, increased num-
bers of foundresses are associated with increases in both seed and wasp
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FIG. 11.3. The relationship between brood sex ratio and number of foundresses in 15
species of Panamanian fig-pollinating wasps. Within species, the brood sex ratio be-
comes less female-biased as the number of foundresses increases. Between species,
species that have higher average foundress numbers (suggesting more outbreeding)
show less female-biased sex ratios for any given number of foundresses. Because only
female wasps can transport pollen, decreasing female bias runs counter to the fig’s
reproductive interests (see text).

production (Herre 1989). Of the wasps that are produced, however, an in-
creasing proportion tends to be wingless males, which are of no use as fig
pollen vectors (fig. 11.3; Herre 1989, 1996)

These sex-ratio shifts represent the wasps’ responses to varying intensities
of local mate competition (Hamilton 1967, 1979; Frank 1985; Herre 1985).
Interestingly, local mate competition represents one of very few examples of
a Prisoner’s Dilemma-style game known from a natural system in which the
payoff values can be derived from first principles. Furthermore, the key to
understanding how much greater or lesser degrees of female bias are favored
lies in understanding how among- and within-group selection are balanced
(Colwell 1981; Wade 1985).

The payoff matrix below (table 11.1) shows the relative fitnesses of two
outbred foundresses that contribute equal-sized broods to fig fruits. By “play-
ing” a female-biased strategy (0.25 males), the foundress maximizes its abso-
lute fitness. By “playing” an even sex ratio (0.50 males), however, the foundress
insures that the relative fitness of the other wasp within the same fig fruit (deme)
does not exceed her own. Cooperation (which in this case is represented by
female-biased sex ratios) is only enforced by the existence of many sets of
competing foundresses in multiple fruits (demes). That is, the among-deme
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TABLE 11.1
Local Mate Competition Game Payoff Matrix

Sex Ratio of Wasp B

Sex Ratio of Wasp A 0.25 0.5

0.5 22(19) 15(15)

0.25 25(25) 19(22)

NOTE: The first value gives the payoff to wasp A for any combination of brood sex ratios employed by A
and B. The value inside the parentheses gives the payoff to wasp B for the same situation. Values
were calculated assuming two outbred foundresses contributing equal numbers of offspring to a
common brood from which mated female offspring emigrate (Herre 1985). Notice that the female-
biased ratio (0.25) “loses” to an even sex ratio (0.50) within the deme (payoff of 19 versus 22), yet
female-biased sex ratios are observed because of the advantage across demes. The average payoff in
demes with two even sex-ratio broods is 15; a rare genotype with a sex ratio of 0.25 (and average
payoff of 19) can therefore invade, if the number of demes is high (see Colwell 1981; text).

advantage of increased productivity allows the selection for female-biased sex
ratios to override the within-deme selection for even sex ratios (Taylor and
Bulmer 1980; Colwell 1981; Frank 1985; Herre 1985).

Population structure also appears to play a similar role in selecting for
nematode virulence, with populations characterized by higher foundress
numbers permitting and even promoting increased virulence (Herre 1993,
1995). Both of these effects of increased foundress number are detrimental
to the fig. These examples support the plausibility of arguments that the
effects of population structure and within-deme (within-host) genetic homo-
geneity can be important in maintaining the beneficial effects of some types
of mutualisms (see Levin and Pimentel 1981; Herre 1985; Bull and Rice
1991; Frank 1992; Leigh and Rowell 1995; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
1995).

The Seeds

In monoecious figs, the flowers that develop into viable seeds (usually 40‒
50%) represent a large portion of the fig’s investment in female function.
Flowers that support the development of the pollinator wasps, in particular
the females, represent a large portion of the fig’s investment in “male” func-
tion (fig. 11.2; Herre 1989). Therefore, although the investment in female
and male function on the part of the monoecious fig is largely reflected in
seed and wasp production, respectively, the interests of the wasps are only
directly aligned with the fig’s investment in its male function. This raises the
question of why selection on the much more numerous, and much shorter-
lived, wasps to increase their own fecundity has not come at the expense of
the production of any viable seeds. We might expect that selection on the
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pollinator wasps would, in the short term, lead to increasingly male-biased
sex allocation in figs, and, in the long term, to the complete suppression of
viable seed production and eventual collapse of the system. However, after
at least 40 million years of possibly frantic coevolution with the wasps,
monoecious figs still produce seeds (Collinson 1989; Herre and West 1997).

The mechanisms that prevent pollinators from overrunning the seeds are
still not understood. In contrast with some well-studied yuccas in which
overexploited fruit are generally aborted (Pellmyr and Huth 1994), there is
no evidence that figs abort overexploited fruit (contra Axelrod and Hamilton
1981; also see Addicott et al. 1990; Bull and Rice 1991). In particular, some
figs will retain large portions of their crops that have not been pollinated in
the event of infestation by certain types of parasitic wasps (see below). An-
other idea had been that pollinator wasps did not possess ovipositors long
enough to reach ovaries on “long-styled” flowers, and thus were only capa-
ble of producing offspring in flowers with short styles. Because measure-
ments of pollinator ovipositors show that most ovaries are within the wasps’
reach, it now seems clear that differences in style length of seed-destined
and wasp-destined flowers is not a sufficient explanation for maintaining
seed production (Bronstein 1992; Compton 1993; Kjellberg et al. 1994; West
and Herre 1994; Nefdt and Compton 1996; see below).

Nonetheless, there currently appear to be at least two types of viable ex-
planations for the stability that has allowed seed production in figs to persist.
One possibility is that there are chemical or physical differences among
flowers within a fruit that prevent a portion of them from receiving eggs or
prevent them from supporting wasp development if an egg is laid on them
(Verkerke 1989; West and Herre 1994; S. G. Compton pers. comm.). This
explanation is based on considerations of floral anatomy and inferences from
patterns of flower utilization of New World parasitic wasps (West and Herre
1994; West et al. 1996). In essence, it suggests that the figs have hit upon an
as yet undescribed “unbeatable” mechanism that prevents wasp oviposition
and/or development in some of the flowers, but allows it on others.

A second possibility is suggested by one of the better case studies cur-
rently available on mechanisms of stability of the fig-wasp mutualism (Nefdt
and Compton 1996). This study of a series of African figs suggests that,
although the foundresses have physical access to most flowers, they possess
too few eggs to exploit all of them. Access was determined by comparing
ovipositor lengths with style lengths of the flowers. The ovaries of most
flowers were found to be within the reach of the wasps’ ovipositors in most
species examined, and most flowers within reach were found to be able to
support a wasp’s development. Furthermore, wasp egg loads were also deter-
mined in a subset of species. The norm was too few foundresses carrying too
few eggs to exploit all of the available flowers, and thus a large fraction of
flowers escaped oviposition.
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In essence, assuming the egg counts were accurate, this explanation de-
pends on as yet undescribed trade-offs that prevent wasps from producing
enough eggs and/or from developing ovipositors that provide access to all
flowers (e.g., Kathuria et al. 1995), as well as figs that can effectively limit
the number of pollinators that enter any given fruit. It should be noted that
slightly modified versions of this “trade-off” hypothesis and the “unbeatable
seed” hypothesis are not mutually exclusive. One very intriguing possiblity
is that different fig wasp systems have achieved stability through different
mechanisms.

Finally, figs usually expend roughly half of their seeds in feeding wasps,
many of which will carry pollen. In yuccas, there is much less chance that a
yucca moth developing from a yucca fruit will carry the plant’s pollen. It is
probably no coincidence that in yuccas only (roughly) one-fourth of seeds go
to developing moths (Pellmyr and Huth 1994; Pellmyr et al. 1996). In fact,
the allocation patterns (seeds and wasps) and foundress distributions appear
to reflect more closely the interests of the fig rather than those of the wasps,
implying that the fig is generally the dominant member in the relationship
(Herre 1989, 1996; Nefdt and Compton 1996).

Effect of the Seed/Wasp Trade-off on Fig
Reproductive Success

Because there is a fundamental negative trade-off between seed and pollina-
tor wasp production (Herre and West 1997), offspring of female wasps dis-
persing from a given fig tree will come at the expense of seeds that would
otherwise be fathered by that fig’s pollen. Therefore, the fig that produces
the wasps would benefit most if its wasps arrived as foundresses at another
receptive fig, pollinated the flowers, induced seed production, but were
themselves sterile (see fig. 11.4). One theatre in which this conflict can po-
tentially play out is wasp body size. Increased body size appears to influence
a wasp’s success by increased likelihood to reach another tree, and increased
reproduction (Herre 1989; Nedft and Compton 1996). Depending on the rel-
ative importance of these two effects, it appears that wasps would benefit
from being as large as possible, but that the fig might benefit most from
intermediate-sized wasps (Herre and West in prep.). It is worthwhile to em-
phasize again that more of the variation in wasp body size appears to be
attributable to the environment (the fruit that they are born in) than the size
of the mother (Herre 1989).

These different aspects of fig-wasp conflict are analogous to certain types
of parent-offspring conflict (Godfray, chap. 6), conflict between mates (Les-
sells, chap. 5), as well as basic sex-allocation problems piggybacking along
for the ride (Herre 1989, 1996). Some of these conflicts almost certainly
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FIG. 11.4. Diagram of reproductive interests of both fig and wasp over three generations
of fig pollination and wasp reproduction. Wasps (a) carry pollen to fig a1 for the produc-
tion of its viable seeds, some of which are consumed to produce the wasp offspring
(b). These wasps, in turn, carry pollen from fig a1 to pollinate flowers on fig a2. Some
portion of those flowers develop as viable seeds (with genetic contribution from fig
a1), others are eaten by the developing offspring of the wasps, and so on. The impor-
tant point is that in monoecious figs, the pollinators that carry pollen from any tree
reproduce directly at the cost of potential offspring of that tree. It would be in the fig’s
short-term interests to produce sterile wasps to carry its pollen, just as it would be in
the wasp’s short-term interest to be able to exploit all of the fig’s seeds for the develop-
ment of its offspring.

provide the selective background that has produced dioecy in figs on at least
two occasions over the course of evolution. The interested reader should
consult the increasing literature concerning the ecology and evolution of
dioecious figs (Ramirez 1969, 1980; Wiebes 1979, 1982; Kjellberg et al.
1987; Berg 1989; Herre 1989; Kjellberg and Maurice 1989; Gibernau et al.
1996; Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1996b; Patel 1996; Spencer et al. 1996; An-
stett et al. 1997).

The Reason for Wasp Pollination

Across the different species of fig-pollinating wasps, both active and passive
pollination are found. In wasp species that actively pollinate, there are usu-
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ally specialized morphological structures in which pollen is stored, and there
are deliberate behaviors for collecting pollen in the ripe, natal fruit and then
depositing it on the stigmatic surfaces in the receptive syconia (Ramirez
1969; Frank 1984). In species with passive pollination, specialized structures
and behaviors appear to be absent. Recent work has discovered structures
and behaviors that were previously missed, however, so that specialized
structures and active pollination are perhaps more common than has been
thought (Ramirez and Malavasi 1997).

Superficially, there appear to be several reasons why the pollinators per-
form these services for the figs. First, the fig trees usually abort unpollinated
fruit. Given that, in most cases, the foundresses do not leave the fruit they
enter, this binds the fate of the foundress wasp’s progeny to that of the fruit
it enters. Second, the production of wasps is generally linked to the propor-
tion of flowers that develop. Therefore, to the extent to which flower devel-
opment is linked to pollination, the reproductive success of the wasps is
linked to their own capacity to pollinate (Herre 1989; Herre and West 1997).
Third, pollinated flowers may provide a better resource for developing wasps
(Verkerke 1989). Furthermore, this relationship between pollination success
and wasp success may be linked to the species-specificity that is generally
observed in these systems; usually the “right” pollinator species does the
best job both in terms of seed and wasp production (Compton 1990; Ware
and Compton 1992; see Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1997).

Nonetheless, there are some problems with this straightforward view of
factors that align the fig-wasp interests and thus potentially stabilize their
relationship. At least three fig species are known to have more than one
species of associated pollinator (Galil and Eisikowitch 1968, 1969; Wiebes
1979; Michaloud et al. 1985; Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1997). In fact, of the
two “pollinators” associated with Ficus sycomorus, Ceratosolen arabicus
and C. galili, the females of the latter species do not pollinate. Ceratosolen
galili has pollen pockets, yet does not use them and is not normally associ-
ated with any viable seed production. The clearest interpretation is that C.
galili has lost the behavioral component needed for pollination. It is the sole
member of the genus, indeed among all of the known pollinator species, that
has effectively become a parasite on the system (Galil and Eisikowitch 1968,
1971; Compton et al. 1991). Ceratosolen galili is not the sister taxon to the
actual pollinator (Herre et al. 1996). Interestingly, this is also the case with
nonmutualistic yucca moths (Pellmyr et al. 1996). In contrast, a reversion to
nonpollinating has happened more than once among the group of moths that
pollinate yuccas.

The existence of a pollinator-turned-parasite raises several questions. One
concerns how this wasp has bypassed mechanisms that seem to keep other
systems in check. The parasitic C. galili does not depend on the pollinator,
C. arabicus, to pollinate the fruit. Seedless fruit will not abort in the absence
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TABLE 11.2
Attributes of Pollinator Wasp-Fig Systems

Wasps that pollinate figs form a monophyletic group

Within the pollinator clade, only one case is known in which the species no longer
pollinates

Closest sister taxa are all parasites of mutualism of fig and fig pollinator wasp

With few exceptions, pollinator wasps are species-specific

Preliminary analyses suggest a high degree of co-speciation with host figs

Pollinator wasps are horizontally transmitted from host to host

All pollinate and oviposit from inside the fig fruit

Many factors influence the outcome of the fig-wasp interactions

Complex system of alignments and conflicts of interest between partners

Partial alignment of interests with figs occurs in male function of fig

Female (seed production) function of figs at odds with wasp short-term interests

of the pollinator if C. galili wasps are present (Compton et al. 1991). Is this
due to some special trick of C. galili or could a nonpollinating C. arabicus
wasp accomplish the same result? In fact, in the most carefully studied sites,
roughly 66% of all fruits were occupied by C. galili, whereas only 40% of
the fruit were occupied by the legitimate pollinator, C. arabicus. Although
there are possible disadvantages in fecundity and survival that comes with
the smaller size of C. galili, it is not clear that these are sufficient to prevent
them from completely displacing the pollinator, at least locally. Finally, if
this pollinator-turned-parasite wasp cannot only succeed in parasitizing but
even come to dominate, why does this not occur more often? In F. syc-
omorus, C. arabicus, and C. galili, are we witnessing an ongoing collapse
that could occur in any of the other fig-wasp mutualisms?

The ability of the “correct” pollinator species to consistently outcompete
the odd crossover may be an important component in preventing this (e.g.,
Compton 1990; Ware and Compton 1992; Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1997). It
may also be important that F. sycomorus is a relatively large-fruited fig.
Generally, large-fruited figs receive several foundresses (Herre 1989; Comp-
ton et al. 1991), and the consequences of what any one foundress does in
any particular fruit (e.g., not pollinate) are, on average, covered to a greater
extent than in systems in which there are normally fewer foundresses. Such a
situation may facilitate a pollinator’s evolutionary experimentation with in-
creasing degrees of parasitism (also see Thompson and Pellmyr 1992). (See
table 11.2.)
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FIG. 11.5. Photograph of the pollinator (Pegoscapus hoffmeyeri), externally ovipositing
parasitic wasp (Idarnes sp.), large gall-forming wasp (Apocerus sp.), and parasitoid of
the gall-former (Physothorax sp.) associated with Ficus obtusifolia.

Fig-Parasitizing Wasps

Figs also support a diverse community of parasitic nonpollinating wasps
(Gordh 1975; Hamilton 1979; Janzen 1979; Ulenberg 1985; Boucek 1988,
1993; Bronstein 1991; Compton et al. 1991; Compton and Hawkins 1992;
Compton and van Noort 1992; Hawkins and Compton 1992; Compton 1993;
West and Herre 1994; Cook and Power 1996; Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1996a;
van Noort and Compton 1996; West et al. 1996). All chalcidoid wasps that
depend on the tissues of the syconium for completing their life cycles (both
the pollinators and the majority of nonpollinators) have been grouped in
the family Agaonidae. According to this classification, all pollinating fig
wasp genera belong to the subfamily Agaoninae, whereas nonpollinators are
grouped into five different subfamilies (Epichrysomallinae, Otitesellinae,
Sycorictinae, Sycophaginae and Sycoecinae) (Boucek 1988). This scheme is
largely supported by molecular data (Machado et al. 1996; Machado and
Herre unpubl.). Thus, given the phylogenetic relationships, an understanding
of the biologies of these parasitic groups is very likely to contribute to un-
derstanding the evolutionary origins and mechanisms underlying the stability
of the mutualism between the figs and the pollinators (West and Herre 1994;
Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1996a).

In the New World, all nonpollinating wasps oviposit from the exterior of
the syconium. These externally ovipositing wasps seem to comprise three
very ecologically distinct groups (see fig. 11.5): (1) a group that is similar in
body size to the pollinators and that appears to compete with them for the
same resources for larval development (e.g., Critogaster and some groups of
Idarnes); (2) a group of relatively larger wasps that lay their eggs in the
flowers or fruit walls, inducing the formation of large galls in which the
larvae develop. The presence of these galls appears to prevent unpollinated
fruit from being aborted (e.g., Aepocerus and Idarnes (incerta)); (3) a group
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of true parasitoids of the larger gall-formers (e.g., Physothorax) (West and
Herre 1994; West et al. 1996). In addition to wasps of these types, some Old
World nonpollinators enter the syconia to oviposit. These wasps include all
members of the subfamily Sycoecinae, a few members of the subfamily
Otitesellinae, and the genus Sycophaga from the subfamily Sycophaginae
(Abdurahiman and Joseph 1967; Boucek 1988).

Externally Ovipositing Competitors of the Pollinators

Idarnes (subfamily Sycophaginae) is a genus of nonpollinating wasps associ-
ated with figs in the New World subgenus Urostigma (Americana), and Crit-
ogaster (subfamily Sycorictinae) is a genus of nonpollinating wasps associ-
ated with figs of the New World subgenus Pharmacosycea. Unlike pollinator
wasps, Idarnes and Critogaster females do not enter the fig. Instead, they
penetrate the fig wall from outside with their characteristically long oviposi-
tors and lay eggs in the interior seed layers of the fruit. Like the pollinators,
individual larvae of these parasites develop at the expense of one flower
within the fig fruit. Idarnes and Critogaster females emerge and leave with-
out collecting pollen. Although their ecologies and effects on host wasps and
figs appear to be quite similar, Idarnes and Critogaster are only very dis-
tantly related (Boucek 1988; Machado et al. 1996; West et al. 1996). In fact,
in both cases, these wasps are more closely related to other genera of non-
pollinator wasps that have very distinct ecologies (e.g., large gallers or inter-
nally ovipositing parasitic wasps; see below) than they are to each other
(Herre 1996; Machado et al. 1996; West et al. 1996).

Idarnes (and Critogaster) parasites have a detrimental effect on the repro-
ductive success of their hosts. Specifically, after statistically controlling for
confounding variables (e.g., foundress number, etc.), there is a clear negative
correlation between the number of Idarnes (and Critogaster) wasps emerg-
ing from a fruit and pollinator wasp production (West and Herre 1994; West
et al. 1996). In contrast, there is no significant correlation between the num-
ber of Idarnes wasps emerging and viable seed production. Idarnes also are
found to develop in unpollinated fruit that are retained, apparently because
of the influence of large galling wasps (Bronstein 1991; West and Herre
1994). Therefore, Idarnes are not obligate parasitoids of the pollinators, nor
do they depend on them to pollinate the flowers.

implications for fig-pollinator stability
Both the pollinators and the externally ovipositing parasites in the New

World figs tend to develop in seeds closer to the interior of the fruit, which
are predominantly derived from flowers with short styles (Herre 1989; West
and Herre 1994). It is odd that the parasites that are oviposit from the outside
of the fig do not preferentially develop in seeds derived from longer-styled
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flowers that are closer to outside of the fruit, closer to where these wasps
oviposit. This suggests that the longer-styled flowers are not available
for use or that they provide a considerably inferior resource for developing
wasps than do short-styled flowers. Therefore, considering the observed neg-
ative relationship between these parasites and pollinator production, and the
lack of any relationship between these parasites and good seed production in
New World figs, it is difficult to embrace the idea that all flowers are equally
available for oviposition or equally conducive to wasp development.

At least in the New World systems, these externally ovipositing parasitic
wasps appear to be competing with the pollinators for a subset of the flowers
(predominantly short-styled) that either have the potential to develop as seeds
or to support the development of wasps. These observations suggest that these
wasps are exploiting the opportunities that the fig presents to the pollinators
and form the basis of the inference that figs have some unexploitable flowers
that cannot be used by either of these groups of wasps, and that the mechanism
involved is not simply spatial position within the syconium (West and Herre
1994; West et al. 1996). A modified form of this idea consistent with the Nefdt
and Compton (1996) observations on the African systems is that some subset
of flowers is only marginally exploitable, or provides a potential, but inferior,
resource for developing wasps.

Published reports suggest that the Old World genera Sycoscapter and Phi-
lotrypesis have similar ecologies and similar effects (Compton et al. 1991,
1994; Compton and van Noort 1992; Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1996a,b; F.
Kjellberg pers. comm.). However, directly comparable studies need to be
conducted in both New and Old World fig systems in order to determine
clearly whether these different wasps are in fact exploiting their host figs in
a similar manner, and, more interestingly, whether the host figs rely on
different mechanisms to maintain the stability with their associated wasps
(Herre 1989; Nefdt and Compton 1996; West et al. 1996; Herre and West 1997).

evolutionary patterns of co-speciation
Both morphological and molecular data suggest that these and other para-

sitic wasps have co-speciated with their hosts (Gordh 1975; Ulenberg 1985;
Machado et al. 1996). Both the Idarnes and Critogaster parasites also show
similar degrees of co-cladogenesis (suggesting co-speciation) with the figs
when compared to the pollinators (Herre et al. 1996; Machado et al. 1996).
As is the case with the pollinators, these parasites are also horizontally trans-
mitted. Thus, neither evolutionary nor ecological patterns of transmission tell
us anything with respect to the parasitic/mutualistic nature of these wasps.

The major difference between these wasps and the pollinators appears to
result from the fact that the parasitic wasps lay eggs from the outside of the
fruit, and further that these wasps tend to lay eggs in several different fruits.
Beyond making it difficult for these wasps to perform any pollination ser-
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TABLE 11.3
Externally Ovipositing Parasitic Wasps, “Competitors”

External oviposition

Members of different families of nonpollinators

Often nearest relatives show very different ecologies (e.g., large gall-formers)

Predominant negative effects on pollinators, not seed production

Pollination and pollinators are not needed for these wasps to exploit the fig

Do not appear to be parasitoids of pollinators

Appear to exploit a similar subset of the fig’s flowers as the pollinator

Suggests that fig controls access to flowers, and not by spatial arrangement alone

Co-speciation with hosts (as with pollinators)

Horizontal transmission (as with pollinators)

vices, perhaps this decouples the parasites’ interests from those of any par-
ticular fig fruit that it lays its eggs in, and thereby helps explain the relative
mutualistic and parasitic tendencies of these different wasps. Unfortunately
for this attractive idea, other groups of parasitic wasps have life histories that
caste doubt on this notion (see below). (See table 11.3.)

Internally Ovipositing Parasitic Wasps

All members of the subfamily Sycoecinae, a few members of the subfamily
Otitesellinae, and the genus Sycophaga of the subfamily Sycophaginae, are
reported to oviposit from the inside of the fruit, much as the legitimate pol-
linators do. Furthermore, these species generally appear to be using the
flowers that the pollinators would otherwise use (much as external competi-
tors) (Galil and Eisikowitch 1968, 1969, 1971; Compton et al. 1991; Ker-
delhue and Rasplus 1996a,b). The females of these species emerge and leave
without collecting pollen, and thus, with a few possible exceptions in which
pollen may be passively transferred (see Newton and Lomo 1979), they are
parasitic on the system, as are the externally ovipositing species.

Interestingly, parasites of this type are found to be associated only with
Old World fig species (Abdurahiman and Joseph 1967; Boucek 1988; Comp-
ton et al. 1991; van Noort and Compton 1996). Either these types of wasps
did not arrive or had not yet evolved when the New World was colonized by
the Ficus groups now present, or they subsequently became extinct. Com-
bined with the observations and inferences mentioned above, the interesting
possibility that New and Old World figs differ in fundamental ways with
respect to their interactions with their associated wasps deserves considera-
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tion (West and Herre 1994; Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1996a; Nefdt and Com-
pton 1996; West et al. 1996; Herre and West 1997).

Like the pollinators and the externally oviposting parasites, internally ovi-
positing Sycoecines associated with a diverse group of African figs are gen-
erally species-specific. Furthermore, both pollinators and parasites associated
with any given fig show remarkably similar head morphology. Although an
independent test (e.g., molecular-based phylogenies) is desirable, this pattern
suggests co-speciation and co-evolution with their hosts (see van Noort and
Compton 1996). Thus, as with the other wasps, both mutualistic and para-
sitic, it appears that these wasps are horizontally transmitted and show a high
degree of co-speciation with their host figs.

That these parasites enter the fig fruit in order to oviposit undermines the
idea that pollinators entering the fruit to oviposit helps to explain the main-
tenance of the mutualism. In a certain sense, it would seem obvious why the
external ovipositing species are parasites, but it is unclear why the internally
ovipositing species (Sycophaga, etc. or the C. galili, for that matter), which
are often the most abundant insects found in the fruit, do not establish mutu-
alistic relations with the fig (but see Newton and Lomo 1979).

It is also unclear why these internal parasites do not take over the systems
and drive the pollinators (and ultimately the figs) to extinction. One testable
explanation combines the observation that, within species, large body size
gives advantages in wasp survival and reproduction (Herre 1989; Nefdt and
Compton 1996), with the suggestion that pollinated flowers provide better
nourishment for developing wasp offspring (Verkerke 1989). Clearly, many,
if not all, species of both internal and external parasitic wasps can develop in
the absence of pollination or pollinators. These wasps may develop to larger
size on flowers that have been pollinated. This could provide a mechanism
for maintaining the pollinators in these systems, depending on the strength of
the effects. Thus, if short-styled flowers also provided superior resources for
developing wasps, then the combination of the two effects would have the
potential to maintain both seed and pollinator wasp production in figs. (See
table 11.4.)

Large Gall-Forming Wasps

A diverse group of relatively larger wasps is also associated with figs of the
New World section Urostigma (e.g., Aepocerus, Heterandrium (Otitesel-
linae), and Idarnes (incerta) (Sycophaginae); see fig. 11.5). These wasps can
be more than 10 times the size of the pollinators. They lay their eggs in the
flowers or fruit walls, inducing the formation of large galls in which their
larvae develop. Ecologically, they appear to drain resources and decrease
both pollinator (fig male) and seed (fig female) production in the fruits in
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TABLE 11.4
Internally Ovipositing Parasitic Wasps

Internal oviposition

Members of different families of nonpollinators

Old World taxa

Often nearest relatives show very different ecologies (e.g., large gall-formers, or
external ovipositers)

Predominantly negative effects on pollinators, not seed production

Pollination and pollinators are not needed for these wasps to exploit the fig

Appear to exploit a similar subset of the fig’s flowers as the pollinator

Apparent co-speciation with hosts (as with pollinators)

Horizontal transmission (as with pollinators)

which they are present (West et al. 1996; see also Cook and Power 1996;
Kerdelhue and Rasplus 1996a). As with the pollinators and other parasites,
the large-gall formers also generally appear to be species-specific, and gener-
ally show co-cladogenesis with the host (Machado and Herre unpubl.). Like
the other species in these systems, these wasps are also horizontally trans-
mitted.

Interestingly, molecular work supports the proposition that the different spe-
cies that share this type of ecology are also only distantly related to each other.
Wasps that form large galls have therefore arisen independently several times
during the radiation of the five families that comprise the fig parasites (as have
the “competitors”). That work further suggests that the closest relatives to
some of these wasps (e.g., Idarnes (incerta)) are the “competitor-type” parasi-
tic wasps that often parasitize the same groups of figs (the Idarnes already
discussed). Both morphological and molecular studies of these genera indicate
that these “competitor” and “large-gall-forming” members of Idarnes are more
closely related to the Old World genus Sycophaga, whose ecology entails en-
tering the fig syconium to lay eggs, than they are to other externally oviposit-
ing wasps that show similar, if not identical ecologies (Boucek 1988, 1993;
Herre 1996; Herre et al. 1996; Machado et al. 1996; West et al. 1996). Thus, it
appears that the various basic ecologies associated with parasitizing figs have
evolved separately on several occasions in both the New and Old World. Given
this pattern in the parasites, it is conspicuous that the pollinators form a mono-
phyletic group and that pollination has apparently evolved only once (Ramirez
1974; Wiebes 1979, 1982; Boucek 1988, 1993; Machado et al. 1996; Herre et al.
1996; West et al. 1996; but see Newton and Lomo 1979).

The presence of these gall-forming wasps seems to prevent unpollinated
fruit from being aborted, and thus these wasps do not seem to require the
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TABLE 11.5
Large External “Galler” Parasitic Wasps

Induce the formation of large galls from fruit wall or flower tissue

Drain resources away from both seed and wasp production

Can prevent the abortion of unpollinated fruit

Taxonomically diverse set of species 

Closest relatives often exhibit very distinct ecologies

Horizontally transmitted

Generally high degree of species-specificity

Predominance of co-speciation with host

presence of the pollinators in order to utilize the syconium. Although it is
not clear how the large gallers prevent the abortion of unpollinated fruit, it is
likely that these wasps can produce substances that mimic (or interfere with)
hormonal signals in the fig. If so, cracking the hormonal code of the fig must
have been a great (and possibly ongoing) evolutionary achievement for these
wasps (as well as a great threat to the figs). Given the multiple origins of
parasitic wasps with such different ecologies, it appears that the hormonal
manipulation developed by the different types of wasps must allow a great
deal of evolutionary flexibility associated with the multiple radiations into
what appear to be a multiply repeated suite of fig-exploiting ecologies (Herre
1996; Machado et al. 1996). Deciphering both the fig and wasp hormonal
codes and then placing them in a phylogenetic context would be a fascinat-
ing research challenge. (See table 11.5.)

Parasitoids of Gall-Forming Wasps

The wasps that are parasitoids of the large-gall makers (e.g., Physothorax)
are almost certainly mutualists for the fig and the pollinators to the extent
that they control the abundances of the parasites. Theoretical analysis of
aggregation patterns of the parasitoids on gall-forming hosts suggests that
they have this capability (West et al. 1996). Thus, it appears that ecological
control of one of the most obvious threats to the New World fig-pollinator
mutualisms can be acounted for.

As with the other taxa discussed, preliminary molecular data suggest that
these also appear to be species-specific and also appear to be co-speciating
with their hosts (Machado and Herre unpubl.). As with the others, these
wasps are horizontally transmitted. Furthermore, as is the case in the major-
ity of the nonpollinating wasps that are parasitic on figs, these beneficial (to
the fig) parasitoids oviposit from the outside the fig fruit. Therefore, if we
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TABLE 11.6
Parasitoids of Gall-Forming Wasps

Parasitoids of large-gall-forming wasps

Appear to be capable of controlling gall-former populations

Horizontally transmitted

Predominantly species-specific

Appear to co-speciate with hosts

consider the wasps associated with the figs collectively, none of the factors
that theory suggests might be important in influencing relative benevolence
of mutualists or parasites gives any consistent pattern. Mutualist or parasite,
all are horizontally transmitted, all are for the most part species-specific, and
all of their radiations show a strong tendency to co-speciate with the figs
(Herre et al. 1996; Machado et al. 1996; Machado and Herre, unpubl.). Have
these ideas just declared bankruptcy? (See table 11.6.)

Nematode Parasites of the Pollinators

Just as distinct species of fig-pollinating wasps are generally associated with
distinct species of host figs, morphological and molecular work on the Pan-
amanian species has established that distinct species of nematodes of the
genus Parasitodiplogaster are associated with distinct species of host fig
wasps (Poinar and Herre 1991; Herre 1995, unpubl.). In nematode-infested
fig fruits, immature, dispersal-phase nematodes crawl onto newly emerged
female fig wasps and are thereby carried to the next fig. Before the host
wasp leaves its natal fruit, the nematodes enter the body cavity of the wasp
and, at some point, begin to consume it and grow. Later, up to 20 or more
adult nematodes (with a median of roughly 6 or 7) emerge from the dead
wasp’s body (Herre 1993, 1995), mate, and lay eggs within the fig fruit in
which the host wasp has laid her eggs. The nematodes’ eggs hatch before the
emergence of the next generation of fig wasps, and the nematodes begin
their cycle anew (Poinar 1979; Poinar and Herre 1991; Herre 1993, 1995;
Giblin-Davis et al. 1995).

The natural histories of fig-pollinating wasps and the nematodes that para-
sitize them (Poinar 1979; Poinar and Herre 1991; Giblin-Davis et al. 1995)
permit the direct measurement of several parameters that theory identifies as
important to the evolution of virulence (Herre 1993, 1995). Specifically, in
nearly ripe fig fruits that have been pollinated by only one foundress wasp,
the presence of immature nematodes can be used to determine whether that
individual wasp was infected. Therefore, within species of fig wasps, the
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FIG. 11.6. The relationship between virulence (calculated as the proportion of offspring
that nematode-infected foundresses produce relative to uninfected foundresses) and
average proportion of single foundress broods for 11 species of fig-pollinating wasps.
As foundress number increases, opportunities for horizontal transmission increase.
Species in which the opportunities for transmission are increasingly horizontal harbor
more virulent species of nematodes.

number of wasp offspring associated with nematode-infected single found-
ress wasps can be compared to the number of offspring associated with
uninfected single foundresses in order to estimate the nematodes’ effects on
the fecundity (one major component of lifetime reproductive success) of
their host fig wasps (i.e., virulence). Across species of fig wasps, virulence
estimates can be compared with differences among them in the opportunities
for nematode transmission.

Long-term studies indicate that fig wasp species vary characteristically in
population structure (number of foundresses). Studies initiated over 15 years
ago (roughly 180‒200 fig wasp and nematode generations) in the vicinity of
the Panama Canal show that the different host wasp species present a contin-
uum of population structures (distributions of numbers of foundresses per fig
fruit) (Herre 1985, 1987, 1989, 1993, unpubl.). Species in which the average
number of foundresses is consistently higher present their parasitic nematode
populations with relatively increased opportunities for horizontal transmis-
sion. Additionally, increased opportunities for horizontal transmission are
linked with the increased mixing of unrelated nematodes within individual
hosts. As previously reported, these are the situations in which the nematode
species with the greatest estimated virulences are found (fig. 11.6; Herre
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TABLE 11.7
Nematode Parasites of the Pollinators

High degree of species-specificity with host wasps

High degree of concordance (implying a predominance of co-cladogenisis) with host
wasps

Ancient association with the wasps

Range of opportunities for transmission

Range of negative effects (virulence) on host fitness

Most virulent species are associated with highest opportunities for transmission

1993, 1995). Finally, theory can enjoy a modest success. But what is really
going on here? (See table 11.7.)

Figs and Seed Dispersers

In the vast majority of cases, pollinator wasps are required in order for figs
to develop fully ripe fruit. Without the wasps to catalyze the usually bounti-
ful fruit production, a wide array of frugivorous animals would be that much
closer to starvation. In turn, the various frugivores disperse the fig seeds
(Janzen 1979; Milton 1991; Kalko et al. 1996). Although fig fruit have been
characterized as low-quality resources for frugivores, more recent and care-
ful analyses show that fig fruits can be quite high in certain nutrients (e.g.,
calcium, protein, as well as sugars) (Kalko et al. 1996; Herre 1996; O’Brien
et al. 1998; Wendln et al. unpubl.). Figs invest a great deal of energy and
resources into their fruit. Why?

Although the fruits of many different species of figs are eaten by a wide
range of frugivorous animals, closer inspection in New World systems shows
at least two types of specificities. First, different sets of frugivorous species
are associated with the fig species possessing relatively small fruits that
ripen to a red color, and the species with green-ripening fruits that are much
more variable in size. Mainly birds take the former during the day, and bats
predominantly take the latter during the night (Kalko et al. 1996; Korine,
Kalko, and Herre in prep.). Furthermore, within the species with green ripen-
ing fruit, there is a very clear association between size of the fruit of a given
species and the body size of the bat species that prefer them. In general, the
bat species that constitute the principal frugivores/seed dispersers of larger
species of figs are larger, travel longer distances with the fruit, and have
larger home ranges. The implication is that, on average, they disperse seeds
over larger areas (Herre 1989, 1996; Kalko et al. 1996). Assuming that in-
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creased seed dispersal is advantageous, selection for dispersal may favor
larger fruit.

Fruit size is related to a wide variety of what would otherwise appear to
be unrelated traits. Both across and within species, fruit size (specifically, the
number of flowers per syconium) affects the wasp reproductive success; with
all else equal, more flowers generally lead to greater wasp reproductive suc-
cess (Herre 1989; Herre and West 1997). In most large-fruited species,
however, foundress number is relatively high. High foundress numbers are
associated with wasp sex ratios that are less female-biased, which means less
efficient pollen dispersal for the fig (Herre 1985, 1987, 1989). Because wasp
offspring generally do not increase proportionately to foundress number,
higher foundress number also means lowered reproductive success of the
average foundress (Herre 1989). In addition, higher foundress numbers are
related to increased opportunities for nematode transmission, increased ge-
netic heterogeneity of nematodes that infect single foundresses, and conse-
quently higher nematode virulence (Herre 1993, 1995).

Larger fruit also show an increased absolute and relative dependence on
evaporation in order to produce fruit temperatures cool enough to maintain
viable wasps (Patiño et al. 1994). The result is that producing the wasps that
carry the pollen is also more expensive in terms of water loss in large-fruited
species. Moreover, in both the Old World (Compton and Hawkins 1992) and
New World (West and Herre unpubl.) figs, larger-fruited species generally
harbor more parasitic wasps, both in number of species and often in number
of individuals. Finally, as mentioned before, large, multifoundress fruit may
present an open door to internal parasites such as Sycophaga, or to pollina-
tors with overt parasitic tendencies, such as Ceratosolen galili. Given what
appear to be a number of disadvantages associated with larger fruit size, why
do large-fruited species exist? Perhaps the advantages from increased seed
dispersal balance the multiple disadvantages mentioned above. All of this is
consistent with the interpretation that selection generated from seed dis-
persers produces changes (fruit size) that impinge on other aspects of the fig
biology. That is, one set of mutualists associated with figs appears to impose
selection that can oppose the interests of others.

Conclusions

In the introduction I noted the great importance and diversity of parasitic and
mutualistic interactions and asked if there were some simple rules that gov-
ern them. After stating some of the candidates for simple rules, I discussed a
great deal of very detailed natural history concerning the different mutualists
and parasites associated with figs. The presentation of this detail is crucial
for several reasons.
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First, in order to test the applicability of theory, it is essential to under-
stand the mechanics that underlie these interactions. In order to do that, it is
critical to understand that these are complex systems and that multiple fac-
tors influence outcomes. For example, taking the simple (usually positive)
correlations between pollinators and seeds, or those between parasites and
pollinators, at face value, it is difficult to understand that the relationships
are in fact either partially or completely dominated by antagonistic elements.
Failing that, with respect to understanding the relationships or using those
relationships to test theory, you are lost.

Furthermore, it is frequently important to understand the interactions
among several different types of species in order to provide the context to
properly pose and test evolutionary hypotheses about any of them. For ex-
ample, understanding the biology of the different types of parasites is almost
certainly important in understanding either the stability of the fig-pollinator
interactions, or the evolutionary shifts of figs from monoecy to dioecy. It is
not an accident that different facets of natural history relevant to the discus-
sion of fig-pollinator stability were discussed over several sections concern-
ing several different wasp taxa associated with the figs.

Moreover, the degree of interrelationships among what would seem to be
unconnected characteristics of the figs and their associates is both extraordi-
nary and unexpected. In essence, the central message is the importance of
viewing any one attribute of this system (and by implication any system)
within the context of the other aspects, and of clearly understanding the
functional interrelationships among them.

It should be noted that the examples presented as tests of theory have
involved analyses at very different scales of biological organization. Specifi-
cally, I have considered how differences (and similarities) among broadly
defined taxa (pollinators, competitors, etc.) in characteristics such as ecologi-
cal dispersal or evolutionary tracking are associated with parasitism or mutu-
alism. I have considered how differences among species within a taxon may
be associated with differences that increase or decrease detrimental effects
on an interacting species (virulence in the nematodes, sex ratios in the pol-
linator wasps). Finally, I have considered how differences among individuals
within one species may affect the other (e.g., body size in the pollinators).
With respect to the latter, it appears that analyses of the consequences of
variation among individuals may provide the key to understanding the mech-
anisms underlying fig-wasp stability.

At the level of the stereotyped entities such as “pollinator wasps,” “exter-
nally ovipositing parasitic wasps,” “internally ovipositing parasitic wasps,”
“large gall forming wasps,” “parasitoid wasps,” the “rules” relating ecologi-
cal transmission patterns or evolutionary tracking to greater or lesser benefi-
cial effects simply fail. In contemplating this failure, other, more general,
examples should also be considered. For example, it is worth bearing in
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mind that gonorrhea, syphilis, herpes, and HIV all have similar transmission
patterns (mostly horizontal) but very different effects on their hosts. Sim-
ilarly, mycorrhizal fungi, zooxanthellae (symbiotic algae associated with
corals), and nitrogen-fixing bacteria are also mostly horizontally transmitted.
Yet, the effects they have on their hosts range from commensal to beneficial
to indispensable. The nematode example provides the most clear-cut case for
making a statement about a connection between mode of transmission and
virulence. Why do “the rules” work in the one case and apparently not in the
others?

In the specific case of the fig-pollinating wasps and their nematode para-
sites, increased opportunities for horizontal transmission decouple the para-
site’s reproductive interests from those of its host. Therefore, in this system,
opportunities for horizontal transmission per se only serve to release a con-
straint against virulence. It is within-host competition of different parasite
genotypes that is identified as the driving selective force toward virulence,
much as within-deme selection favors less female-biased sex ratios in the
pollinator wasps (Frank 1985, 1992; Herre 1985, 1993, 1995).

More generally, the much maligned rules are much more helpful in under-
standing differences among species within a group of very similar organisms
(e.g., differences in virulence among nematodes, or differences in sex ratio
among pollinator wasps), in which a few variables that theory identifies as
key shift (respectively, transmission, local mate competition), than they are
with respect to explaining differences among much more dissimilar entities
(Read and Harvey 1993). As is the case with making single-factor analyses
within complex systems, among-taxa comparisons confound many factors.

These examples suggest that “rules” (e.g., links between transmission and
virulence, links between long-term association and niceness, etc.) are subject
to contravening influences. For many reasons, it is unlikely that rules gov-
erning among-species interactions across a wide diversity of types of interac-
tions will be found that will even approach the power of Hamilton’s Rule in
explaining within-species interactions. Instead, the task appears to be to
carefully document many systems, especially very similar systems in which
only a few key variables change, and then to attempt to determine
if there is a hierarchy of rules. Ultimately, a great deal of attention will need
to be paid to differences in details of the natural history of the different
systems.

This piece started out as an exploration of applicability of rules. It has
evolved by necessity into a discussion of details of the natural history of a
series of unexpectedly interrelated examples of interactions involving figs.
The central message should not be the lack of rules with any explanatory
power concerning the outcomes of species interactions. Instead, understand-
ing why the rules work in the cases that they do is crucial, as is the apprecia-
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tion that context and scale determine the applicability of those rules we
presently recognize.

Addenda

1.Based on the average number of offspring that one foundress is capable
of producing, Panamanian fig fruits pollinated by multiple foundresses fre-
quently receive several times more eggs than the number of flowers per
syconium (Herre 1989). Yet they still produce intact seeds. Therefore, the
hypothesis of egg limitation (e.g., Nefdt and Compton 1996) cannot account
for the maintenance of seed production in these species.

2.Recent molecular studies of Rasplus et al. (1998) show that the pol-
linating and nonpollinating wasps that had been classified in the family
Agaonidae (sensu Boucek 1988) are not monophyletic. These results are
consistent with results reported earlier by Machado et al. (1996). Although it
is presently unclear which taxa show the closest affinities with the pollina-
tors, the hypothesis that the pollinators’ closest relatives are parasites of the
fig-wasp mutualism cannot be rejected, and it is clear that there have been
multiple instances of both convergent and divergent evolution among wasp
taxa associated with figs.
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12 Lineage Selection:
Natural Selection for
Long-Term Benefit

Leonard Nunney

Natural selection can occur at any level of biological organization and at any
time scale. As a result, it is not unusual for conflicts to arise (Leigh 1971).
For example, a character that is favored at the individual level over a few
generations may not be advantageous when viewed from the perspective of
population persistence over several thousand generations. Traditional popu-
lation genetic theory gives us the tools to model such conflicts and shows us
that, in general, they are resolved in favor of the shorter time scale. For
example, consider the case in which an episodic event, such as an epidemic,
favors one resistant genotype, but the nonepidemic conditions favor an alter-
nate form. Between epidemics, selection reduces the frequency of the re-
sistant genotype, and if the period between epidemics is long enough, the
nonresistant genotype will spread to fixation. This occurs even if the loss of
resistant individuals results in the next epidemic being uniformly lethal.
Only when the time scales of the opposing types of selection are not so
disparate can a polymorphism be maintained (at least under certain condi-
tions; see Haldane and Jayakar 1963). Thus, our models reinforce the truism
that selection is blind to the future: Strong selection acting on individuals on
a short time scale will drive a trait to fixation, even if that trait, once fixed,
results in the future extinction of the population.

Does this result mean that evolution is always controlled by the shortest
time scale operating? Clearly it is not. For example, cells make up individ-
uals just as individuals make up populations, and events acting on the time
scale of the cellular level (such as somatic cell growth) are not the primary
processes driving the evolution of individuals. We can resolve this apparent
paradox by invoking kin selection: The 100% relatedness of the cells of an
individual provides the needed link between the short-term interests of the
cell and the longer-term interests of the individual (see, e.g., Maynard Smith
and Szathmáry 1995). This explanation is sufficient to account for the persis-
tence of multicellularity. It is not the whole story, however. In modeling kin
selection (Hamilton 1964a,b), we implicitly (and appropriately) view selec-
tion on the time scale of the individual; however, the conflict between the
short- and long-time scale persists at the cellular level. This conflict is appar-
ent in the continued occurrence of cancer. To an evolutionary biologist, can-
cer is the result of proliferating cells (successful on their time scale) jeopar-
dizing the survival of the population of cells (the individual).
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On the time scale of the cells, each multicellular individual is a single
lineage that derives from a single zygote. The cells of a lineage share certain
properties because of their common genetic origins. Similarly, although on a
different time scale, the members of a species all belong to a single lineage
with common ancestry and share some characteristics as a result. (In fact, in
some cases, it may be appropriate to consider a species as several isolated
lineages). The similarity of the members of a lineage creates the potential for
lineage selection, which is defined as selection favoring lineages that sup-
press strategies successful only on a short time scale (Nunney 1999).
Lineage selection operates whenever there is a conflict between selection
acting on two different time scales (which we generally view as two differ-
ent levels) and acts to preserve the longer-term strategy.

Lineage selection has its conceptual roots in the 1960s and 1970s, in the
debate over the conflict between individual-level (short-term) and group-
level (long-term) selective pressures (see Williams 1971). The initial discus-
sion of this conflict revolved mainly around two topics: the maintenance of
sexual reproduction and the evolution of population self-regulation. In par-
ticular, Maynard Smith (1964) and Williams (1966a) emphasized that, in
general, a trait could not be favored because of its long-term benefit to the
group if the trait had a short-term fitness disadvantage, that is, group selec-
tion could not usually overcome the force of individual selection. Theoretical
models provided broad support for this conclusion (reviewed by Maynard
Smith 1976). Subsequently, discussion of group selection became compli-
cated by different researchers defining it in different ways (see Nunney
1985); however, the debate had some very important effects. It led to (1) the
search for short-term advantages for sex; (2) the general rejection of the
hypothesis of population self-regulation proposed by Wynne-Edwards (1962);
and (3) a general awareness that the evolution of a trait should not be justi-
fied in terms of its benefit to the group, unless rather special conditions
prevail (e.g., close kinship).

Our ability to recognize the erroneous use of “group-selection arguments”
remains a valuable legacy of the early debate. But why do we suspect that
such arguments are erroneous? In his debate with Wynne-Edwards in the
pages of Nature, Maynard Smith (1964) raised the problem of the “cheat,”
that is, a mutant genotype that displayed a selfish, antisocial phenotype. He
pointed out that a cheat of this type would spread in the population regard-
less of the negative consequences for the group, unless the total population
was subdivided unrealistically into many highly isolated groups. Wynne-
Edwards (1964) responded with the argument that the social behavior driv-
ing his hypothesis was an ancient component of animal biology and, because
of this ancient origin, mutant cheats simply could not occur. Although this
argument is untenable, it remains true that if a “cheating” mutant does not
arise, the group-selected trait would be maintained.
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The conflict between short- and long-term strategies that results in lineage
selection can be viewed in this larger framework of selfish cheats versus
nonselfish altruists. In this chapter, I first discuss this framework and in
doing so introduce some possible cases of lineage selection. I then illustrate
the potential of lineage selection using two examples involving conflicts at
very different levels of organization: the maintenance of sex (species vs.
individual levels) and the avoidance of cancer (single cell vs. individual
levels). In each case, lineage selection does not alter the fitness relationships
of the traits; instead, it exploits variation in the genetic architecture of lin-
eages to minimize the occurrence of the trait that is advantageous in the
short term but disadvantageous in the long term.

Defense against Cheats

The role of cheats and their suppression has been recognized as central to
the likelihood of successful group selection since the early 1960s. In an
altruistic community, selfish cheats can spread if they can avoid the prevail-
ing rules of association and exploit altruistic neighbors. This importance of
association is formalized in the theory of kin selection (Hamilton 1964a,b):
Selection for altruism is successful only if relatives preferentially help each
other. More generally, the positive association of similar genotypes is always
required to drive the spread of altruistic traits by group selection (Nunney
1985). Although it can be argued that the conditions permitting the evolution
of altruism also preclude the invasion of cheats (Wade and Breden 1980),
this only applies if the cheats follow the same rules of association (Nunney
1985). Because cheats, by definition, are not following rules, we expect
group-selected systems to evolve policing mechanisms (Frank 1995).

Cheats can arise from different sources; in particular, they may invade
from outside the group, or they may originate within the group. Those com-
ing from outside can be excluded from an altruistic community provided
there is group (generally, kin) recognition. Lacy and Sherman (1983) devel-
oped the conceptual framework for studying kin recognition, and it is appar-
ent that kin (or colony) recognition is indeed widespread among social
groups and is used as the basis for colony defense (e.g., in the social insects;
see Crozier and Pamilo 1996). Grosberg and Quinn (1989) made an impor-
tant generalization when they noted that such colony defense is often likely
to be driven by aggression toward nonmatching phenotypes, rather than by
the acceptance of similar phenotypes. This pattern is particularly relevant to
colony formation among related and unrelated marine invertebrates. McKean
and Zuk (1995) have suggested that there are important similarities between
such recognition systems and the immune system. Thus, for example, cancer
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cells can be viewed as selfish cheats that exploit the resources of a group
(the individual) and that are destroyed by the immune system when they are
recognizably different. A second example of the suppression of internal
cheating is provided by “worker policing” (Ratnieks 1988). In social Hy-
menoptera, haplodiploidy means that the workers, if they have functioning
ovaries, can produce sons from unfertilized eggs. In honeybee colonies,
workers indeed lay eggs, but these are generally detected and destroyed by
other workers (Ratnieks and Visscher 1989). These last two examples, im-
mune policing (for cancer cells) and worker policing (for worker eggs) are
almost certainly, in part, the products of lineage selection, that is, the evolu-
tion of these traits was probably influenced by antagonism between the
short-term and long-term fitness effects of the underlying traits (cancer and
worker reproduction, respectively). It is likely, however, that other factors
were very important in the evolution of both of these functions. For exam-
ple, the primary value of the vertebrate immune system is in recognizing
interspecific (pathogen or parasite) invaders. It is therefore an open question
how much of cancer detection by the immune system is simply a by-product
of disease prevention, and how much is specifically tailored by lineage selec-
tion. Similarly, worker policing may have originated to detect and destroy
colony parasites and was only later recruited by lineage selection to detect
eggs laid by workers.

In both of the policing examples just described a specialized fraction of
the group seeks out and destroys the product of cheating. An alternative
evolutionary path acts to make the occurrence of cheats within the group less
and less likely. Wynne-Edwards (1964) recognized this possibility when he
argued that certain behavioral cheats could not exist because of evolutionary
constraints. His appeal to the “impossibility” of a cheat was unacceptable
because there was no clear justification of how this situation could arise.
However, under the right conditions, precisely such a situation can arise
through lineage selection. The sequestering of the germ line is perhaps the
end result of this type of lineage selection. Buss (1987, p. 181) considered
this “the triumph of the level of the individual over the level of the cell”
because it prevents somatic variants from entering the gametes, a view sup-
ported by the theoretical work of Michod (1996; see also chap. 3). The germ
line limits somatic cheating, because growth beyond that required to maxi-
mize the fitness of the germ line cannot be favored on a time scale greater
than one generation.

Lineage selection reduces the likelihood of cheating over the long term
provided lineages that give rise to cheats at a low frequency are more suc-
cessful over the long term than are lineages that give rise to cheats at a high
frequency. Thus, the action of this form of lineage selection relies on varia-
tion among lineages in the frequency with which they give rise to cheats. To
understand the process more clearly and to be able to use it in a predictive
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way, we need to be able to model it. To this end, I consider two examples of
lineage selection in which different aspects of the process can be examined
quantitatively.

The Maintenance of Sexual Reproduction

Early in this century, East (1918), and later Fisher (1930) and Muller (1932),
proposed that sexual species are more successful than parthenogens because
of the ability of sexuals to evolve more rapidly in response to natural selec-
tion. This hypothesis was generally accepted, and subsequent theoretical
work validated the basic argument (see Kondrashov 1993). In general, the
difference in the rate of evolution of sexual versus asexual populations in-
creases as the number of loci simultaneously involved in allelic change in-
creases, and only in small populations subject to strong selection does this
advantage disappear.

Even though the underlying logic was sound, the evolutionary rate hy-
pothesis was undermined when Maynard Smith (1971) recognized that sex-
ual individuals often experience a halving of their reproductive potential
when compared to asexuals. This result was based on the realization that, in
general, the fecundity of females is fixed, irrespective of their sexual strat-
egy. This is true whenever a male’s investment in his offspring is limited to
his sperm, that is, when he neither provisions his mate nor his offspring.
Under such conditions (and given a 1:1 sex ratio), the productivity of an
asexual female is twice that of a sexual female because she produces twice
as many daughters. A parallel argument has been made by Williams (1988).
He noted that the cost of sex can be viewed from a more genetic perspective,
because, under asexuality, two copies of genes are passed on to offspring
rather than one. Regardless of the argument one favors, the twofold advan-
tage requires that any hypothesis accounting for the maintenance of sex must
invoke a process capable of overcoming this fitness loss, and it seems un-
likely that evolutionary flexibility can achieve this.

Since 1971, a variety of additional hypotheses have been proposed and
older ones reevaluated (reviewed by Kondrashov 1993). They can be divided
into two broad categories depending on whether they invoke short- or long-
term fitness benefits. Each of the short-term models proposes a different
mechanism by which short-term selective forces overcome the twofold dis-
advantage. Their validity rests on empirical support for the strong short-term
selection that they invoke. The long-term models, however, raise the com-
plexity of selection acting at different time-scales, and here I focus only on
this issue.

As noted above, the original long-term model proposed that the enhanced
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ability to evolve in response to changing environmental conditions increased
the probability that a species would persist. The remaining models, which
also predict lower extinction rates for sexual species, focus on mutation ac-
cumulation. Sexual reproduction prevents the action of “Muller’s ratchet”
(Muller 1964; see also Haigh 1978; Lynch et al. 1993) and a variant of this
idea, “Muller’s hatchet” (Kondrashov 1982). Both of these hypotheses em-
phasize that an asexual clone is much more vulnerable to deleterious muta-
tions than a sexual group. Muller’s ratchet is the continuous stochastic
accumulation of deleterious mutations in small or highly mutable asexual
populations. In particular, if all lineages in an asexual population have at
least n deleterious mutations, then, given that the chance of a back mutation
is negligible, no lineage will ever have less than n mutations. In a small
population, these lineages may continue to accumulate mutations in spite of
selection, and Muller’s ratchet will turn when the last remaining lineage with
only n mutations gains another. Sexual populations avoid this effect because
of sexual recombination: If two individuals with n deleterious mutations (at
different loci) mate, then some of their offspring will carry fewer than n
mutations. Muller’s hatchet reflects the fact that, at equilibrium, asexual pop-
ulations can have a much higher genetic load than a sexual population if the
number of deleterious mutations carried by an individual reduces fitness in
an accelerating fashion. This difference arises because sex, by creating ge-
netic variance, is more efficient at eliminating deleterious mutations. Thus,
both of these mechanisms favor sexual reproduction.

There is good evidence that a long-term advantage to sexual reproduction
does exist. Based on the taxonomic distribution of parthenogenetic species, it
appears that parthenogenesis must have evolved many hundreds of times, yet
in almost all taxonomic groups, the closest relatives of a parthenogenetic
species are extant and sexual (see Bell 1982). These findings suggest that the
asexual lineages present today are usually of recent origin, which can be
explained if asexuality results in a relatively high extinction rate (Stanley
1975). Indeed, criticism of long-term hypotheses does not revolve around
researchers’ doubting the reality of a long-term benefit to sex; instead, it
concerns the extreme imbalance between the immediacy of the twofold per-
generation cost of sex versus the delayed benefits. The selective advantage
of an enhanced evolutionary rate (or the avoidance of mutation accumula-
tion) is small when considered over a single generation; hence, as Maynard
Smith (1978) emphasized, supporters of a long-term hypothesis must explain
why asexual “cheats” are not constantly arising and displacing sexuals as a
result of their superior individual fitness.

Maynard Smith (1971) recognized this as a problem of group selection:
How can a trait beneficial to the species (group) over the long term be
retained in opposition to short-term individual selection? Van Valen (1975)
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quantified the problem and showed that the equilibrium frequency of sexual
lineages, when the twofold advantage of asexuals causes them to displace
their sexual ancestors, is (11U/E), where U is the rate of production of fully
viable asexuals, and E reflects the excess extinction experienced by asexuals
(i.e., Easex1Esex). Thus, a long-term advantage can account for the mainte-
nance of sex only if E . U. Maynard Smith’s (1978) point was that there
seemed to be no a priori reason why this inequality should true. In fact, the
precise opposite seems likely, because E, the per-generation advantage of sex
resulting from extinction (or speciation), is very small. However, U may be
relatively large because, although the chance of an individual’s being an
asexual mutant is small, U is the product of this and the population size of
the species. The problem of why the inequality E . U should, in general, be
satisfied can be resolved by recognizing the action of lineage selection. Re-
call that lineage selection acts to resolve conflicts between long- and short-
term effects of selection in favor of the long term. In this case, the conflict is
between long-term species-level success and short-term individual-level fit-
ness. In its action, lineage selection exploits differences among lineages.
These fixed differences are assumed to be due to the accumulated effects of
short-term processes (either selection or drift) that may have nothing to do
with the conflict between sexual and asexual reproduction. For example, if
some lineages evolve genetic imprinting (discussed below), then these lin-
eages may be much less likely to give rise to asexual mutants. It is possible
that in plants, the evolution of self-incompatibility could create a similar
effect.

To examine this conflict between the long- and short-term, I developed a
model that shows how lineage selection can drive U to a very low value,
thus allowing sexual reproduction to prevail (Nunney 1989). Note that when
the inequality holds, sex is retained even though asexual reproduction may
be the most advantageous strategy most of the time. My model of lineage
selection has the following features. First, the “group selection” conflict be-
tween strong short-term selection and weak long-term selection is included
in the following way: (1) Over the short term, asexuals very rapidly displace
sexuals because of their twofold advantage; and (2) over the long term, asex-
ual species have a higher extinction rate than sexual species. Note that the
cause of the extinction rate difference is not specified; it only matters that a
difference exists. As a result, this approach applies to all long-term hypoth-
eses. Second, the number of species is held constant. Following an extinc-
tion, another extant lineage is chosen at random to “speciate” and thus re-
places the lost line. It is very unlikely that asexual lines are able to
“speciate” at the rate of sexuals, as assumed in the model; however, this
inequality would simply serve to accelerate lineage selection. Third, the op-
portunity for lineage selection is created. Lineage selection, like any other
form of natural selection, operates on genetically based variation. In this 
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FIG. 12.1. The effect of lineage selection on the maintenance of sex. Initially, a high
overall extinction rate favored the spread of sex (solid curve, S); however, after 200
generations (vertical dashed line), the extinction rate was lowered to favor asexuality.
Lineage selection continuously lowered the transition rate (solid curve, U) until it was
below the critical level for the spread of sex (horizontal dashed line), at which point sex
spreads to near fixation. For further details, see text. Redrawn from Nunney (1989; with
permission of Evolution).

case, the variation is among species, and it takes the form of differences in
the rate at which species give rise to fully viable asexual forms.

Simulations of the model showed that the effect of lineage selection is to
favor sexual species that generate asexuals at a very low rate and, as a result,
to favor the maintenance of sex. The mechanism is very simple. (1) Sexual
lineages that are prone to give rise to asexuals, soon do so, and strong short-
term selection causes the rapid transition of these lineages to asexuality. (2)
The resulting parthenogenetic species have a relatively high extinction rate,
so these lineages tend to disappear over the long term. (3) The remaining
species are primarily those that retained sex, and this retention is a direct
consequence of their low rate of forming asexuals. Thus, sex is retained, not
because the twofold advantage of asexuals is overcome, but because the
species that persevere lack the opportunity to become parthenogenetic.

The simple, but inexorable, process of lineage selection is illustrated by
the simulation shown in figure 12.1. The main points can be summarized by
recognizing that the simulation has three phases. The first phase illustrates
that a high extinction rate is one of the mechanisms that could have origi-
nally favored the spread of sex. Note, however, that, in reality, the mecha-
nism originally favoring the spread of sex is quite likely to be unrelated to
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the mechanism that now maintains it. The other two phases show how lin-
eage selection acts to maintain sex once it has become established. Phase 1:
Sexual reproduction spreads (generations 0–200). All 500 species were ini-
tially asexual, but they were in an environment with a very high extinction
rate. I set this rate high enough to favor sex, given the initial rate of asexual
production, i.e., E . U. The percentage of sexual species (S) increased to
60%. Phase 2: Asexual reproduction spreads as the result of an environmen-
tal change (gens. 200–2,000). To initiate this phase, I assumed that the envi-
ronment became more benign and lowered the extinction rates by a factor of
100 (such that E , U). Over the next 1,800 generations, the proportion of
sexual species dropped to 28%. Phase 3: Sexual reproduction is favored
because of the accumulated effects of lineage selection (gen. 2,000 on). By
generation 2,000, the average rate at which asexuals arose in lineages had
dropped low enough through selection to favor sexual reproduction. The
decline in U continued through the end of the simulation, by which time, sex
completely predominated.

As I noted above, the driving force of lineage selection is the variation
among lineages in U, the chance of a viable asexual form occurring once (or
very few times) within the species per generation. This rate is proportional to
population size and could, in some circumstances, be quite large. For this
simulation (fig. 12.1), all lines were initially set at U40.01, and it was
assumed that this rate translates directly into the probability that sexual re-
production is lost, because very strong selection favors the spread of asexual
clones once they arise. At each speciation event (following each extinction),
the daughter species had a 20% chance of having a different value of U
(30% higher or lower), with the constraint that 1012$ Us$1015. These
mutational changes alone would drive U lower (to roughly 1013), but not
low enough to favor sexual reproduction, that is, phase 3 would never be
reached.

Although the circumstances required for lineage selection appear to be in
place, it remains difficult to establish the importance of lineage selection in
maintaining sexual reproduction. The time scale of its action is very long,
and alternative explanations are difficult to rule out; however, there is a
strong circumstantial case. The expected result of lineage selection is that the
clades least likely to give rise to an asexual are the most successful. The
very rare occurrence of parthenogenesis in vertebrates, with its usual (and
possibly complete) association with hybridization, is certainly consistent
with this expectation. One process that makes abandoning sex particularly
difficult is genetic imprinting, because two epigenetically identical gene
copies (both imprinted, or both not imprinted) can lead to defective develop-
ment. It has been suggested that imprinting is individually advantageous to
female mammals because it protects maternal control over the allocation of
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resources to offspring (Haig 1993b); however, once evolved, it is very effec-
tive at preventing parthenogenetic reproduction.

Another source of indirect evidence appears at first sight to run counter to
the expectations of lineage selection. This concerns the widespread occur-
rence of asexual forms in some successful groups, such as the branchiopod
crustaceans and the parasitoid Hymenoptera (see Bell 1982). Here the mech-
anism inducing asexuality becomes important. Lineage selection predicts
that lineages with a genetic predisposition to give rise to asexual individuals
will tend to decline over the long term. So why does parthenogenesis remain
relatively common? It is becoming increasingly likely that parthenogenesis
in many arthropods has little to do with the genome of the organism and a
great deal to do with an intracellular parasite. It appears that these para-
sites (e.g., Wolbachia) may bypass the usual genetic constraints of the host.
These parasites are under strong selection to induce parthenogenesis in their
host, because they are only passed on through the female cytoplasm. For
example, Stouthamer et al. (1990) showed that an all-female species of
parasitoid wasp could be “cured” of asexuality through the use of antibiotics.

Vegetative reproduction is another strategy for “avoiding” sex. This is a
difficult option for many animals because of the sequestering of the germ
line, with the result that somatic growth beyond that required to favor the
germ line has ceased to be advantageous. On the other hand, plants do not
have this restriction (see Williams 1975). It would be interesting to know
how difficult it is for higher plants to give up sexual investment. If lineage
selection acts at this level, then fully viable mutants suppressing all sexual
function should be very infrequent. We know that producing sexual sterility
is relatively easy, as can be seen from artificial selection for doubled flowers
and seedless fruit; however, these mutants still invest in the process of sex-
ual reproduction, even though they produce no offspring.

This form of lineage selection, favoring species lineages based on varia-
tion in their genetic architecture, is a form of species selection (Stanley
1979). This in turn can be subsumed under the more general category of
clade selection (Stearns 1986), which can be applied at any phylogenetic
level. I have avoided these terms because there is no general agreement over
whether these hierarchical terms should be restricted to cases in which there
is some emergent property at the reference level (Vrba 1989) or whether
they should be used more broadly as a description of processes occurring at
any chosen level (Williams 1992). My own preference is that the purely
descriptive usage should be avoided, because it fails to provide insight into
evolutionary mechanisms (Nunney 1993). The term lineage selection de-
scribes a particular evolutionary mechanism that results in an emergent prop-
erty at the level with the longest time scale. As with clade selection, different
examples may apply at different hierarchical levels. To illustrate this flex-
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ibility, I now consider a second example of lineage selection that acts not at
the species level, but at the individual level.

Protection from Cancer

Cancer cells reap a short-term reproductive benefit at the expense of the
long-term success of the lineage (the individual) from which they arise. This
suggests an analogy between the effects of cancer on an individual and the
effects of asexuality on a species as described in the previous section. For
the case of sex, it was shown that lineage selection acts to reduce the likeli-
hood of asexual mutants. Similarly, for the case of cancer, lineage selection
acts to reduce the likelihood of cancerous mutants. In particular, I have ar-
gued (Nunney 1999) that lineage selection will act to decrease the likelihood
of such mutants by increasing the number of genes recruited to control cell
proliferation. Of course, this increase is finite; as the complexity of the con-
trol increases, the effectiveness of selection decreases.

I expect lineage selection to act somewhat independently in different tis-
sues. This expectation stems from tissue-specific differences in the number
of divisions that cells undergo during the reproductive life of an individual.
These differences are important because they influence the likelihood of so-
matic mutation. In addition, different cell types are under the control of
different genes, which may require different growth controls. Both of these
features also vary across organisms. Thus, the evolutionarily stable degree of
complexity that controls a given cancer depends on both the tissue and the
organism.

Tumors go through complex evolutionary changes within individuals as
they become progressively more adapted for growth (see Shackney and
Shankey 1997), including the loss of some chromosomal regions and the
increased ploidy of others. However, of particular interest to the evolution of
cancer avoidance are the very early stages of tumerigenesis, when the switch
is made from a normal “altruistic” cell to a “selfish” precancerous one. This
switch results from mutation, but the number of mutations required can vary,
depending on the type of cancer. Here I wish to show that this variation is
both expected and predictable, based on the action of lineage selection.

Retinoblastoma is a tumor of the retina that can be inherited. When inher-
ited, it acts like a simple dominant Mendelian trait and usually results in
tumors in both eyes, whereas the very rare nonfamilial cases affect only one
eye. Knudson (1971) realized that what is inherited is not a dominant allele
but a recessive mutation in a tumor-suppressor gene (RB), and proposed his
“two-hit” model for retinoblastoma. Given this model, the onset of familial
retinoblastoma results from the somatic mutation of the second, previously
functional, gene copy in heterozygotes. In nonfamilial cases, both copies of
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the RB gene must mutate, which occurs at a frequency of about 1/30,000.
Hethcote and Knudson (1978) modeled this process and estimated a somatic
mutation rate in RB of about 421017/daughter cell/division (4u) in a pair
of retinoblasts that peak at a combined size of approximately 42106 cells
(4C). Why a “two-hit” model? Wouldn’t the requirement for three or even
four mutational “hits” better protect us from this cancer? We can use the
concept of lineage selection to evaluate this issue.

Cell growth can be controlled either positively or negatively. Proto-on-
cogenes positively transmit growth signals. As a result, mutations that cause
these genes to transmit a false signal are dominant. In contrast, tumor-sup-
pressor genes (such as RB) inhibit growth, and loss-of-function mutations in
such genes are recessive. We can model the effect of somatic mutation on
the likelihood of cancer, given these two basic forms of control (Nunney
1999). Thus, a “single-hit” model would be exemplified by a tissue in which
cell growth is stimulated by a single proto-oncogene. Given simple geomet-
ric growth of the tissue, the probability of at least one cancer-producing
mutation occurring during growth is approximately 11exp(14Cu). Thus, if
u is about 1017, then cancer is likely to occur more than 10% of the time if
C . 250,000 cells. Recalling that the tiny stem-cell population of the reti-
noblasts is about 42106, it becomes apparent that there would be strong
selection to recruit additional safeguards into such a simple regulatory sys-
tem.

This discussion raises the question of how strong selection must be in
order to drive the recruitment of additional safeguards. If selection is weak
enough, then genetic drift will prevent directional selection from being effec-
tive. Wright (1931) formalized the relationship between selection and drift
and showed that we can expect selection to overcome genetic drift provided
Nes . 1, where Ne is the effective population size, and s is the selection
coefficient. In the present context, this result shows that selection depends
not only on the number of cells in an individual’s tissue, but also on the
number of individuals present. Ne is the effective number of individuals (lin-
eages) in the population and is a measure of the size of the population pass-
ing genes to the next generation (reviewed by Caballero 1994; Nunney and
Elam 1994). The second parameter, s, is the average cancer-induced loss of
fitness of individuals with the prevailing level of anticancer safeguards. Spe-
cifically, s equals the product of the probability of an individual getting can-
cer and the fitness loss to the individual when cancer strikes. Thus, for a
cancer that is lethal before reproduction, s equals the chance of an individ-
ual’s getting cancer and, based on the inequality Nes.1, selection will be
effective if this chance is greater than about 1/Ne. If we assume that the
prevailing level of safeguard is a single hit and Ne4104, then selection will
favor increasing the safeguards over unregulated cell growth for any tissue
with more than 250 cells!
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The next simplest regulation is provided by a single tumor-suppressor
gene such as RB (an alternative model would be regulation mediated through
two proto-oncogenes). Because these gene products act to suppress growth,
two mutational hits are needed for cancer to develop. Again, assuming geo-
metric tissue growth, and given that u is small, the probability that the two
necessary mutations accumulate in a single cell is approximately 4C(k11)u2

(Nunney 1999), where k is the number of rounds of cell division needed
under geometric growth. Under this two-hit system, and given the same pa-
rameters used in the one-hit example, cancer will occur with a frequency of
1014 or more only if the tissue is about 108 cells or more. This corresponds
to about 0.1g of tissue, which suggests that the two-hit system is evolu-
tionarily stable only for very small tissues.

Combining the last two models gives a three-hit scenario, in which cell
growth is regulated by a single proto-oncogene and a single tumor-sup-
pressor gene. For large tissues (k .. 1), the probability that a final mutation
occurs in a lineage already containing the other two mutations is approx-
imately 12C(k11)2u3 (Nunney 1999). As before, assuming that u41017

and Ne4104, selection for enhanced protection through lineage selection oc-
curs only in tissues greater than about 1013, which is about the number of
cells in a medium-sized dog.

From these three models, it appears that: (1) the one-hit model is unlikely
ever to apply; (2) the two-hit model is expected only when the mutable
tissue is small; and (3) the three-hit scenario appears to be an evolutionarily
stable strategy for moderately sized mammals, unless their effective popula-
tion size is large. An important assumption of these models, however, is that
tissue grows to a fixed size and then stops proliferating. By contrast, most
tissues continue proliferating throughout life, and the effective number of
cell divisions can thus be much greater than 1013. For example, the epi-
dermis, the epithelial cells of the gut, various reproductive system cell popu-
lations, the hemopoietic cells of the bone marrow, and the lymphatic cells of
the thymus, spleen, and lymph node all have rather high turnover rates, gen-
erally in the range of 2–10 days (see Cameron 1971). Thus, a high risk of
accumulated somatic mutation continues throughout life, and it is probable
that additional cell-growth regulation would be recruited through lineage se-
lection (Nunney 1999).

The lineage selection argument suggests that the two-hit, three-hit, or
multi-hit scenarios for the genesis of cancer reflect evolved systems that
regulate uncontrolled cell proliferation. Lineage selection favors individuals
that can suppress a fitness loss from cancer by recruiting additional growth
regulation. The degree of complexity of the regulation (and hence the num-
ber of somatic mutations needed to destroy it) is expected to increase with
the number of cell divisions occurring in a tissue between conception and
the cessation of reproduction. Furthermore, the recruitment of regulatory
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mechanisms is expected to be opportunistic; thus, the specific genes involved
may vary among tissues and among taxonomic groups.

I have suggested (Nunney 1999) that the model of lineage selection makes
two strong predictions. The first concerns the effect of genetic diseases that
increase somatic mutation rates. Tissues experiencing the largest number of
cell divisions should exhibit increased rates of cancer. This prediction de-
rives from the expectation that these tissues are those protected by a “multi-
hit” system. If the number of hits required is n, then an increase by x-fold in
the somatic mutation rate will enhance the probability of n hits by xn. It is
notable that the examples of inherited DNA-repair abnormalities listed by
Hall et al. (1995) all increase the incidence of one or more such cancers:
lymphoma, leukemia, skin cancer, and colon cancer. The second prediction
is that the selection for larger size and for a longer reproductive life will be
accompanied by selection to recruit new levels of cell-growth regulation.
Different systems will be influenced differentially, because the change in the
number of cell divisions that induces effective lineage selection will vary
from tissue to tissue. In general, however, larger, longer-lived animals will
be those with the most complex growth controls.

Conclusion

Leigh (chap. 2) emphasized the potential conflicts between levels of organi-
zation and concluded that features must evolve either to eliminate or limit
such conflict. Elimination can occur when, for example, the twofold cost of
sex is avoided through the evolution of a sexual strategy lacking this cost,
such as monogamy with paternal care (Leigh 1977). In contrast, lineage
selection is a mechanism that minimizes this conflict, not by elimination, but
by limiting its occurrence. The potential conflict remains, but it is avoided
through the suppression of the “antisocial” or “selfish” trait. To be effective,
lineage selection requires the modular organization emphasized by Leigh,
that is, the lineages must remain distinct long enough for the effects of both
long- and short-term selection to influence their success.

The important feature of lineage selection is that it acts on the genetic
architecture of lineages. This is very different from the usual effect of natu-
ral selection. Usually, if a trait is subject to natural selection, then any re-
sponse involves the genes that control the trait. By contrast, lineage selection
does not change the trait itself. In the two examples that I considered in
detail, the traits sexual versus asexual and the traits normal cell versus can-
cerous cell are not altered. Instead, lineage selection works on the seren-
dipitous recruitment of genes that can act to suppress the “selfish” trait, but
these genes are not involved in determining the trait. In these examples, the
suppression involved minimizing their occurrence. Another possible out-
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come of lineage selection is the suppression of the trait through some form
of policing (see Frank 1995). Two possible examples were discussed: the
immune system policing of cancer cells in vertebrates, and worker policing
of worker-produced eggs in eusocial Hymenoptera.

Recognition of lineage selection allows us to have a different perspective
on hierarchical selection. In the case of the maintenance of sex, the view that
sex was maintained because of its beneficial effect on increasing the rate of
evolution and/or reducing the rate of extinction was largely discarded fol-
lowing Maynard Smith’s (1971) recognition of the twofold short-term disad-
vantage of sex. Lineage selection provides a mechanism that can make the
short-term disadvantage largely irrelevant because fully viable asexual com-
petitors rarely occur. As a result, sexual reproduction can persevere despite a
large short-term disadvantage, provided it is superior to asexuality over the
long term (Nunney 1989).

Lineage selection also provides some novel insights into the genesis of
cancer by providing a framework to view cancer with an evolutionary per-
spective (Nunney 1999). In particular, it emphasizes that the cells of differ-
ent tissue types within the same organism, and of the same tissue types in
different organisms, may often evolve different mechanisms for the preven-
tion of cancer. However, although the specific genes involved in the preven-
tion of cancerous cell proliferation may not always be predictable, the theory
of lineage selection does predict its complexity, based primarily on the num-
ber of divisions that a cell undergoes.

In summary, lineage selection shows how evolutionary conflicts can be
resolved. When selection favors opposing traits on two different time scales,
lineage selection acts to favor the longer time scale. Thus, the fact that sex-
ual reproduction has been advantageous in the past may have driven lineage
selection that makes it difficult to lose sex in the future. The future thus may
be more important in evolution than we thought, provided, of course, that it
is the same as the past!
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